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Abstract

This dissertation provides the first systematic overview and analysis of the ritual
scenes decorating the interior walls of the forecourt of Ramesses II at Luxor Temple,
completed in the third year of Ramesses’s reign (c. 1279-1213 B.C.E.), and their
relationship to this monument’s cultic function.
Each ritual scene is accompanied by individual photographs, a general discussion
of the scenes’ content, the main iconographic features pertaining to the king and divine
figures, and general epigraphic observations regarding the relief’s preservation. I am also
providing a thorough description, translation and commentary of the relief of the walls
forming the south-west corner of the forecourt. These scenes contain unique iconographic
and textual elements, a prime example of which is the Litany of Amun-Re covering most
of the middle register of the eastern wall’s south wing.
A careful analysis of the ritual episodes depicted on the forecourt’s interior walls
indicates that it served primarily as a venue for the processional rites of the Opet festival,
the Min festival and the Decade festival (the latter two celebrating the ithyphallic form of
Amun-Re).The cultic themes present in the ritual scenes follow a bilateral division along
the main south-north axis of the forecourt, with the western side depicting ritual episodes
pertaining to the Opet festival procession, while those in the eastern half center on rituals
dedicated to the ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef and the Min festival.
The forecourt displays a series of innovative features in temple relief decoration
that will recur in subsequent temples built by Ramesses II. These reconceptualized
decorative elements, although based on traditional models, go hand in hand with the new
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royal ideology of the early 19th Dynasty kings, emphasizing their divine nature and close
link to Amun-Re.
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Introduction and Research Questions

The forecourt of Ramesses II at Luxor Temple, completed in the third year of
Ramesses’s reign (c. 1279-1213 B.C.E.), has a decorative program that sets it apart from
the temple structures that came before it (pls. 1-3). While the rites depicted in the ritual
scenes are inspired from both the daily cult and the ritual of royal ancestors (ritual of
Amenhotep I), interspersed with festival rites, what is innovative is the choice of ritual
episodes and ritual cycles as well as their arrangement upon the walls. Some of these
scenes contain themes and details regarding ritual elements that lack parallels in temples
that came before and are accompanied by smaller subsidiary scenes complementing the
function of these rites. Indeed, some of this material is entirely new, such as the
processions of royal sons and daughters, sorted by gender with sons listed by birth order,
participating in the festivals, the procession of personified mineral regions, and the
cryptographic textual elements, both on the main eastern architrave and incorporated into
the bandeau inscriptions on the walls. The depictions in the forecourt also mark the
beginning of Nefertary’s role as Ramesses II’s preeminent Great Royal Wife, the queen
appearing both alongside the king as well as by herself, leading one of the processions of
sons and daughters. Additionally, several of the ritual episodes are arranged and laid out
with attention to the orientation of the forecourt’s walls and their relation to the sacred
landscape of ancient Thebes.
This dissertation’s purpose is to provide the first systematic overview and analysis
of the ritual scenes decorating the Luxor forecourt’s interior walls, including a full
translation and epigraphic analysis of reliefs in the building’s south-east quadrant. This
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quadrant is the best-preserved part of the monument and includes an important offering
litany to forms of Amun-Re. The dissertation also aims to reach a better understanding of
the cultic functions this monument served and to investigate its innovative decorative
program as an expression of Ramesses II’s royal ideology.1
To achieve these goals, and to present the complex array of wall scenes and their
hieroglyphic texts that are largely unpublished, I have created composite orthomosaic
photos of entire wall sections and individual scenes.2 These composite images make it
possible to view and examine the decorative program as a whole and serve as the basis
for my research.
My research also aims to answer questions relating to the link between the cultic
function of the forecourt and the sacred landscape of ancient Thebes during the New
Kingdom, including the connections between the temples of Luxor and Karnak as well as
the temples on the west bank of Thebes, such as the small temple at Medinet Habu and
the Ramesseum. The cultic link between the forecourt and the triple barque shrine

1

To date only a handful of publications deal with the scenes and inscriptions found on some of the
forecourt’s interior walls. While important, these studies cannot offer researchers a sense of the larger
context of the ritual scenes themselves and their relevance to the overall cultic function of the forecourt. Cf.
Ch. Kuentz, La Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de Ramses II à Louxor. Vol. 29. Collection
Scientifique, CEDAE, 1971; M. Boraik, “Inside the Mosque of Abu El-Haggag: Rediscovering Long Lost
Parts of Luxor Temple. A Preliminary Report.” Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 123–49; M. Legrand, “La Liste
Dite ‘Des Régions Minières’ Du Temple de Louxor.” Abgadiyat 11 (2016), pp. 60–85; Anonymous.
Louqsor: Temple Du Ka Royal. Dijon: Faton, 1992 (magazine issue Dossiers d’histoire et d’archéologie
No. ###); M. Abd el-Razik,“The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The
Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), pp. 142–60; M. Abd el-Razik,“The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II
in Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), pp. 125–36; K. Kitchen, Ramesside Inscriptions,
Historical and Biographical, II. Oxford: Blackwell, 1979; K. Kitchen, Ramesside Inscriptions, Translated
& Annotated: Translations, Volume II. Ramesses II, Royal Inscriptions. Oxford; Cambridge, MA:
Blackwell, 1996; K. Kitchen, Ramesside Inscriptions, Translated & Annotated: Notes and Comments,
Volume II. Ramesses II, Royal Inscriptions. Oxford; Cambridge MA: Blackwell, 1999.
2

An orthomosaic is a photogrammetrically orthorectified image product mosaicked from an image
collection, where the geometric distortion has been corrected and the imagery has been color balanced to
produce a seamless mosaic dataset. The software used was Agisoft Metashape, see Agisoft LLC, Agisoft
Metashape. Professional Edition (version 1.6.2), https://www.agisoft.com/, Date Accessed: 05.22.2020.
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situated within is also addressed. Part of my research compares the forecourt’s decorative
program to that of other monuments created at the beginning of Ramesses II’s reign as
well as the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak. I likewise discuss which elements of the
forecourt’s decoration are innovative and how they reflect changes in royal ideology
during the early Nineteenth Dynasty. Additionally, I address how the Litany of Amun-Re
fits into the decorative program of the forecourt, its relationship to the building’s cultic
function and the theology of the Amun cult in the later New Kingdom.
The material presented in this dissertation is meant to be an analysis of the
overarching decorative program of the interior walls. However, it is not meant to be the
definitive epigraphic publication of these reliefs, a monumental task and one of the
ongoing missions of the Centre d'Étude et de Documentation sur l’Ancienne Égypte
(CEDAE), which holds the concession to the forecourt.3 At the beginning of my research
and field work at the forecourt,4 I collected data concerning all the architectural elements
and inscriptional material both within and outside the building, although with time it

The Centre d'Étude et de Documentation sur l’Ancienne Égypte (CEDAE) was established in 1954 by
Christiane Desroches-Noblecourt. It is an organization under the tutelage of the Supreme Council of
Antiquities of Egypt and is currently collaborating with the Mission Archéologique Française de ThèbesOuest (MAFTO). Cf. https://www.britannica.com/biography/Christiane-Desroches-Noblecourt, accessed
on 05/28/2020, and http://www.mafto.fr/, accessed on 05/28/ 2020. See also http://www.scaegypt.org/eng/msa_mp.html, accessed 05/28/2020.
3

4

The Egyptian Ministry of Antiquities has graciously given me permission to study the forecourt between
January 9th 2017 up till the 25th of March 2017. I wish to express my sincere thanks to Minister Khaled elAnany of the Ministry of Antiquities of Egypt, Mrs. Manal Ahmed Mustafa, General Manager of the
Permanent Committees for Egyptian Antiquities, Dr. Mohamed Ismail Khaled, General Supervisor of the
Department of Permanent Committees and Mission Affairs, Mr. Mohamed Abdel Badea Harb, Supervisor
of the Permanent Committee of Egyptian Antiquities, and Dr. Mohamed Abdul-Aziz, General Manager of
Upper Egyptian Antiquities, for granting me permission to conduct research at the Forecourt of Ramesses
II at Luxor Temple. I would also like to thank Mr. Ahmed Arabi, General Manager of Luxor Temple
Antiquities, and the excellent inspectors who worked with me during the mission: Dina Youssef Abdullah,
Hala Ahmed Mohamed, Sarah Mohamed Ahmed and Amany Hassan Abdel Rahim. I am also very thankful
for the help of Reis Mahmoud Farouk and his workmen who assisted me with the equipment necessary for
my research.
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became clear that including all these in an attempt to create a complete edition and
analysis of this monument was too ambitious. Therefore, my data set is limited to the
interior wall scenes, especially those in the south-east quadrant. Thus, I have omitted the
reliefs and inscriptions found on the exterior walls, the abaci, architraves, and columns
from this body of work due to time constrains, even though I am aware that these are also
integral parts of the forecourt’s cultic function. However, when doing my analysis, I did
take into account the reliefs found on the interior wall of the triple barque shrine,5 since it
was apparent that the main themes within its decorative program closely reflected that of
the interior walls of the forecourt itself. As a result, I included photogrammetric images
of the triple shrine’s wall scenes and reference them when discussing the ritual scenes
found on the walls of the forecourt.
With the aid of photogrammetry, each ritual scene is presented in detail and in
context. Each scene, accompanied by individual high-resolution photographs, is
described from an epigraphic viewpoint, providing a general discussion of the scene’s
content, the main iconographic features pertaining to the king and divine figures, and
general epigraphic observations regarding the relief’s preservation, including issues such
as post-antique iconoclasm. I have provided a full translation of the hieroglyphic texts
with epigraphic and philological commentary only for the scenes on the south half of the
east wall and the east half of the south wall (i.e., the south-east quadrant) due to their
unique inscriptional content which survived relatively intact. A prime example of these is

My preliminary finding regarding the triple barque shrine’s reliefs, and the questions concerning the
reused 18th Dynasty material contained within it, were presented on the occasion of the Annual Meeting of
the American Research Center in Egypt in Tucson, Arizona, in April 2018.
5
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the Litany of Amun-Re covering most of the middle register of the eastern wall’s south
wing.6

The inscriptions of the east wall south wing interior’s large middle register and the texts accompanying
the personified mineral regions have been published in K. Kitchen, Ramesside Inscriptions, Historical and
Biographical, II. Oxford: Blackwell, 1979, §§234-35; K. Kitchen, Ramesside Inscriptions, Translated &
Annotated: Translations, Volume II. Ramesses II, Royal Inscriptions. Oxford; Cambridge, MA: Blackwell,
1996, §§234-35; K. Kitchen, Ramesside Inscriptions, Translated & Annotated: Notes and Comments,
Volume II. Ramesses II, Royal Inscriptions. Oxford; Cambridge MA: Blackwell, 1999, §§234-35. However,
K. Kitchen provides only basic hand copies of these texts which do not reflect their actual layout on the
walls, or the paleography, or the pictorial elements of the scenes to which the texts belong. See also my
detailed discussion below, pp. 394-466.
6
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Pl. 1: Ground plan of the forecourt of Ramesses II at Luxor Temple.1

1

Based on the plan published in H. Nelson, Key Plans Showing Locations of Theban Temple Decorations.
Vol. 56. OIP, University of Chicago Press, 1941, Pl. XXI, Sections A, B and G, and the plan presented in
M. Boraik, “Inside the Mosque of Abu El-Haggag: Rediscovering Long Lost Parts of Luxor Temple. A
Preliminary Report.” Memnonia 19 (2008), Fig. 1.
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Pl. 2: Plan of Luxor Temple.
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Pl. 3: Map of ancient Egypt during the New Kingdom.
8

Previous Scholarship on the Forecourt of Ramesses II

Primary Source Publications
Despite the relatively well-preserved relief decoration of the forecourt at Luxor
temple, only a fraction of these reliefs has been published to date. Most primary source
publications have focused on the battle reliefs adorning the exterior walls due to their
historical import for understanding the foreign policy of Ramesses II’s reign. These
include the Battle of Kadesh narrative on the pylon façade, the “Poem” of the Battle of
Kadesh on the east wall south wing exterior, as well as reliefs on the eastern and western
walls recording his later wars in Canaan, Moab, and Syria.1 The reliefs showing the
Battle of Kadesh stirred interest from the dawn of Egyptology, with the earliest attempts
to copy them appearing in the Description de L’Egypte and J. F. Champollion’s
Monuments de l’Egypt et de la Nubie, alongside the works of I. Rosellini and C. R.
Lepsius.2
To date, the most accessible publication of the inscriptions pertaining to the
Kadesh narrative can be found in the works of K. Kitchen and Ch. Kuentz, although

1

PM II2, XXX (13)-(14), XXX (215)- (216), XXX (202)-(203).

2

Description de l'Égypte : ou, recueil des observations et des recherches qui ont été faites en Égypte
pendant l'expédition de l'armée française / publ. par les ordres de la Majesté l'Empereur Napoléon le
Grand. - Paris : Impr. Impériale, 1809-1826. - 9 text vol., 10 plate vol., 1 atlas ; 2º (*); J.-F. Champollion,
Monuments de l'Égypte et de la Nubie : planches / d'après les dessins exécutés sur les lieux, sous la
direction de Champollion le Jeune, et les descriptions autographes qu'il en a rédigées, publ. sous les
auspices de M. Guizot et de M. Thiers, Ministres de l'Instruction Publique et de l'Intérieur, par une
commission spéciale composée de MM. Silvestre de Sacy, Letronne, Biot, Champollion -Figeac. - Paris :
Didot, 1835-1845. - T. 1-4; 2º; J.-F. Champollion, Monuments de l'Égypte et de la Nubie: notices
descriptives conformes aux manuscrits autographes, 2 vols. Paris: Firmin Didot Frères, 1844-1889; I.
Rosellini, I Monumenti Dell’Egitto e Della Nubia: Disegnati Dalla Spedizione Scientifico-Letteraria
Toscana in Egitto. 12 vols. Pisa: Nicoló Capurro, 1832-1844; C. R. Lepsius, Denkmaeler Aus Aegypten
Und Aethiopien. 12 vols. Berlin: Nicolaische Buchhandlung, 1849-1859.
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these are hand copies of the text and not full epigraphic editions.3 Line drawings of the
war scenes themselves are presented in W. Wreszinski’s Atlas Zur Altaegyptischen
Kulturgeschichte.4 A comprehensive and epigraphic edition of these reliefs and
inscriptions remains to be created.
By contrast, ritual scenes on the interior walls are largely unpublished with few
exceptions. Recognizing the unique nature of the Litany of Amun-Re from an early date,
along with the procession of personified mineral regions beneath it, G. Daressy published
the inscriptional elements of these scenes at the beginning of the 20th century, using
typeface hieroglyphs for only part of the inscriptions and omitting other epigraphic
details.5 Similarly, the cryptographic inscription on the eastern main architrave of the
forecourt captured attention early on, and its southern half was published by several
scholars, with the texts on the blocks incorporated into the structure of the mosque
published only recently by M. Boraik.6 With the possible exception of M. Boraik’s

3

K. A. Kitchen, Ramesside Inscriptions, Historical and Biographical, II. Oxford: Blackwell, 1979, §§3,
18-22, 24-25; Ch. Kuentz, La Bataille de Qadech: Les Textes (“Poème de Pentaour” et “Bulletin de
Qadech”) et Les Bas-Reliefs. Vol. 55. Mémoires Publiés Par Les Membres de l’Institut Français
d’archéologie Orientale. Le Caire: Imprimerie de l’Institut français d’archéologie orientale, 1928.
4

Note that the drawings published here are line drawings and not true facsimiles, W. Wreszinski, and M.
Patanè. Atlas Zur Altaegyptischen Kulturgeschichte. 2 vols. Genève; Paris: Slatkine Reprints, 1988.
G. Daressy, “Litanies d’Amon Du Temple de Louxor.” Recueil de Travaux Relatifs à La Philologie et à
l’archéologie Égyptiennes et Assyriennes 32 (1910), pp. 62–69.
5

6

The inscriptions of the architraves in the south-east corner of the architraves have been published in C. R.
Lepsius, Denkmaeler Aus Aegypten Und Aethiopien. 12 vols. Berlin: Nicolaische Buchhandlung, 18491859, vol III, pl. 149B; Drioton, Étienne. “Recueil de Cryptographie Monumentale.” Annales Du Service
Des Antiquités de l’Égypte 40 (1940), pp. 305–429; M. Abd el-Razik,“The Dedicatory and Building Texts
of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), §9; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and
Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), §9; K. A. Kitchen,
Ramesside Inscriptions, Historical and Biographical, II. Oxford: Blackwell, 1979, §232; RITA II, §232;
RITANC II, §232. See also PM II2, XXX(51)-(54); M. Boraik, “Inside the Mosque of Abu El-Haggag:
Rediscovering Long Lost Parts of Luxor Temple. A Preliminary Report.” Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 123–
49.
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partial edition of the recently uncovered inscription inside the mosque, published in the
form of small figures within the body of an article, none of these works comes close to
what a complete epigraphic rendition would entail. Presently, no definitive epigraphic
publication of the entirety of the cryptographic architrave inscriptions is available.
Ch. Kuentz’ facsimile edition of the reliefs on the east pylon’s south face in 1971
was the first extensive presentation of any of the reliefs and inscriptions of the forecourt’s
interior wall scenes.7 This publication consists primarily of line drawings of the texts and
figures present in each scene. However, it also lacks any other details such as the types of
damage present, traces of paint, post-pharaonic iconoclasm, and graffiti.8 As only a few
of the details of the scenes are also accompanied by photographs, the information the line
drawings convey is limited.
Other elements of the decorative program of the forecourt have been published in
isolation, but not in facsimile editions. These include inscriptions on the obelisks next to
the pylon façade and the statuary both outside and inside the forecourt.9 The scenes

7

Ch. Kuentz, La Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de Ramses II à Louxor. Vol. 29. Collection
Scientifique. Le Caire: Centre de documentation et d’études sur l’ancienne Égypte, 1971.
8

This publication, while still very useful, is far below the standards of epigraphic publications established
by the University of Chicago’s Epigraphic Survey, especially when it’s compared to the Epigraphic
Survey’s publication of the Colonnade Hall at Luxor Temple, cf. The Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs and
Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 1: The Festival Procession of Opet in the Colonnade Hall: With
Translations of Texts, Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 112. Oriental Institute Publications. Chicago, IL:
The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1994.
9

The inscriptions of the obelisks (the eastern one is still in situ, the western one is in Paris, in the Place de
la Concorde) were first presented as drawings in J.-F. Champollion, Monuments de l'Égypte et de la Nubie :
planches / d'après les dessins exécutés sur les lieux, sous la direction de Champollion le Jeune, et les
descriptions autographes qu'il en a rédigées, publ. sous les auspices de M. Guizot et de M. Thiers,
Ministres de l'Instruction Publique et de l'Intérieur, par une commission spéciale composée de MM.
Silvestre de Sacy, Letronne, Biot, Champollion -Figeac. - Paris : Didot, 1835-1845, vol. IV, pls. 318-321; I.
Rosellini, I Monumenti Dell’Egitto e Della Nubia: Disegnati Dalla Spedizione Scientifico-Letteraria
Toscana in Egitto. 12 vols. Pisa: Nicoló Capurro, 1832-1844, pl. 117A-B; and as hand copies in KRI II,
§228A-B. See also PM II2, XXX(5)-(6) for subsequent publications with partial photographs of the
obelisks. General information about these colossi and references can be found in H. Sourouzian, Catalogue
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presenting the processions of royal sons and daughters have been treated in greater detail,
such as in K. Kitchen’s Ramesside Inscriptions and in M. Fishers’s The Sons of Ramesses
II, although the latter does not evidently include the royal daughters.10 The dedicatory
and bandeau inscriptions found on the interior walls were also published in the form of
hand copies and photos by both Abd el-Razik and D. Redford, especially the dedicatory
inscription dated to regnal year three, which describes the construction of the forecourt.11
The Epigraphic Survey’s volume on the reliefs and inscriptions of the colonnade
hall of Luxor Temple also included the publication of the 18th Dynasty palimpsest traces
visible on the colonnade entrance façade. The façade was incorporated into the south wall
of the forecourt, with the artists of Ramesses II recarving the 18th Dynasty reliefs to fit
the decorative program of the new monument. While photographs of the façade reliefs
were incorporated into the Survey’s volume, only the palimpsest traces of the 18th

de La Statuaire Royale de La XIXe Dynastie. Vol. 177. Bibliothèque d’étude. Le Caire: Institut français
d’archéologie orientale, 2019, Cat. Nos. 49-56 (usurped from Amenhotep III), 158-160 (original standing
colossi of Ramesses II, 179-182 (seated colossi of Ramesses II); with a future volume planned to have an
in-depth iconographic analysis of this corpus. Partial information can also be found in M. Abdel-Raziq,
“Die Elf Schreitstatuen in Luxor Tempel III.” Annales Du Service Des Antiquités de l’Égypte 75 (2000
1999), pp. 113–31; M. Waziry, et al. “Luxor Temple: The Conservation and Restoration of the Standing
Colossus of Ramesses II in Front of the First Pylon of Luxor Temple.” In Thebes in the First Millennium
BC: Art and Archaeology of the Kushite Period and Beyond, edited by Julia Budka, Elena Pischikova, and
Kenneth Griffin, pp. 247–54. London: Golden House Publications, 2018.
10

K. A. Kitchen, Ramesside Inscriptions, Historical and Biographical, II. Oxford: Blackwell, 1979, §§319325, 381-387; Photographs of these scenes and an analysis of the reliefs was published in M. M. Fisher,
The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 53. 2 vols. Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2001.
M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.”
JEA 60 (1974, pp. 142–60; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor
Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), pp. 125–36; D. B. Redford, “The Earliest Years of Ramesses II,
and the Building of the Ramesside Court at Luxor.” Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 57 (1971), pp. 110–
19.
11
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Dynasty reliefs were published as facsimile drawings, as the 19th Dynasty material was
not part of the Epigraphic Survey’s concession.12
Most recently, the scenes of the interior east wall north wing’s top register were
published in an article by M. Boraik.13 As this part of the forecourt was incorporated into
the structure of the Abu el-Haggag mosque, these reliefs were plastered over and
inaccessible for centuries till recent restoration works at the mosque revealed them.
Boraik’s photographs and line drawings are welcomed contributions to the scarce dossier
of published materials on the forecourt; they are, however, preliminary and await a
comprehensive epigraphic presentation.
In the case of the relief decoration of the triple barque shrine, a selective treatment
of the inscriptional material was published in the 1930s by F.W. von Bissing.14 While an
important contribution, this was lacking any detailed line drawings or other epigraphic
observations. Additionally, while both von Bissing and other scholars have signaled the
presence of reused 18th Dynasty material in the walls of the triple shrine, none of these
were published in any detail.15

12

Cf. The Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals,
Upper Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia, and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With Translations of
Texts, Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP. Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of
Chicago, 1998, pp. xvii-xxv, pls. 130-143.
M. Boraik, “Inside the Mosque of Abu El-Haggag: Rediscovering Long Lost Parts of Luxor Temple. A
Preliminary Report.” Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 123–49.
13

F. W. v. Bissing, “Über Die Kapelle Im Hof Ramesses II Im Tempel von Luxor.” Acta Orientalia 8
(1930), pp. 129–62; F. W. v. Bissing, “Über Die Kapelle Im Hof Ramesses II Im Tempel von Luxor
(Schluss).” Acta Orientalia 16, no. 3 (1938), pp. 192–202.
14

15

I intend to publish the reliefs found on these 18 th Dynasty blocks with detailed photographs at a future
date.
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As the above outline shows, a great extent of the wall reliefs found both outside
and inside the forecourt still await a thorough epigraphic analysis and publication. Even
the published material available only offers a superficial treatment of the forecourt’s
reliefs. A thorough epigraphic publication still awaits the reliefs and inscriptions of the
Kadesh Battle narrative (and their palimpsests) on the pylon façade, as well as the
material on the other exterior walls of the forecourt. Similarly, the interior wall reliefs,
the column decorations, all the inscriptions on the abaci and architraves need to be
photographed, drawn and published. This is also true of the obelisks and colossal statuary
both inside and outside the forecourt. Likewise, all the reliefs and inscriptional material
pertaining to the triple barque shrine still await a detail epigraphic treatment, along with
the reused 18th Dynasty blocks and their reliefs that are accessible at the tops of the walls.

Interpretive Studies
The scarcity of the available primary source publications regarding the forecourt’s
cultic reliefs is mirrored by the relative lack of interpretive studies concerning this
monument, especially in comparison to the 18th Dynasty constructions within Luxor
Temple.16 The main exception to this is scholarship on the war scenes from the exterior

16

For primary source publications, see The Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple,
Volume 1: The Festival Procession of Opet in the Colonnade Hall: With Translations of Texts,
Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 112. OIP Chicago, IL: The Oriental Institute of the University of
Chicago, 1994; The Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 2: The Facade,
Portals, Upper Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia, and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With
Translations of Texts, Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the
University of Chicago, 1998; H. Brunner, Die Südlichen Räume Des Tempels von Luxor. Vol. 18.
Archäologische Veröffentlichungen, Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Abteilung Kairo. Mainz: Zabern,
1977; Al. Gayet, Le Temple de Louxor. 1er Fascicule: Constructions d’Aménophis III. Cour d’Aménophis,
Salle Hypostyle, Salle Des Offertoires, Salle Du Lever et Sanctuaire de Maut. Vol. 15. Mémoires Publiés
Par Les Membres de La Mission Archéologique Française Au Caire. Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1894; PM II2,
XXXI-XXXII. See also H. Brunner, Die Geburt Des Gottkönigs: Studien Zur Überlieferung Eines
Altägyptischen Mythos. 2nd, revised ed. Vol. 10. Ägyptologische Abhandlungen. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz,
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walls of the forecourt depicting the various battles of Ramesses II that were presented in
several studies concerning the foreign policy of the king, alongside information gleaned
from other temples showing the same events.17 Other authors have also studied the
obelisks and the statuary in more detail.18
While there have been a number of studies concerning Luxor Temple as a whole,
most of these focus on the information gleaned from the 18th Dynasty structures, with the
forecourt itself being treated as an afterthought and used to bolster observations made
regarding the former. A prime example of such studies are those published by L. Bell
regarding Luxor and the cult of the royal ka, who bases the core of his arguments
regarding the cultic aspects of the temple on the reliefs created during the reign of

1986; W. Waitkus, Untersuchungen Zu Kult Und Funktion Des Luxortempels. Vol. 2. 2 vols. Aegyptiaca
Hamburgensia. Gladbeck: PeWe-Verlag, 2008.
17

Cf. G. A. Gaballa, Narrative in Egyptian Art. Vol. [2]. Sonderschrift, Deutsches Archäologisches Institut,
Abteilung Kairo. Mainz: Zabern, 1976; A. J. Spalinger, Aspects of the Military Documents of the Ancient
Egyptians. Vol. 9. Yale Near Eastern Researches. New Haven; London: Yale University Press, 1982; A. J.
Spalinger, The Transformation of an Ancient Egyptian Narrative: P.Sallier III and the Battle of Kadesh.
Vol. 40. Göttinger Orientforschungen, 4. Reihe: Ägypten. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2002; A. J. Spalinger,
“Remarks on the Kadesh Inscriptions of Ramesses II: The ‘Bulletin’.” In Perspectives on the Battle of
Kadesh, edited by Hans Goedicke, pp. 43–75. Baltimore: Inc., 1985; Ch. Kuentz, La Bataille de Qadech:
Les Textes (“Poème de Pentaour” et “Bulletin de Qadech”) et Les Bas-Reliefs. Vol. 55. Mémoires Publiés
Par Les Membres de l’Institut Français d’archéologie Orientale. Le Caire: Imprimerie de l’Institut français
d’archéologie orientale, 1928; J. C. Darnell, and R. Jasnow. “On the Moabite Inscriptions of Ramesses II at
Luxor Temple.” JNES 52, no. 4 (1993), pp. 263–74; K. A. Kitchen, “Some New Light on the Asiatic Wars
of Ramesses II.” Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 50 (1964), pp. 47–70; S. C. Heinz, Die
Feldzugsdarstellungen Des Neuen Reiches: Eine Bildanalyse. Vol. 18. Österreichische Akademie Der
Wissenschaften, Denkschriften Der Gesamtakademie. Wien: Verlag der Österreichischen Akademie der
Wissenschaften, 2001.
M. Isler, “The Curious Luxor Obelisks.” JEA 73 (1987), pp. 137–47; P. Brand, “The ‘Lost’ Obelisks and
Colossi of Seti I.” JARCE 34 (1997), pp. 101–14; Ch. Strauß-Seeber, “Zum Statuenprogramm Ramses’ II.
Im Luxortempel.” In Tempel Und Kult, edited by Wolfgang Helck, pp. 24–42. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz,
1987; F. J. Yurco,“La Première Cour et Ses Colosses Royaux.” Dossiers: Histoire et Archéologie 101
(1986), pp. 39–40; F. J. Yurco,“La Première Cour et Ses Colosses Royaux.” In Louqsor: Temple Du Ka
Royal, edited by Anonymous, pp. 37–38. Dijon: Faton, 1992; A. Spalinger, “Ramesses II at Luxor: Mental
Gymnastics.” Orientalia 79, no. 4 (2010), pp. 425–79.
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Amenhotep III.19 Similarly, a series of popular articles from a French archaeological
magazine, later published as a standalone volume of essays titled Louqsor Temple du Ka
Royal and published by Faton, devotes 90 pages to studies on various aspects of Luxor
Temple as a whole, only 11 of which are primarily focused on the forecourt itself.20 This
contrasts sharply with the two page section devoted to the hypothesis of a way station
built by Hatshepsut which might have exited at the site of the forecourt at one point.21
This tendency to focus on the 18th Dynasty portions of Luxor Temple is exemplified by
the recent work of W. Waitkus, Untersuchungen zu Kult und Funktion des Luxortempels,
which never address the cultic themes present in the forecourt, despite the title suggesting
that the work encompasses the whole temple.22
A few disparate elements of the forecourt’s interior wall reliefs have been the
focus of interpretive studies in their own right, such as the representations of the royal
sons by M. Fisher, the personified mining regions by M. Legrand, and the article by W.
Murnane on the false door inside the Amun-Re chapel of the triple shrine.23 However,
none of these studies address the larger thematic context to which these decorative

L. Bell, “Luxor Temple and the Cult of the Royal Ka.” Journal of Near Eastern Studies 44, no. 4 (1985),
pp. 251–94; L. Bell, “The New Kingdom ‘Divine’ Temple: The Example of Luxor.” In Temples of Ancient
Egypt, edited by Byron E. Shafer, pp. 127–84. Ithaca NY; London: Cornell University Press; I.B. Tauris,
1997.
19
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Anonymous. Louqsor: Temple Du Ka Royal. Dijon: Faton, 1992.

L. D. Bell, “La Reine Hatchepsout au Temple de Louqsor.” In Louqsor: Temple Du Ka Royal, edited by
Anonymous, pp. 23–24. Dijon: Faton, 1992.
21
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W. Waitkus, Untersuchungen zu Kult und Funktion des Luxortempels. Vol. 2. 2 vols. Aegyptiaca
Hamburgensia. Gladbeck: PeWe-Verlag, 2008.
23

M. M. Fisher, The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 53. 2 vols. Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz, 2001; M. Legrand, “La Liste Dite ‘Des Régions Minières’ du Temple de Louxor.” Abgadiyat
11 (2016), pp. 60–85; W. J. Murnane,“False-Doors and Cult Practices inside Luxor Temple.” In Mélanges
Gamal Eddin Mokhtar, edited by Paule Posener-Kriéger, 2, pp. 135–48. Le Caire: Institut français
d’archéologie orientale, 1985.
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elements belong. Nor has anyone provided a comprehensive or systematic analysis of the
decorative program. Instead, scholars have treated various subsets of reliefs and
inscriptions in isolation.24 Additionally, while translation and commentary were provided
in the companion volumes of K. Kitchen’s Ramesside Inscriptions to the texts published
in this body of work, the observations Kitchen makes are meant as preliminary in nature
and do not address the larger cultic context of the inscriptions and how they relate to the
forecourt’s decoration as a whole.25

Examples are D. Phelps, “A Devastated Foreign Landscape Depicted in Luxor Temple.” Journal of
Ancient Egyptian Interconnections 1, no. 3 (2009), pp. 37–43; M. Azim, “Le Grand Pylône de Louqsor: Un
Essai d’analyse Architecturale et Technique.” In Mélanges Offerts à Jean Vercoutter, edited by Francis
[Geus and Florence Thill], pp. 19–41. Paris: Éditions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1985; M. Azim, “Le
Grand Pylône de Ramsès II.” In Louqsor: Temple Du Ka Royal, edited by Anonymous, pp. 31–36. Dijon:
Faton, 1992.
24
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K. A. Kitchen, Ramesside Inscriptions, Translated & Annotated: Translations, Volume II. Ramesses II,
Royal Inscriptions. Oxford; Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1996; K. A. Kitchen, Ramesside Inscriptions,
Translated & Annotated: Notes and Comments, Volume II. Ramesses II, Royal Inscriptions. Oxford;
Cambridge MA: Blackwell, 1999.
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Luxor Temple and the Cult of Amun-Re

The temple of Luxor was named Ip.t-rsy.t in New Kingdom sources, “The
Southern Sanctuary,” located to the south of the temple of Karnak, Ip.t %.wt, “The Most
Select of Places”, the largest religious complex of ancient Thebes dedicated to Amun-Re
(pl. 5).1 The name of “The Southern Sanctuary” is in reference to Luxor Temple’s
location to the south of the Ip.t at Heliopolis (the area of modern-day Cairo, pl. 3), which
was dedicated to the cult of sun god Re already in the Old Kingdom (ca. 2600–c. 2100
B.C.E.).2
The Karnak temple complex was established by the first kings of the 12th Dynasty
(ca. 1991-1802 B.C.E.) native to the area of ancient Thebes who elevated Amun as their
patron deity and one recognized throughout Egypt.3 The oldest structures at Luxor temple
that still stand were created during the reign of Amenhotep III (ca. 1388–1351 B.C.E., pl.
2). Although scholars have found blocks at the site dating from the reigns of Hatshepsut

LÄ III, pp. 1103-7, IV, pp. 574-9; P. Barguet, Le Temple d’Amon-Rê à Karnak: Essai d’exégèse. Cairo:
Imprimerie de l’institut français d’archéologie, 2006; E. Blyth, Karnak: Evolution of a Temple. London:
Routledge, 2006; L. Gabolde, S. Marchand, and S. Guérin, Karnak, Amon-Rê: La Genèse d’un Temple, La
Naissance d’un Dieu. Vol. 167. Bibliothèque d’étude. Le Caire: Institut français d’archéologie orientale,
2018.
1

2

J. C. Darnell, Opet Festival. Edited by Jacco Dieleman and Willeke Wendrich, 2010.
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/4739r3fr, accessed 06/23/2020.
L. Gabolde. Karnak, Amon-Rê: La Genèse d’un Temple; L. Gabolde, Le “Grand Château d’Amon” de
Sésostris Ier à Karnak: La Décoration Du Temple d’Amon-Rê Au Moyen Empire. Vol. 17. Mémoires de
l’Académie Des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, Nouvelle Série. Paris: Diffusion de Boccard, 1998; L.
Gabolde,“Les Temples Primitifs d’Amon-Rê à Karnak, Leur Emplacement et Leurs Vestiges: Une
Hypothèse.” In Stationen: Beiträge Zur Kulturgeschichte Ägyptens, Rainer Stadelmann Gewidmet, edited
by Heike Guksch and Daniel Polz, pp. 181–96. Mainz: Philipp von Zabern, 1998; L. Gabolde, “Les
Origines de Karnak et La Genèse de La Théologie d’Amon.” Bulletin de La Société Française
d’Égyptologie 186–187 (2013), pp. 13–35; LÄ III, pp. 1103-7; J. C. Darnell, Opet Festival. Edited by Jacco
Dieleman and Willeke Wendrich, 2010. https://escholarship.org/uc/item/4739r3fr, accessed 06/23/2020.
3
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(ca.1479–1458 B.C.E.) and Thutmosis III (ca. 1479–1425 B.C.E.), and one from the
reign of Amenhotep II (ca. 1427–1397 B.C.E.), none of these structures have survived.4
It is very likely that the religious structures present in the early to mid-18th Dynasty were
dismantled and removed when Amenhotep III started his construction program.5 The
king’s architects erected an inner sanctum with a central shrine for Amun-Re, along with
side chapels, barque-shrines, treasuries, and other annexes to serve the cult (pl. 2).6 These
were fronted by a hypostyle hall and a large solar court to be used during festivals. The
last architectural element Amenhotep III built was an impressive colonnade hall which
would serve as the main entrance to the temple. Its decoration barely began before
Amenhotep III’s reign ended and his successor Akhenaten (ca. 1351–1334 B.C.E.)
abandoned it. The project was revived by Tutankhamun (ca. 1334 – 1325 B.C.E.), Ay
(ca. 1325–1321B.C.E.), and completed by Sety I (ca. 1290–1279 B.C.E.).7 Later, in the
early 19th Dynasty, Ramesses II’s forecourt was built in front of the colonnade hall to

4

LÄ III, pp. 1103-7; J. C. Darnell, Opet Festival. Edited by Jacco Dieleman and Willeke Wendrich, 2010.
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/4739r3fr, accessed 06/23/2020; L. Bell, “The New Kingdom ‘Divine’
Temple,” pp. 127–84. I intend to publish an article in the near future concerning the reused blocks found
inside the triple block shrine at Luxor Temple.
W. R. Johnson, “Monuments and Monumental Art under Amenhotep III: Evolution and Meaning.” In
Amenhotep III: Perspectives on His Reign, edited by Eric H. Cline and David B. O’Connor, pp. 63–94. Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1998; LÄ III, pp. 1103-7.
5

R. W. Johnson, “Monuments and Monumental Art under Amenhotep III,” pp. 63–94; L. Bell, “The New
Kingdom ‘Divine’ Temple,” pp. 127–84.
6

Cf. W. Raymond. “Images of Amenhotep III in Thebes: Styles and Intentions.” In The Art of Amenhotep
III: Art Historical Analysis. Papers Presented at the International Symposium Held at the Cleveland
Museum of Art, Cleveland, Ohio, 20-21 November 1987, edited by Lawrence Michael Berman, pp. 26–46.
Cleveland: Cleveland Museum of Art; Indiana University Press, 1990;
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serve as a new festival space, while also incorporating part of the colonnade hall façade
into the south wall of his new building (pls. 1, 2).8

The Forms of Amun-Re Worshiped at Luxor Temple

The earliest attestations of Amun as a deity are from the Pyramid Texts (c. 2400
B.C.E.), where he is described as a member of the Ogdoad, a group of eight primeval
gods forming four couples.9 Amun and his female counterpart Amunet were both
associated with the elements of air and the invisible power of wind.10 Considered a deity
who dwells in the eastern horizon of the sky, Amun was syncretized with the sun god Re
and was worshipped as one of the three major deities of the Egyptian pantheon during the
19th Dynasty, alongside Re-Horakhty and Ptah.11

8

See the detailed discussion concerning the façade of the colonnade hall as part of the south wall below,
pp. 229-256, 519-666.
9

Even earlier evidence for Amun is a 2nd Dynasty seal of Khasekhemwy, from Abydos, naming the god,
discussed in detail in L. Gabolde, Karnak, Amon-Rê: La Genèse d’un Temple, p. 389.
For an overview of the early attestations of Amun, cf. L. Gabolde, Karnak, Amon-Rê: La Genèse d’un
Temple, pp. 390-398; LÄ I, pp. 237-48.
10

Cf. Yoyotte, J. “Les Grands Dieux et La Religion Officielle Sous Séti Ier et Ramsès II.” Bulletin de La
Société Française d’Égyptologie 3 (1950), pp. 17–22; E. Hornung, Conceptions of God in Ancient Egypt:
The One and the Many. Translated by John Baines. London; Ithaca NY: Routledge & Kegan Paul; Cornell
University Press, 1982; L. Gabolde, Karnak, Amon-Rê: La Genèse d’un Temple, pp. 473-565.
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Pl. 4: The anthropomorphic form of Amun-Re (left, detail of a scene on the south wall
east wing) and the ithyphallic Min-Amun/Amun-Re Kamutef (right, detail of a scene on
the east pylon south face).

Iconographically, Amun-Re is frequently depicted anthropomorphically as a man
with a curved beard, wearing a modius crown with two tall plumes rising towards the
sky, clothed in a corselet and short kilt, and adorned with a broad collar, bracelets and
anklets (see pl. 4). He is often shown on temples walls either standing or seated on a
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throne while holding a wAs-scepter and anx-sign. During the Middle Kingdom and the
18th Dynasty the god was shown having a reddish-brown skin tone.12 Beginning in the
post-Amarna period and Ramesside era, he is often depicted as having blue skin tone.13
Amun’s elevated position among the other gods is also marked by his titles, such as ns.wt
nTr.w, “king of the gods”, nb ns.wt tA.wy, “lord of the thrones of the Two Lands”, nTr aA,
“the great god”, Hr(y) tp psD.t aA.t, “chieftain of the Great Ennead”.14
The alternate iconographic form of Amun worshiped in Thebes was a simulacrum
of the ithyphallic god Min of Coptos who embodied the primeval and creative aspect of
Amun. He is often called Amun-Kamutef, “Amun-Bull-of-His-Mother,” or MinAmun.”15 Min was associated with fertility and procreation with evidence for his cult
dating back to the Predynastic era (pre ca. 3000 B.C.E.).16 A sui generis creator god, the
ithyphallic aspect of Amun was called “Bull-of-His-Mother” to convey the notion that he
created himself. This was in keeping with the concept of the male creator god requiring a
feminine aspect to enable him to create the universe and all life.17
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18th Dynasty examples of red-skinned Amun are preserved in the northern Hatshepsut room at central
Karnak, and on the peristyle court of Thutmose IV from Karnak in open air museum where paint is
preserved. Cf. B. Letellier, et al. La cour à portique de Thoutmosis IV, Paris: Editions Soleb, 2013; PM II2,
XI-XIII.
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Amarna Period, cf. M. Dolińska, “Red and Blue Figures of Amun.” Varia Aegyptiaca 6, no. 1–2 (1990),
pp. 3–7; Ch.Van Siclen III, “Additional Notes on the Blue Amun.” Varia Aegyptiaca 6, no. 3 (1990), pp.
169–76.
L. Gabolde. Karnak, Amon-Rê: La Genèse d’un Temple. See also GHHK I.2, Glossary, pp. 361-363;
Leitz, Lexikon I, pp. 305-333.
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H. Goedicke, “Min.” Mitteilungen Des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 58 (2002),
pp. 247–55.
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These same theological concepts are also present in association with the androgynous god Atum who
created the universe via masturbation. Cf. LÄ I, pp. 550-52, V, pp. 677-90; S. Bickel, La Cosmogonie
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In ritual scenes on temple walls, as well as in statuary, Amun-Re Kamutef wears
the same double-plumed crown as his anthropomorphic counterpart (pl. 4). His body is
shown wrapped in cloth and having a mummiform silhouette with erect phallus
protruding, presumably held by his right hand which is completely hidden beneath his
garment. The god’s left arm is lifted and held at the level of his head and balancing—but
not grasping—a flail, with the precise meaning of the gesture remaining unclear. In 18th
Dynasty temple representations this deity is shown having black skin, representing
fertility, the color of km.t, “black soil”.18 However, Ramesside examples show the
ithyphallic Amun as having blue skin, similar to his anthropomorphic counterpart, blue
also having fertility and solar connotations.19
In temple reliefs, ithyphallic Amun is most often shown standing while being
presented offerings and is accompanied by either a planter box holding lettuce plants, a
tent-shrine or a small shrine topped by a fan and two lettuce plants placed behind him.20

Égyptienne Avant Le Nouvel Empire. Vol. 134. Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis. Freiburg (Schweiz); Göttingen:
Universitätsverlag; Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1994.
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Well-preserved 18th Dynasty wall reliefs where Amun-Re Kamutef has black skin can be found in the
room built by Hatshepsut to the north of the central shrine inside Karnak temple, cf. PM II2, XI (302-305),
and the painted block from the temple of Thutmosis III at Deir el Bahari, restored in the post-Amarna
period, and now housed in the Luxor Museum, cf. R. H. Wilkinson, The Complete Gods and Goddesses of
Ancient Egypt. London: Thames & Hudson, 2003, p. 116.
19

For Ramesside examples of a blue-skinned Amun-Re Kamutef, cf. Abydos II, pls. 6-7; Medinet Habu V,
pl. 208; GHHK I.3, frontispiece, fig. 373. For a discussion of the symbolic associations of blue see L. H.
Corcoran, “The Color Blue as an ‘animator’ in Ancient Egyptian Art.” In Essays in Global Color History:
Interpreting the Ancient Spectrum, edited by Rachael B. Goldman, pp. 41–63. Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias
Press, 2016.
For the association of the lettuce plant’s sap with semen and male fertility, see LÄ III, pp. 938-39; B.
Adams, “A Lettuce for Min.” Göttinger Miszellen 37 (1980), pp. 9–16; A. Belluccio, “La Pianta del Dio
Min e la Sua Funzione sul Piano Mitico-Rituale.” Discussions in Egyptology 31 (1995), pp. 15–34; P.
Norris, “The Lettuce Connection.” Ancient Egypt: The History, People and Culture of the Nile Valley 74,
no. 13/2 (2012), pp. 21–25; For the tent-shrine see F. Feder, “Das Ritual SaHa KA SHn.t als Tempelfest des
Gottes Min.” In 4. Ägyptologische Tempeltagung, Köln 10.-12. Oktober 1996: Feste im Tempel, edited by
Rolf Gundlach and Matthias Rochholz, pp. 31–54. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1998.
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Some of his more common epithets are fAi-a, “upraised of arm,” and xnty-ip.t=f,
“foremost in his sanctuary,” although most other epithets are ones he shares with AmunRe.21 Within Theban temples dating to the New Kingdom, both the anthropomorphic
Amun-Re and ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef are both prominently depicted, their figures
alternating between ritual scenes.22
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For a catalogue of the titles of Amun-Re Kamutef present in the ritual scenes of the Karnak Hypostyle
Hall’s interior walls see GHHK I.2, Glossary, pp. 362-383; and cf. Leitz, Lexikon VII, pp. 258-260.
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This alternation between the two forms of Amun-Re as a recurring feature in temple relief decoration has
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Teeter, 317–34. Chicago: Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1999, pp. 321, 324; Osing,
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1995, p. 67, n. 124; W. Helck, “Die Systematik Der Ausschmückung Der Hypostylen Halle von Karnak.”
Mitteilungen Des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 32 (1976), pp. 57–65; B. Lurson,
“La Conception Du Décor d’un Temple Au Début Du Règne de Ramsès II: Analyse Du Deuxième Register
de La Moitié Sud Du Mur Ouest de a Grande Salle Hypostyle de Karnak.” JEA 91 (2005), pp. 107–24; B.
Lurson, A Perfect King: Aspects of Ancient Egyptian Royal Ideology of the New Kingdom. Paris: Geuthner,
2016, pp. 25-26.
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Pl. 5: Map showing the processional routes of festivals celebrated in ancient Thebes during the New Kingdom.
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Religious Festivals Celebrated at Luxor Temple

An indispensable element of the cult of Amun-Re in ancient Thebes was the
observance of yearly festivals with elaborate processions, when the god’s cult image
would emerge from his temple and become accessible for worship by the inhabitants of
the city.1 Luxor temple was the focus of three such festivals, of which the most important
seems to have been the Opet festival. In the 18th Dynasty, the Opet Festival took place
during the 2nd month of the flood season (Ax.t), lasting for 11 days, but this increased to
24 days by the 20th Dynasty (pl. 5).2
The earliest known evidence for the celebration of the Beautiful Festival of Opet,
Hb Ip.t / Hb nfr n Ip.t, dates to the reign of Hatshepsut.3 The festival itself consisted of a

L. Bell, “Les Parcours Processionnels.” Dossiers: Histoire et Archéologie 101 (1986), pp. 29–30; L. Bell,
“The New Kingdom ‘Divine’ Temple: The Example of Luxor.” In Temples of Ancient Egypt, edited by
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“Access to the Divine in New Kingdom Egypt: Royal and Public Participation in the Opet Festival.” In
Current Research in Egyptology 2012: Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual Symposium, University of
Birmingham 2012, edited by Emily Millward, Carl Graves, Gabrielle Heffernan, Luke McGarrity, and
Marsia Sfakianou Bealby, pp. 1–21. Oxford; Oakville, CT: Oxbow, 2013; G. Warnemünde, “Das Schöne
Fest von Opet: Wenn Volk Und König Feiern.” Kemet 2006, no. 4 (2006), pp. 27–32; A. Cabrol, 2001. Les
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H. Refai, “Die Bestätigung Im Fest: Zur Rolle Der Thebanischen Feste Bei Der Erneuerung Der
Königsmacht.” Memnonia 9 (1998), pp. 181–89.
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Warburton, Architecture, Power, and Religion: Hatshepsut, Amun & Karnak in Context. Vol. 7. Beiträge
Zur Archäologie. Wien; Berlin: LIT, 2012.
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celebratory procession in which the cult statues of the Theban Triad and the king, housed
in the cabin shrines of their respective sacred barques, would travel from the temple of
Karnak south to the temple of Luxor.4 The different stages and rites carried out during the
procession were represented on Hatshepsut’s Red Chapel at Karnak, where scenes show
the processional barque carried on poles by priests on land toward the cult site at Luxor,
while the return journey appears to have taken place by barge.5 By the time the relief
decoration of the colonnade hall at Luxor Temple was completed (by Tutankhamun and
then Sety I), both the journey of the sacred barques to Luxor Temple and their return to
Karnak seems to have occurred by barge on the Nile.6 The western gate of the forecourt
at Luxor temple was used as an access point during the Opet festival and a quay was
located to the west of this gate, as indicated by an inscription from the reign of Ramesses

4

For a detailed study of the processional barque of Amun-Re and its evolution during the New Kingdom,
cf. Ch. Karlshausen, L’iconographie de La Barque Processionnelle Divine En Égypte Au Nouvel Empire.
Vol. 182. OLA. Leuven; Departement Oosterse Studies: Peeters, 2009.
5

For recent studies concerning the Opet festival, cf. M. Fukaya, The Festivals of Opet, the Valley, and the
New Year: Their Socio-Religious Functions. Vol. 28. Archaeopress Egyptology. Oxford: Archaeopress,
2019; R. Preys, “Architecture et Image d’architecture Dans Le Temple de Louxor.” BIFAO 113 (2013), pp.
325–51; M. Fukaya, “Oracular Sessions and the Installations of Priests and Officials at the Opet Festival.”
Orient 47 (2012), pp. 191–211; A. V. Mironova, “The Relationship between the Space and the Scenery of
an Egyptian Temple: Scenes of the Opet Festival and the Festival of Hathor at Karnak and Deir El-Bahari
under Hatshepsut and Thutmose III.” MOSAIK journal 1 (2010), pp. 279–330; S. Roth, “Der Herrscher Im
Fest: Zur Rituellen Herrschaftslegitimation Des Ägyptischen Königs Und Ihrer Aussendarstellung Im
Rahmen von Festen.” In In Pharaos Staat: Festschrift Für Rolf Gundlach Zum 75. Geburtstag, edited by
Andrea Klug and Dirk Bröckelmann, pp. 205–49. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2006; K. Stephan, Die
Dekoration Der “Chapelle Rouge” in Karnak: Struktur Und Funktion. Norderstedt: Books on Demand,
2008.
6

The reliefs from the Colonnade Hall suggest there may have been an overland journey for offering
bearers, soldiers, musicians and acrobats, and sacrificial bulls. Cf. The Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs and
Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 1: The Festival Procession of Opet in the Colonnade Hall: With
Translations of Texts, Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 112. OIP. Chicago, IL: The Oriental Institute of the
University of Chicago, 1994.
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III.7 It remains unclear whether during the reign of Ramesses II both journeys took place
by boat on the Nile or also involved a stage taking part on land (pl. 5).8
From a cultic point of view, the Opet festival seem to have celebrated the renewal
of Amun-Re while also reconfirming the legitimacy of the king and his divine heritage as
the offspring of Amun.9 It is from monuments of Amenhotep III that we know more
about the elements of the festival linked with divine kingship which celebrated the king’s
possession of the royal kA, the ancestral spirit passed down amongst kings, and
originating from Amun-Re as progenitor of the living king as well as his predecessors.10
Less is known about the Min festival, which also seems to have been celebrated at
Luxor temple as the depictions found on the south face of the eastern pylon suggest,
although episodes of this celebration appear not only at Karnak and Luxor but also in a
L. Bell, “Les Parcours Processionnels.” pp. 29–30; E. Otto, “Eine Bauinschrift Ramses’ III. in Luxor.”
Zeitschrift Für Ägyptische Sprache Und Altertumskunde 90 (1963), pp. 93–97.
7

8

Certainly, there was an overland procession at least within the precincts of Karnak and Luxor temples,
even if the main journey for the barks of the Theban Triad were by barge. See L. Bell, “Les Parcours
Processionnels.” pp. 29–30; L. Bell, “The New Kingdom ‘Divine’ Temple,” pp. 127–84; K. Accetta,
“Access to the Divine in New Kingdom Egypt: Royal and Public Participation in the Opet Festival.” In
Current Research in Egyptology 2012: Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual Symposium, University of
Birmingham 2012, edited by Emily Millward, Carl Graves, Gabrielle Heffernan, Luke McGarrity, and
Marsia Sfakianou Bealby, pp. 1–21. Oxford; Oakville, CT: Oxbow, 2013; G. Warnemünde, “Das Schöne
Fest von Opet: Wenn Volk Und König Feiern.” Kemet 2006, no. 4 (2006), pp. 27–32; A. Cabrol, 2001. Les
voies processionnelles de Thèbes. Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta 97. Leuven: Peeters; Meyer, Sibylle.
“Festlieder Zum Auszug Gottes.” In 4. Ägyptologische Tempeltagung, Köln 10.-12. Oktober 1996: Feste
Im Tempel, edited by Rolf Gundlach and Matthias Rochholz, pp. 135–42. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1998;
H. Refai, “Die Bestätigung Im Fest: Zur Rolle Der Thebanischen Feste Bei Der Erneuerung Der
Königsmacht.” Memnonia 9 (1998), pp. 181–89.
9

For a recent overview of the link between Amun and the king, see L. Gabolde, Karnak, Amon-Rê: La
Genèse d’un Temple, pp. 523-536, 547-550.
L. Bell, “Luxor Temple and the Cult of the Royal Ka.” Journal of Near Eastern Studies 44, no. 4 (1985),
pp. 251–94. Bell’s interpretation of the royal ka, while widely accepted by Egyptologists since his seminal
article in 1985 has now been challenged and modified by J. Winnerman’s dissertation, Rethinking the Royal
Ka, Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Chicago, 2018. Winnerman argues that there was no true general
royal ka that embodied the divine nature of the king and descended on each new king in succession. Rather,
each ruler had his own unique ka, which was by definition a “royal ka,” but not the “Royal Ka.”
10
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number of temples on the west bank.11 The festival itself was named pr Mnw, “the going
forth of Min” and ms.wt Mnw, “the creation of Min,” celebrated yearly in the first month
of pr.t, or the season of emergence / winter.12
Unlike the Opet festival, there is no information regarding the route taken by the
Min festival procession besides the fact that all the surviving scenes show an overland
procession. On this occasion, the cult statue of the ithyphallic Min-Amun would emerge
from the temple—although no specific temple is named—and would be carried on a
platform atop poles shouldered by priests, all of whom were cloaked beneath a linen pall
decorated with star-shaped decorations and royal cartouche emblems.13 This was similar
to the linen pall draped over Tutankhamun’s sarcophagus decorated with gilded bronze
rosettes. The pall in both cases appears to have been dyed red.14

H. Gauthier, Les Fêtes Du Dieu Min. Le Caire: Impr. de l’IFAO, 1931; Note that the inscriptions of the
scenes on the eastern pylon’s south face of the Luxor forecourt do not specifically name the Min festival.
The fact that the rites depicted pertain to this celebration is inferred from the iconography of the scenes. See
also the discussion of these scenes below, pp. 256-264; 28-314; For an early structure near Karnak related
to Min, cf. H. Ricke, 1954. Das Kamutef-Heiligtum Hatschepsut's und Thutmoses' III. in Karnak: Bericht
über eine Ausgrabung vor dem Muttempelbezirk. Beiträge zur ägyptischen Bauforschung und
Altertumskunde 3 (2). Kairo: Schweizerisches Institut für ägyptische Bauforschung und Altertumskunde in
Kairo.
11

12

C. J. Bleeker, Die Geburt Eines Gottes: Eine Studie Über Den Ägyptischen Gott Min Und Sein Fest.
Translated by Margarita Freie. Vol. 3. Supplements to Numen. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1956; H. Gauthier, Les
Fêtes Du Dieu Min, pp. 1-36.
13

For an overview of the representations of the Min festival procession in Theban temples cf. H. Gauthier,
Les Fêtes Du Dieu Min.

The pall from Tutankhamun’s tomb is in the collection of the Cairo Egyptian Museum,
JE 62745 a, b; Exhib. 1702, see also The Griffith Institute, Tutankhamun: Anatomy of an
Excavation, The Howard Carter Archives, http://www.griffith.ox.ac.uk/perl/gi-caqmakesumm.pl?sid=76.107.121.164-1604194044&qno=1&curr=209, accessed Oct. 1st,
2020. A colored plate from the Epigraphic Survey’s publication of the Medinet Habu
temple of Ramesses III shows red paint on the pall, cf. Medinet Habu IV, pl. 202.
14
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Whereas the cult statue of Amun-Re was enclosed within the enshrouded cabin
shrine of Amun’s sacred bark, that of Min-Amun would be visible to all onlookers.15
Accompanying the procession were also cult statues of ancestral kings and the mdw-Sps
“august poles” with figureheads of the gods.16 Other emblems linked with the Ithyphallic
processional icon of Amun were the fans and a red cloth screen carried by priests.17 Both
conveyed the notion of the Sw.t nTr, “divine shadow” signifying that the cult image was
imbued with the divine presence.18 Alongside these, a white bull represented the
procreative virility of the god.19 As with the Opet festival, the king actively participated
in the ceremonies conducted during the Min festival, which also involved elevating the
cult statue atop a stepped platform, the symbolic cutting of a sheath of wheat, and the
release of four birds, towards each of the four cardinal points. The cultic purpose of this

Cf. Ch. Karlshausen, L’iconographie de La Barque Processionnelle Divine En Égypte Au Nouvel
Empire. Vol. 182. Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta. Leuven; Departement Oosterse Studies: Peeters, 2009.
15

16

The presence of the statues of deceased kings might suggest that the Min festival was in part a festival of
royal ancestors. Just as the Opet festival emphasized Amun’s role as the divine bodily father of the king
who had impregnated his royal mother, the Min festival underlined the fertility god’s position as the
begetter of the whole line of historic kings. H. Gauthier, Les Fêtes Du Dieu Min; M. Maher-Taha, A.-M.
Loyrette, and Sabri Sayed. Le Ramesseum XI: Les Fêtes Du Dieu Min. Vol. 36. Collection Scientifique. Le
Caire: CEDAE, 1979; L. Bell, “The New Kingdom ‘Divine’ Temple,” pp. 127–84..
17

So Medinet Habu IV, pl. 202 with parallels from the Philip Arrhidaeus bark shrine at Karnak, cf. Medinet
Habu IV, pl. 217.
L. Bell, “Aspects of the Cult of the Deified Tutankhamun.” In Mélanges Gamal Eddin Mokhtar, edited
by Paule Posener-Kriéger, 1, pp. 31–59. Le Caire: Institut français d’archéologie orientale, 1985.
18

C. Graindorge, “Le Taureau Blanc Du Dieu Min et l’offrande de La Gerbe de Blé.” In La Cuisine de
l’autel: Les Sacrifices En Questions Dans Les Sociétés de La Méditerranée Ancienne, edited by Stella
Georgoudi, Renée Koch Piettre, and Francis Schmidt, pp. 47–75. Turnhout: Brepols, 2005; C. Graindorge,
“Vom Weißen Stier Des Min Zu Amenemope: Metamorphosen Eines Ritus.” In Rituale in Der
Vorgeschichte, Antike Und Gegenwart: Studien Zur Vorderasiatischen, Prähistorischen Und Klassischen
Archäologie, Ägyptologie, Alten Geschichte, Theologie Und Religionswissenschaft; Interdisziplinäre
Tagung Vom 1. - 2. Februar 2002 an Der Freien Universität Berlin, edited by Carola Metzner-Nebelsick,
pp. 38–45. Rahden, Westfalen: Leidorf, 2003.
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festival was to ensure the fertility and rejuvenation of both the cultivated land and the
king, while also emphasizing the link between the reigning king and his royal ancestors.20
The final, but least understood festival to have occurred at Luxor temple was the
Decade festival, or Hb tpy sw 10, “the festival at the beginning of (every) ten days”.21 On
this occasion, the cult image of ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef would leave its inner
sanctum at Luxor temple in order to visit the 18th Dynasty temple of Djeme, later
incorporated into the enclosure of the royal cult temple of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu
(pl. 5). Djeme was considered a primeval mound, where the waters of the Nile flood
would appear for the first time every year during inundation, a site of creation similar to

20

H. Gauthier, Les Fêtes Du Dieu Min; M. Maher-Taha, A.-M. Loyrette, and Sabri Sayed. Le Ramesseum
XI: Les Fêtes Du Dieu Min. Vol. 36. Collection Scientifique. Le Caire: CEDAE, 1979; R. Preys,
“Architecture et Image d’architecture Dans Le Temple de Louxor.” BIFAO 113 (2013), pp. 325–51; B.
Lurson, “Compléments à La Représentation de La ‘Sorti de Min’ Du Ramesseum.” Journal of the Society
for the Study of Egyptian Antiquities 38 (2012 2011), pp. 97–119; C. Larcher, “Min et La Fête-Sed:
Réexamen d’une Scène Du Temple de Soleb.” Revue d’égyptologie 62 (2011), pp. 205–9; S. Roth, “Der
Herrscher Im Fest: Zur Rituellen Herrschaftslegitimation Des Ägyptischen Königs Und Ihrer
Aussendarstellung Im Rahmen von Festen.” In In Pharaos Staat: Festschrift Für Rolf Gundlach Zum 75.
Geburtstag, edited by Andrea Klug and Dirk Bröckelmann, pp. 205–49. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2006;
M.-F. Moens, “The Procession of the God Min to the Xtjw-Garden.” Studien Zur Altägyptischen Kultur 12
(1985), pp. 61–73.
M. Doresse, “Le Dieu Voilé Dans Sa Châsse et La Fête Du Début de La Décade.” RdÉ 23 (1971), pp.
113–36; M. Doresse,“Le Dieu Voilé Dans Sa Châsse et La Fête Du Début de La Décade.” RdÉ 25 (1973),
pp. 92–135; M. Doresse, “Le Dieu Voilé Dans Sa Châsse et La Fête Du Début de La Décade.” RdÉ 31
(1979), pp. 36–65; Epigraphic Survey, The. Medinet Habu, Volume 9: The Eighteenth Dynasty Temple,
Part 1: The Inner Sanctuaries with Translations of Texts, Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 136. OIP
Chicago: Oriental Institute, University of Chicago, 2009, pp. XXIX-XXXIII; K. Cooney, “The Edifice of
Taharqa by the Sacred Lake: Ritual Function and the Role of the King.” JARCE 37 (2000), pp. 15–47. C.
Zivie-Coche, “L’Ogdoade à Thèbes à l’époque Ptolémaïque et Ses Antécédents.” In Documents de
Théologies Thébaines Tardives (D3T 1), edited by Christophe Thiers, pp. 167–225. Montpellier: Université
Paul Valéry, Institut d’Egyptologie François Daumas, 2009; C. Zivie-Coche, “L’Ogdoade à Thèbes à
l’époque Ptolémaïque II: Le Périptère Du Petit Temple de Médinet Habou.” In Documents de Théologies
Thébaines Tardives (D3T 2), edited by Christophe Thiers, pp. 227–84. Montpellier: Université Paul Valéry,
2013; C. Zivie-Coche, “L’Ogdoade à Thèbes à l’époque Ptolémaïque (III): Le Pylône Du Petit Temple de
Médinet Habou.” In Documents de Théologies Thébaines Tardives (D3T 3), edited by Christophe Thiers,
pp. 327–97. Montpellier: Université Paul Valéry, 2015.
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Luxor, Karnak and other temples.22 The cult site was dedicated to the primeval creator
god Amun and the Ogdoad, who formed a local ennead. During the Decade festival, the
Amun of Luxor came to Djeme to pour water to the “great living bas” in order to enable
the regeneration of the Ogdoad buried there as well as for the deceased mortals resting in
western Thebes.23 To date no representations of this festival survive on the Theban
temple walls, with only two inscriptions from the reigns of Ramesses II and Ramesses III
that mention it in relation to Luxor temple.24 The few sources that do survive are votive
inscriptions and representations of the cult statue of the ithyphallic god carried in an
elaborate, throne-shaped palanquin.25

Cf. L. Gabolde, Karnak, Amon-Rê: La Genèse d’un Temple, pp. 497-512; R. B. Finnestad, Image of the
World and Symbol of the Creator: On the Cosmological and Iconological Values of the Temple of Edfu.
Vol. 10. Studies in Oriental Religions. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1985; M. Gabolde, “L’inondation Sous
Les Pieds d’Amon.” BIFAO 95 (1995), pp. 235–58; C. Thiers, Documents de Théologies Thébaines
Tardives (D3T 3). Vol. 13. Cahiers “Égypte Nilotique et Méditerranéenne.” Montpellier: Université Paul
Valéry, 2015; L. Coulon, “Deux Versions Monumentales de La Liturgie Des Rites Décadaires de Djémé
Provenant de Karnak.” In Liturgical Texts for Osiris and the Deceased in Late Period and Greco-Roman
Egypt / Liturgische Texte Für Osiris Und Verstorbene Im Spätzeitlichen Ägypten: Proceedings of the
Colloquiums at New York (ISAW), 6 May 2011, and Freudenstadt, 18-21 July 2012, edited by Burkhard
Backes and Jacco Dieleman, pp. 109–32. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2015; L. Uggetti, “The God Djeme.”
Revue d’égyptologie 67 (2016), pp. 157–78.
22
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M. Doresse, RdÉ 23 (1971), pp. 113–36; RdÉ 25 (1973), pp. 92–135; RdÉ 31 (1979), pp. 36–65; Medinet
Habu IX, pp. i-xxxvii.
Cf. M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The
Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), §3B; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in
Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), §3B; E. Otto, “Eine Bauinschrift Ramses’ III. in Luxor.”
ZÄS 90 (1963), pp. 93–97; KRI V, §108, pp. 291-292.
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M. Doresse, RdÉ 23 (1971), pp. 113–36; RdÉ 25 (1973), pp. 92–135; RdÉ 31 (1979), pp. 36–65; Medinet
Habu IX, pp. i-xxxvii.
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The Forecourt of Ramesses II: Chronological and Historical Context

Ramesses II ruled ca. 1279-1213/1212 B.C.E. and was the third pharaoh of the
19th Dynasty during the New Kingdom (ca. 1550 B.C. E. – ca. 1069 B.C. E.).1 His
grandfather, Ramesses I (ruled ca. 1292–1290 B.C.E.) rose to the throne after having
been a vizier and general during the reign of King Horemheb (ca.1319-1292 B.C.E.), the
last king of the 18th Dynasty (ca. 1550-1292 B.C.E.).2 Ramesses I was the third non-royal
to rise to the throne, marking the end of the non-royal line of succession following
Tutankhamun’s death. Due to Tutankhamun leaving no biological heir, he was followed
on the throne by Ay and then Horemheb, both leaving no biological heirs of their own.
In addition to contending with questions of legitimacy to which their royal
ideology had to adapt, the kings of the fledgling 19th Dynasty were also tasked with

1

The absolute chronology, i.e., the exact years Ramesses II reigned, based on assessments of the year of his
accession, remains fiercely debated among scholars. The chronology employed here follows the 1279
B.C.E. accession date. Cf. M. Eaton-Krauss, E. Hornung, R. Krauss, and D. A. Warburton. Ancient
Egyptian Chronology. Vol. 83. Handbuch Der Orientalistik, Erste Abteilung: Der Nahe Und Mittlere Osten
/ Handbook of Oriental Studies, Section 1: The Near and Middle East. Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2006, pp. 211212, 475-477. For another view see M. H. Wiener, “Oh, No - Not Another Chronology!” Bulletin of the
Egyptological Seminar 19 (2015), pp. 649–63, who argues for an accession date of 1290 B.C.E.
For the extensive literature dealing with the 19th Dynasty’s rise to power and their efforts at selflegitimation as a new dynasty see W. J. Murnane, “The Kingship of the Nineteenth Dynasty: A Study in the
Resilience of an Institution.” In Ancient Egyptian Kingship, edited by David O’Connor and David P.
Silverman, pp. 185–217. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1995; W. J. Murnane, The Road to Kadesh: A Historical
Interpretation of the Battle Reliefs of King Sety I at Karnak. 2nd revised. Vol. 42. SAOC Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1990; K. A. Kitchen, Pharaoh Triumphant: The Life and Times of Ramesses
II. Vol. 2. Monumenta Hannah Sheen Dedicata. Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1982; P. J. Brand, “Ideology
and Politics of the Early Ramesside Kings (13th Century BC): A Historical Approach.” In Prozesse Des
Wandels in Historischen Spannungsfeldern Nordostafrikas/Westasiens: Akten Zum 2. Symposium Des SFB
295. Mainz, 15.10. - 17.10.2001, edited by Ursula Verhoeven, Detlev Kreikenbom, Walter Bisang, and
Thomas Bierschenk, pp. 23–38. Würzburg: Ergon, 2005; P. J. Brand, The Monuments of Seti I: Epigraphic,
Historical and Art Historical Analysis. Vol. 16. Probleme Der Ägyptologie. Leiden: Brill, 2000, Ch. 4; J.
Masquelier-Loorius, Séthi Ier et Le Début de La XIXe Dynastie. Les Grands Pharaons. Paris: Pygmalion,
2013; C. Obsomer, Ramsès II: [Abou Simbel, Louxor, Néfertary, Qadech]. Les Grands Pharaons. Paris:
Pygmalion, 2012.
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reestablishing traditional religious stability following the upheavals of the Amarna period
(ca. 1346-1336 B.C.E.). As part of his religious policies, King Akhenaten (ca. 1351–1334
B.C.E.) ruled from his newly established capital at Akhet-Aten / Tell el-Amarna and
promoted the primacy of the sun god Aten. He abandoned traditional cult sites and
ordered the defacement of representations of Amun-Re at Thebes.3
After the short two-year reign of Ramesses I, Sety I (ca. 1290–1279 B.C.E.)
undertook an extensive program of restoring what remained of the defaced reliefs of
temples, while also initiating an ambitious monumental building program. In ancient
Thebes the most recognizable temple structure Sety I commissioned is doubtlessly the
Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak Temple, intended to serve as a “place of appearances (s.t
xa.w)” for the imperial god Amun-Re during his festivals.
Within Luxor temple itself, Sety I took on the task of restoring the reliefs of
Amenhotep III which were defaced during the Amarna Period. This included the reliefs
decorating the solar court and the hypostyle connected to it. Sety also completed the
decoration of the colonnade hall, built by Amenhotep III but whose decoration was
undertaken by Tutankhamun, with Ay and Horemheb subsequently usurping
Tutankhamun’s reliefs.4

3

For recent overviews of Akhenaten and his reign see J. K. Hoffmeier, Akhenaten and the Origins of
Monotheism. Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2015; R. T. Ridley, Akhenaten: A Historian’s
View. Vol. 1. The AUC History of Ancient Egypt. Cairo; New York: The American University in Cairo
Press, 2019.
4

For the restoration and decoration work of Sety I at Luxor temple, cf. P. J. Brand, The Monuments of Seti
I: Epigraphic, Historical and Art Historical Analysis. Vol. 16. Probleme Der Ägyptologie. Leiden: Brill,
2000; §§2.36-2.64; The Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 1: The
Festival Procession of Opet in the Colonnade Hall: With Translations of Texts, Commentary, and
Glossary. Vol. 112. OIP. Chicago, IL: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1994; The
Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals, Upper
Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia, and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With Translations of Texts,
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Ramesses II (ca. 1279-1213/1212 B.C.E.) continued the ambitious legacy passed
down by his father Sety who made Ramesses his heir and prepared him for kingship out
of concern for dynastic continuity.5 Crowned as king after the death of his father,
Ramesses, barely 20 years old, inherited several monuments left unfinished by Sety I.
Early in his reign Ramesses completed the decoration of Sety I’s temple at Abydos, the
Karnak Hypostyle Hall, and Sety’s mortuary temple at Gurnah on the west bank of
ancient Thebes. At the same time, Ramesses also quickly set out to create new
monuments of his own. The earliest of these in ancient Thebes was the forecourt at Luxor
Temple and his mortuary temple on the Theban west bank known as the Ramesseum.6
His ambitious building policy would become a hallmark of his reign, representatives of
which are his temples in ancient Nubia, such as the temples of Abu Simbel, Wadi-esSebua, Beit el Wali and Gerf Hussein, alongside his temple at Abydos as well as several
more in the ancient city of Memphis and Piramesses, to name but a few (see pl. 3).
Ramesses also continued the aggressive military strategy of Sety I in the Levant,
targeted at recovering parts of Syria lost to the Hittite Empire in the Amarna Period,

Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP. Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago,
1998.
W. J. Murnane, “The Kingship of the Nineteenth Dynasty,” pp. 185–217; W. J. Murnane, The Road to
Kadesh, 1990; K. A. Kitchen, Pharaoh Triumphant: The Life and Times of Ramesses II. Vol. 2.
Monumenta Hannah Sheen Dedicata. Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1982; P. J. Brand, “Ideology and
Politics of the Early Ramesside Kings (13th Century BC): A Historical Approach.” In Prozesse Des
Wandels in Historischen Spannungsfeldern Nordostafrikas/Westasiens: Akten Zum 2. Symposium Des SFB
295. Mainz, 15.10. - 17.10.2001, edited by Ursula Verhoeven, Detlev Kreikenbom, Walter Bisang, and
Thomas Bierschenk, pp. 23–38. Würzburg: Ergon, 2005.
5

The foundation deposits from the Ramesseum display early variants of Ramesses II’s cartouches,
indicating its building might have started in regnal year 1. Cf. C. Leblanc, “Das Ramesseum.” In Ramses:
Göttlicher Herrscher Am Nil, edited by Nicole Kehrer and Lars Petersen, pp. 278–81. Petersberg: Michael
Imhof Verlag, 2016; C. Leblanc, Ramsès II et Le Ramesseum: De La Splendeur Au Déclin d’un Temple de
Millions d’années. Paris: L’Harmattan, 2019, pp. 65-72.
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including Kadesh.7 The most celebrated of these campaigns, commemorated by
Ramesses II in many of his temples, was the famous Battle of Kadesh in his fifth regnal
year (ca. 1275 BCE). Additionally, his active foreign policy would culminate in the
signing of the famous peace treaty with the Hittites in his 21st regnal year.
Ramesses II’s royal ideology employed novel modes of expression. These are best
exemplified by representations of the king’s military exploits in unprecedented detail on
temple walls.8 Additionally, his great royal wife and many children would frequently be
shown participating in religious ceremonies where traditionally the focus was only on the
king and his link to the gods. As a result, modern scholars know more about Queen
Nefertary’s role as royal consort, as well as the numerous sons and daughters of
Ramesses, than any other members of the royal families of ancient Egypt with very few
exceptions.9

7

W. J. Murnane, The Road to Kadesh, 1990; K. A. Kitchen, Pharaoh Triumphant, 1982;

8

While monumental narrative battle scenes on a smaller scale existed in the 18 th Dynasty, Sety I and
Ramesses II were the first kings to express them on a truly colossal scale on the walls of their temples, a
tradition followed by Merenptah and especially Ramesses III, cf. G. A. Gaballa, Narrative in Egyptian Art.
Vol. [2]. Sonderschrift, Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Abteilung Kairo. Mainz: Zabern, 1976; S. C.
Heinz, Die Feldzugsdarstellungen Des Neuen Reiches: Eine Bildanalyse. Vol. 18. Österreichische
Akademie Der Wissenschaften, Denkschriften Der Gesamtakademie. Wien: Verlag der Österreichischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften, 2001; J. P. Allen, L. Bell, M. Ciccarello, W. R. Johnson, W. J. Murnane, J.
Romer, M. Smith, et al. Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak, Volume 4: The Battle Reliefs of King Sety I.
Vol. 107. Oriental Institute Publications. Chicago: Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1986.
See also H. A. Groenewegen-Frankfort, Arrest and Movement: An Essay on Space and Time in the
Representational Art of the Ancient Near East. New York: Hacker Art Books, 1972.
9

These exceptions are queen, and later King Hatshepsut, alongside the female members of Akhenaten’s
royal family: queen Tiy, Nefertiti and the king’s six royal daughters. P. Nadig, Hatschepsut. Gestalten Der
Antike. Darmstadt: von Zabern, 2014; D. A. Warburton, Architecture, Power, and Religion: Hatshepsut,
Amun & Karnak in Context. Vol. 7. Beiträge Zur Archäologie. Wien; Berlin: LIT, 2012; A. Dodson,
Amarna Sunrise: Egypt from Golden Age to Age of Heresy. Cairo; New York: The American University in
Cairo Press, 2014. A. Dodson, “The Myths of Tiye and Nefertiti: The Early Historiography of the Amarna
Period and Its Popular Legacy.” Journal of History and Cultures 10 (2019), pp. 1–21.
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The exploits and innovations of Sety I’s and Ramesses II’s reigns would
irreversibly shape the royal ideology of the 19th Dynasty.10 On his royal monuments,
Ramesses would emphasize his achievement as a warrior king, an energetic builder and
prolific father of over one hundred children. The deification of the king would also
become an integral part of this new ideology, following the traditional model established
by Amenhotep III, while proliferating the ways of expressing the divine nature of the
king, exemplified by the erection of numerous royal colossi and the building of temples
in Nubia where the deified king and Amun-Re have an almost equal standing.11
The grand scale of the forecourt at Luxor temple, its grandiose pylons, colossal
statuary and sky-piercing obelisks encapsulates these trends (pl. 6). Within this temple
structure the decorative program, architectural elements, and the colossal statues and
obelisks reflect both traditional and innovative elements of Ramesses II’s ideology and
his mode of self-presentation. The war scenes decorating the forecourt’s exterior walls
show the king actively defeating Egypt’s enemies and securing its boarders. Ramesses’s

K. A. Kitchen, “Ramesses II and His Dynasty as Traditionalists and Innovators.” In Echoes of Eternity:
Studies Presented to Gaballa Aly Gaballa, edited by Mohamed Sherif Ali and Ola El-Aguizy, pp. 107–15.
Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2010.
10

Cf. W. J. Murnane, “The Kingship of the Nineteenth Dynasty,” pp. 185–217; L. Habachi, Features of the
Deification of Ramesses II. Vol. 5. Abhandlungen Des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts Kairo,
Ägyptologische Reihe. Glückstadt: Augustin, 1969; M. Ullmann, Die Häuser Der Millionen von Jahren:
Eine Untersuchung Zu Königskult Und Tempeltypologie in Ägypten. Vol. 51. Ägypten Und Altes
Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2002; M. Ullmann, “Der Göttliche Ramses II. Im Großen Tempel
von Abu Simbel.” In From Illahun to Djeme: Papers Presented in Honour of Ulrich Luft, edited by András
Gulyás, Eszter Bechtold, and Andrea Hasznos, pp. 301–15. Oxford: Archaeopress, 2011; M. Ullmann, “Zur
Entwicklung von Raumstruktur Und -Funktion in Den Nubischen Felstempeln Ramses’ II.” In 10.
Ägyptologische Tempeltagung: Ägyptische Tempel Zwischen Normierung Und Individualität. München,
29.-31. August 2014, edited by Martina Ullmann, pp. 155–78. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2016; M.
Ullmann, “Tradition and Innovation within the Decoration Program of the Temple of Ramesses II at Gerf
Hussein.” In Proceedings of the XI International Congress of Egyptologists, Florence Egyptian Museum,
Florence, 23-30 August 2015, edited by Maria Cristina Guidotti and Gloria Rosati, pp. 661–66. Oxford:
Archeopress, 2017; C. J. Manouvrier, Ramsès Le Dieu et Les Dieux Ou La Théologie Politique de Ramsès
II. 2 vols. Paris; Villeneuve d’Ascq: Presses universitaire du Septentrion, 1999.
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divine nature is reiterated by the colossal statues dedicated to the royal cult erected both
outside and inside the forecourt, as well as the niches intended for the deified king’s
statues inside the triple barque shrine. The depictions of the royal family as participants
in the ritual episodes on the forecourt’s interior walls further echo the successes of
Ramesses’s reign while guaranteeing the stability of his new dynasty.
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Pl. 6: The façade of the forecourt of Ramesses II at Luxor Temple.
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General Description of the Forecourt and the Triple Barque Shine1

The forecourt has the shape of a walled peristyle court with a double row of
closed bud papyrus columns.2 The main entrance is located between two pylon towers,
some of the largest to survive almost completely intact. Two obelisks once fronted the
pylons, although now only the eastern obelisk remains in situ, while the western obelisk
resides in Paris, at the Place de la Concorde.3 Two seated colossi flank the gateway of the
pylons while the four standing colossi are arrayed in front of the east and west towers
(see pls.1, 6).
This peristyle colonnade supports a porch roof with an open court in the middle,
although the peristyle itself is interrupted by the two seated colossi flanking the south
gate, as well as the west and east gates. The porch roof originally also covered the triple
barque shrine, supported by four rectangular pillars extending above the side walls of the
central Amun-Re chapel. The peristyle’s closed bud papyrus columns are each decorated
with a ritual scene facing the main north-south axis of the building with the exception of
the columns next to the eastern and western gates, that are decorated with two scenes, one
oriented towards each of the two main axes.

1

See also the entries for these architectural elements in PM II2 XXX.

This new style of columns is introduced during the reign of Sety I, cf. P. J. Brand, “Patterns of Innovation
in the Monumental Art of Ramesside Thebes: The Example of the Great Hypostyle Hall of Karnak” in The
Ramesside Period in Egypt: Studies into Cultural and Historical Processes of the 19th and 20th Dynasties,
edited by Sabine Kubisch and Ute Rummel, pp. 45–61. Berlin; Boston: Walter de Gruyter, 2018.
2

For the cultic role of obelisks, see L. Bell, “Divine Kingship and the Theology of the Obelisk Cult in the
Temples of Thebes.” In 5. Ägyptologische Tempeltagung: Würzburg, 23.-26. September 1999, edited by
Horst Beinlich, Jochen Hallof, Christiane von Pfeil, and Holger Hussy, pp. 17–46. Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz, 2002.
3
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Next to the south face of the western pylon the triple barque shrine was built to
house the sacred barques of Amun-Re, Mut and Khonsu during the Opet festival,
functioning as a rest stop for these deities on their journey from and to Karnak. The
chapel of Amun-Re, at the middle of the triple shrine, also housed the cult statue of the
ithyphallic Amun carried in a palanquin during the Min-Amun festival, and during the
Decade festival. According to the dedicatory inscription the shrine served as “a place of
supplication, and of hearing the petitions of gods and men,” (st snmH sDm spr.wt n nTr.w
rmT.w).4 The triple shrine had a façade in the form of a miniature pylon, fronted by a
portico with the older style cluster columns common in the 18th Dynasty, made of granite
and reused from a monument of Hatshepsut.5 The building itself faces south, presumably
to facilitate access when the western gate of the forecourt served as the point of entry for
the barks of the Theban Triad during the Opet festival, as well as the decade festival.
The exterior of the western gate is flanked by two standing colossal statues still in
situ. At either side of the gate triumphal scenes depict the king ritually slaying foreign
captives. Additionally, these scenes include lists of foreign toponyms conveying the
king’s universal dominion, and overall emphasize the west gate’s function as a
ceremonial entrance to the forecourt. This decorative element parallels the use of such
scenes on the façade of pylons and can also be found on at the exterior of the north and

4

Located on the interior east wall north wing of the forecourt, cf. M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 60 (1974), §3B;
M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 61 (1975), §3B.
5

Note that faint traces of erased texts of Hatshepsut can still be detected on the columns, including, in one
case, a clearly preserved “t” of one of her epithets. The granite blocks of the Amun chapel’s gateway are
also from the reign of Hatshepsut / Thutmosis III, cf. L. Habachi, “The Triple Shrine of the Theban Triad in
Luxor Temple.” Mitteilungen Des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 20 (1965): 93–97;
L. Bell, “La Reine Hatchepsout Au Temple de Louqsor.” In Louqsor: Temple Du Ka Royal, edited by
Anonymous, pp. 23–24. Dijon: Faton, 1992.
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south gates of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, as well the pylon gateways along the east-west
and north-south axes of the Karnak temple complex.6 These scenes differ from the one
found at the exterior of the eastern gate, suggesting the western gate was considered more
important as it is linked to the quay from which the barks arrived by river during the Opet
festival.7 The gateway itself is named “Great Doorway of the Temple of Ramesses II
Meryamun, at whose monuments Amun rejoices” (sbA aA nsw.t bi.ty Wsr-MAa.t-Ra stp.n-Ra
Haa.w Imn n mnw=f).8
By contrast, scholars have argued that the eastern gate of the forecourt was the
“people’s gate”, as the columns closest to it were decorated by a rebus incorporating the
rekhyet bird (rX(y).t, a lapwing), used in reference to “people”, and thus possibly
demarcating the south-eastern quadrant of the peristyle as a space lay participants during
festivals were allowed to stand.9 The name of the gate, “Great Doorway of the King of
Upper and Lower Egypt, Usermaatre Setepenre, whom all the people praise that they may

6

For the scenes flanking the north gateway exterior of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, cf. J. P. Allen, et al.
Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak, Volume 4: The Battle Reliefs of King Sety I. Vol. 107. OIP Chicago:
Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1986., pls. 15, 17; For the south gateway exterior, cf. PM
II2, X (172-173); For the pylon gateways along the east-west axis of Karnak Temple see PM II2, X(199201), (231), (238); For the gateways of the north-south axis of the Karnak temple complex see PM II2,
XIV(496-497), (499-500), (517), (519), (521-524), XV(538-539), (542), (546), (578-579), (589).
Cf. L. Bell,“Les Parcours Processionnels.” Dossiers: Histoire et Archéologie 101 (1986), pp. 29–30. See
also the discussion below, pp. 199-212.
7

8

M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 60 (1974), §5A; M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 61 (1975), §5A.

L. Bell, “The New Kingdom ‘Divine’ Temple,” pp. 127–84; K. Griffin, “A Reinterpretation of the Use
and Function of the Rekhyt Rebus in New Kingdom Temples.” In Current Research in Egyptology 2006:
Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Symposium Which Took Place at the University of Oxford, April 2006,
edited by Christina Adams and Maria Cannata, pp. 66–84. Oxford: Oxbow, 2007; K. Griffin, “Links
between the Rekhyt and Doorways in Ancient Egypt.” In Proceedings of the Tenth International Congress
of Egyptologists: University of the Aegean, Rhodes. 22-29 May 2008, edited by P. Kousoulis and N.
Lazaridis, 1, pp. 1115–29. Leuven: Peeters, 2015; K. Griffin, All the rxyt-People Adore: The Role of the
Rekhyt-People in Egyptian Religion. Vol. 29. GHP Egyptology. London: Golden House Publications, 2018.
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live” (sbA aA nsw.t bi.ty Wsr-MAa.t-Ra stp.n-Ra dwA rx(y).wt nb.w anx=sn) inscribed on the
exterior and interior of the gateway jambs further underlines this connection.10
In the southern half of the forecourt a series of colossal standing statues of
Ramesses II were placed between the columns forming the inner row of the peristyle. In
addition, a pair of colossal seated statues flanks the southern gate of the forecourt that
leads to the colonnade hall and the temple interior. These two seated colossi and the two
in front of the pylon gateway are all connected to the cult of the “living royal ka,” (kA nsw
anx) with depictions of the Iunmutef-priests offering to them as the manifestations of the
royal ka.11
It is unclear whether additional statuary or subsidiary shrines stood in the northeast corner of the building, as today this space is occupied by the foundations of the Abu
el-Haggag Mosque. The mosque, build during the thirteenth century C.E., rests atop the
remains of a sixth century C.E. church, placing the mosque’s ground level 7 meters above
that of the ancient temple, with the tops of the columns and that of the eastern wall’s
north wing incorporated into the architecture of the mosque (see pl. 1).12
One of the more peculiar features of the architecture of the forecourt is the
unusual layout and proportions of the building. The axis of the forecourt does not align
with that of the 18th Dynasty portions of Luxor Temple, but bends to the right of the old

10

M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 60 (1974), §5B; M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 61 (1975), §5B.

11

For these and other colossi and their role in the cult of the deified king see L. Habachi, Features of the
Deification of Ramesses II. Vol. 5. Abhandlungen Des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts Kairo,
Ägyptologische Reihe. Glückstadt: Augustin, 1969.
A. Bellod,“Le Maoulid d’Abou’l Haggag.” In Louqsor: Temple Du Ka Royal, edited by Anonymous, pp.
79–80. Dijon: Faton, 1992; P. Grossmann, “Les Églises Paléochrétiennes.” In Louqsor: Temple Du Ka
Royal, edited by Anonymous, pp. 77–79. Dijon: Faton, 1992; M. Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 123–49.
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axis, towards the north-east. Moreover, the ground plan of the court has a nonrectangular, rhomboidal shape, with its northern half slightly longer than the southern
part of the building. This asymmetrical shape and tilted axis has elicited several
explanations from scholars (see pl. 2).
L. Habachi argued that the tilted axis was due to the presence of the 6th waystation
of Hatshepsut on the site of the forecourt, one of several waystations she erected along
the processional route between Karnak and Luxor for lodging Amun’s scared bark during
the Opet festival. Habachi argued that it was this 6th waystation that was later
incorporated into the triple shrine of Ramesses II in the forecourt.13 Others have argued
that the tilt could be due to the desire of Ramesses II’s architects to incorporate the
preexisting processional route connecting Luxor and Karnak, which would have been
used during festivals, although this argument has largely been dismissed as the dromos
itself dates to a considerably later time period (i.e. Nectanebo I, c. 379/8–361/0 B.C.E).14
Another possible explanation is proposed by L. Gabolde who points to evidence that
indicates that Luxor Temple was originally an island (at least during the New Kingdom)
and that the tilt in axis was due to the constraints imposed by the form of the island.15

L. Habachi,“The Triple Shrine of the Theban Triad in Luxor Temple.” Mitteilungen Des Deutschen
Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 20 (1965), pp. 93–97.
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W. J. Murnane, “Pour Visiter Le Temple.” In Louqsor: Temple Du Ka Royal, edited by Anonymous, pp.
10–14. Dijon: Faton, 1992.
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Luc Gabolde, personal communication, December 2016. L. Gabolde also cites a painting by David
Roberts of a view of Luxor Temple from the east in the early 19 th century that shows that it was an island
with a narrow watercourse between the temple and the main east bank. M. Boraik’s excavations of most of
the processional way in the early 2000s failed to find much in the way of New Kingdom evidence which
might confirm Gabolde’s claims. Cf. M. Boraik, “Sphinxes Avenue Excavations: First Report.” Cahiers de
Karnak 13 (2010), pp. 45–63; M. Boraik, “The Excavation of the Avenue of Sphinxes: Second Report.”
Cahiers de Karnak 14 (2013), pp. 13–32. See also A. Cabrol, Les Voies Processionnelles de Thèbes. Vol.
97. OLA. Leuven: Peeters, 2001.
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Another possible explanation might be hinted at by the name of the forecourt
itself, as argued by R. Stadelmann, who underlined the possible cultic link between the
forecourt and the Ramesseum. The name of the forecourt, “The Temple of Ramesses
United-with-Eternity” Hwt nTr Ra-ms-s Xnm.t-nHH closely resembles that of the
Ramesseum, “The Temple of Ramesses United-with-Thebes, Hwt nTr Ra-ms-s Xnm.tWAs.t.16 As temples on both the eastern and western banks of ancient Thebes were
designated as “Mansions of Millions of Years,” i.e. temples dedicated to the gods and to
the king’s divine aspect, they were intended to not only serve the needs of the god they
were dedicated to, but also that of the deified king who erected them.17 As a result, the
practice of giving these temples names illustrating this link was already a tradition during
the 18th Dynasty. Such temples would also be oriented and positioned in a way relative to
each other so as to align along an axis across a long distance, as exemplified by the
temple of Sety I at Gurnah vis-à-vis the Hypostyle Hall at Karnak.18 This precedent might

R. Stadelmann,“Tempel Und Tempelnamen in Theben-Ost Und -West.” Mitteilungen Des Deutschen
Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 34 (1978), pp. 178-9.
16
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For the link between Amun, the deified king and their temples of millions of years see also Nelson,
Harold H. “The Identity of Amon-Re of United-with-Eternity.” JNES 1, no. 2 (1942), pp. 127–55; For the
temples dedicated to the cult of the deified king see G. Haeny, “New Kingdom ‘Mortuary Temples’ and
‘Mansions of Millions of Years’.” In Temples of Ancient Egypt, edited by Byron E. Shafer, pp. 86–126.
Ithaca NY; London: Cornell University Press; I.B. Tauris, 1997; G. Haeny, Basilikale Anlagen in Der
Ägyptischen Baukunst Des Neuen Reiches. Vol. 9. Beiträge Zur Ägyptischen Bauforschung Und
Altertumskunde. Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1970.
The temple of Sety I at Gurnah was named “The Temple of Effective is Sety beloved of Ptah in the estate
of Amun on the western bank of Thebes”, Hwt nTr Ax %ty mr.n-Ptx m pr Imn Hr imnt.t WAs.t, while the Great
Hypostyle Hall at Karnak was known as “The Temple of Effective is Sety beloved of Ptah in the estate of
Amun”, Hwt nTr Ax %ty mr.n-Ptx m pr Imn. Additionally, the temple at Gurnah was also called xf.t-Hr nb=s,
“across from its lord,” the lord in question being Amun in his sanctuary at Karnak. The façade of Gurnah
temple faced that of Karnak. Cf. R. Stadelmann,“Tempel Und Tempelnamen in Theben-Ost Und -West.”
Mitteilungen Des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 34 (1978), pp. 173-6; P. J. Brand,
The Monuments of Seti I: Epigraphic, Historical and Art Historical Analysis. Vol. 16. Probleme Der
Ägyptologie. Leiden: Brill, 2000, ch. 5; M. Ullmann, Die Häuser Der Millionen von Jahren: Eine
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have prompted Ramesses II’s architects to adjust not merely the axis and general shape of
the forecourt, but also that of the Ramesseum, which similarly has a rhomboidal shape
and a tilted axis, in order to align with the forecourt. The result was the alignment of
these two temple following the tradition established by previous kings (pl. 5).19 While all
these theories are compelling, ultimately, we may never understand why Ramesses II
commissioned the Ramesseum and the Luxor forecourt to have these distinctive ground
plans.

Conceptual Framework of the Forecourt’s Interior Wall Scenes

Within the scholarship regarding ritual scenes on temple walls there is a lack of
consensus in general in determining the order in which these would have been read.20 As
a result, my ordering of the scenes of the forecourt’s interior walls is merely tentative and
should be seen as a practical solution to a complicated problem. For the sake of
consistency, this ordering is based on the direction the figure of the king is shown facing
when performing a given ritual. For the scenes found on the walls forming the north-east,
south-east and south-west quadrants, the sequence of scenes is presented following a

Untersuchung Zu Königskult Und Tempeltypologie in Ägypten. Vol. 51. Ägypten Und Altes Testament.
Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2002.
19

R. Stadelmann,“Tempel Und Tempelnamen in Theben-Ost Und -West,” pp. 178-9.
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For a historical overview of this debate see K. Eaton, Ancient Egyptian Temple Ritual: Performance,
Pattern, and Practice. Vol. 1. Routledge Studies in Egyptology. New York; Abingdon: Routledge, 2013,
pp. 18-40. For works concerning the ordering of the ritual episodes, the cycles of the daily cult ritual, and
the ritual of royal ancestors see R. David, Temple Ritual at Abydos. EES, London, 2018; N. Tacke, Das
Opferritual Des Ägyptischen Neuen Reiches. Vol. 222. 2 vols., OLA, Paris; Walpole, MA: Peeters, 2013.
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north to south direction.21 In the case of the walls forming the north-west quadrant, the
ordering is reversed, presented following a south to north direction.
My overview starts with the scenes found on the southern jambs of the northern
gate, situated between the two pylon towers, and proceeds in a north to south direction.
First the wall scenes at the west side of the forecourt are presented from north to south,
and then those of the east half.22 This north-south order is based on observations gleaned
from some of the scenes of the middle register of the east wall south wing and the east
pylon south face. In the case of the east wall south wing, where the king faces south, the
first scene from north to south contains the Litany of Amun-Re, an extended invocation
spell, followed by the rite of greeting with a nms.t-jar in the next scene, part of the “New
Year festival”.23 Similarly, in the middle register the east pylon’s south face, where the
king faces east, the first scene from the west shows the Min festival procession, then the
raising of the sHn.t-shrine, with the last scene at the east depicting the god being offered
to in his shrine. While the raising of the sHn.t in this sequence is not paralleled in other
representations of the Min festival, we know from other examples that the rites of this
celebration culminated with offerings presented to the god in his shrine.24 Thus, in both

21

For the purposes of this dissertation, these quadrants represent the intersection of two walls separated by
the four gateways at the midpoint of each wall. So, the north-east quadrant includes the east half of the
north wall and the north half of the east wall, and so forth.
22

This order is also based on the numbering of the wall scenes in H. H. Nelson, Key Plans Showing
Locations of Theban Temple Decorations. Vol. 56. OIP: University of Chicago Press, 1941, pl. XXIA.
23

For the discussion of this and other examples of this spell, cf. N. Tacke, Das Opferritual Des Ägyptischen
Neuen Reiches. Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta. Leuven; Paris; Walpole, MA: Peeters, 2013, Vol. 1, pp.
285-295, Vol 2, pp. 257-262; See our detailed discussion of these scenes below, pp. 422-466.
24

See the detailed discussions of these scenes below, pp. 288-314.
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cases presented above, the sequence of rites seems to follow the same directionality as
the figure of the king, who ultimately is the one who performs them.
By contrast, the ritual sequence of the scenes in the north-west quadrant (i.e. the
west wall’s north wing and the western pylon’s south face) of the forecourt follows a
south to north direction, as per the direction the figure of the king is facing, north towards
the triple barque shrine (see pls. 8, 12-17).
Where most of the wall scenes are preserved—in the case of the middle and
bottom registers—the ritual episodes continue from one wall to the other when the two
walls are joined, forming a corner. This is most clearly the case in the walls forming the
south-east corner of the forecourt, where the ritual episodes continue from the east wall’s
south wing onto the south wall’s east wing. This same ordering is also visible in what
little remains of the scenes on the walls forming the south-west corner of the forecourt
where only the lowermost register and some lower portions of the middle register remain
intact.
However, this thematic continuity seems ambiguous when examining how the
ritual scenes relate to each other between the wings of the same interior wall. The four
gateways set at the center of each wall divide the two wings of each wall from one
another (pl. 1). In the case of the east wall’s north wing, the content of the ritual scenes is
largely unknown, being hidden beneath the mosque of Abu el-Haggag. The exposed
section of wall shows the goddess Seshat in the stance of the “stretching of the cord”,
indicating that she formed part of a foundation ritual scene.25 Due to most of this wall

25

The scene is very much reminiscent of a similar one found on the south half of the west wall in the
Karnak Great Hypostyle Hall, although the characteristic emblems and costume worn by Sefkhet-Abuy are
missing from this scene in the forecourt, cf. GHHK I, 1-3, pl. 22. See also D. Budde, Die Göttin Seschat.
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being buried, we cannot know with any certainty the thematic link between the east
wall’s north wing with the east wall’s south wing which contains the litany of Amun-Re.
On the west side of the forecourt, the west wall’s north wing’s middle register depicts
scenes of the daily cult ritual, whereas the middle register of the south wing is now lost.
In contrast, the bottom registers of both wings of the west wall shows processions of
offering bearers and of the royal children, all participating in the Opet Festival.

North- West Quadrant
The reliefs on the walls forming the north-west quadrant, consisting of the south
face of the western pylon and the west wall’s north wing—while mostly in situ—display
damage due to exposure to the elements, as well as post-antique iconoclasm. In the case
of both walls, the themes present in the ritual cycles of the top and middle register reflect
those found in the daily cult ritual interspersed with episodes from the ritual of royal
ancestors (or the ritual of Amenhotep I) and are to be read in a south to north sequence.26
The top register consists of ritual scenes in which the standing king presents offerings to
different gods and goddesses who sit enthroned inside a shrine. In the large middle
register the recipients are the anthropomorphic Amun-Re, in the company of Mut or
Khonsu, and the ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef, alternating between scenes. By contrast,
in the bottom register, the procession of royal sons and daughters, headed by Nefertary,

Vol. 2. Kanobos, Forschungen Zum Griechisch-Römischen Ägypten. Leipzig: Wodtke und Stegbauer,
2000, pp. 191-97. See also our discussion below, pp. 343-352.
The daily cult ritual consisted of rites for the god’s toilet, i.e. cleaning, purifying and dressing the cult
statue, whereas the ritual of royal ancestors was meant to provide the deities with their meals. For an
overview of these see K. Eaton, Ancient Egyptian Temple Ritual: Performance, Pattern, and Practice. Vol.
1. Routledge Studies in Egyptology. New York; Abingdon: Routledge, 2013. For the orientation of the
scenes in this quadrant see our discussion below, pp. 116-198.
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faces south and follows the ritual themes associated with the Opet festival, and which
seem to complement the procession of royal sons and officials in the south-west quadrant.

South-West Quadrant
The south-west quadrant of the forecourt has suffered the most extensive loss.
Only the scenes forming the bottom register remain, showing the procession of royal sons
alongside priests bringing offering and fatted bulls, albeit partially eroded due to ground
water infiltration. The fragments pertaining to the middle register indicate that the ritual
episodes likely depicted rites performed during the Opet festival procession, thematically
reflected in the bottom register and continued in the bottom register of the north-west
quadrant.

North-East Quadrant
The reliefs on the south face of the eastern pylon are exceptionally well preserved,
as are the exposed scenes found on the eastern wall’s northern wing, that are not hidden
by the structure and foundations of the Abu El-Haggag mosque.27 On the eastern pylon,
the large middle register presents ritual cycles pertaining to the Min festival and rites
dedicated to Amun-Re Kamutef, arranged in a west to east sequence. The bottom register
again shows a procession of royal children that complements the festival theme of the

The south face of the eastern pylon is the only part of the Forecourt’s interior wall decoration published
with line drawings and translation in Ch. Kuentz, La Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de Ramses II à
Louxor. Vol. 29. Collection Scientifique, CEDAE, 1971. The scenes forming part of the top register of the
eastern wall’s north wing were published and translated in M. Boraik, “Inside the Mosque of Abu ElHaggag: Rediscovering Long Lost Parts of Luxor Temple. A Preliminary Report.” Memnonia 19 (2008),
pp. 123–49;
27
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scenes in the middle register. The top register presents rites from the daily ritual and the
ritual of royal ancestors (or the ritual of Amenhotep I) with different divine recipients.
In the case of the east wall north wing, less can be said regarding the partially
visible scenes next to and above the earth fill and late-antique building remains that the
mosque rests upon. What remains of this wall’s top register is now visible as a result of
recent restoration work in the mosque, and shows the king presenting offerings to
enthroned deities, as is the case of the other top register scenes inside the forecourt.28
Here the king faces south while the deities are oriented towards the north. In the middle
register, the figure of Seshat and offering bearers behind her face south. Since the
goddess is holding implements usually seen in foundation ritual depictions, one can
reasonably assume she was facing the figure of the king, who would have held the same
implements and participated in the ritual with Seshat.29 In the bottom register, priests are
shown carrying offerings and face south, probably part of a larger processional scene.

South-East Quadrant
Ritual episodes with rites focused on the cult of the ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef
and his alter ego Min-Amun continue on the south wing of the east wall. This, along with
the east wing of the south wall, are preserved to their full height with their scenes
relatively intact. At the top of both walls, smaller scenes show the king (facing south)
offering to several divine recipients, resembling the scenes found at the tops of the other
walls of the forecourt. However, one of the most interesting aspect of the reliefs in this

28

For a detailed discussion of the work carried out see M. Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 123–49.

29

See the detailed discussion of these scenes below, pp. 343-352.
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part of the forecourt is the cultic information presented in the ritual scenes of the tall
middle register on the east wall’s south wing. Here, a large portion of the walls is
dedicated to a scene in which the king censes and offers libation before a detailed
invocation ritual for 124 forms of Amun-Re. This litany is arranged in a grid pattern and
lists forms of Amun-Re from various cult sites within Egypt, while also crediting the god
with the creation of Punt, Libya (*Hnw), and of every land.30 This is then followed by a
scene in which the king greets Min-Amun with a nms.t-jar, while on the south wall’s east
wing the middle register shows the king brought into the presence of Amun-Re.31
The bottom register contains a procession of personified mineral regions that
begins on the adjacent south wall east wing. These male figures represent “mountains”
(Dw) of locations in Upper and Lower Egypt, Sinai, Byblos and Punt. Each carries a tray
with a pile of ore described in the accompanying inscriptions as consisting of turquoise,
gold, electrum, or precious stones.32 One wonders if the procession of personified mineral
regions was meant to complement the litany of Amun-Re, reinforcing the god’s dominion
over these regions which bring their products to his temple.

30

See the translation and commentary of the litany below, pp. 422-466.

31

The scenes on the two northern jambs of the southern gate, leading into the colonnade hall, which still
retain their original 18th Dynasty relief decoration, are omitted here as they were fully published by the
Epigraphic Survey. Cf. The Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 2: The
Facade, Portals, Upper Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia, and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With
Translations of Texts, Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 116., OIP, The Oriental Institute of the University
of Chicago, 1998.
For minerals and their significance for ancient Egyptian religious rituals see S. Aufrère, L’univers
Minéral Dans La Pensée Égyptienne. Vol. 105. 2 vols. Bibliothèque d’étude. Le Caire: Institut Français
d’Archéologie Orientale, 1991; S. Aufrère,“L’univers Minéral Dans La Pensée Égyptienne: Essai de
Synthèse et Perspectives (Autour de l’univers Minéral X).” Archéo-Nil 7 (1997), pp. 113–44.
32
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Chronology of the Forecourt’s Construction and Decorative Program

The dedicatory inscription found on the east pylon’s south face gives the date for
the completion of the forecourt as being regnal year 3, fourth month of Ax.t (inundation),
day 1 (or 10?).1 However, by examining the paleography and relief style of the
inscriptions and relief decoration, scholars have been able to narrow down the time frame
of the forecourt’s construction as well as its decoration. One of the main components of
this dating criteria is the paleography of Ramesses II’s prenomen and nomen cartouches
and their correlation with the use of raised vs. sunk relief.
As scholars have shown, for the first year and a half of his reign, Ramesses II
employed a short form of his prenomen, Wsr-MAa.t-Ra, meaning “The Maat (cosmic
order) of Re is powerful”. His nomen was written employing the forms of both Ra-ms-s
mry-Imn and Ra-ms-sw mry-Imn, and meaning “Re is the one who bore him, the one
whom Amun loves.”2 In the earliest month of his reign, sculptors followed the tradition
of using raised relief when decorating interior wall scenes and sunk relief for decoration

This part of the text is badly damaged, the traces are read as “10” in M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 60 (1974),
§1B; M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 61 (1975), §1B; However, D. Redford reads the same traces as “1”, cf. D. B.
Redford, “The Earliest Years of Ramesses II, and the Building of the Ramesside Court at Luxor.” JEA 57
(1971), pp. 111, 114.
1

K. Sethe, “Die Jahresrechnung Unter Ramses II. Und Der Namenswechsel Dieses Königs.” ZÄS 62
(1927), pp. 110–14; K. C. Seele, The Coregency of Ramses II with Seti I and the Date of the Great
Hypostyle Hall at Karnak. Vol. 19. Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1940; K. A. Kitchen, “Aspects of Ramesside Egypt.” In Acts: First International Congress
of Egyptology, Cairo October 2-10, 1976, edited by Walter F. Reineke, pp. 383–89. Berlin: AkademieVerlag, 1979; William J. Murnane, “The Earlier Reign of Ramesses II and His Coregency with Seti I.”
JNES 34, no. 3 (1975), pp. 153–90; And see also Keith C. Seele, The Coregency of Ramses II with Seti I
and the Date of the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak. Vol. 19. Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1940; A. Spalinger, “Early Writings of Ramesses II’s Names.”
Chronique d’Égypte 83 (2008), pp. 75–89; GHHK I.2, pp. 11-25.
2
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found on the exterior of monuments. Later during his first year, the use of raised relief on
the interior walls of temples was abandoned. This might have been due to a desire to
finish the works the king commissioned more quickly, as creating sunk relief was
considerably more time efficient than raised relief, while also improving the visibility of
the decoration, as sunk relief is more visible in the low light interiors of temples.3
For a short period during the latter half of his first regnal year and possibly into
the early months of his second, the short form of the king’s prenomen, Wsr-MAa.t-Ra,
coincided with the use of sunk relief decoration before he adopted the longer form of his
prenomen during his second regnal year. This longer prenomen took the form Wsr-MAa.tRa stp.n-Ra, “The Maat (cosmic order) of Re is powerful, the one whom Re chose,” with
the stp.n-Ra epithet becoming a permanent component. At the same time, the king started
using the form Ra-ms-s mry-Imn for his nomen, up until regnal year 21, when the use of
the Ra-ms-sw form resumed.4 Both the prenomen and nomen forms are frequently used as
a dating criteria for monuments Ramesses II created in Upper Egypt.5 A prime example
of a monument where all these changes are present is the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak
Temple, where the walls forming the south half of the building bear reliefs that illustrate
all these forms and multiple variations of the orthography of Ramesses II’s cartouches.6

C. Vandersleyen, “De l’usage Du Relief Dans Le Creux à l’époque Ramesside.” Bulletin de La Société
Française d’Égyptologie 86 (1979), pp. 16–38; See also K. C. Seele, The Coregency of Ramses II with Seti
I, 1940; W. J. Murnane, JNES 34, no. 3 (1975), pp. 153–90; GHHK I.2, pp. 11-25;
3

But note that both forms could occur before year 21 and that the Ra-ms-s form could also appear in lower
Egypt before year 21 (so contra K. A. Kitchen, “Aspects of Ramesside Egypt,” pp. 383–89). To be
discussed in detail in an upcoming article by Peter J. Brand and myself.
4

For the continuation of the use of the nomen ending in -sw in Lower Egypt even after year 2 see K. A.
Kitchen, “Aspects of Ramesside Egypt,” pp. 383–89.
5

6

See GHHK I.2, pp. 11-25.
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Along with the change from raised to sunk relief and the changes to the forms of
his nomen and prenomen occurring during his earliest years as king, this time period is
also marked by a proliferation in variations in the orthography of both Ramesses’s
prenomen and nomen, more precisely in the selection and arrangement of hieroglyphs,
especially of distinctive variants of the mAa.t and wsr glyphs in his prenomen. For

instance, the mAa.t element in the prenomen can take the following forms:

and even sometimes

between

,

and even

,

,

,

, while the wsr, when not held as a staff by Maat, varies

.7 The same is true for the variants of the king’s nomen,

although in this case the elements that seem to vary most in frequency, besides the use of
the -s and -sw ending, is the choice of glyphs used to show the Ra and Imn components.8

Both gods can appear as

and

glyphs, as well as simply

and

.9

An examination of the relief style employed inside the forecourt, as well as
orthographies of Ramesses II’s prenomen and nomen, can help narrow down the time
frame in which the relief decoration of the forecourt was completed, especially when
correlated with the date of completion given by the year 3 dedicatory inscription. For
instance, based on the above criteria, scholars were able to establish that the two obelisks
in front of the Luxor Temple pylon were the first architectural elements he inscribed.

Cf. GHHK I.2, Appendix B; O. Goelet, S. Iskander. “The Epigraphic Record in the Temple of Ramesses
II at Abydos: Preliminary Report.” JARCE 48 (2012), pp. 143–83.
7

8

For an overview of the many variants of the nomen’s spelling, cf. GHHK I.2, Appendix B;

9

Cf. GHHK I.2, Appendix B;
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On both obelisks the inscriptions forming the middle column of text on their four faces
date to the first two regnal years of the king, as indicated by use of the short and long
forms of the prenomen alongside nomen cartouches with both -s and -sw endings.
However, the same paleographic markers also indicate that the marginal decoration on
the obelisks, added to either side of the central vertical inscription on each face, date to
after year 21, as these employ the long form of the prenomen alongside the nomen ending
in -sw, while also being markedly differing in carving style form the original sunk relief
inscription.10
Within the forecourt itself, the form of the king’s prenomen and nomen indicate
that the decoration was laid out after the second regnal year. Additionally, both cartouche
names display variant orthographies. In the case of the prenomen, an example of such
variant orthographies is the decorative frieze at the top of the two pylon towers, where the

king’s prenomen takes the form of a rebus,

, and is written without a cartouche ring,

while below this frieze the horizontal bandeau inscriptions have the long form of the
prenomen.11 This rebus is also paralleled by the original sunk relief frieze at the top of the
interior walls of the triple shrine before they were recarved.12

10

These marginal inscriptions likely date around the period of the first or second royal jubilee. Cf. KRI II,
§§228A-B; RITA II, §§228A-B; RITANC II, §§228A-B; P. Brand, “The ‘Lost’ Obelisks and Colossi of Seti
I.” JARCE 34 (1997), pp. 101–14; A. Spalinger, “Ramesses II at Luxor: Mental Gymnastics.” Orientalia
79, no. 4 (2010), pp. 425–79.
11

Note that such prenomen rebuses along the tops of walls and pylons typically lack a cartouche and can
alternate with nomen cartouches, for example those of Sety I and Ramesses II in the Karnak Hypostyle
Hall, cf. GHHK I.1-3, pls. 12, 136, 138-143. For the horizontal bandeau cf. M. Abd el-Razik JEA 60
(1974), §7i-iv; M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 61 (1975), §7i-iv.
12

To be discussed in detail in my upcoming article on the triple barque shrine at Luxor Temple and the
reused 18th Dynasty material within.
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Otherwise, throughout the decoration of the forecourt, the long form of the king’s

prenomen is used, most often employing the

cases both

and

are used for the mAa.t element. The

form, although in some

atop the

epithet is

also used in the frieze decorating the top of the south wall east wing, on the section of
wall originally forming the colonnade façade.13
Interestingly, in the wall reliefs, the nomen is most often written using Ra-ms-s,
although Ra-ms-sw still appears in some horizontal inscriptions, despite the fact that the
long form of the prenomen would indicate that the reliefs date to after year 2 and before
year 21.14 These variations in the orthographies of Ramesses II’s titulary can be found on
the statue bases both inside and outside the forecourt and in some of the bandeau
inscriptions at the bases of the walls, again indicating their completion at the early part of
year 2.15
The battle scenes and inscriptions found on the exterior walls of the temple seem
to have all been added after the decoration of the interior of the building was completed
in regnal year 3. The famous scenes and text describing the battle of Qadesh on the pylon
façade could only have been added after regnal year 5, the terminus post quem for the
depictions of the battle. The war scenes on the western exterior wall include a

13

See the discussion of the south wall east wing below, pp. 519-666.

14

A similar situation also occurs in the temple of Ramesses II at Abydos, O. Goelet Jr. and S. Iskander,
“The Epigraphic Record in the Temple of Ramesses II at Abydos: Preliminary Report.” JARCE 48 (2012),
pp. 143–83.
15

For the royal statues, cf. PM II2, XXX(9-12), (20-21), (24-25), (57-62), for the bandeau inscription of the
south face of the eastern pylon see below pp. 256-314.
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representation of the capture of the town of Dapur in Syria, known from inscriptions in
the Ramesseum to have taken place in regnal year 8.16 On the eastern exterior wall,
Kitchen dates the Moabite wars shown to around regnal year 7.17
There is also evidence that at some point after Ramesses II’s 21st regnal year a
decision was made to augment the decoration of the triple barque shrine inside the Luxor
forecourt. As a result, the frieze of royal prenomen rebuses at the tops of the chapel walls
was suppressed and replaced with new scenes carved over it to form an additional
register. In all these scenes the name of the king employs the long prenomen and the
nomen ending in -sw, and might have been added the same time the obelisks in front of
the pylons had additional inscriptions added, perhaps in preparation for one of his Sedfestivals.18 These new reliefs are rather crude and are stylistically different from reliefs
elsewhere in the forecourt, pointing to a later date during the jubilee period when
Ramesses II’s artists executed new reliefs in a hurried fashion, as we see in parts of
Karnak such as the Thutmoside enclosure wall decorated by Ramesses II, and in the solar
court of Sety I’s Gurnah temple (see pl. 7).19

16

KRI II, §§18-22; RITA II, §§18-22; RITANC II, §§18-22.

17

KRI II, §§24-25; RITA II, §§24-25; RITANC II, §§24-25; C. Leblanc, Ramsès II et Le Ramesseum: De La
Splendeur Au Déclin d’un Temple de Millions d’années. Paris: L’Harmattan, 2019, pp. 93-95.
P. Brand, “Veils, Votives, and Marginalia: The Use of Sacred Space at Karnak and Luxor.” In Sacred
Space and Sacred Function in Ancient Thebes, edited by Betsy M. Bryan and Peter F. Dorman, pp. 51–83.
Chicago: Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 2007; P. J. Brand, Ramesses II. Egypt’s Ultimate
Pharaoh, forthcoming, ch. 13.
18

W. Helck, Die Ritualszenen Auf Der Umfassungsmauer Ramses’ II. in Karnak. Vol. 18. Ägyptologische
Abhandlungen. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1968; J. Osing, Der Tempel Sethos’ I. in Gurna. Band 1: Die
Reliefs Und Inschriften. Vol. 20. Archäologische Veröffentlichungen, Deutsches Archäologisches Institut,
Abteilung Kairo. Mainz: Zabern, 1977; P. J. Brand, The Monuments of Seti I, §3.84.
19
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Pl. 7: Examples of different sunk relief styles used during the reign of Ramesses II, all
showing the face of the king.
A: From the south wall east wing of the Luxor forecourt (dating to regnal years 2-3);
B: From one of the scenes of the top register of the Mut chapel of the triple barque shrine
inside the forecourt (dating to after regnal year 21);
C: From the east wall south wing of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall (dating to regnal years 23);
D: From the solar court of Sety I’s temple at Gurnah (dating to after regnal year 21)
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All these epigraphic and paleographic elements found on the interior walls and
statuary are in line with the claims of the dedicatory inscription that date the completion
of the building in year 3, although some of the decorative elements date as early as year
1. The three-year time frame from building the forecourt to completing its decoration
prompted some scholars to argue that the sheer size of this monument might point to the
fact that it was commissioned by Sety I who died before the carving of the decoration
could commence.20 Even if the project may have been commissioned by Sety I, much of
the decoration was completed between regnal years 1 (some of the obelisk texts) and
regnal year 3 (dedicatory inscription) of Ramesses II. The artistic style of the forecourt
reliefs also closely resemble those of Ramesses II from the Karnak Hypostyle Hall and
the Ramesseum decorated concomitantly, unlike the style of relief used in later Theban
reliefs of the king known to date from the 40s and 50s of his reign (see pl. 7).21
The battle scenes on the exterior walls of the forecourt postdate the Kadesh
campaign in regnal year 5 and the later campaigns in Canaan and Syria, between years 7
and 10. All of these battle scenes and most of the interior reliefs can be securely dated
before regnal year 21 based on the broad use of the Ra-ms-s form of the nomen and on
stylistic criteria consistent with reliefs from the first two decades of the reign at Karnak
and the Ramesseum. The marginal texts on the obelisks, the inscriptions on the usurped

Cf. D. B. Redford, “The Earliest Years of Ramesses II, and the Building of the Ramesside Court at
Luxor.” JEA 57 (1971), pp. 118-9; P. Brand, “The ‘Lost’ Obelisks and Colossi of Seti I.” JARCE 34
(1997), pp. 101–14.
20

K. Myśliwiec, Le Portrait Royal dans le Bas-Relief du Nouvel Empire. Vol. 19. Travaux Du Centre
d’Archéologie Méditerranéenne de l’Académie Polonaise Des Sciences. Varsovie: Éditions scientifiques de
Pologne, 1976; Rosa E. Feleg, Features of the Early Relief Decoration of Ramesses II at the Karnak
Hypostyle Hall and the Ramesside Forecourt at Luxor Temple. University of Memphis, M.A. Thesis,
2011.royal ka
21
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standing colossi of Amenhotep III inside the forecourt, and the ritual scenes at the top
register of the triple shrine chapels, all date to after regnal year 21 based on the Ra-ms-sw
form of the nomen, their creation likely coinciding with celebration of one of Ramesses
II’s Sed-festivals.
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The Interior Wall Scenes of the Forecourt of Ramesses II:
The orientation of the ritual scenes, their layout and general themes.

Pl. 8: Plan of the forecourt showing the direction the deities are facing
marked with arrows.
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The Orientation of the Ritual Scenes
In general, the orientation of the ritual scenes decorating the interior walls of the
forecourt follows the pattern found in other temples, showing the king facing towards the
interior of the temple where the main shrine of the patron deity is located (i.e. towards the
south, with the king facing right on the eastern walls and left on the western walls). The
gods are shown facing north, towards the temple entrance, gazing outwards from the
inner sanctuary (see pls. 1, 8).1
However, the majority of the reliefs in the north-western quadrant of the forecourt
strays from the general pattern seen on the other forecourt walls. The orientation of the
king and gods within the scenes decorating the south face of the western pylon and the
west wall’s north wing seems determined by the position of the chapels forming the triple
shrine, the rear walls of which are part of the western pylon’s structure (see pls. 1, 8). On
the south face of the western pylon, the gods are shown facing away from the central
chapel of the triple shrine dedicated to Amun-Re. As a result, the scenes to the west of
the chapel show the gods facing west, while those to the east of the chapel show the gods
oriented towards the east, the rear wall of the Amun-Re chapel setting the demarcation in
orientation between the two groups of scenes (see pls. 8, 12-14). The same is the case of
the ritual scenes on the northern wing of the west wall, where the gods are again shown
facing south, away from the chapels of the triple shrine, instead of the expected northern
orientation if the main sanctuary of the temple was used as a point of reference (see pls.
8, 15-17).

1

For this principle of scene orientation, see D. Arnold, Wandrelief Und Raumfunktion in Ägyptischen
Tempeln Des Neuen Reiches. Vol. 2. Münchner Ägyptologische Studien. Berlin: Hessling, 1962, p. 128.
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Another explanation for why the scenes in this part of the forecourt have this
rather unusual orientation might also be due to the use of the building’s western gate as
an access point during the Opet festival and the Decade festival.2 L. Bell has
hypothesized that both the pylon gateway and the western gate of the forecourt were used
during the Opet festival procession, with the western gateway perhaps used more
frequently, as the triple barque shrine is oriented south, towards the western gate, rather
than east.3 Similarly, during the Decade festival, in which Amun-Re’s cult statue
processed from Luxor Temple to the 18th Dynasty temple at Medinet Habu, it is very
likely that the main point of access was the forecourt’s western gate.4 According to one of
the dedicatory inscriptions in the forecourt, the triple barque shrine was used as a rest
stop for the god during the Decade festival in a manner similar to the Opet festival.5 Thus
in both cases, as the western gate was a ceremonial means of access for the deity’s cult
figure, and the triple shrine, a rest stop where the god’s image was stored and offered to,
the cultic significance of the shrine would have been reflected in both its and the

2

For the most recent discussion of the Opet festival, see J. C. Darnell, Opet Festival. Edited by Jacco
Dieleman and Willeke Wendrich, 2010. https://escholarship.org/uc/item/4739r3fr, accessed 04/29/2020.
See also LÄ IV, “Opetfest”, pp. 574-79. For a general discussion of the Decade festival, see. M. Doresse,
RdÉ 23 (1971), pp. 113–36; RdÉ 25 (1973), pp. 92–135; RdÉ 31 (1979), pp. 36–65; Medinet Habu IX, pp.
xxix – xxxiii.
Cf. L. Bell, “The New Kingdom ‘Divine’ Temple,” pp. 162-163; L. Bell, “Les Parcours Processionnels.”
In Louqsor: Temple Du Ka Royal, edited by Anonymous, Dijon: Faton, 1992, pp. 27–28.
3

Cf. Medinet Habu IX, pp. xxix – xxxiii. The use of the forecourt’s western gate for these ceremonies is
further supported by a building inscription of Ramesses III, which, albeit fragmentary, mentions his
building activities to the west of the forecourt, with one structure dedicated for use during the Decade
festival and Opet festival, cf. E. Otto, “Eine Bauinschrift Ramses’ III. in Luxor.” ZÄS 90 (1963), pp. 93–97;
KRI V, §108, pp. 291-292.
4

5

Cf. M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 60 (1974), §3B; M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 61 (1975), p. 128, §3B;
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forecourt’s interior walls scenes.6 The entrance to the forecourt via the pylon gateway
might have also been employed as an access point during the Min-Amun festival, the
depictions of which can be found on the southern face of the eastern pylon (see pls. 2426).7
When these aspects of the forecourt are compared to a contemporary monument
with the role of a festival space, namely the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak, similar
discrepancies in the orientation of the royal and divine figures are noticeable in the scenes
decorating the walls.8 In general, the figures depicted in the ritual scenes decorating the
Hypostyle Hall’s walls are oriented in relation to the inner sanctuary of Karnak Temple,
with the gods facing outward, towards the west, while the king faces east, towards the
sanctuary. One of the exceptions to this trend is the two large ritual scenes, to the north
and south of the second pylon’s gateway, where the two enthroned figures of Amun-Re,
with either Mut (north) or Khonsu (south) standing behind him,9 are facing towards the
temple’s inner sanctuary (in practice, on the walls themselves, they face south and north
respectively, and thus going against general artistic convention), while in all the smaller

The discrepancy in the orientation of the forecourt’s ritual scenes and their possible explanations was
noted by L. Bell, in “The New Kingdom ‘Divine’ Temple,” pp. 162-163.
6

As argued by L. Bell in “Les Parcours Processionnels.” In Louqsor: Temple Du Ka Royal, edited by
Anonymous, Dijon: Faton, 1992, p. 28.
7

For a detailed discussion of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall’s function as a festival space cf. V. Rondot, La
Grande Salle Hypostyle de Karnak: Les Architraves. Tome 1: Texte. 2 vols. Paris: Ministère des Affaires
Étrangères. Éditions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1997, pp. 140-144.
8

9

For parallels see GHHK I.1, pls. 7, 137; GHHK I.3, pls. 7, 137.
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ritual scenes surrounding these large scenes, the gods are shown facing towards the
temple’s entrance (i.e. their north and south).10
A similar situation is noticeable with scenes decorating the south wall’s west wing
inside the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. In all the scenes here, created during the first year of
Ramesses II’s reign, the orientation of the divine and royal figures is reversed from the
general orientation of the scenes found throughout the hall. Instead, the divine figures are
facing east, towards the hall’s southern gateway. Thus, on the south interior wall of the
Hypostyle Hall as a whole, the deities in all the ritual scenes are oriented to face towards
the south (central) gateway.11 In contrast, on the north wall’s west wing, decorated under
Sety I, in the bottom register the divine processional barques of the Theban Triad are
oriented to face east, towards the northern gate, whereas in the registers above these, the
divine figures face west.12
Perhaps this characteristic of the scenes of the south wall’s west wing is yet
another mark of innovation on the part of Ramesses II’s craftsmen. Even so, while the
precise reason for this change in the orientation of the scenes remains open to debate, it
does indicate that in the case of the Hypostyle Hall, the scenes closest to the gates of the
hall were designed to depict festival processions and have the divine figures oriented
towards the gateway closest to them, irrespective of which festival the gateway was used
for.13 Despite lacking textual information, it can be reasonably assumed that both the

10

Cf. D. Arnold, Wandrelief Und Raumfunktion in Ägyptischen Tempeln Des Neuen Reiches. Vol. 2.
Münchner Ägyptologische Studien. Berlin: Hessling, 1962, p. 128.
11

GHHK I.1, 3, pl. 259.

12

GHHK I.1, 3, pl. 263.

13

Of note is also the fact that in only two of the six scenes depicting processional barques are the festivals
they are meant to reference actually named in the inscription, cf. GHHK I.1, pls. 38, 53; GHHK I.3, pls. 38,
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western and southern gates of the hall would have been used in some form for the Opet
festival, and that the west gate was likely used for the Valley festival. The northern gate
of the Hall had a ritual link –reflected in the axial reliefs on the north axis— to the Ptah
Temple situated just north of it, within the Karnak Temple precinct.14
The pattern set by the Luxor forecourt’s wall scenes in terms of orientation (see
pl. 8) is also followed by the inscriptions on the architraves, abaci and the column scenes,
with a few exceptions. The long inscriptions on the architraves at the court’s east and
west sides are both oriented facing south towards the inner sanctuary of the temple. The
same is the case with the inscriptions on the abaci, in that the nomen and prenomen of the
king are oriented to face towards the south or ideal south (depending on the block face)
while the mry Imn element is oriented to face northward, towards the exterior.15 An
exception to this trend are the abaci blocks on the columns to the west of the triple shrine,
the orientation of which is reversed, giving primacy to this structure instead of the inner
sanctum.
In the case of the triple shrine itself, the orientation of the texts is dictated solely
by the cultic significance of the structure. For this reason, the orientation of the

53. For the orientation of the decoration relative to both processional axes of the Hypostyle Hall see J.
Revez, and P. J. Brand. “The Notion of Prime Space in the Layout of the Column Decoration in the Great
Hypostyle Hall at Karnak.” Cahiers de Karnak 15 (2015), pp. 253–310; J. Revez, and P. Brand. “Le
Programme Décoratif Des Colonnes de La Grande Salle Hypostyle de Karnak: Bilan de La Mission
Canado-Américaine de 2011.” Bulletin de La Société Française d’Égyptologie 184 (2012), pp. 10–38.
14

For a discussion of the processional link between Hypostyle Hall and Ptah temple and how this is
reflected in the axial reliefs on the north axis of the Hall see J. Revez, and P. J. Brand. “Un Lien
Théologique à Karnak: Entre La Grande Salle Hypostyle Du Temple d’Amon-Rê et Le Temple de Ptah.”
Égypte, Afrique & Orient 91 (2018), pp. 25–30.
15

For a very similar pattern within the abaci decoration in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, cf. J. Revez, and P.
J. Brand, Cahiers de Karnak 15 (2015), pp. 254-57.
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inscriptions on the abaci of the rectangular columns extending above the shrine (the
continuation of the forecourt’s portico), and those of the architrave and abaci of the triple
shrine’s façade, are all determined by the relative position of the Amun-Re chapel. As a
result, the mry Imn elements of the abacus inscriptions face away from the main AmunRe chapel, while the names of the king and the architrave texts associated with the ruler
face inward towards the main chapel’s interior. However, the inscription of the main
architrave of the forecourt situated above the triple shrine maintains the south facing
orientation, as it continues the text which begins at the south side of the court.
The orientation of the figures depicted in the ritual scenes decorating the columns
closely follow that of the walls adjacent to them (see pl. 8). Again, the exceptions are the
columns next to the eastern and western gateways, which in addition to having two
scenes instead of one, depict the deity facing towards the gateway, even though this
meant having the divine figure oriented towards the inner sanctum of the temple instead
of facing away from it. This is visible in the case of the two columns to the north of the
eastern gateway, while in the case of the western gateway the situation is again
complicated by the two rows of column found in the north-west corner of the court. The
columns on either side of the western gateway mirror the scene layout of their eastern
counterparts. The two rows of columns to the north of these—situated to the west of the
triple shrine—have the orientation of the divine figures reversed, so that the gods face
south instead of north. Interestingly, the orientation of the column scenes next to the east
exterior of the Khonsu chapel orient themselves in the opposite direction, the deities
facing out, towards the north and the pylon gateway, disregarding the presence of the
shrine completely.
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The orientation of the scenes decorating the inner and outer walls of the triple
shrine underline its status as an independent unit, separate from the rest of the forecourt, a
miniature temple in its own right. In the case of the central Amun-Re chapel, the focal
point of the decorative program is the false door at the rear, north wall of the chapel (see
pls. 8, Appendix pls. TS 4-8).16 The divine figures depicted on both the east and west
wall of the chapel are shown facing away from the false door, towards the south (see pls.
TS 4 and 6). This orientation is also followed by the images of Ramesses II inside the two
statue niches cut into the eastern and western walls of the Amun chapel, where the king’s
statues face out from the statue niches, and towards the south (see Appendix pls. TS 7-8).
Even above the false door, the ritual scenes added later in the reign of Ramesses II, show
Amun-Re facing towards the east and west respectively, away from the false door
(Appendix pl. TS 5).
The position of the Amun chapel’s false door seems to be what dictates the
orientation of the figures of Mut and Khonsu as they are depicted at the rear, northern
wall of their respective chapels (see Appendix pls. TS 2, 10). Both gods are oriented to
face towards the main false door of the Amun-Re chapel, as if they were paying homage
to Amun-Re themselves, underlining the primacy of Amun-Re as patron deity at Luxor
Temple.17 Otherwise, the scenes decorating the eastern and western walls of the chapels
For a discussion of this false door see W. Murnane, “False-Doors and Cult Practices inside Luxor
Temple.” In Mélanges Gamal Eddin Mokhtar, edited by Paule Posener-Kriéger, 2, pp. 135–48. Le Caire:
Institut Français d’Archéologie Orientale, 1985.
16

17

As a point of comparison, this feature is not present in the barque shrine of Sety II at Karnak, where in
the chapels of Mut and Khonsu, the rear walls have double scenes with the titular deities being offered to
by the king. See the photographic archive of UCLA’s Digital Karnak: http://wayback.archiveit.org/7877/20160919160135/http://dlib.etc.ucla.edu/projects/Karnak/archive/query?feature=SetyIIShrine
(accessed Feb 25th, 2020); as well as H. Chevrier, Le Temple Reposoir de Séti II. à Karnak. Le Caire: Impr.
Nationale, n.d.
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of Mut and Khonsu follow the expected pattern of showing the deities facing south,
towards the exterior of the triple shrine (see Appendix pls. TS 1, 3, 9, 11).
The reliefs at the tops of the chapel walls added later in the reign of Ramesses II,
sometime after his 21st regnal year,18 likely in preparation for one of his jubilees, follow
the pattern already established when it comes to the orientation of the ritual scenes (see
Appendix pls. TS 1-11). An exception to this is the scene added to the upper half of the
north rear wall in Mut’s chapel, where the goddess faces the opposite direction, to the
west and away from the false door at the center of the triple shrine (see Appendix pl. TS
2). The ritual scenes on the west exterior wall of the Mut chapel maintain the same
orientation pattern seen in the interior, with the depictions of the deities facing south.
However, the offering scene on the east exterior wall of the Khonsu chapel, the only
scene surviving on this side of the triple shrine—found at the north end of the wall—
shows the god facing north, instead of the expected southern orientation which is the
norm for the rest of the shrine. This might be a result of the proximity of this scene to the
main entrance to the forecourt via the pylon gateway, besides the fact that the scene itself
seeming to be a later addition, as the paleography of the cartouches seems to indicate.19
A distinctive feature of the triple shrine, when compared to similar processional
barque stations that were built before it,20 is the presence of two statue niches at the rear

For the chronology of the forms of Ramesses II's titulary see K. Kitchen, “Aspects of Ramesside Egypt,”
pp. 383–89.
18

The king’s nomen ends in –sw and has the form consistent with those used post regnal year 21. For the
evolution of Ramesses II’s titulary and its use as a dating criteria, see K. Kitchen, “Aspects of Ramesside
Egypt,” pp. 383–89; W. J. Murnane, JNES 34, no. 3 (1975), pp. 153–90; A. Spalinger, “Early Writings of
Ramesses II’s Names.” CdÉ 83 (2008), pp. 75–89; GHHK I.2, pp. 19-21.
19

20

Similar shrines with images of the king being a recipient of offering are present in the chapels of the
barque shrine of Sety II at Karnak, itself designated as a Mansion of Millions of Years, indicating that the
shrine served both the cult of Amun-Re and that of the king, cf. PM II2, pp. 25-27. Interestingly, the
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of the Amun-Re chapel, built into the east and west walls to either side of the false door
(see Appendix pls. TS 7-8).21 The rear walls of both niches depict a statue of the king,
facing south and thus towards the exterior of the triple shrine, being offered to by a Iwnmw.t=f priest and attended by the god Thoth, each depicted on the side walls of the statue
niches (Thoth on the north wall, the Iwn-mw.t=f priest on the south wall). The king in the
eastern niche wears a khepresh crown and holds a mdw-Spss pole with a ram’s head in his
rear hand, while the crook and flail are in his front hand (see Appendix pl. TS 8).22 Its
counterpart in the western niche holds a walking staff in his front hand and mace in his
rear hand, wearing a khepresh crown decorated with ram’s horns (see Appendix pl. TS
7). These representations of the cult statue of the king underline the function of the
forecourt as a “mansion of millions of years” and its link to the royal cult, although this
aspect of the building will not be covered in detail here.23

Temple of Ramesses III in the first court of Karnak Temple, built just opposite the shrine of Sety II in order
to house the processional barques of the Theban Triad, lacks any niche or chapel linked to the cult of the
king, cf. A. Chubb et al. Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak, Volume 1: Ramses III’s Temple within the
Great Inclosure of Amon, Part 1. Vol. 25. OIP: University of Chicago Press, 1936. I am unaware of the
presence of such niches with cult images of the king being present in other barque shrines found in the
Theban area predating the triple shrine at Luxor.
21

For a discussion of these statue niches in the triple shrine, that once housed royal ka-statues, cf. L. Bell,
in “The New Kingdom ‘Divine’ Temple,” pp. 168-70.
22

Cf. C. Chadefaud, Les statues porte-enseignes de l'Égypte ancienne (1580-1085 avant J.C.): signification
et insertion dans le culte du ka royal. Paris: 1982;
23

The forecourt is described as a mansion of millions of years in at least two of the dedicatory inscriptions
found within the monument (other texts are fragmentary. Cf. M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 60 (1974): §§1B, 7B
East lower line; M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 61 (1975): §§1B, 7B East lower line. For a discussion concerning
the designation of “temple of millions of years” and its cultic implications see G. Haeny, “New Kingdom
‘Mortuary Temples’ and ‘Mansions of Millions of Years’.” In Temples of Ancient Egypt, edited by Byron
E. Shafer, Ithaca NY; London: Cornell University Press; I.B. Tauris, 1997, pp. 86-126; M. Ullmann, Die
Häuser der Millionen von Jahren: eine Untersuchung zu Königskult und Tempeltypologie in Ägypten.
Ägypten und Altes Testament 51. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2002; M. Ullmann, “The temples of millions
of years at Western Thebes” In Wilkinson, Richard H. and Kent R. Weeks (eds), The Oxford Handbook of
the Valley of the Kings, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016, pp. 417-432.
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The Registers of Wall Scenes and Their Proportions

The interior decoration of the walls of the forecourt all follow the same pattern in
the proportions and layout of the scenes, based on a division into three horizontal
registers (see pls. 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37). The middle register visually
dominates, as it is the tallest of the three, with depictions of rituals and events related to
festivals with Amun-Re and Amun-Re Kamutef as the main focus.24 The top register is
only half the height of the middle register, showing the king offering to gods and
goddesses. The shortest bottom register presents the royal children, officials and offering
bearers participating in the Opet and Min festival processions, or personified
representations of nomes and mineral regions bringing their products to the patron god of
Luxor Temple. Thematically, these compare to friezes of fecundity figures often placed
along the base of temple walls such as in the hypostyle halls of the temples of Sety I and
Ramesses II at Abydos.25
The use of this variations in the scale of the registers on all the interior walls of
the forecourt is innovative in itself, when compared to temple decoration from the 18th
Dynasty where the registers of scenes are uniform in height.26 A shift from this traditional
24

This contrasts with the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, where the lower register is the largest and most visually
dominant. However, the walls of the Hypostyle Hall are taller and the baseline of the lower register is
placed higher off the ground than in the Luxor forecourt. On the importance of scale and position of the
most important decoration on the Hypostyle Hall’s columns see J. Revez, and P. J. Brand. “The Notion of
Prime Space in the Layout of the Column Decoration in the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak.” Cahiers de
Karnak 15 (2015), pp. 253–310.
25

PM VI2, (C)(44-70), (D)(72-96), (B)(36-40); S. Iskander, O. Goelet, The Temple of Ramesses II in
Abydos. Volume 1: Wall Scenes. 2 vols. Atlanta: Lockwood Press, 2015. See also J. Baines, Fecundity
Figures: Egyptian Personification and the Iconology of a Genre. Warminster; Chicago: Aris & Phillips;
Bolchazy Carducci, 1985.
26

This is a predominant feature of the wall decoration in the inner room of Luxor Temple, for which see H.
Brunner, Die Südlichen Räume Des Tempels von Luxor. Vol. 18. Archäologische Veröffentlichungen,
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layout style is already noticeable in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, where the northern and
southern walls are divided into four horizontal registers, with the bottom register being a
fraction taller than the second and third registers, while the fourth top register being
significantly shorter, which also affects the way the gods and the king are depicted. While
in the case of the lower three registers all the deities and the king are shown standing—
unless the format of the ritual episode involves gods seated in the shrine—in the case of
the top shorter register the deities are always shown enthroned while the king kneels
before them, most likely due to space limitations.27
The registers on the eastern face of the 2nd pylon, forming the west wall of the
Karnak Hypostyle Hall, have a different layout. The walls are divided into four registers
of relatively equal height, with the bottom register slightly taller than the other three
above it, with the added feature of the two larger ritual scenes that span the height of the
upper three registers.28

Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Abteilung Kairo. Mainz: Zabern, 1977; Additionally, the registers of
the Colonnade Hall’s wall seem to have been of equal height as well, cf. W. R. Johnson,“À La Recherche
Des Décors Perdus.” In Louqsor: Temple Du Ka Royal, edited by Anonymous, Dijon: Faton, 1992, pp. 48–
50; The Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals,
Upper Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia, and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With Translations of
Texts, Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago,
1998, Key Plans Figures 1-7.
27

Cf. GHHK I.1., pls. 259, 263; GHHK I.3., pls. 259, 263. For the reliefs forming the top register, no
longer in situ, cf. GHHK I.1., pls. 81-86; GHHK I.2. pls. 81-86. An exception is the scenes on the north and
east walls of the Hypostyle Hall where Sety I is always shown kneeling in scenes on the middle two
registers even though the gods are standing. This is due to Sety’s preference for depicting himself kneeling.
Cf. P. J. Brand, The Monuments of Seti I, §1.2; K. Eaton, Ancient Egyptian Temple Ritual, pp. 125-161.
28

Cf. GHHK I.1, pls. 258, 262; GHHK I.3., pls. 259, 263. A distinguishing feature between the ritual
scenes of Sety I and Ramesses II in this part of the hall, first pointed out by B. Lurson, is the use of vertical
columns of text to separate ritual scenes from one another for the scenes created during the reign of
Ramesses II, which then becomes a recurring feature, cf. B. Lurson,“La Conception du Décor d’un Temple
au Début du Règne de Ramsès II: Analyse du Deuxième Register de la Moitié Sud du Mur Ouest de a
Grande Salle Hypostyle de Karnak.” JEA 91 (2005), pp. 107-108.
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A more pronounced difference in layout is apparent between the northern and
southern wings of the east wall of the Hypostyle Hall, which also illustrates changes in
the layout of temple decoration between the reigns of Sety I and Ramesses II. In the case
of the walls decorated during the reign of Sety I,29 the north wing of the east wall is
divided into five registers of equal height.30 In contrast, the south wing of the east wall,
decorated by Ramesses II, is divided into four registers, with the bottom register visibly
taller than the other three above it which are of equal height.31
A close parallel to the layout dominating the interior walls of the Luxor forecourt
can be found at the temple of Sety I at Gurnah, whose decoration was completed by
Ramesses II at approximately the same time as that of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall.32 The
scenes decorating the Gurnah temple’s portico closely resemble those found in the Luxor
forecourt in terms of layout. The large middle register of the Gurnah temple’s portico
shows episodes of the “Beautiful Feast of the Valley” (or Valley festival), while above, a
smaller register shows Ramesses II kneeling and offering to enthroned deities. The
bottom register depicts a procession of Nile gods bearing offerings, another close parallel
to the procession of personified mineral regions and nomes found inside the Luxor
forecourt.33 These scenes were added by Ramesses II to the Gurnah portico in sunk relief,
using the long form of his titulary, i.e. the form established around the 2nd year of his

29

See a general discussion of these in GHHK I.2, pp. 314-316

30

Cf. GHHK I.1, pl. 264; GHHK I.3, pls. 264.

31

Cf. GHHK I.1, pl. 260; GHHK I.2, p. 342, GHHK I.3, pl. 260

32

For a detailed discussion of the chronology of the relief decoration of the Temple of Sety I at Gurnah see
P. J. Brand, The Monuments of Seti I, pp. 228-249.
33

PM II2, pp. 408-409, pl XL [I] (5)-(7).
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reign.34 As the Luxor forecourt was completed in regnal year 3, as described in its
dedicatory inscription,35 it is possible that these two sets of reliefs were designed
contemporaneously, although the bowing stance of Ramesses II’s figures in the Gurnah
portico scenes might hint at these being slightly earlier.36
Other parallels for this layout can be found at the Ramesseum, although the
number and sizes of registers on a given wall varies from room to room. In the inner
rooms,37 the bottom register is taller than the one above it, while in contrast, the wall
reliefs decorating the astronomical room have registers of equal height.38 In the
Ramesseum’s hypostyle hall the walls are divided into three registers, although this time
the layout resembles that of the forecourt, in that the middle register takes up most of the
wall space, the shorter top register showing the king offering to enthroned gods, while the
bottom shorter register shows a procession of the royal sons and daughters.39 What
remains of the walls of the second court again differs in layout, with three registers still in

For the evolution of Ramesses II’s titulary and its use as a dating criteria, see above, pp. 53 ff; K.
Kitchen, “Aspects of Ramesside Egypt,” pp. 383–89; W. J. Murnane, JNES 34, no. 3 (1975), pp. 153–90;
A. Spalinger, “Early Writings of Ramesses II’s Names.” CdÉ 83 (2008), pp. 75–89; GHHK I.2, pp. 19-21.
34

35

Cf. M. Abd el-Razik JEA 60 (1974), §1B; M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 61 (1975), p. 128, §1B;

36

On the use of bowing figures in early depictions of Ramesses II within ritual scenes and their
chronological import see P. J. Brand, The Monuments of Seti I, pp. 15-16, 38.
37

PM II2, XLII, (27), (28); J.-Cl. Goyon, H. el-Achirie. Le Ramesseum VI: La Salle Des Litanies (R). Vol.
32. Collection Scientifique. Le Caire: CEDAE, 1974.
38

PM II2, XLII, (22), (23).

39

PM II2, XLII, (19), (20), also cf. T.G.H. James, Ramesses The Great, Cairo, 2002, pp. 156, 242,
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situ, the shorter bottom register depicting the princes and princesses, while the two larger
registers above it are of equal height.40
Finding parallels from the early years of Ramesses II’s reign at temples built
outside of Thebes is more problematic due to poor preservation, and the smaller scale of
the buildings in some cases. At the king’s temple at Abydos, only the lower sections of
the walls remain and as a result cannot give a clear idea of the full decorative scheme of
the temple.41 In contrast, for the scenes completed by Ramesses II at his father’s Abydos
Temple, the layout varies, from having one large main register decorating the temple
portico, at the rear of the second court,42 to the walls of the outer hypostyle where the
decoration is laid out with two registers of equal height, beneath which a smaller third
register shows personified nomes.43
In the case of the temple at Beit el-Wali the decoration was laid out in only one
register due to the small size of the building itself.44 At the great temple at Abu Simbel,
despite the imposing scale, only the outer columned hall has walls of the height to
accommodate two registers of scenes. While the north wall is entirely occupied by scenes
depicting the battle of Kadesh, the southern wall is divided into two horizontal registers

40

PM II2, XLII, (13), cf. T.G.H. James, Ramesses The Great, Cairo, 2002, pp. 154-155, figs. 154-155; S.
Costa Llerda, Estudios Sobre Iconografía Ramésida II: El Pórtico Oeste Del Segundo Patio Del Rameseo y
de Medinet Habu. Vol. 14. Cuadernos de Egiptología Mizar. Barcelona: Librería Mizar, 2014, pp. 103-133.
See for instance S. Iskander, O. Goelet, The Temple of Ramesses II in Abydos. Vol. 1: Wall Scenes – Part
2: Chapels and First pylon, Atlanta, 2015.
41

42

PM VI2, pp. 3-5, (34)-(41).

43

PM VI2, pp. 5-6, (42)-(61). For a discussion of the chronology of the relief decoration at the temple of
Sety I at Abydos see P. J. Brand, The Monuments of Seti I, pp. 155-169.
44

H. Ricke et all, The Beit el-Wali Temple of Ramesses II, Chicago, 1967.
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of equal height, the top one showing offering scenes, while the bottom one displays battle
scenes.45

Overview of the Main Cultic Themes of the Wall Scenes
Thematically, the ritual scenes decorating the interior walls of the forecourt reflect
the ritual function it was intended to fulfill. The dedicatory inscriptions give the name of
the forecourt as the Temple of Ramesses II United-with-Eternity (Hw.t nTr Ra-ms-sw mr(y)
Imn Xnm.t nHH) and describe it as “a place of appearance (s.t xai) for the Lord of the Gods
in his festival of [Opet],” “a place of acclamation (s.t swAS) […],”“a festival court (wsx.t
Hby.t),” and a “court of appearances (wsx.t xa.t)”.46 In this sense, its function resembles
that of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, which is described in the architrave inscriptions as
having the role of a way station.47
All four walls of the forecourt are divided into three unequal registers, with the
only exceptions being the south face of the west pylon tower partially covered by the rear
wall of the triple shrine, and the sections of the south wall that originally formed the
façade of the colonnade hall’s entrance. The decoration of the gateways does not follow
this pattern, with scenes thematically unrelated to the decorative program of the adjacent
walls. The four registers with offering scenes covering the gateways are equal in height.

45

PM VII2, pp. 102-103, (39)-(40). Cf. T.G.H. James, Ramesses The Great, Cairo, 2002, pp. 11-14.

46

Cf. M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 61 (1975): §§7A-E wing, 7B-E wing, 10, 13B.

The terms used to designate the Karnak Hypostyle Hall’s function as a way station are st Htp, “resting
place”, st xaw, “place of appearances”, and Xnw, “resting place / abode”. These appear alongside other
terms such as Hwt nTr, “temple”, wbA, “courtyard” and Hwt nTr nt HH m rnpwt, “temple of a million years”.
See V. Rondot, La Grande Salle Hypostyle de Karnak: Les Architraves. Tome 1: Texte. 2 vols. Paris:
Ministère des Affaires Étrangères. Éditions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1997, pp. 140-144.
47
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The topmost register contains the decoration of the lintel, having longer scenes with the
king running.48
The top registers of the walls, where still preserved, show ritual scenes in which
the king offers to deities enthroned in shrines. The ritual actions depicted range from
censing, libating, and presenting different types of offerings. These reflect the care the
deities received as part of the daily cult ritual.49
The middle register visually dominates the wall surface due to its sheer size.50
Ramesses II’s artists seem to have planned the forecourt’s decoration with a bilateral
division in mind, with the two different manifestations of Amun-Re given primacy in
their respective halves of the structure. Thus, the anthropomorphic form of Amun-Re is
prominently depicted on the west side, while the ithyphallic Min-Amun / Amun-Re
Kamutef is of focus on the east. This is further underlined by the prevalence of specific
rituals episodes associated with festivals dedicated to these deities.
The bottom register of the forecourt’s inner walls, despite being the shortest and
lacking visibility from the main axis of the court, is nevertheless noteworthy in the way it
thematically relates to the ritual episodes of the large registers above. The bottom
registers are comprised of depictions of Queen Nefertary, the royal children, priests,
officials, and personified mining regions, all heading towards the interior of the temple.

48

For similar scenes see the decoration of the south and north gateways within the Karnak Hypostyle Hall,
cf. GHHK I.1, pls. 269, 263; GHHK I.3, pls. 269, 263.
49

For a discussion of these types of scenes see K. Eaton, Ancient Egyptian Temple Ritual, pp. 161-173.

50

This may be another example of the importance of “prime space” in temple decorative design, where
large scenes position just above eye level were meant to be most visually prominent, dominant, capturing
the viewer’s attention before the other registers below and above. Cf. J. Revez and P. J. Brand, Cahiers de
Karnak 15 (2015), pp. 253–310.
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This corresponds to the use of “fecundity figures” along the bases of walls in some earlier
and contemporary temples including the hypostyles of Sety I and Ramesses II temples at
Abydos.51

The Cultic Themes of the Eastern Half of the Forecourt
The ritual scenes found in the eastern half of the forecourt focus on Min-Amun
and Amun-Re-Kamutef as embodiments of Amun-Re as a creator god. The dedicatory
inscriptions found on the walls forming the eastern half of the forecourt make this
association with creation even more apparent. For instance, the Year 3 dedicatory text—
unfortunately damaged—on the southern face of the eastern pylon describes the temple as
“…of Thebes, the Eye of Re, as a (primeval) mound which arose in the beginning (?),
since this land existed, and Amun-Re […] as king; he illuminated heaven, he shone upon
the (solar) circuit, seeing the place where he might allow the rays of his Eye to
alight…”.52 In addition to this, the forecourt itself is the “precinct of the first occasion
(bky.t n sp tpy)” according to the horizontal bandeau text that spans the walls forming the
south-east corner of the building.53
From north to south, the scenes of the main large register of the walls forming the
eastern half of the forecourt, show ritual episodes from festival rites associated with the
ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef and Min-Amun. On the south face of the eastern pylon,

51

For a detailed overview of the processional scenes in the western half of the forecourt, see below, pp.
143-146, 188-198, 222-229, 249-255.
52

M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 61, § 1B

53

M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 61, § 3B
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these begin the Min festival procession and the erection of the sHn.t shrine, culminating
with the worship of the god inside the forecourt itself. The visible section of the east
wall’s north wing indicated this was once a stretching of the cord scene, with Sheshat,
whose figure is preserved, participating alongside the now missing king. While it is
unclear if other rites related to the foundation of the temple were depicted, the choice of a
foundation scene closely follows the themes expressed in the bandeau text discussed
above.
What little remains of the bottom register of the eastern wall’s north wing shows
priests bringing the daily offerings to the temple (see pls. 27-29). On the south face of the
eastern pylon the bottom register portrays royal prince and princesses in procession,
heading towards a representation of the temple pylon as participants in the Min festival
procession portrayed in the middle register above them (see pls. 24-26).
The emphasis on the creative aspect of Amun-Re is further underlined in the
“Litany of Amun-Re” that occupies a large portion of the eastern wall’s south wing,
listing the god’s various forms found throughout Egypt as well as beyond its borders. The
link between the eastern half of the forecourt and the solar creator god is perhaps also
hinted at in the dedicatory texts flanking the scenes south of the east gateway exterior,
describing it as the “great and august doorway in front of Re (when) he reveals himself
(di=f sw)”.54 Conceivably then it is more than coincidental that it was on the south face of
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M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 61, § 6. For the link between the eastern horizon / sunrise with creation and
rebirth see J. P. Allen, Genesis in Egypt: The Philosophy of Ancient Egyptian Creation Accounts. Vol. 2.
Yale Egyptological Studies. New Haven: Yale Egyptological Seminar, Department of Near Eastern
Languages and Civilizations, 1988; LÄ V, pp. 1088-1094, “Sonnengott”; and P. Dorman, “Creation on the
Potter’s Wheel at the Eastern Horizon of Heaven.” In Gold of Praise: Studies on Ancient Egypt in Honor of
Edward F. Wente, edited by John A. Larson and Emily Teeter, pp. 83–99. Chicago: Oriental Institute of the
University of Chicago, 1999. The aspects of New Kingdom solar religion are best elaborated in J.
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the eastern pylon that Ramesses II’s scribe chose to give a detailed account of the king’s
plan and endeavor to construct the forecourt, an act of creation in itself.55
In the south-eastern corner of the forecourt, this register shows depictions of
personified mineral regions bearing their products (see pls. 33-38). The names of the
figures reference regions throughout Egypt and beyond, and thematically parallel the
premise of the Litany of Amun-Re, found on the south wing of the east wall, by affirming
the Theban god’s dominion over the Two Lands and the then known world.

The Cultic Themes in the Western Half of the Forecourt
In the western half of the forecourt, more attention seems given to the connection
between the forecourt and the Opet festival procession, when the anthropomorphic
Amun-Re of Karnak visits his “Southern Sanctuary”.56 Despite the extensive loss, the
traces that remain on the south wall’s west wing reveal that this was once adorned with
representations of the divine barques of the Theban Triad. The dedicatory inscription
adorning the walls that form the south-western corner lists the officials, led by the crown
prince, that have come “to see the perfection (nfr.w) of their lord, the King of Upper and
Lower Egypt […] (and) Amun-Re […] in his beautiful festival of Opet…”.57

Assmann, Egyptian Solar Religion in the New Kingdom: Re, Amun and the Crisis of Polytheism. Translated
by Anthony Alcock. London and New York: Kegan Paul International, 1995.
55

M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 61, § 1B. See also the discussion of the possible chronology of Ramesses II’s
building program early in his reign in Redford, D. B. “The Earliest Years of Ramesses II, and the Building
of the Ramesside Court at Luxor.” JEA 57 (1971), pp. 118–19.
56

J. C. Darnell, Opet Festival. Edited by Jacco Dieleman and Willeke Wendrich, 2010.
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/4739r3fr, accessed 04/29/2020. See also LÄ IV, “Opetfest”, pp. 574-79.
57

M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 61, § 4B
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In the bottom register, a procession of princes begins on the west wing of the
south wall, shown heading towards a representation of the forecourt’s entrance flanked
by pylons. The composition is reminiscent of its counterpart on the south face of the
eastern pylon. In the case of the procession on the south wall’s west wing, the princes are
followed by a series of officials and priests leading fatted bulls meant as offerings to the
god, with the register continuing along the length of the west wall’s south wing. The
bandeau text above this bottom register describes these figures as participants in the Opet
festival procession.
Perhaps the decision to place the triple barque shrine in the north-western corner
of the forecourt was determined by its proximity to the entry point for the divine
processional barques into the forecourt itself, be it via the riverside quay to the west of
the forecourt, or via the northern gateway between the pylon towers.58 As discussed
above, the position of the triple shrine seems to have influenced the orientation of the
ritual scenes on the north wing of the west wall and the south face of the western pylon.
The ritual scenes on these same walls depict ceremonies from the daily cult ritual with
both the anthropomorphic Amun-Re and the ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef depicted as
recipients of cultic worship. The presence of both these aspects of the Theban god on the
walls forming the north-west quadrant of the forecourt perhaps reflects the fact that both
deities would use the triple barque shrine as rest stops in their respective festivals.

58

Cf. L. Bell, “The New Kingdom ‘Divine’ Temple,” pp. 162-163; L. Bell, “Les Parcours Processionnels.”
In Louqsor: Temple Du Ka Royal, edited by Anonymous, Dijon: Faton, 1992, pp. 27–28. The use of the
forecourt’s western gate during the Opet festival and Decade festival is further supported by a building
inscription of Ramesses III, which, albeit fragmentary, mentions his building activities to the west of the
forecourt, with one structure dedicated for use during the Decade festival and Opet festival, cf. E. Otto,
“Eine Bauinschrift Ramses’ III. in Luxor.” ZÄS 90 (1963), pp. 93–97; KRI V, §108, pp. 291-292.
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On the north wing of the west wall, the bottom register depicts another procession
heading towards the temple interior, introduced by three personified fecundity figures, or
“Nile gods,” bearing offerings,59 followed by a slightly larger figure of Queen Nefertary
playing the sistra. She is followed by royal sons holding fans and sistrum playing
princesses. It is unclear if these figures are a continuation of the procession beginning on
the south wall west half or if they are meant to be a separate composition, as the texts
accompanying and the bandeau above do not mention their greater ceremonial role or the
Opet festival.
On the south face of the west pylon, the bottom register begins to the west of the
triple shrine’s western exterior wall and thus only takes up a third of the entire wall
length of the pylon. Whereas in the bottom registers of the forecourt’s interior walls
discussed thus far the figures in procession were oriented towards the interior of the
temple, in the case of the western pylon’s south face the figures process towards the triple
shrine (see pls. 12-14). This register depicts a serious of personified nome figures, similar
to the ones seen at the southern end of the west wall’s northern half, bearing trays with
bread and Hs vases. Due to the extensive damage to the relief, only the presence of seven
figures can be confirmed. At the western end of this register, the silhouette and facial
features of a female figure are visible, although it is unclear if this was originally a
goddess, or a figure of Nefertary.

59

For these types of figures in general see J. Baines, Fecundity Figures: Egyptian Personification and the
Iconology of a Genre. Warminster; Chicago: Aris & Phillips; Bolchazy Carducci, 1985.
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Cultic Themes Inside the Triple Barque Shrine
The bilateral division apparent in the forecourt’s interior wall decoration is also
reflected in the choice of scenes that adorn the interior walls of the triple shrine itself. In
all three chapels, the western walls show the king offering before the processional
barques of each chapel’s titular deity (see Appendix pls. TS 1, 4, 9).60 Since the triple
shrine was meant to house the sacred barques of the Theban Triad, the depiction of the
barques seems not that surprising. However, their placement on the western wall could be
seen as a reflection of the fact that the western walls of both the chapels and the forecourt
are closest to the Nile on which the conveyance of the barques would have taken place
during the Opet festival.
In contrast, the eastern walls of the chapels mirror the theme of creation as
reflected in the dedicatory inscription of the forecourt’s eastern half. In the chapels of
Mut and Khonsu, the eastern walls show each Theban deity in the company of their
respective Enneads (see Appendix pls. TS 3, 11). In the chapel of Mut, a large figure of
the goddess is shown seated alongside Neith in a shrine, followed by representations of
eight seated goddesses, all of which comprise Mut’s female Ennead. The goddesses listed
are Mut foremost of the estate of Ptah, Amunet (whose name is damaged), Ipet-Weret,
and Hathor on the top register, while the bottom register shows Sekhmet the Beloved of
Ptah, Bastet, Weret-Hekau and Wadjet (cf. Appendix pl. TS 3).61 The eastern wall in the
chapel of Khonsu has suffered extensive damage. The few traces that remain indicate that
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PM II2, pl. XXVIII [4] (33), (39), (44).

61

PM II2, pl. XXVIII [4] (34).
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it once mirrored the reliefs found in the chapel of Mut, with a large depiction of Khonsu
seated in a shrine alongside another male deity (likely Thoth),62 while two registers
behind them showed an additional eight male enthroned gods, their figures and
accompanying inscriptions giving their names are now missing (see Appendix pl. TS
11).63 It is very likely that the eastern wall in the Khonsu chapel showed the god in the
company of his personal Ennead formed of gods he was in some way associated with,
mirroring the motifs found in the chapel of Mut.
What is even more revealing in terms of the connection between the decorative
programs of the forecourt and the triple shrine is the fact that the eastern wall of the
chapel of Amun-Re does not depict the god’s Ennead in the manner already encountered
in the chapels of Mut and Khonsu. Instead the wall reliefs depict the king censing before
the ithyphallic form of Amun-Re, Foremost of his Sanctuary, standing inside a shrine,
followed by Waset, the goddess of Thebes (see Appendix pl. TS 6). Behind the king a
text in tabular format contains an invocation attributed to the god Thoth, depicted next to
it, appealing to the Ennead residing in Thebes to grant permanence to the temple of
Ramesses II and listing 22 deities and their respective cult centers. The list of gods starts
with the Theban Triad followed by the deities of the Heliopolitan cosmogony with the
last six gods of the list now lost.64
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For the association between Khonsu and Thoth, alongside other lunar deities, cf. LÄ I, pp. 960-62,
“Chons”.
63

PM II2, pl. XXVIII [4] (45).
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The inscription lists deities associated with the Heliopolitan creation myth and their respective cult
center, the top register containing the names of Atum, Shu, Tefnut, Geb, Nut, Osiris, Osiris #nty-Imntyw,
Isis, followed on the bottom register by Wepwawet, Nephthys, Horus, Re, with the rest of the deities
missing in a large damaged area. Cf. F. W. v. Bissing, “Über Die Kapelle im Hof Ramesses II im Tempel
von Luxor.” Acta Orientalia 8 (1930), pp. 144-145; PM II2, pl. XXVIII [4] (40);
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The decorative program of the Amun chapel expresses the cult of both forms of
Amun-Re as well as the chapel’s role during the Opet, Decade, and Min festivals. This
chapel’s reliefs also emphasize the connection between Amun and the king, as expressed
in the presence of the statue niches but also the fact that Thoth offers to Amun alongside
the king. Thoth is the divine priest of the king’s cult as represented in the chapels
dedicated to Sety I’s cult in his temples at Gurnah and Abydos. Thus, another explanation
of the absence of a representation of Amun’s Ennead, corresponding to those found in the
chapels of Mut and Khonsu, might simply be due to a lack of space on the chapel wall.
The choice of depicting the ithyphallic Amun-Re on the eastern wall of the
Amun-Re chapel reflects the preeminence given to this manifestation of the Theban god
on the eastern half of the forecourt itself and to its function during the Min and Decade
festivals. The list of deities and their cult places invoked by Thoth on the eastern chapel
wall can be seen as a parallel to the large text of the Litany of Amun-Re on the southern
wing of the forecourt’s eastern wall (see pls. 27-29, fig. 100). Even though the latter is
concerned exclusively with various aspects of Amun-Re and his cult centers throughout
Egypt, both inscriptions contain the names of some of the same cult sites.65
The following chapters will present an overview of the ritual scenes present on
each of the interior wall sections of the forecourt at Luxor Temple, following a northsouth direction based on the orientation of the king’s figure.66 The walls forming the

Such are Iwnw, (in lines 64, 75 of the Litany); *A-wr (in line 42 of the Litany), Ab-Dw (in lines 22, 42,
and 52 of the Litany), Hermopolis (in line 15 of the Litany), cf. F. W. v. Bissing, “Über Die Kapelle im Hof
Ramesses II im Tempel von Luxor.” Acta Orientalia 8 (1930), pp. 144-145, and the translation of the
Litany of Amun-Re below.
65

66

For a discussion on how the lack of a beginning and end in ancient Egyptian narrative depictions helps
engage the viewer, see W. Davis, “Narrativity and the Narmer Palette.” In Narrative and Event in Ancient
Art, edited by Peter J. Holliday, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993, pp. 14–54; L. H. Corcoran,
“A Case for Narrativity: Gilt Stucco Mummy Cover in the Graeco-Roman Museum, Alexandria, Inv.
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western half of the forecourt will be dealt with first, and then the eastern half, based on
the numbering conventions of the scenes already established. However, it needs to be
underlined that this order is arbitrary, as there is no clear “start” or “end” for the ritual
cycles discussed.

27808.” In Gold of Praise: Studies on Ancient Egypt in Honor of Edward F. Wente, edited by John A.
Larson and Emily Teeter, Chicago: Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1999, pp. 55–68.
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Note on the figures and plates

All the figures and plates used in this dissertation were created using
photogrammetry software employing thousands of photographs I took on site between the
months of January and April of 2017.1 Within the limitations of the permission granted
by the Egyptian Ministry of Antiquities, I worked on data collection by myself, with no
personnel assisting me. I also lacked the financial resources to use scaffolding, artificial
lighting, collect theodolite data, or employ other aids necessary for creating a definitive
survey of the walls. Even so, I documented the reliefs with thoroughness and a degree of
detail not previously available.
I took photographs from ground level over the course of several days during times
when the lighting of the walls was relatively uniform. Therefore, the quality of the
orthomosaics created varies,2 especially for the scenes at the very top of the walls and in
the shadow of architraves. Despite my best efforts, certain errors could not be avoided,
due in part to the steep angle at which some photographs had to be taken in order to avoid
interference from columns and statuary. In other cases, errors in the creation of the
orthomosaics are the result of the walls themselves not being uniformly flat, an example
of this is the south face of the eastern pylon which has a prominent bulge as a result of
the pylon structure itself having shifted in the past. These structural features result in

1

The software used was Agisoft Metashape, see Agisoft LLC, Agisoft Metashape. Professional Edition
(version 1.6.2), https://www.agisoft.com/, Date Accessed: 05.22.2020.
2

An orthomosaic is a photogrammetrically orthorectified image product mosaicked from an image
collection, where the geometric distortion has been corrected and the imagery has been color balanced to
produce a seamless mosaic dataset.
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parts of the orthomosaics containing distortions, with instances where the straight cut
lines of the carved relief have a wavy appearance. Where possible, I digitally corrected
such errors,3 although this was not always an option.
The purpose of these orthomosaics is to help the reader better visualize the
general layout and content of the ritual scenes discussed, while avoiding having to look
through thousands of photographs for each particular wall scene. Including all these
photographs within the dissertation would not have been feasible. Of course, for the
purposes of analyzing the content of the scenes and their epigraphic features, I consulted
my field notes and all the available photographs for accuracy and precision.
Each scene is accompanied by a composite orthophoto. All the wall sections are
illustrated in plates containing composite images, and an accompanying wall diagram
with the scene numbers indicating their location. Where possible, the numbering system
used for the wall scenes is the one created by H. Nelson, whose published maps of the
forecourt are the most detailed and widely accessible to scholars.4 Additionally, where
Nelson’s maps were lacking data, the numbering system present in the most detailed
scientific publications of specific walls were used.5

3

Corrections to the orthomosaics were made using Adobe Photoshop. Cf. Adobe, Adobe Photoshop CC
2019, https://www. adobe.com/, last accessed 05.22.2020.
4

H. Nelson, Key Plans Showing Locations of Theban Temple Decorations. Vol. 56, OPI, University of
Chicago Press, 1941, pl. XXIA.
5

Such are the numbering systems used in Ch. Kuentz, La Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de Ramses II
à Louxor. Vol. 29. Collection Scientifique, CEDAE, 1971, and in M. Boraik, “Inside the Mosque of Abu
El-Haggag: Rediscovering Long Lost Parts of Luxor Temple. A Preliminary Report.” Memnonia 19 (2008),
pp. 123–49.
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Note on nomenclature describing inscriptions

Apart from the ritual scenes in the south-east quadrant of the forecourt, the ritual
scenes discussed in this dissertation are not accompanied by a full translation and
commentary. Nonetheless, they are provided with a short general description of the type
of inscriptions present and bibliographical references to any available published
transcriptions and translations. A short definition of the terminology used is provided
below:
Label text1 – inscription describing the ritual action performed by the king, usually placed
between him and the deity, frequently introduced by an infinitive verb, and ending
with a variation of the phrase ir=f di anx, “so that he (the king) might achieve
‘given life’.”2
Names and titles of the king – inscriptions placed close to the figure of the king,

Other terms used for describing these inscriptions are “caption text”, see H. G. Fischer, The Orientation of
Hieroglyphs, Part I: Reversals. Vol. 2. Egyptian Studies. New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1977,
pp. 93-95; B. Lurson, A Perfect King: Aspects of Ancient Egyptian Royal Ideology of the New Kingdom.
Paris: Geuthner, 2016, pp. 31-38; and “title” in R. David, Temple Ritual at Abydos. London: The Egypt
Exploration Society, 2018. For examples of label texts from the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, see GHHK I.2,
Appendix C, pp. 424-430.
1

The question of how to translate ir=f di anx has long been a subject of debate amongst scholars. In general
scholars have agreed to translate this phrase as a prospective in a clause of purpose “(that) he may
make/achieve given life” (See H. G. Fischer, The Orientation of Hieroglyphs. Part I. Reversals, New York,
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1977, pp. 97, 106; C. Nims, “Review of Kings at Karnak, by G.
Björkman”, JNES 34, 1975, p. 76; J.P. Allen, Middle Egyptian. An introduction to the language and culture
of hieroglyphs, 2nd, revised ed. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010, § 23.15; A.H. Gardiner,
Egyptian Grammar3, Oxford, 1957, § 378.). However, E. Teeter proposed translating the phase as a
circumstantial clause, “hereby he (the donor) acts (for him [god]) who has given life”, with di anx being an
active participle (cf. E. Teeter, The Presentation of Maat. Ritual and Legitimacy in Ancient Egypt, Chicago
(Illinois), The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, SAOC 57, 1997). J. Osing proposed reading
the phrase as a relative “which he does (being) given life” (J. Osing, Der temple Sethos I in Gurna. Die reliefs
und inschriften, Band 1, Mainz am Rhein, 1977, p. 21, note 55). In this dissertation, the translation follows
the form agreed upon in general by scholars.
2
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containing his prenomen and nomen cartouches, alongside titles that introduce
these cartouche names and titles that follow them.
Names and titles of the god/goddess – inscriptions placed close to the figure of the
deity(s) in the scenes, giving the name of the deity and their various titles.
Speech of the god/goddess – inscriptions placed close to the deity(s) depicted in the
scene, introduced by a Dd mdw in, “words spoken by,” formula. The benefactions
the deity bestows upon the king are listed after di.n=(i) n=k, “(I) have give to
you,” where the verb rdi takes the form of a nominal emphatic (second tense)
sDm.n=f.3
Wnn nsw text – a vertical inscription placed behind the figure of the king, spanning the
entire height of the scene, introduced by the prospective wnn nsw, “the king shall
(continually) exist”, describing the type of ritual action performed by the king in
the scene, or merely giving his names and titles. This vertical inscription also
serves as a visual divider between two adjacent scenes in a register.4
Protection formula - vertical inscriptions placed behind the figures of deities, and
sometimes kings, frequently introduced by sA “protection” and containing the
phrase HA=f, “surrounds him (i.e. the god).” These types of texts can vary in
length, from a simple sA anx HA=f nb, “every protection – life – surrounds him,” to
more elaborate versions such as sA anx Dd wAs nb snb nb Aw.t-ib nb xA=f nb mi Ra,

3

For this verb form, see Allen, Middle Egyptian, §§25, 26. For examples of the variety of these
benefactions, see GHHK I.2, Glossary, pp. 385-390.
4

For examples of different variants of this inscription in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, Cf. GHHK I1.2,
Appendix C, pp.430-432. For the use of these vertical texts as scene dividers, see B. Lurson, “La
Conception Du Décor d’un Temple Au Début Du Règne de Ramsès II: Analyse Du Deuxième Register de
La Moitié Sud Du Mur Ouest de a Grande Salle Hypostyle de Karnak.” JEA 91 (2005), pp. 107–24.
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“every protection – all life, stability, and dominion, all health and all joy –
surrounds him like Re.” 5
Bandeau text – horizontal inscription, usually found close to the base of the wall and
often spanning its entire length, while also sometimes serving as a visual divided
between registers.6

5

See also GHHK I1.2, Appendix C, pp. 421-424.

For a discussion of bandeau texts, cf. K. A. Kitchen,“A Note on Bandeau Texts in New Kingdom
Temples.” In Studien Zu Sprache Und Religion Ägyptens: Zu Ehren von Wolfhart Westendorf, Überreicht
von Seinen Freunden and Schülern, edited by Friedrich] [Junge, 1, pp. 547–53. Göttingen: F. Junge, 1984.
This term has long been used for this format of text going back at least to the French publications of the
Temple of Edfu, see E. de Rougé, Inscriptions et Notices Recueillies à Edfou (Haute-Égypte) Pendant La
Mission Scientifique de M. Le Vicomte Emmanuel de Rougé. Edited by Jacques de Rougé. 2 vols. Paris:
Ernest Leroux, 1880; M. d. Ch. Rochemonteix, É. Chassinat. Le Temple d’Edfou, Tome Premier. Vol. 10. 4
vols. Mémoires Publiés Par Les Membres de La Mission Archéologique Française Au Caire. Paris: Leroux,
1892.
6
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General Overview of the Relief Decoration

The North Gateway Interior

The northern gateway is located between the two pylon towers at the forecourt’s
main entrance (pls. 9-11).1 The decoration of its interior jambs is preserved, along with
parts of the lower corners at the two ends of the lintel, although the blocks that once
formed the lintel are now lost. The traces that remain of the lintel decoration indicate that
the scenes at the west and east ends of the lintel’s interior face showed the king in a
running posture. The scenes most likely showed the king running with the oar and Hp.t
symbol on the eastern end of the lintel, and Hs vases on the western end, with the deities
of the Theban triad likely depicted at the middle of the lintel. At the very top, a large
winged Behdetite sun disc once panned the entire length of the lintel.2
On both jambs, the ritual scenes are arranged into three registers of equal height.
The figures of the king face towards the temple interior, while the gods face in the
direction of the temple exterior. On the east jamb, located at the western end of the east
1

PM II2, XXX (15) h and i; not numbered in Nelson Key Plans; for east jamb interior cf. Ch. Kuentz, La
Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de Ramses II à Louxor. Vol. 29. Collection Scientifique. Le Caire:
Centre de documentation et d’études sur l’ancienne Égypte, 1971, pls. IV-VII; see also J-C. Golvin, M.
Redde, G. Wagner, M. El-Saghir, E.S. Hegazin, “Le Camp Romain” in Louqsor Temple du Ka Royal,
1992, pp. 67-76 for Roman era constructions and structural alterations, part of which also affected the
northern gateway (with a more detailed drawing on p. 75).
2

For parallels of lintel decoration found in other Ramesside temples cf. GHHK I.1, pls. 54, 58; GHHK I.2,
pls. 54, 58; S. Iskander, O. Goelet. The Temple of Ramesses II in Abydos. Volume 1: Wall Scenes, Part 1:
Exterior walls and Courts, Atlanta: Lockwood Press, 2015, pl. 3.1.35, 36; R. A. Caminos, et al. Medinet
Habu, Volume 5: The Temple Proper, Part 1. The Portico, the Treasury, and Chapels Adjoining the First
Hypostyle Hall with Marginal Material from the Forecourts. Vol. 83.OIP. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1957, pl. 118; L. Greener, et al. Medinet Habu, Volume 7: The Temple Proper, Part 3. The Third
Hypostyle Hall and All Rooms Accessible from It with Friezes of Scenes from the Roof Terraces and
Exterior Walls of the Temple. Vol. 93. OIP. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964, pl. 588.
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pylon’s south face, the king, facing west, is offering to Amun-Re and Amun-Re Kamutef,
with the bipedal form of the god depicted on the top and bottom registers, while his
ithyphallic form is present in the middle register. The intent was clearly to show the two
forms of the Theban god in an alternating pattern, as encountered in the decorative
scheme of Theban temples dedicated to Amun-Re.3 The scenes of the western jamb are
similarly arranged into three registers of equal height, found at the eastern end of the west
pylon’s south face. However, the middle and bottom scenes are visibly narrower when
compared to the top register and their counterparts on the eastern jamb of the gateway.
The narrower spacing is most likely the result of the presence of the triple shrine whose
rear north wall is part of the western pylon’s structure. In all three scenes, the king is
facing west while the gods face east. In the middle register, instead of the expected
ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef, the king is instead being given life by a falcon-headed
Khonsu.4 No doubt, the choice of depicting Khonsu here was influenced by the scene’s
proximity to the chapel of Khonsu found at the eastern end of the triple shrine.

Cf. C. Traunecker, “Kamutef” in D. B. Redford, E. Bleiberg, J. L. Foster, R. E. Freed, G. E. Kadish, R. J.
Leprohon, and D. P. Silverman. The Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt. 3 vols. New York; Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2001, p. 222; J. Osing, Der Tempel Sethos’ I. in Gurna. Band 1: Die Reliefs Und
Inschriften. Vol. 20. Archäologische Veröffentlichungen, Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Abteilung
Kairo. Mainz: Zabern, 1977, pp. 26-7, n. 64; J. Osing, “Zum Kultbildritual in Abydos.” In Gold of Praise:
Studies on Ancient Egypt in Honor of Edward F. Wente, edited by John A. Larson and Emily Teeter, 317–
34. Chicago: Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1999, pp. 321, 324; Osing, Jürgen. “Zur
Struktur von Ritualszenen in Ägyptischen Tempeln.” GM 44 (1981), p. 44; A. Egberts, In Quest of
Meaning: A Study of the Ancient Egyptian Rites of Consecrating the Merit-Chests and Driving the Calves.
Vol. 8. I, Text. Egyptologische Uitgaven. Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije Oosten, 1995, p. 67,
n. 124; W. Helck, “Die Systematik Der Ausschmückung Der Hypostylen Halle von Karnak.” Mitteilungen
Des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 32 (1976), pp. 57-65; B. Lurson, “La
Conception Du Décor d’un Temple Au Début Du Règne de Ramsès II: Analyse Du Deuxième Register de
La Moitié Sud Du Mur Ouest de a Grande Salle Hypostyle de Karnak.” JEA 91 (2005), pp. 107–24; B.
Lurson, A Perfect King: Aspects of Ancient Egyptian Royal Ideology of the New Kingdom. Paris: Geuthner,
2016, pp. 25-26.
3

4

PM II2, XXX (15)hII; not numbered in Nelson, Key Plans.
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Pl. 9: The north gateway interior.
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Pl. 10: Diagram of the north gateway interior showing the layout of scenes.
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Pl. 11: Diagram of the north gateway interior with arrows indicating the direction towards
which the figure of the king is facing.
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North gateway lintel interior
King running a ceremonial race with the Hpt and the oar

Fig. 1: King running a ceremonial race with the Hp.t and the oar.
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Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: North gateway interior, lintel, east end.
Description: The king, whose figure is almost entire missing, is running a ceremonial
race holding the Hp.t and the oar before a now missing deity or pair of deities.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (15)i; not numbered in Nelson, Key Plans;
Inscriptions preserved: none.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Very few traces of the original decoration survive (see fig. 1). What
remains is visible in the lower corner of what was once the eastern end of the gateway
lintel. One can still discern the torso, rear leg and bull’s tail of what was once a figure of
the king running. Traces of the oar handle are still visible going across his chest. Behind
the king, a

fan is preserved, its handle emerging from a Sn ring, preceded by the traces

of the handle and Sn ring of its companion. Beneath the fans, two

groups are

visible one on top of the other, although the lower group is badly damaged. Below these

traces of a

and

are discernable. Behind the king a

group is present. No

iconoclastic hacking is present. In the middle of the king’s chest what resembles a
pilgrim’s gauge is visible, although with the intensive damage to the relief it is also
possible that this is merely a deceptive break.
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King running a ceremonial race with Hs-vases (?)

Fig. 2: King running a ceremonial race with Hs-vases (?).
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Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: North gateway interior, lintel, west end
Description: The king, whose figure is almost entire missing, aside from his leg, is
running a ceremonial race holding Hs vases before a now missing deity or pair of deities.
A vulture hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (15)h; not numbered in Nelson, Key Plans;
Inscriptions preserved: name of Behdetite above the scene; benefactions given by
vulture hovering above the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The scene is not almost entirely lost, save for a few traces (see fig. 2). Of
the king’s figure, only his kilt, rear leg and bull’s tail are visible. Behind him, from top to
bottom a

group remains, beneath which are two partially preserved

groups

one atop the other. A wide band of closely placed pilgrim’s gauges scar the torso and
upper half of the king’s kilt, along with the area behind him. Beneath this damaged area,
behind the king, the traces of a

are discernable. Above the king, the rear extended

wing of a vulture is still preserved, accompanied by a fragmentary inscription stating that
“[she gives] all life and prosperity on her part” ([di=s] anx wAs xr=s) and “she gives [all]
heal[th] on her [pa]rt” (di=s sn[b nb x]r=s). The use of the feminine pronoun confirms
that the raptor was once either Nekhbet or Wadjet. Above the raptor, at the top west edge

of the scene, traces of a large

BHdty, “Behdetite” group are present, which most

likely originally accompanied a large representation of a winged sun disc, which frames
the top edge of the entire lintel face. No iconoclastic hacking is visible. A rectangular
101

beam-hole damages the second column of text giving the speech of the vulture above the
king, at the west edge of the scene.
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North gateway east jamb
King offering wine to Amun-Re

Fig. 3: King offering wine to Amun-Re.
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Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: North gateway interior, east jamb, top register
Description: The king wearing a nemes and triangular kilt offers two nw-jars with wine
to Amun-Re. Nekhbet hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (15)iI; not numbered in Nelson, Key Plans; Ch. Kuentz, La
Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de Ramses II à Louxor. 1971, pls. V, sc. 1.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Amun-Re; speech of the god
listing benefactions given to the king; names and titles of the king
Publications of inscriptions: Ch. Kuentz, La Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de
Ramses II à Louxor. 1971, pls. V, sc. 1.
Observations: Iconoclastic hacking has damaged both the king’s face and the ankle of
his forward foot (see fig. 3). Amun’s face is similarly lost due to a break in the sandstone
block, although traces of chisel tracks at the edges of the break indicate that iconoclastic
hacking might also have obscured the god’s face. A large break and loss of the sandstone
blocks affects the middle of the scene. Despite the damage, the inscriptions are relatively
well preserved. Several pilgrim’s gauges are visible within the king’s kilt.
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King offering before Amun-Re Kamutef

Fig. 4: King offering before Amun-Re Kamutef.
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Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: North gateway interior, east jamb, middle register
Description: The king, whose figures is almost entirely lost, is presenting a now entirely
lost offering to Amun-Re Kamutef, with a lettuce planter behind him. A Wadjet vulture
hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (15)iII; not numbered in Nelson, Key Plans; Ch. Kuentz, La
Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de Ramses II à Louxor. 1971, pls. VI, sc. 2.
Inscriptions preserved: name and titles of Amun-Re Kamutef; speech of the god listing
benefactions given to the king; names and titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: Ch. Kuentz, La Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de
Ramses II à Louxor. 1971, pls. VI, sc. 2.
Observations: No iconoclastic hacking is present (see fig. 4). The extensive loss to the
king’s figure seems to be the result of the gateway being modified to accommodate an
archway built to form an entrance to the Roman fort into which the Temple of Luxor was
being integrated during the 3rd century A.D.5 The god’s phallus has been hacked out.

Cf. J.-C. Golvin, M. Redde, G. Wagner, M. El-Saghir, E.S. Hegazin, “Le Camp Romain” in Louqsor
Temple du Ka Royal, 1992, pp. 67-76.
5
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King offering Maat to Amun-Re.

Fig. 5: King offering Maat to Amun-Re.
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Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: North gateway interior, east jamb, bottom register
Description: The king wearing a khepresh crown and long kilt is offering a figure of
Maat to Amun-Re. A vulture hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (15)iIII; not numbered in Nelson, Key Plans; Ch. Kuentz,
La Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de Ramses II à Louxor. 1971, pls. VII, sc. 3; Peter
J. Brand, “Usurped Cartouches of Merenptah at Karnak and Luxor.” In Causing His
Name to Live: Studies in Egyptian Epigraphy and History in Memory of William J.
Murnane, edited by Peter J. Brand and Louise Cooper, Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2009, pp.
28-48;
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Amun-Re, speech of the god listing
benefactions to the king; names and titles of the king; fragmentary bandeau text below
the scene.
Publications of inscriptions: Ch. Kuentz, La Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de
Ramses II à Louxor. 1971, pls. VII, sc. 3
Observations: Both figures have escaped the ire of iconoclasts (see fig. 5). The area
above the king’s head shows signs of damage affecting the figure of the vulture. Below
the scene the traces of a bandeau of Ramesses III are visible, inscribed over an inscription
that once belonged to Merneptah.
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North gateway west jamb
King offering milk to Amun-Re

Fig. 6: King offering milk to Amun-Re.
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Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: North gateway interior, west jamb, top register
Description: The king, wearing a khat headdress and triangular kilt, offers two jars of
milk to Amun-Re. A vulture hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (15)hI / XXX (16) II1; not numbered in Nelson, Key Plans.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; speech of Amun-Re listing benefactions given to the
king; names and titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Iconoclasts have hacked out the faces of both the king and the god, with
both forearms of the gods also being partially hacked (see fig. 6). Amun’s speech and
titles, as well as the two tall plumes of his crown, are lost due to erosion of the sandstone.
A lacuna filled with modern restoration cement is present at the mid-section of the king’s
back leg. Note that this scene is wider than those below it, which are spaced to
accommodate the presence of the triple shrine.
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King receiving life from Khonsu.

Fig. 7: King receiving life from Khonsu.
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Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: North gateway interior, west jamb, middle register
Description: The king, wearing a round wig and long kilt, is holding hands and receiving
life from a falcon headed Khonsu wearing a sun disc and double plumes. No raptor is
present.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (15)hII; not numbered in Nelson, Key Plans.
Inscriptions preserved: name of Khonsu; protection formula behind god; speech of the
god listing benefactions given to the king; names and titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Iconoclasts have attacked the faces of both figures (see fig. 7). The king’s
upper body and head, are partially missing due to alterations made to the gateway when
the arch of the Roman fort’s gate was built.6 Ichnographically, this scene is similar
representations of the “induction of the king”, bs-nsw.t, in which Monthu (at the front)
and Atum (behind) escort the king into the temple. While in this case the god is identified
as Khonsu, the crown he is wearing is that of Monthu. The scene is self is visibly
narrower than the ones on the opposite jamb, very likely as a result of the close
placement of the triple shrine. While it is uncommon for bs-nsw.t scenes to be placed on
door jambs, they habitually can be found close to gateways. There are two detailed
representations of the induction of the king in the forecourt, one on the west wall’s north
wing (see fig. 30, p. 170, LA 33), next to the western gateway, and another on the south

Cf. J.-C. Golvin, M. Redde, G. Wagner, M. El-Saghir, E.S. Hegazin, “Le Camp Romain” in Louqsor
Temple du Ka Royal, 1992, pp. 67-76.
6
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wall’s east wing, where the king is led into the presence of the Theban triad (see fig. 119,
p. 571, LA 78).7

7

Two scenes that closely resembles the one discussed are preserved on the thicknesses of the Karnak
Hypostyle Hall’s north gate, cf. J. P. Allen, et al. Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak, Volume 4: The Battle
Reliefs of King Sety I. Vol. 107. OIP Chicago: Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1986, pl.
20A, B; Another close parallel is J. A. Chubb, et al. Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak, Volume 1: Ramses
III’s Temple within the Great Inclosure of Amon, Part 1. Vol. 25. OIP Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1936, pl. 48A; while another is present on the lower register of a pilaster of the second court’s
portico at the temple of Ramesses II at Medinet Habu, cf. Medinet Habu V, pl. 283A (below). From the
same temple, another scene shows the king being conducted by Khonsu and Thoth, cf. Medinet Habu VI,
pl. 457. For comparable bs-nsw scenes with both Monthu and Atum leading the king cf. GHHK I.1, pls. 50,
78, 111, 149, 179, 199; GHHK I.2, pls. 50, 78, 111, 149, 179, 199; Medinet Habu V, pl. 257, 290B;
Medinet Habu VIII, pl. 614; OIP 25, pl. 62.
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King receiving life from Amun-Re.

Fig. 8: King receiving life from Amun-Re.
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Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: North gateway interior, west jamb, bottom register
Description: The king, wearing a khepresh crown and shendyt kilt receives life from
Amun-Re, who extends an ankh from atop his was scepter to the king’s nostrils. A cobra
headed Wadjet vulture hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (15)hIII; not numbered in Nelson, Key Plans;
Inscriptions preserved: name and titles of Amun-Re; names and titles of the king;
fragmentary bandeau text below the scene.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Iconoclasts hacked out the faces of both god and king, along with the
front arm of the king (see fig. 8). As is the case of the scene above, this scene is narrower
than its counterpart of the opposite gateway jamb due to the presence of the eastern wall
of the triple shrine.
Below the scene, the badly damaged traces of three horizontal bandeaus are
visible, with three prenomen cartouches, and are continuations of horizontal inscriptions
that start on the eastern exterior wall of the triple shrine. Although initially attributed to
Ramesses II,8 W. Murnane proved these belong to later Ramesside kings. From top to
bottom, the first horizontal prenomen cartouche belongs to Sety II, the middle one to
Ramesses III, while the third badly damaged cartouche is that of Ramesses IV, usurped
by Ramesses VI.9
D. B. Redford,“The Earliest Years of Ramesses II, and the Building of the Ramesside Court at Luxor.”
JEA 57 (1971), pp. 110, 118.
8

W. J. Murnane, William J. “The Earlier Reign of Ramesses II and His Coregency with Seti I.” JNES 34,
no. 3 (1975), p. 160 (A); W. J. Murnane,“The Earlier Reign of Ramesses II: Two Addenda.” GM 19
(1976), pp. 41-42.
9
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The South Face of the Western Pylon

Ramesses II’s architects designed and built the southern sides of both pylons to
also serve as the forecourt’s northern walls. Thus the lower halves of the south faces of
both pylons are vertical, with the characteristic slant associated with temple pylons only
beginning above the roof line of the peristyle.1 At the top of the western pylon, most of
the cornice is still in situ, decorated with Ramesses II’s prenomen and nomen arranged in
alternating vertical cartouches topped with a sun disc and double plumes. Below the
cornice, the decoration consists of two horizontal bandeau inscriptions running the entire
length of the pylon’s top section.2 A decorative frieze separates the two horizontal
bandeaus, consisting of rebus spellings of the short form of Ramesses II’s prenomen,

,

flanked by uraei with sun discs atop their heads, alternating with vertical nomen
cartouches atop

signs.

The relief decoration on the south face of the west pylon tower can be divided
into two separate sections due to the presence of the triple shrine whose rear wall is
conjoined to the pylon tower (see pls. 12-14).3 Towards the west end of the west pylon’s
southern face, the decoration maintains the three-register layout, taking up roughly oneM. Azim, “Le Grand Pylône de Louqsor: Un Essai d’analyse Architecturale et Technique.” In Mélanges
Offerts à Jean Vercoutter, edited by Francis [Geus and Florence Thill], pp. 19–41. Paris: Éditions
Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1985; M. Azim, “Le Grand Pylone de Ramses II,” in Louqsor Temple du
Ka Royal, 1992, pp. 31-36.
1

2

PM II2, XXX (16)I, listing also the presence of a small ritual scene at the west end of the dedicatory
inscription which is not the case; Nelson, Key Plans, LA1; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building
Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974): §7B W; M. Abd el-Razik, “The
Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975): §7B W
3

PM II2, XXX (16); Nelson, Key Plans, LA 1-13;
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third of the wall surface. The other two-thirds of the south face of the west pylon is taken
up by the triple shrine, and thus the only decoration on the pylon wall itself is the top
register visible above the shrine’s roof line, which is contiguous with the top register of
the western end of the pylon. Iconoclasts have attacked the features of the king and
deities depicted in the scenes of the top register which runs the entire length of the pylon
wall, with the facial features, majority of arms and in some cases legs and feet hacked
away. At the east end of the west pylon’s south face, the reliefs forming the decoration of
the northern gateway’s interior face are present.
At the west end of the western pylon’s south face, the top register is comprised of
three ritual scenes, separated by vertical columns of text with the king’s names and titles.
The orientation of the ritual scenes on this wall, along with the scenes on the west wall’s
north wing, seems determined by their proximity to the triple shrine instead of the inner
sanctum of the temple itself, as is the case of the scenes found on the other walls of the
forecourt. The king is facing east, towards the triple shrine, while the gods face west,
away from the shrine. The wall section above the triple shrine deviates from the general
trend encountered in the top register of the forecourt’s walls. The three scenes of the top
register at the west end of the north wall’s west wing and the scenes above the triple
shrine share the same top edge, marked by an elongated

sign that runs the entire

length of the pylon wall. However, the base line of the scenes above the shrine’s roof line
is lower, making this register taller than its counterparts on the forecourt’s other walls.
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The choices and arrangement of the scenes depicted above the shrine resemble
those typically encountered on the lintels of gateways.4 In these four scenes, the gods face
east and west, away from the central Amun-Re chapel, with the scenes separated by
vertical columns of text containing the king’s names and titles.

4

For a similar arrangement of scenes, cf. GHHK I.1, pls. 259, 54, 58; GHHK I.2, pls. 259, 259C, 54, 58;
Medinet Habu IV, pl. 244A-D; Medinet Habu V, pls. 251A-D, 252, 256, 257, 310, 338D; OIP 25, pls. 8AD, 49, 50, 75A-C; Khonsu Epigraphic Survey, pls. 51, 54, 141C-D, 153.
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Pl. 12: The west pylon south face (the north wall west wing) including the west jamb of the north gate interior.
The lacuna indicates the position of the triple barque shrine’s rear wall.
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Pl. 13: Diagram of the west pylon south face showing the layout of scenes.
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Pl. 14: Diagram of the west pylon south face showing the direction towards which the king (blue arrows) and personified nome figures
(red arrows) are facing.
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Top register
LA2: King offering ointment to Amun-Re enthroned in shrine

Fig. 9: King offering ointment to Amun-Re enthroned in shrine.
Scene ID number: LA2
Location: West Pylon south face, top register, first scene from west.
Description: The king, wearing a nemes and double crown, is presenting two jars of
ointment to Amun-Re enthroned inside a shrine. No raptor is present.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (16)II8; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 2
Inscriptions preserved: name and titles of Amun-Re; names and titles of the king; wnn
nsw text behind king.
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Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Iconoclasts have hacked out the faces, arms and hands of both king and
god (see fig. 9). The top of the scene above the figure’s head is damaged by erosion and
cracks in the sandstone. Additionally, the bottom half of the scene has suffered extensive
loss due to the erosion and large areas of the sandstone block having broken away.
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LA3: King presenting an offering to Mut enthroned in shrine

Fig. 10: King presenting an offering to Mut enthroned in shrine.
Scene ID number: LA3
Location: West Pylon south face, top register, second scene from west.
Description: The king, wearing a now-missing headdress and triangular kilt, offering
food stuffs (?) on a tray to Mut wearing a double crown and enthroned inside a shrine. No
raptor is present.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (16)II7; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 3
Inscriptions preserved: titles of the king; wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
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Observations: The scene is badly damaged due to natural erosion and breaks in the
sandstone (see fig. 10). Iconoclasts have attacked the arms and legs of the king, as well as
almost the entire figure of the goddess, except for her double crown and rear hand. The
name and titles of the goddess are lost.
The king’s head, as well as the area above it, is missing due to erosion. Only the
two streamers that once formed part of his crown are visible behind his back. The damage
also makes it unclear what precise type of kilt the king was wearing. The offering the
king is presenting is similarly badly damaged, with few traces indicating the presence of
a tray and a circular object. Initially I read these traces as belong to a broad collar.5 On
close comparison, in the scenes where the broad collar offered on a tray is preserved, the
top of the collar is flat. However, the preserved traces seem to indicate a type of offering
which is rounded at the top. This could have been a tray of different breads, or an array of
offerings on a tray, although due to the lack of any other carved traces that I could see, I
cannot make a precise identification.

5

For similar representations cf. GHHK I.1, pls. 99, 145 left, 190; GHHK I.2, pls. 99, 145 left, 190; A. M.
Calverley, M. F. Broome, The Temple of King Sethos I at Abydos, Volume IV: The Second Hypostyle Hall.
Edited by Alan H. Gardiner. London; Chicago: Egypt Exploration Society; University of Chicago Press,
1958, pls. 51, 69 3BW; Khonsu Epigraphic Survey, pl. 61, 105.
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LA4: King presenting a nemset before Khonsu enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 11: King presenting a nemset before Khonsu enthroned inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: LA4
Location: West Pylon south face, top register, third scene from west
Description: The king, wearing a khat headdress and long kilt, present a nemset jar
before a large table of offerings to Khonsu enthroned inside a shrine. A sun disc with
uraei hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (16)II6; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 4
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Khonsu; names and titles of the king;
wnn nsw text behind king; wnn nsw text behind shrine of god.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Iconoclasts have attacked the king’s head, arms and legs along with the
head and shoulders of the god (see fig. 11). The top of the scene above the heads of the
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figures is damaged due to breaks and erosion in the sandstone. The human headed
Khonsu has the moon and crescent above his head and holds a wAs-scepter with a Ddpillar, crook and flail.
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LA5 : King running with a Hp.t and oar before Khonsu standing inside a shrine

Fig: 12: King running with a Hp.t and oar before Khonsu standing inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: LA5
Location: West Pylon south face, top register, fourth scene from west
Description: The king, wearing the Red crown and shendyt kilt, is running with a Hp.t
and an oar before a falcon-headed Khonsu, standing inside a shrine and wearing a sun
disc and double plumes. Wadjet, in the form of a vulture, hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (16)II5; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 5
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Khonsu; speech with benefaction
from Khonsu to the king; names and titles of the king; name and titles of Wadjet.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
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Observations: Iconoclasts have hacked out the faces and arms of both figures (see fig.
12). Erosion affects the sandstone in the area above the king’s and god’s heads, with the
original inscriptions barely visible. Despite the extensive damage to the god’s name and
titles, enough traces survive to identify the

,

and

of #nsw, Khonsu, in the

first column of text in front of the god. Beneath the name, at the bottom of the column of
text, the back and tail of what was originally an

the next column of text by

is detectable, followed at the top of

, and reading m WA[s.t] nf[r] [Ht]p, “in Thebes,

Nefertotep”.6 The name of the deity also remains intact in the label text before the king’s
forward leg. Another element of note is the iconography Khonsu is depicted with, having
a falcon head crowned by the double plumes and sun disc. While these iconographic
elements are more often associated with Monthu,7 there are other instances where
Khonsu is depicted with these attributes.8

6

Cf. Leitz, Lexikon V, pp. 764-65.

7

Cf. LÄ IV, pp. 200-204.

8

For other examples of representations of Khonsu with the iconography of Monthu cf. GHHK I.1, 3, pls.
16, 95; Khonsu Epigraphic Survey, pls. 8, 42, 49-51, 54, 74, 79, 89, 99, 100, 102, 105, 115, 119, 120, 124,
127-29, 160, 171, 183, 186.
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LA6: The king consecrates a hecatomb before an enthroned Amun-Re and another deity
(Khonsu ?) inside a shrine.

Fig. 13: The king consecrates a hecatomb before an enthroned Amun-Re and another
deity (Khonsu ?) inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: LA6
Location: West Pylon south face, top register, fifth scene from west
Description: The king, wearing the Double crown and triangular kilt, consecrates a
hecatomb before an enthroned Amun-Re and another deity, now lost, inside a shrine. A
Behdetite sun disc with uraei hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (16)II4, the now missing deity is listed as Mut; Nelson, Key
Plans, LA 6.
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Inscriptions preserved: label text; name of Amun-Re; speech of Amun-Re listing
benefactions given to the king; names and titles of the king; wnn nsw text behind king; wnn
nsw text behind shrine of deities.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Iconoclasts hacked out the face and arms of the king (see fig. 13). The
entire surface of the relief is damaged by cracks and breaks in the sandstone. The eastern
half of the scene, where the figures of the two deities are located, has suffered extensive
loss due to the erosion of the stone along with areas where the block surface has sheared
off. While traces of the figure and name of Amun-Re are still discernable including parts
of the throne he is seated on, barely anything remains of the deity behind him.
Considering that the following scene seems to closely mirror this one, although directed
in the opposite direction, showing Amun-Re in the company of Mut, it is likely that this
particular scene showed Amun-Re in the company of Khonsu.
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LA7: King censing and libating before Amun-Re and Mut, both enthroned inside a
shrine.

Fig. 14: King censing and libating before Amun-Re and Mut,
both enthroned inside a shrine.

Scene ID number: LA7
Location: West Pylon south face, top register, sixth scene from west
Description: The king, wearing a nemes and long kilt, is censing and libating over a
large table of offerings before Amun-Re and Mut, both enthroned inside a shrine. A
vulture hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (16)II3; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 7
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Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Amun-Re; speech of Amun-Re
granting benefactions to the king; name and titles of Mut; names and titles of the king; wnn
nsw text behind the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished
Observations: Iconoclasts have hacked out the face and rear forearm of the king (see fig
14). The figures of both deities are badly damaged due to breaks in the sandstone blocks,
with most of the figure of Mut now missing, the very top of her Double Crown and name
being the only elements still present. Note the change in orientation of the divine figures
compared to the preceding scenes.
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LA8: King running with Hs-vases before an ithyphallic Amun-Re standing inside a
shrine.

Fig. 15: King running with Hs-vases before an ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef
standing inside a shrine.

Scene ID number: LA8
Location: West Pylon south face, top register, seventh scene from west
Description: The king, wearing the White crown and shendyt kilt, is running while
holding two Hs-vases in front of an ithyphallic Amun-Re standing inside a shrine.
Nekhbet hovers above the king.
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Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (16)II2, with the god identified as Min; Nelson, Key Plans,
LA 8
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary name of Amun-Re Kamutef; protection formula
behind the god; names and titles of the king; wnn nsw text behind the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The only sign of iconoclastic attack is present in the forward arm of the
king (see fig. 15). The relief has suffered extensive loss due to deep breaks in the
sandstone blocks, affecting especially the god’s figure from the point above his knees.

Behind the figure of the god, two fragmentary glyphs,

and

, indicate his

name was originally Amun-Re Kamutef. The ithyphallic figure can still be identified
based on the position of the legs, the presence of a plinth and the long streamer of the
crown behind the god, along with the lack of the scepter. Erosion also affects the king’s
head and the areas above his crown and behind his back.
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Middle register
The middle large register is located at the western third of the west pylon’s south
face, between the west exterior wall of the Mut chapel and the north end of the west
wall’s north wing (see pls. 12-14).9 In both scenes, the king faces east, towards the triple
shrine, while the gods face west. The scenes are separated by a vertical column of text.

9

PM II2, XXX (16) III 1 and 2; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 9 and 10.
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LA9: King presents a hecatomb to Amun-Re

Fig. 16: King presents a hecatomb to Amun-Re.
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Scene ID number: LA9
Location: West Pylon south face, middle register, first scene from west
Description: The king, wearing a Nemes-headcloth with a Swty crown (two tall feathers
flanked by cobras) and a triangular kilt, presents a hecatomb before Amun-Re. A sun disc
with uraei hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (16)III1; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 9
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Amun-Re, speech of Amun-Re
granting benefactions to the king; long vertical inscription behind the god with another
speech granting benefactions; names and titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpubliched.
Observations: No iconoclastic hacking is present (see fig. 16). The figure of the king is
especially badly damaged due to erosion and extensive quarry damage affecting his torso.
Quarry damage led to the loss of the sun disc above the king, with few traces visible. The
figure of the god is also damaged by erosion. Beam holes belonging to post-pharaonic
structures are present in a horizontal line at the middle of the scene, some filled with
modern restoration cement.
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LA10: The king presents the temple to Amun-Re Kamutef.

Fig. 17: The king presents the temple to Amun-Re Kamutef.

Scene ID number: LA10
Location: West Pylon south face, middle register, second scene from west
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Description: The king, wearing the White crown and triangular kilt, and holding a long
staff and mace, presents the temple to ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef, with a lettuce
planted and fan resting on a shrine behind him. A sun disc with uraei hovers above the
king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (16)III2; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 10
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Amun-Re Kamutef; speech of the
god granting benefactions to the king; long vertical inscription behind the god with speech
granting benefactions; name and titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpubliched.
Observations: The relief is relatively well preserved (see fig. 17), with more extensive
erosion affecting the lower half of the king’s body and the area behind him, along with
the feet of the god. Beam holes belonging to post-pharaonic structures are present in a
horizontal line at the middle of the scene.
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Fig. 18: The bottom register of the west pylon’s south face (LA11-12-13).
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LA11: Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses II
Scene ID number: LA11
Location: West Pylon south face, beneath middle register
Description: A horizontal bandeau begins at the junction between the west exterior wall
of the Mut chapel and the pylon wall, running along the western third of the pylon’s
south face and continuing on the west wall’s north wing.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (16); Nelson, Key Plans, LA 11; KRI II, §230B, p. 606;
RITA II, §230B, pp. 401-402; RITANC II, §230B, pp. 407-408; M. Abd el-Razik, “The
Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60
(1974): §2; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in
Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975): §2.
Inscriptions preserved: horizontal bandeau.
Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, §230B, p. 606; RITA II, §230B, pp. 401-402;
RITANC II, §230B, pp. 407-408; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of
Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974): §2; M. Abd el-Razik, “The
Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA
61 (1975): §2.
Observations: The western half of the inscription is badly damaged due to erosion and
loss to the sandstone (see fig. 18). The orientation of the bandeau deviates from the ones
found on the other wall of the forecourt, where the text is oriented to face south, towards
the temple’s inner sanctuary. In the case of the bandeau which begins of the south face of
the western pylon and continues on the west wall’s north wing, the text is oriented north,
its direction determined by the location of the triple shrine.
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Bottom register

LA12: Procession of personified nome figures carrying trays with offerings.
Scene ID number: LA12
Location: West Pylon south face, bottom register, beneath horizontal bandeau at the base
of the middle register.
Description: A procession of seven personified nome figures, wearing tripartite wigs,
curved beards and a belt with three streamers, carry offerings towards the triple barque
shrine. A badly damaged female figure is visible at the western end of the register, but
her identity is uncertain (see fig. 18).
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (16); Nelson, Key Plans, LA 12
Inscriptions preserved: vertical inscription before each figure with speech describing the
offerings being brought.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The personified nome figures bring their offerings on reed matts, in the
form of Hs-vases for “fresh water” and foodstuffs representing “all good and pure things”,
with

and

symbols dangling beneath the reed matts with the offering groups

alternating between figures (see fig. 18).10 Above the head of each figure a

group

is present, although the space above this is left blank. Each figure is preceded by a
vertical column of text containing their speech, which ends with the prenomen or nomen

10

For a detailed discussion of these types of figures see J. Baines, Fecundity Figures: Egyptian
Personification and the Iconology of a Genre. Warminster; Chicago: Aris & Phillips; Bolchazy Carducci,
1985.
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of the king, alternating from figure to figure, spelled in a horizontal cartouche above each
figure’s head. The western half of the bottom register has suffered extensive loss, and
thus only four personified nome figures are clearly visible, with traces of an additional
three figures present. As a result, it is unclear how many of these figures were originally
depicted. Towards the western end of the bottom register, in a large area of badly
damaged sandstone, traces of the facial features, wig with a lotus flower on top, and dress
of what resembles a female figure are visible. Her identity is unclear as no adjacent text
survives.
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LA13 : Traces of horizontal bandeau of Merneptah.
Scene ID number: LA13
Location: West Pylon south face, beneath bottom register
Description: A now erased horizontal bandeau containing the titulary of Merneptah,
beginning at the west end of the interior south face of the Western Pylon and ending at
the west exterior wall of the triple shrine.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (16); Nelson, Key Plans, LA 13; Peter J. Brand, “Usurped
Cartouches of Merenptah at Karnak and Luxor.” In Causing His Name to Live: Studies in
Egyptian Epigraphy and History in Memory of William J. Murnane, edited by Peter J.
Brand and Louise Cooper, Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2009, pp. 28-48.
Inscriptions preserved: horizontal bandeau.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Besides the clear signs of erasure, the inscription is also damaged by
erosion (see fig. 18). There are no indications that the bandeau was reinscribed.
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The West Wall North Wing

The north wing of the west wall is relatively intact, with loss in the masonry
increasing gradually towards the wall’s southern end, where the top register and top half
of the middle register are entirely missing (see pls. 15-17).1 The base of the wall towards
its northern end is damaged by erosion. Iconoclasts have hacked out the features of all the
figures still visible in the top register, and almost all those found in the middle register,
with the exception of three of them at the northern end of the wall. Erosion and loss of
masonry affects the majority of the figures found in the bottom register, although these
seem to have escaped the attention of iconoclasts.
The orientation of the king and deities in the top and middle register of the west
wall’s north wing seems determined by their proximity to the triple shrine, as is the case
of the scenes on the south face of the western pylon. Thus, the king is shown facing
north, towards the triple shrine and away from the inner sanctum of the temple, while the
gods face south, to the exterior of the triple shrine. However, the bottom register deviates
from this orientation, and shows the personified nomes, queen and royal children facing
south, towards the temple interior.
In the case of the wall’s top register, only the full height of the scenes towards the
northern third of the wall is preserved. The scenes at the mid-section of the register are
missing their top halves, while at the southern end of the wall the entirety of three ritual
scenes are completely lost. The ritual scenes are separated by vertical columns of text
which give the king’s names and titles or reference the ritual action depicted in the scene

1

PM II2, XXX (28); Nelson, Key Plans, LA 16-38.
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they are adjacent to. The scenes in the northern third of the west wall’s north wing are
better preserved, with some of their relevant inscriptions still intact, although iconoclasts
have attacked the figures themselves.
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Pl. 15: The west wall north wing interior.
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Pl. 16: Diagram of the west wall north wing interior showing the layout of scenes.
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Pl. 17: Diagram of the west wall north wing interior showing the orientation of the king (blue arrows)
and that of procession of princes and princesses (red arrows).
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Top register
LA26: King offering before a male deity enthroned inside a shrine

Fig. 19: King offering before a male deity enthroned inside a shrine

Scene ID number: LA 26
Location: West wall north wing interior, top register, fourth scene from the south
Description: The king, with only his feet preserved, offers before a male deity, seated on
a throne inside a shrine, with only his feet, bull’s tail and was scepter preserved.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28); Nelson, Key Plans, LA 26
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary label text.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished
Observations: Only the base of the scene is preserved, the rest missing due to the loss of
the sandstone blocks.
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LA25: King offers before a male deity enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 20: King offers before a male deity enthroned inside a shrine.

Scene ID number: LA25
Location: West wall north wing interior, top register, fifth scene from the south
Description: The king, with only his legs and feet preserved, offers before a male deity
enthroned inside a shrine, with his bull’s tail and was scepter preserved.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28); Nelson, Key Plans, LA 25
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary label text; fragmentary wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Most of the is missing due to the loss of the sandstone blocks. Traces of
the hem of the king’s kilt are still preserved. What resembles iconoclastic hacking is
present in the god’s feet. The torso and rear arm of the god is also present. Behind the
figure of the king, the bottom of a vertical column of text contains traces of the name of
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Atum, although, due to the extensive loss, it is unclear if the text described the ritual
action in the scene or if it contained titles associated with the king.

LA24: King offers Maat to Ptah enthroned inside a shrine

Fig. 21: King offers Maat to Ptah enthroned inside a shrine.

Scene ID number: LA 24
Location: West wall north wing interior, top register, sixth scene from the south
Description: The king, wearing a triangular kilt, presents Maat to Ptah enthroned inside a
shrine.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28); Nelson, Key Plans, LA 24
Inscriptions preserved: label text; fragmentary wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
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Observations: The top of the scene, including the heads of the king and god, are missing
due to loss of masonry. Traces of iconoclastic hacking are present in the god’s hands and
what remains of the king’s forward arm and legs. Only the two narrow streamers of what
was once the king’s headdress are visible behind his back. While the label text describes
the king as “giving Maat to the lord of Maat”, a title frequently associated with Ptah2, the
vertical inscription behind the king describes him giving Maat to Amun-Re.

LA23: King offering a clepsydra to a goddess enthroned inside a shrine

Fig. 22: King offering a clepsydra to a goddess enthroned inside a shrine.

Scene ID number: LA23
Location: West wall north wing interior, top register, seventh scene from the south

2

Leitz, Lexikon, III, pp. 639-642.
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Description: The king, wearing a triangular kilt, offers a clepsydra to a goddess
enthroned inside a shrine and holding a was scepter.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28); Nelson, Key Plans, LA 23
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary label text; fragmentary wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The top of the scene, with the heads of both figures, is missing due to the
loss of masonry (see fig. 22). Iconoclasts have hacked out the forward arm and legs of the
king, along with the forward arm and legs of the goddess. No iconographic attributes or
inscriptions are present to indicate the possible identity of the goddess. The king’s
headdress is missing, with only two wide streamers visible at the king’s back. While the
label text is badly damages, below the signs for rdit the top and right carved edge of a
is visible, followed by a long vertical line which looks like the it belongs to the top
of a

3

glyph, most likely forming part of Sb.t, “clepsydra”3.

Cf. Wb IV, p. 438 and for parallels see GHHK I.1, 3, pls. 168, 191
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LA22: The king presents a broad collar (?) to a male god enthroned inside a shrine

Fig. 23: The king presents a broad collar (?) to a male god enthroned inside a shrine.

Scene ID number: LA 22
Location: West wall north wing interior, top register, eighth scene from the south
Description: The king, wearing a triangular kilt, presents what resembles a broad collar
on a tray to a male god enthroned inside a shrine, wearing a khat-headcloth and curved
beard and holding a wAs-scepter.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28); Nelson, Key Plans, LA 22
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary label text; fragmentary title of god; fragmentary wnn
nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
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Observations: Iconoclasts have attacked the arms and legs of the king as well as the
face, forward arm and legs of the god. The top of the scene is missing due to loss of
masonry. The head of the king is entirely lost, while the bottom half of the god’s head is
still present. No iconographic features or inscriptions remain indicating the god’s
identity. Although only part of the king’s offering is preserved, enough remains to
indicate it was once a broad collar. The vertical column of text behind the king only
gives his titles.
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LA21: The king offers wine to a male deity enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 24: The king offers wine to a male deity enthroned inside a shrine.

Scene ID number: LA 21
Location: West wall north wing interior, top register, ninth scene from the south
Description: The king, wearing a triangular kilt, offers wine to a male god enthroned
inside a shrine, wearing a khat-headcloth, curved beard and holding a was scepter.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28); Nelson, Key Plans, LA 21
Inscriptions preserved: label text; fragmentary wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
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Observations: Iconoclasts have hacked out the arms and legs of the king along with the
legs, forward arm and rear hand of the god (see fig. 24). The upper section of the relief is
missing due to the loss of masonry, including the entire head of the king and the top half
of the god’s head. Of the king’s headdress only two streamers remain, visible behind his
back. No iconographic features or inscriptions remain indicating the god’s identity. The
text behind the king only gives his titles.

LA20: The king presents two nemset jars, libating before Hathor enthroned inside a
shrine.

Fig. 25: The king presents two nemset jars, libating before Hathor
enthroned inside a shrine.
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Scene ID number: LA 20
Location: West wall north wing interior, top register, tenth scene from the south
Description: The king, wearing a nemes and triangular kilt, presents a tray with two
nemset jars with libations before Hathor enthroned inside a shrine. A Behdetite sun disc
with uraei hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)I5, with offering incorrectly described as an altar;
Nelson, Key Plans, LA 20
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Hathor; speech of goddess granting
benefactions to the king; names and titles of king; fragmentary wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The scene is relatively intact, with the only loss of masonry present at the
top edge of the scene and the top half of the vertical inscription behind the king (see fig.
25). Iconoclasts have hacked out the faces, arms and legs of both the king and the
goddess. Behind the king, a vertical inscription gives his titles. The goddess wears her
characteristic crown formed of cow’s horns atop a modius, with a sun disc between them,
and a cobra dangling before the deity’s brow. The inscription giving Hathor’s titles is
fragmentary. The goddess’s name is followed by a genitival
what was most likely originally a
traces of a

, the head and chest of

glyph, beneath which is a break followed by the

sign’s hand and forearm. Any additional signs or determinatives are lost

due to damage to the sandstone. The remaining signs would conform to the various
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spellings of either mfk.t “turquoise” or even place names associated with turquoise, such
as MfkA.t, “Wadi Maghara”.4

LA19: King offering incense before Ptah-Sokar-Osiris enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 26: King offering incense before Ptah-Sokar-Osiris enthroned inside a shrine.

Scene ID number: LA 19
Location: West wall north wing interior, top register, eleventh scene from the south

For mfk.t “turquoise” cf. Wb II, p. 56; for MfkA.t, “Wadi Maghara” see Gauthier DG III, p. 34; For
parallels see also Leitz, Lexikon V, p. 82 and vol. III p. 278;
4
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Description: The king, wearing a round wig and triangular kilt, offers incense before a
falcon-headed Ptah-Sokar-Osiris, wearing a tripartite wig and an atef crown, enthroned
inside a shrine. A sun disc with ureai hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)I4, with the god listed only as Ptah; Nelson, Key Plans,
LA 19
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Ptah-Sokar-Osiris; names of king;
fragmentary wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The top edge of the scene is missing due to loss of masonry. Iconoclasts
have attacked the faces, arms and legs of both king and god. The vertical inscription
behind the king gives his titles, although iconoclasts have hacked out a few of the signs.
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LA18: King offering wine to Thoth enthroned inside a shrine

Fig. 27: King offering wine to Thoth enthroned inside a shrine.

Scene ID number: LA 18
Location: West wall north wing interior, top register, twelfth scene from the south
Description: The king, wearing a khepresh crown and triangular kilt, offers two nw-jars
with wine to an ibis-headed Thoth enthroned inside a shrine.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)I3; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 18
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of the god; names and titles of the king;
wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
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Observations: The scene is relatively intact, with only the top edge missing due to loss
of masonry (see fig. 27). Iconoclasts have hacked out the facial features, arms and legs of
both king and god. There is no indication that a raptor or sun disc was depicted above the
king’s head, as no traces are present, and the wall space would not have allowed for its
presents. Thoth is only designated by his title of “Lord of Hermopolis” in both the label
text and the inscription above his head. The vertical column of text behind the king gives
his titles.
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LA17: King offering incense to Khepri enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 28: King offering incense to Khepri enthroned inside a shrine.

Scene ID number: LA 17
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Location: West wall north wing interior, top register, thirteenth scene from the south
Description: The king, wearing a khat-headdress and triangular kilt, offers incense to a
human headed Khepri, with a solar disc above his head, enthroned inside a shrine.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)I2, with the god incorrectly named as Khonsu; Nelson,
Key Plans, LA 17
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary label text; name and titles of Khepri; names and titles
of king; fragmentary wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The relief is relatively intact, with areas of modern cement filled
restoration at its top and bottom edges (see fig. 28). Iconoclasts have hacked out the
faces, arms and legs of both king and god. There are no traces of a raptor or sun disc
above the king’s head. The vertical column of text behind the king gives his names and
titles. Interestingly, while the label text describes the king presenting incense, in the scene
itself he is depicted holding a conical loaf of bread rising from a short cup.5 Despite the
damage to the sandstone, enough of the glyphs survive that identify the god as #pri [Hryib (?)] wia=f, “Khepri [residing in] his barque”.6 It is possible that in the break above the
god’s name another short element was present, such as

, reading the names as Re-

Khepri,7 since the spacing would allow for this element, although no traces survive. The
top of the following column of text with the wia=f element is similarly damaged, with

For examples of this type of offering introduced by the label text sqr t HD, “presenting white bread”, cf.
GHHK I.1-3, pls. 3, 114, 130, 133, 139.
5

For this title of Khepri cf. Leitz, Lexikon, V, p. 717. For titles with wia, “barque”, see also Leitz, Lexikon,
II, p. 277.
6

7

For Re-Khepri cf. Leitz, Lexikon, V, pp. 713-716.
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few traces of the preposition visible mingled with break lines. While it is possible that
instead of

, “in/within”, the traces are inconclusive

there could have been an

and no parallels are attested for #pri m wia=f, “Khepri within his barque”.8

8

Cf. Leitz, Lexikon, V, p. 717.
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LA16: The king receives life from an enthroned Iusaas.

Fig. 29: The king receives life from an enthroned Iusaas.
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Scene ID number: LA 16
Location: West wall north wing interior, top register, fourteenth scene from the south
Description: The king, wearing a khat headdress and shendyt kilt, is embraced by while
receives life from Iusaas enthroned.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)I1, incorrectly naming the goddess Mut; Nelson, Key
Plans, LA 16
Inscriptions preserved: name of Iusaas; title and prenomen of king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The scene is relatively well preserved, with traces of quarry damage
visible at its top edge, while a lacuna with modern restoration cement is visible at the rear
of the goddess’s throne and at the base of the scene, with the legs of the figure’s missing
(see fig. 29). Iconoclasts have hacked out the facial features and arms of both figures. The
silhouette of the goddess’s human head is still discernable, with traces of her tripartite
wig, modius crown and uraeus present. This composition is considerably narrower than
the previous scene, with the king and goddess shown within the same shrine in which the
god Khepri, part of the previous scene, is enthroned. The constraints of the available wall
space were likely a factor influencing the size of this last ritual scene.9

9

Cf. Abydos IV, pls. 20, 23, 26.
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Middle register

The middle register of the west wall’s north wing is the tallest of the three
registers present, visually dominating the wall decoration (pls. 15-17). As with the top
register, the orientation of the figures in the scene is determined by the position of the
triple shrine and not the temple’s inner sanctum. Thus, the gods face south, away from
the triple shrine but equally towards the temple interior, while the king is oriented
towards the north. The scenes themselves are separated by long vertical columns of text
which either contain the king’s names and titles, or the speech of a deity bestowing
benefactions. The main gods being offered to are Amun-Re and Amun-Re Kamutef,
arranged in an alternating manner.
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LA33: King being purified by Horus and another male deity.

Fig. 30: King being purified by Horus and another male deity.

Scene ID number: LA 33
Location: West wall north wing interior, middle register, first scene from south
Description: The king, wearing a round wig and shendyt kilt, is being purified by Horus
and another male deity, who pour ankh and was symbols from Hs-vases over the king.
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Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)II7; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 33
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary vertical text at either side of king with part of his
titulary; fragmentary vertical text behind now missing god; speech with name and titles of
Horus above and behind the figure of the god.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Parts of the scene are missing due to loss of masonry, which include the
upper half of the male deity’s body standing behind the king, the upper half of the king’s
head, as well as the area above both these figures. Iconoclasts have hacked out the legs of
all three figures, along with the arms and facial features of both the king and Horus. Both
gods are show standing on plinths. The speech of the falcon-headed Horus of Behdet
continues behind the figure of the god, the inscription separating this composition from
the subsequent scene. It is very likely that the now missing male deity standing behind
the king was once Thoth based on parallels of other scene where Horus and Thoth are the
deities shown purifying the king.10 At the southern edge of the scene, a vertical
inscription marks the separation from the scenes of the western gateway’s northern
interior jamb, with the inscription extending into the bottom register. Just like its

10

Cf. GHHK I.1, pls. 105, 198; although in pl. 148 instead of Thoth the god present is Seth. For works
discussing these types of scenes see A. Smith, “Kingship, Water and Ritual: The Ablution Rite in the
Coronation Ritual of the Pharaoh.” In L’acqua Nell’antico Egitto: Vita, Rigenerazione, Incantesimo,
Medicamento; Proceedings of the First International Conference for Young Egyptologists, Italy,
Chianciano Terme, October 15-18, 2003, edited by Alessia Amenta, Maria Michela Luiselli, and Maria
Novella Sordi, 329–36. Roma: “L’Erma” di Bretschneider, 2005; R. Landgráfová, “The Oldest Known
Scene of the Purification of the King.” In Times, Signs and Pyramids: Studies in Honour of Miroslav
Verner on the Occasion of His Seventieth Birthday, edited by Ladislav Bareš, Miroslav Bárta, Vivienne
Gae Callender, Jiří Janák, and Jaromír Krejčí, 277–82. Prague: Faculty of Arts, Charles University in
Prague, 2011; B. Altenmüller-Kesting, Reinigungsriten Im Ägyptischen Kult. Hamburg: Lüdtke, 1968; S.
Schott, Die Reinigung Pharaos in Einem Memphitischen Tempel (Berlin P 13242)., 1957; W. Schenck, L.
H. Corcoran. Portrait Mummies from Roman Egypt (I-IV Centuries AD): With a Catalog of Portrait
Mummies in Egyptian Museums. Vol. 56. Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1995; A. Gardiner,“The Baptism of Pharaoh.” JEA 36 (1950), pp. 3–12; A.
Gardiner,“Addendum to ‘The Baptism of Pharaoh’, 36, 3-12.” JEA 37 (1951), p. 111.
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counterpart at the northern end of the eastern wall’s south wing, this inscription originally
extended into the top register of the west wall’s north wing. No traces of a raptor or sun
disc above the king survive. Light quarry damage is present in the interior surface of the
kilts of all three figures and the chest of the king where a long horizontal rectangular cut
is present, which once held a patch-stone, extending into the vertical column of text
before the king’s chest. Small pilgrims’ gauges are present in front and behind the king.
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LA32: King consecrating a hecatomb before Amun-Re and Mut

Fig. 31: King consecrating a hecatomb before Amun-Re and Mut.

Scene ID number: LA 32
Location: West wall north wing interior, middle register, second scene from south
Description: The king, wearing a nemes with the Double crown and a triangular kilt,
extends a sxm scepter above a hecatomb (bovine carcasses) before Amun-Re and Mut. A
Behdetite sun disc hovers above the king.
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Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)II6; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 32
Inscriptions preserved: name and titles of Amun-Re; speech of Amun-Re above and in
front of the god with benefactions to the king; name and titles of Mut; speech of Mut above
and in front of goddess with benefactions to the king; names and titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Iconoclasts have hacked out the faces, arms and legs of the king and two
deities (see fig. 31). The relief has also been damaged by erosion and breaks in the
sandstone, especially in the area of the scene’s base. The carved horizontal bands of the
king’s nemes are still visible. Despite the damage, the relief is relatively well preserved.
Light quarry damage is present in the kilt and check of the king and Amun-Re, as well as
the chest of Mut.
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LA31: King driving four calves before Amun-Re Kamutef

Fig. 32: King driving four calves before Amun-Re Kamutef.

Scene ID number: LA 31
Location: West wall north wing interior, middle register, third scene from south
Description: The king, wearing an atef crown adorned with undulating horizontal horns
and a shendyt kilt, holds a snake headed rod in his rear hand and a staff in his forward
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hand to which four calves are tied while being led before an ithyphallic Amun-Re
Kamutef, standing a plinth with a lettuce planter and fan behind him. A sun disc with
uraei and a row of pendant ankh and was symbols hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)II5; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 31; A. Egberts, In Quest of
Meaning: A Study of the Ancient Egyptian Rites of Consecrating the Merit-Chests and
Driving the Calves. Vol. 1, Egyptologische Uitgaven. Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor
het Nabije Oosten, 1995, pp. 227-228 (B.a-XIX.3-Lu.1).
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Amun-Re Kamutef; speech of the
god in front of and behind his figure with benefactions to the king; names and titles of the
king; wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: A. Egberts, In Quest of Meaning: A Study of the Ancient
Egyptian Rites of Consecrating the Merit-Chests and Driving the Calves. Vol. 1,
Egyptologische Uitgaven. Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije Oosten, 1995, pp.
227-228 (B.a-XIX.3-Lu.1).
Observations: Iconoclasts have hacked out the faces and arms both figures, as well as
the front thigh of the king and the knee and phallus of Kamutef (see fig. 32). Pilgrims
gauges are also present in the abdomen of the god and within and around the lettuce
plants behind him. Iconoclastic hacking also scars the heads of the top three calves, along
with the legs of the two middle calves. Erosion and breaks in the sandstone affect the
middle and base of the scene. A vertical column of text behind the king gives his names
and titles, while also separating this scene from the previous one, while the god’s speech
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which extends behind Kamutef also served the same purpose. Quarry damage is visible at
the top of the scene and the king’s chest and torso.11

LA30: The king consecrating four mr.t chests before Amun-Re and Khonsu.

Fig. 33: The king consecrating four mr.t chests before Amun-Re and Khonsu.

Scene ID number: LA 30
Location: West wall north wing interior, middle register, fourth scene from south

11

For a detailed discussion of this ritual cf. A. Egberts, In Quest of Meaning: A Study of the Ancient
Egyptian Rites of Consecrating the Merit-Chests and Driving the Calves. Vol. 1, Egyptologische Uitgaven.
Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije Oosten, 1995, pp. 331-370.
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Description: The king, wearing a Red crown and long kilt, extends a sxm scepter in
order to consecrate four mr.t chest before Amun-Re and Khonsu. A Behdetite falcon
hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)II4; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 30; A. Egberts, In Quest of
Meaning: A Study of the Ancient Egyptian Rites of Consecrating the Merit-Chests and
Driving the Calves. Vol. 1, Egyptologische Uitgaven. Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor
het Nabije Oosten, 1995, pp. 29-30 (A.a-XIX.3-Lu.1).
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Amun-Re; speech of Amun-Re
above and in front of the god with benefactions to the king; speech with name of Khonsu
above and behind the god; names and titles of the king; name and titles of Behdetite and
the benefactions he grants to the king; titles of royal ka behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: A. Egberts, In Quest of Meaning: A Study of the Ancient
Egyptian Rites of Consecrating the Merit-Chests and Driving the Calves. Vol. 1,
Egyptologische Uitgaven. Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije Oosten, 1995, pp.
29-30 (A.a-XIX.3-Lu.1).
Observations: Iconoclasts have attacked the faces of all three figures, both arms of the
king and Amun-Re, and part of the thigh of the king’s forward leg (see fig. 33). Breaks
and erosion affect the sandstone at the base of the scene, with more substantial loss
present in and around Khonsu’s lower body. Pilgrim’s gauges are present in and around
the chests of Amun-Re and Khonsu. The vertical column of text behind Khonsu contains
the god’s speech and also serves as a demarcation from the following scene. Sporadic
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quarry damage is present in and around the body of the king and the area above his
head.12

LA29: King running a ceremonial race with Hs-vases before Amun-Re Kamutef and
Amunet.

Fig. 34: King running a ceremonial race with Hs-vases before
Amun-Re Kamutef and Amunet.

12

For a detailed discussion of this ritual cf. A. Egberts, In Quest of Meaning: A Study of the Ancient
Egyptian Rites of Consecrating the Merit-Chests and Driving the Calves. Vol. 1, Egyptologische Uitgaven.
Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije Oosten, 1995, pp. 169-199.
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Scene ID number: LA 29
Location: West wall north wing interior, middle register, fifth scene from south
Description: The king, wearing a White crown and shendyt kilt, runs a ceremonial race
holding two Hs-vases before Amun-Re Kamutef and Amunet. A Nekhbet vulture hovers
above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)II3; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 29
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Amun-Re Kamutef; protection
formula behind the god; name and titles of Amunet; speech of Amunet with benefactions
to the king behind the goddess; names and titles of the king; name and titles of Nekhbet
and benefactions she gives to the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Iconoclasts have hacked out the faces of all three figures, the hand and
arms of the king and Kamutef and the arms of Amunet (see fig. 34). Kamutef’s phallus
has been gauged out, most likely for use in fertility magic. A small shrine topped with
two lettuce plants and a fan are present behind Kamutef. Traces of rectangular beam
holes belonging to post pharaonic structures are present running across the middle of the
scene, filled with modern restoration cement. Pilgrims gauges arranges in a horizontal
row are present within, in front of and behind the king’s crown, in front of and within
Amun-Re’s plumed crown and in front of his chest, and in front of Amunet’s crown. A
vertical column of text behind Amunet contains her speech while also acting as a
demarcation from the following scene.
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LA28: King offering incense to Amun-Re and Mut.

Fig. 35: King offering incense to Amun-Re and Mut.

Scene ID number: LA28
Location: West wall north wing interior, middle register, sixth scene from south
Description: The king, wearing a khat headdress and long kilt, offers a cup of incense to
Amun-Re and Mut. A raptor hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)II2; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 28
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Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Amun-Re; speech of Amun-Re
above and in front of the god with benefactions to the king; speech of Mut with her name
and titles listing benefactions to the king above and behind the goddess; speech of Mut in
front of the goddess with benefactions to the king; names and titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Iconoclasts have hacked out the face and rear arm of the king as well as
the nose, eye and ear of Amun-Re (see fig. 35). The raptor above the king is damaged due
to breaks in the sandstone, with the damaged filled with modern restoration cement. A
row of rectangular post-pharaonic beam holes traverses the middle of the scene, with an
additional hole present next to Amun-Re’s rear hand. Pilgrims gauges are present in front
of the plumes of Amun-Re’s crown. The vertical column of text behind Mut contains her
speech and separated this scene from the following one.
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LA27: King erecting the sHn.t before Amun-Re Kamutef.

Fig. 36: King erecting the sHn.t before Amun-Re Kamutef.

Scene ID number: LA 27
Location: West wall north wing interior, middle register, seventh scene from south
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Description: The king, wearing the Double crown and long kilt, extends a sxm scepter
over the sHn.t tent shrine13 before ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef. A sun disc with ureai and
a row of pendant ankh and was symbols hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)II1; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 27
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Amun-Re Kamutef; speech of
Amun-Re Kamutef above and in front of the god with benefactions to the king; names and
titles of the king; protection formula behind the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: No iconoclastic hacking is present or any traces of pilgrim’s gauges (see
fig. 36). Quarry damage is visible in the area in front and above the king’s crown, in and
around the king’s head and chest, as well as inside Amun-Re’s crown and behind his
back. Recutting is visible in the god’s hand. Amun-Re’s face and head have suffered
extensive damage due to the exfoliation and erosion of the sandstone surface. Large areas
of erosion and break damage the entire base of the scene, gradually increasing towards
the northern end of the wall, where it obscures the entirety of the god’s body up to his
shoulders and the area behind him. Traces of a lettuce planter are visible behind the god.
A row of rectangular post-pharaonic beam holes traverses the middle of the scene, with
an additional hole visible behind the king.

13

For a discussion of this type of shrine see H. Gauthier, Les Fêtes Du Dieu Min. Le Caire: Impr. de
l’IFAO, n.d., pp. 142-150.
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Fig. 37: Detail of the bottom register of the west wall north wing interior, showing the procession of princess and princesses.
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LA34: Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses II
Scene ID number: LA 34
Location: West wall north wing interior, beneath middle register
Description: The horizontal bandeau begins on the south face of the Western pylon and
runs along the entire length of the north wing of the west wall, ending at the edge of the
westers gate’s north interior jamb.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28); Nelson, Key Plans, LA 34; KRI II, §230B, p. 606;
RITA II, §230B, pp. 401-402; RITANC II, §230B, pp. 407-408; M. Abd el-Razik, “The
Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60
(1974): §2; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in
Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975): §2.
Inscriptions preserved: horizontal bandeau.
Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, §230B, p. 606; RITA II, §230B, pp. 401-402;
RITANC II, §230B, pp. 407-408; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts
of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974): §2; M. Abd el-Razik,
“The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.”
JEA 61 (1975): §2.
Observations: The inscription has suffered extensive loss due to erosion at the northern
section of the wall as well as beneath the middle register’s second, third and fourth scene
from the south (see fig. 37). No iconoclastic defacement is visible. The glyphs of the
bandeau are oriented to face north, thus being read from north to south, as opposed to the
other horizontal bandeaus on the interior walls of the forecourt, which are read south to
north.
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Bottom register

LA37: Procession of three personified nome figures carrying offerings

Fig. 38: Procession of three personified nome figures carrying offerings.

Scene ID number: LA 37
Location: West wall north wing interior, bottom register, towards the southern end of the
wall
Description: Three personified nome figures, with tripartite wigs, curved beards and belts
with three streamers, bring food stuffs and vases with water on trays, beneath which
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alternating

figure a

and

symbols hang from the arms of the figures. Above the head of each

group is present, although the space above where one would expect the

name of a specific nome is left blank.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)III; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 37
Inscriptions preserved: vertical inscription before each figure with speech describing the
offerings being brought.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The relief is relatively well preserved, with breaks only present at the
block seams (see fig. 38, 37). The most extensive loss is visible in the face of the third
figure from the south and the area in front of it, the lacuna filled with modern restoration
cement. All three figures face south. The first and third figures have food offerings on
their trays, while the middle figure carries three Hs-vases. Each figure is preceded by a
vertical column of text containing their speech, which ends with the prenomen or nomen
of the king, which alternate from figure to figure, spelled in a horizontal cartouche above
their heads.
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Fig. 39: Nefertary playing the sistra to Amun-Re, followed by a procession of twenty-five princes.
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LA36: Nefertary playing the sistra to Amun-Re, followed by a procession of twenty-five
princes
Scene ID number: LA36
Location: West wall north wing interior, bottom register.
Description: Queen Nefertary14 plays two sistra for Amun-Re. She is wearing a round
wig with a braided extension reaching down to the middle of her back, a double plumed
crown with cow’s horns and sun disc atop a modius adorned with an uraeus (?), a disc
shaped earring and a long dress. The queen is followed by five vertical columns of text
describing her beauty and a procession of twenty-five princes led by Amunhirkhopshef.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)III; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 36;KRI II, §302, p. 849;
RITA II, §302, p. 553; RITANC II, §302, pp. 558-559. For royal sons cf. M. Fisher, The
Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 53. Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz,
2001; vol. 1, pp. 38-39; vol. 2, pp. 41-77; and KRI II, §321 L1 in “Synopsis of Lists, III:
The ‘Standard List’”, pp. 860-866; RITA II, §321, pp. 560-562; RITANC II, §321, pp.
572-573.
Inscriptions preserved: Vertical inscriptions, one before and five behind the figure of the
queen, describing her ritual action and giving her name and titles. Vertical inscription in
front of each prince figure, giving their names and titles.
Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, §302, p. 849; RITA II, §302, p. 553; RITANC II,
§302, pp. 558-559. For royal sons cf. M. Fisher, The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 53. Ägypten
Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2001; vol. 1, pp. 38-39; vol. 2, pp. 41-77;

For the cultic role of queen Nefertary cf. G. Xekalaki, R. Khodary. “Aspects of the Cultic Role of Queen
Nefertari and the Royal Children during the Reign of Ramesses II.” In Ramesside Studies in Honour of K.
A. Kitchen, edited by Mark Collier and Steven Snape, 561–71. Bolton: Rutherford, 2011; Ch. Leblanc,
Nefertari, “l’aimée-de-Mout”: Épouses, Filles et Fils de Ramsès II. Champollion. Monaco: Rocher, 1999.
14
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and KRI II, §321 L1 in “Synopsis of Lists, III: The ‘Standard List’”, pp. 860-866; RITA II,
§321, pp. 560-562; RITANC II, §321, pp. 572-573.
Observations: All the figures are facing south, towards the interior of the temple (see fig.
39). No iconoclastic hacking is present. The figure of the queen, whose crown extends
into the horizontal bandeau above the bottom register, and the text around her are well
preserved, with few areas of damage. The rest of the bottom register has suffered
extensive damage due to erosion. Amunhirkhopshef is at the front of the procession of
royal suns, followed by Ramesses, Prehirwenemef, Khaemwaset, Montuhirkhopshef,
Nebenkharu, Meryamun, Amunemwia, Setepenre, Sety, Meryre (I), Horhirwenemef,
Merenptah, Amunhotep, Itamun, Meryatum, Nebentaneb, Meryre (II), five princes whose
names are now lost, Montuwaset and Siamun. Each prince is preceded by a vertical
column of text giving their name. In the case of the first fourteen princes, their upper
bodies are almost completely lost, with the damage sometimes also extending to their
names. What remains of the lower bodies of the first three princes indicates that they had
costumes that set them apart from their brothers, as is the case of the procession on the
south wall’s west wing (see fig. 52, pp. 249-252, LA 51). All three are shown wearing
shin-length kilts and a shorter belt apron, only the hem of which is still present, with a
long ribbon extending down from the back of the kilt. No traces remain indicating their
hand posture or the emblems carried.
The fourth and the ninth prince, Khaemwaset and Setepenre respectively, wear a
slanted kilt, while their other brother, in the cases where their costumes are preserved,
wear shin-length kilts. In every case, the kilts are tied with sashes, with the forward long
end of the sash hanging between the legs. As M. Fisher noted, no apparent pattern in the
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choice of costume is observable due to the extensive damage to the figures.15 With the
exception of the first three princes who probably were once adorned with distinguishing
wigs and emblems (cf. fig. 52, pp. 249-252, LA 51), the available traces indicated that the
majority if not all of the other princes wore side-locks of youth and held a sash, HqAscepter and xw-fan. The figures of princes nos. fifteen through twenty-three are entirely
missing, with traces of their bodies and names sporadically visible. The last and second to
last price are relatively intact.16

15

M. Fisher, The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 53. Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz,
2001; vol. 1, p. 38.
16

For a detailed discussion of the princes present in this register cf. M. Fisher, The Sons of Ramesses II.
Vol. 53. Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2001; vol. 1, pp. 38-39; vol. 2, pp. 4177.
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Fig. 40: Procession of twenty-two princesses.
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LA35: Procession of twenty-two princesses
Scene ID number: LA 35
Location: West wall north wing interior, bottom register, northern half.
Description: A procession of twenty-two princesses follows after the royal sons, led by
Bintanath.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)III; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 36; KRI II, §384, pp. 919920; RITA II, §384, p. 600; RITANC II, §384, pp. 620-521.
Inscriptions preserved: Vertical inscription before the figure of each princess, giving their
name and titles.
Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, §384, pp. 919-920; RITA II, §384, p. 600; RITANC
II, §384, pp. 620-521.
Observations: The relief is damaged by erosion, although the loss is not as extensive as in
the previous section of the register containing the figures of the princes (see fig. 40). No
iconoclastic hacking is present. Although the figures at the end of the procession are badly
damaged, based on the space available, there would have been enough room for twentytwo princesses.17
The representation of princesses starts with Bintanath, followed by two royal
daughters whose names are lost, Qedmerut, Pipuy, another princess whose names is
missing, Nefertary, Isetnofret, Werel, Nebetiunu, Renpetnefret, Merytsekhmet, Hentah,
Tuya, Merytptah, [,,,]nefret, […]heb, a princess whose name is extensively damaged,

17

K. Kitchen lists twenty-one princesses in this register, cf. KRI II, §384, pp. 919-920.
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Neferure, Henutsekhemu, followed by two more figures of princesses now entirely lost.18
Additionally, in cases where parts of the names are still discernable, the scarcity of intact
parallels regarding representations of princesses makes their restoration with certainty very
difficult.19
While in the case of the procession of princes the first three sons were singled out
from their brothers by means of elaborate costumes and wigs, among the princesses no
such distinction is made. Each princess is depicted wearing a round wig and sidelock,
which alternates between hanging in front of their chests or behind their backs. Their
crowns are formed by two plumes extending above their brows and a modius above their
heads, although the height of both these elements alternates from princess to princess
with no discernible pattern apparent. Oddly, princess no. 15, Merytptah, is also
wearing a disc shaped earring, not present in the case of any of her sisters, although this
does not exclude the possibility that the earrings might have been a painted element
originally and was carved in this case as an oversight.
All of the princesses hold a sistrum in their forward hand and a menat in their rear
hand, while wearing a long diaphanous dress with sleeves reaching their elbows. In several
instances the figures of the princess are partially or entirely damaged, with some missing
their names due to damage to the sandstone. The most extensive loss affects the northern
end of the register, where five figures of the princesses are almost entirely lost.

Cf. KRI II, §384, pp. 919-920. See also P. Brand, “Reconstructing the Royal Family of Ramesses II and
Its Hierarchical Structure.” Journal of Ancient Civilizations 31 (2016), pp. 7–44.
18

19

For parallels see KRI II, §§381- 387, pp. 916-923.
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LA38: Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses III
Scene ID number: LA 38
Location: West wall north wing interior, beneath bottom register.
Description: A horizontal bandeau of Ramesses III, only the beginning of which is
preserved, starting at the north interior jamb of the western gateway.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (28)III; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 38; KRI V, §107E, p.
219:14.
Inscriptions preserved: bandeau inscriptions.
Publications of inscriptions: KRI V, §107E, p. 219:14.
Observations: The base of the north wing of the west wall is badly damaged by erosion,
with extensive areas missing, filled with modern restoration cement (see figs 37-40). The
bandeau of Ramesses III was carved over a bandeau inscription originally inscribed for
Merneptah, which was later erased.20 The Merneptah bandeau ran the entire length of the
wall, as traces of its erased signs are visible up to the northern end of the wall, oriented
facing south. Based on the traces present, it is unlikely the subsequent Ramesses III
bandeau, preserving the same directionality as the inscription of Merneptah and starting
at the western gateway, extended any further than possibly the middle of the wall.

20

For a general discussion of the addition of bandeaus by Merneptah to monuments in Karnak and Luxor,
and their subsequent erasure, cf. Peter J. Brand, “Usurped Cartouches of Merenptah at Karnak and Luxor.”
In Causing His Name to Live: Studies in Egyptian Epigraphy and History in Memory of William J.
Murnane, edited by Peter J. Brand and Louise Cooper, Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2009, pp. 28–48.
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The Western Gateway Interior

The western gateway has suffered extensive loss, with much of the sandstone
masonry now missing (see pls. 15-20). Only the decoration on the lower half of the
northern jamb and northern thickness is preserved (see pls. 15-17). On the southern jamb
a small section towards the western edge of the gateway thickness remains, the rest of the
damaged wall surface being covered with modern restoration cement (see pls. 18-20).
The divine figures on the northern half of the gateway are oriented to face toward the
exterior of the temple. Thus, on the northern jamb the deities are oriented facing south,
while the god on the northern thickness of the gate faces west. At the southern edge of
what remains of the northern jamb, a vertical column of text with the king’s names and
titles frames the registers.
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North jamb interior
King offering ointment to Amun-Re Kamutef

Fig. 41: King offering ointment to Amun-Re Kamutef.

Scene ID number: not numbered
Location: West gate interior, north jamb, middle register
Description: The king offers ointment to ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (23)aI; not numbered in Nelson, Key Plans;
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Inscriptions preserved: label text; vertical text in front of god with benefactions to the
king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The top southern edge and top quarter of the scene is missing due to loss
of masonry (see fig. 41). As a result, the names, head and torso of the king, along with
the name, speech and plumes of the god, are no longer in situ. Iconoclasts have hacked
out what remains of the arms and legs of the king along with the entire body of Kamutef.
Of the king’s costume, only his triangular kilt is visible. A lettuce planter stands behind
the figures of the god.
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King offering a bouquet of flowers to Amun-Re. A vertical inscription is present behind
the king, at the southern end of the scene.

Fig. 42: King offering a bouquet of flowers to Amun-Re.
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Scene ID number: not numbered
Location: West gate interior, north jamb, bottom register
Description: The king, wearing a khepresh crown and long kilt, offers a bouquet of
flowers to Amun-Re. No raptor is present. A vertical inscription borders the southern
edge of the scene, containing the king’s nomen and associated titles.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (23)aII; not numbered in Nelson, Key Plans;
Inscriptions preserved: Name and titles of Amun-Re; speech of the god above and in
front of his figure with benefactions to the king; names and titles of the king. Vertical
inscription at the southern edge of the scene.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The relief is relatively well preserved (see fig. 42). No iconoclastic
hacking is present. Breaks and erosion are visible adjacent to the block joints, one of
which affects the king’s face. The sporadic chisel tracts of quarry damage are visible in
the chest and kilt of Amun-Re and in the area above the king’s head where his prenomen
cartouche is located. A rectangular area filled with restoration cement is present between
the two figures at the level of their shoulders. A vertical inscription with the king’s names
and titles borders the southern end of the scene. Based on the traces, the inscription once
covered the entire height of the gateway.
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Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses II with the name of the gateway. A frieze beneath the
bandeau contains vertical cartouches of Ramesses VI carved over those of Ramesses IV.

Fig. 43: Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses II with the name of the gateway.

Scene ID number: no numbered
Location: West gate interior, north jamb, beneath bottom register
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Description: Horizontal bandeau, with the nomen cartouche of Ramesses II and the
name of the gateway. Beneath the bandeau, a frieze of vertical cartouches containing the
prenomen and nomen of Ramesses VI is present, with traces of the names of Ramesses
IV visible.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (23)aII; not numbered in Nelson, Key Plans; KRI II, §231A,
pp. 609-610; RITA II, §231A, pp. 403-404; RITANC II, §231A, pp. 409-410; M. Abd elRazik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The
Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), §5A Interior; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building
Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), §5A Interior.
Inscriptions preserved: bandeau text; cartouche frieze.
Publications of inscriptions: For the text of the horizontal bandeau cf. KRI II, §231A, pp.
609-610; RITA II, §231A, pp. 403-404; RITANC II, §231A, pp. 409-410; M. Abd el-Razik,
“The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA
60 (1974), §5A Interior; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of
Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), §5A Interior. The
cartouche frieze is unpublished.
Observations: The horizontal bandeau is relatively well preserved, with signs facing
south (see fig. 43). A long

sign above the bandeau is used as decorative framing.

Beneath the bandeau, a frieze of vertical cartouches was added, originally formed of five
cartouches, although the first and second from the south are now lost. The lacuna is filled
with restoration cement and replacement sandstone blocks. The cartouches are depicted
atop

signs and are adorned with double plumes and sun disc. Traces of signs

belonging to the prenomen and nomen of Ramesses IV, who originally added the frieze,
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are still discernable, the names arranged in an alternating manner. These were later
reinscribed with the names of Ramesses VI.1

1

This same phenomenon occurs on the lower sections of the column inside the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, cf.
J. Revez, P. Brand. “Le Programme Décoratif Des Colonnes de La Grande Salle Hypostyle de Karnak:
Bilan de La Mission Canado-Américaine de 2011.” Bulletin de La Société Française d’Égyptologie 184
(2012), pp. 10–38; J. Revez, P. Brand. “The Notion of Prime Space in the Layout of the Column
Decoration in the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak.” Cahiers de Karnak 15 (2015), pp. 253–310.
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Northern thickness
LA39: King giving Maat to Amun-Re. A large vertical inscription with the nomen of
Ramesses II is present at the western edge of the gateway thickness

Fig. 44: King giving Maat to Amun-Re.
Scene ID number: LA39
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Location: West gate, northern thickness, bottom register
Description: The king, wearing a khepresh crown and triangular kilt, presents a small
statue of a king kneeling with splayed knees and holding an image of a squatting Maat to
Amun-Re. No traces of a raptor are visible above the king. To the western edge of the
gateway’s thickness traces of the nomen cartouche of Ramesses II are present atop a
kneeling human figure holding palm fronds in either hand.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (23)b (scene) and (23)d (vertical inscription); Nelson, Key
Plans, LA39
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Amun-Re; speech of Amun-Re
above and in front of his figure with benefactions to the king; name and titles of the king.
Fragmentary vertical inscription at western edge of the scene.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: No iconoclastic hacking is present (see fig. 44). The top of the scene is
badly damaged with areas of masonry loss. As a result, the names of the king along with
the name and speech of Amun-Re are damaged and partially missing. There are no traces
surviving of any raptor or sun disc that might have been depicted above the king. The top
of Amun-Re’s double plumes are similarly lost. The heads of both figures are damaged
by erosion, although traces of their facial features are still detectable. The small figure of
Maat is similarly eroded, the kneeling king behind her is relatively intact, his face,
khepresh crown and kilt still visible. Breaks that formed along the block joints are now
filled with modern restoration cement, with the most extensive break present behind the
king’s waist and inside the god’s torso and kilt. Beneath this register, the extensive
damage to the sandstone and the modern cement fill make it unclear if any additional
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relief decoration was present. To the west of the ritual scene, the lower part of a vertical
inscription of Ramesses II remains, containing the ending of his nomen cartouche, above
a

group. The text is inscribed above the head of a kneeling human figure, with

arms extended holding palm fronds in either hand. The signs and figure are oriented to
face east, towards the forecourt’s interior.
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South thickness
Destroyed ritual scenes. Partially preserved vertical inscription with the king’s nomen
still visible at the west edge of the gateway thickness.

Fig. 45: The south thickness of the west gate.

Scene ID number: Not numbered.
Location: West gateway, south thickness.
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Description: Only the lower part of the gateway thickness is still in situ. No traces of the
original ritual scenes remain. A vertical inscription with the king’s nomen is partially
preserved at the western edge of the gateway thickness.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (23) c(vertical inscription); not numbered in Nelson, Key
Plans.
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary vertical inscription at western edge of gateway
thickness.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Modern restoration cement covers the area where the ritual scene forming
the lower register of the gateway thickness once was. The eastern half of the vertical
inscription is damaged by erosion, with pilgrims’ gauges damaging the sandstone surface
where a

glyph once stood. The inscription was framed by two tall palm fronds, of

which only one still remains, held by an almost entirely missing kneeling figure, The
arrangement was meant to parallel the vertical inscription of the northern thickness of the
western gateway.
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South jamb interior

Lost
Scene ID number: not numbered
Location: West gateway interior, south jamb.
Description: No traces of decoration remain.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (23); not numbered in Nelson, Key Plans.
Observations: The wall surface is partially filled with restoration cement, with the
eroded block faces of the masonry visible.
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The West Wall South Wing Interior

The south wing of the forecourt’s western wall has suffered extensive loss, with
only the lower part of the wall still in situ, comprised of the bottom register and a small
section of the middle register (see pls. 18-20). The layout of the decoration was similar to
those of the majority of the forecourt’s interior wall surfaces, with the ritual scenes
originally arranged into three horizontal registers. Of these, only a small section of the
middle register remains, towards the southern end of the wall. Below this, the partially
preserved horizontal bandeau once ran the entire length of the wall, forming the
continuation of the inscription which begins on the west wing of the south wall. The
bottom register depicts a procession of sacrificial fattened bulls accompanied by priests
and officials bringing offerings, part of the procession of the sons of Ramesses II which
begins on the west wing of the south wall. Below the bottom register a horizontal
bandeau of Ramesses III is partially preserved. Based on the traces still present, the figure
of the king was oriented towards the temple’s interior, to the south of the forecourt, as are
the figures of the attendants leading the sacrificial bulls. Iconoclastic hacking is absent
from the reliefs still preserved.
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Pl. 18: The west wall south wing interior.
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Pl. 19: Diagram of the west wall south wing interior showing the layout of scenes.

Pl. 20: Diagram of the west wall south wing interior showing the orientation of the king (blue arrows)
and the offering bearers (red arrows).

.
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Middle register
LA44: King presenting an alter table and a hecatomb offering of slaughtered oxen to an
ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef (?) standing inside a shrine.

Fig: 46: King presenting an alter table and a hecatomb offering of slaughtered oxen to an
ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef (?) standing inside a shrine

Scene ID number: LA 44
Location: West wall south wing interior, middle register, first scene from the south
Description: The king, whose figure is now missing with the exception of the hem of his
long kilt, presents a large pile of offerings before an ithyphallic god with only his lower
legs and feet preserved, possibly Amun-Re Kamutef, standing inside a shrine.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (29) I; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 44.
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary label text; fragmentary protection formula (?) behind
god.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Of the entire middle register of the west wall’s south wing only the lower
part of this scene are still in situ (see fig. 46). The figure of the king is almost entirely
missing, save for his forward foot, wearing sandals, and part of the front and hem of his
long kilt. The figure of the king is preceded by what were once probably two vertical
columns of text, the bottoms are which remain. The first column of text ends in the group
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, “xnty ip.t=f”, “foremost of his sanctuary”, a title often associated with AmunRe Kamutef1, most likely the god being offered to. Thus, it is likely that this and the signs
of the following column formed part of what was once the scene’s label text. In front of
the king, parts of what were the offerings being presented to the god are still visible,
consisting of the body and part of a head of a sacrificed bull above which the traces of the
three legs of offering stands remain along with a curved line that was once a flower
garland. Only the legs and feet of the god are still preserved, along with parts of the
ribbon descending from the deity’s headdress, the depiction of which is akin to how the
legs and feet of the ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef or Min are represented in temple
reliefs. The god stands on a plinth inside a shrine, with the lower parts of the shrine’s
walls and door leaf preserved. Before the god a rectangular offering table still remains
relatively intact, decorated with a vertical cartouche frieze of the prenomen and nomen of
Ramesses II, while the table is topped with round loaves of bread and a small figure of a
kneeling king holding a conical loaf of bread. Behind the god, the glyphs at the end of a
vertical inscription are still visible, followed by a rectangular lettuce planter decorated
with rows of circles. The elements that once topped the planter are now entirely lost. No
iconoclastic hacking is present. Areas of quarry damage affect parts of the relief, such as
the southern edge of the offering pile in front of the king, and the god’s legs along with
the wall surface in front and behind it.
One cannot help but remark on the presence of the ithyphallic Amun-Re at the
south end of this section of wall, which mirrors the scene showing Min-Amun at the

1

Cf. C. Leitz, Lexikon, vol. V, p. 781.
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south end of the east wall’s south wing. While the two deities are identical in terms of
their iconography, the title of “foremost of his sanctuary” present in what remains of the
label text of the scene on the west wall’s south wing can be read as an indication that in
this case, the deity was likely Amun-Re Kamutef and not necessarily Min or Min-Amun.2
Sadly, due to the extensive loss to the west wall’s south wing, the greater context of the
ritual episodes this scene might have been part of is now absent.

2

C. Leitz, Lexikon, Vol. V, p. 781 cites only three instances where this title occurs in association with MinAmun and Min-Amun-Re in the Theban area.
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Fig. 47: Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses II.
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LA45: Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses II.
Scene ID number: LA 45
Location: West wall south wing interior, beneath middle register
Description: Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses II continuing the text of the bandeau
which begins of the south wall’s west wing interior.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (29) ; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 45; KRI II, §230F, p. 608;
RITA II, §230F, pp. 4-2-403; RITANC II, §230F, pp. 407-409; M. Abd el-Razik, “The
Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60
(1974), §4B; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in
Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), §4B;
Inscriptions preserved: bandeau text.
Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, §230F, p. 608; RITA II, §230F, pp. 4-2-403; RITANC
II, §230F, pp. 407-409; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses
II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), §4B; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory
and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975),
§4B;
Observations: A large extent of the horizontal bandeau is now missing due to loss of
masonry (see fig. 47). The section beneath the remains of the scene of the middle register,
at the south end of the wall, is still relatively well preserved, damaged only by a
horizontal break formed along the block joints. This is followed by an additional portion
of text, where only the bottom half of the inscription remains, the top half missing along
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with the sandstone blocks they were inscribed on. No iconoclastic hacking is present. The
paleography of the

element in the king’s prenomen cartouche is noteworthy.3

The presence of a wig on the wsr sign is not reflected in the transcription found in KRI II, §230F, p.
608:13 or M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The
Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), §4B.
3
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Fig: 48: Procession of officials and priests leading fattened sacrificial bulls, all participants in the Opet festival procession.
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Bottom register
LA46: Procession of officials and priests leading fattened sacrificial bulls, all participants
in the Opet festival procession.
Scene ID number: LA 46
Location: West wall south wing interior, bottom register
Description: The procession is formed of ten fattened bulls, followed by a calf, each
accompanied by a priest bringing various offerings, and led by an official carrying a
bouquet of flowers. The horizontal bandeau above this register describes them as
participants in the Opet Festival procession.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (29) II; Nelson, Key Plans, LA 47; KRI II, §230G.2, p. 609;
RITA II, §230G.2, p. 43; RITANC II, §230G.2, pp. 408-409; J. Leclant,“La ‘Mascarade’
Des Boeufs Gras et Le Triomphe de l’Égypte.” Mitteilungen Des Deutschen
Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 14 (1956): 128–45; A. Cabrol, “Les Boeufs
Gras de La Fête d’Opet: Remarques Complémentaires Sur Des Animaux d’exception.”
Cahiers de Recherches de l’Institut de Papyrologie et d’Égyptologie de Lille 20 (1999):
15–27.
Inscriptions preserved: Both intact and fragmentary texts are preserved on the rumps of
the fattened bulls and represent branding marks (on bulls number 4 through 10 and the calf
behind the 10th fattened bull). Additional intact and fragmentary inscriptions positioned
below the abdomen of bulls (numbers 5 through 9) mark the distance between the abdomen
and the ground.
Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, §230G.2, p. 609; RITA II, §230G.2, p. 43; RITANC
II, §230G.2, pp. 408-409;
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Observations: The procession in this register is a continuation of the one being led by
the sons of Ramesses II which begins on the south wall’s west wing interior (see fig. 48).
At the northern end of the west wall’s south wing the relief has suffered extensive
damage due to loss of masonry. The missing section most likely contained
representations of an additional two calves being led by human figures. This can be
inferred from the way the characters are spaced in the intact portions of the relief and the
fact that right before the affected area the scene transitions from showing fattened bulls to
that of a calf. Each official is depicted wearing a shoulder length wig and a long garment
with a billowing apron type front, and with loose sleeves covering the shoulders and
upper arm. The figures lean forward, carrying an elaborate bouquet in their rear arm and,
in some cases, also holding the lead of the bull in their following. In the majority of
cases, their front arms are held up in an adoration type pose, although the positioning of
the arms varies, and in at least two cases, the front arm is down alongside the body.
The bulls being led towards the temple seem to be arranged in a descending order
based on size, with the first eight from the south being the largest, followed by what seem
to be two slightly smaller bulls, and then a calf before the lacuna caused by damage.4
Only the first five bulls are relatively well preserved, with the next three bulls missing the
upper part of their heads and horns. The ninth and tenth bulls are similarly missing their

4

For a detailed discussion of the decorated bulls in this procession, along with parallels found within other
temples, cf. J. Leclant, “La ‘Mascarade’ Des Boeufs Gras et Le Triomphe de l’Égypte.” Mitteilungen Des
Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 14 (1956): 128–45; and B. Letellier, “La ‘Mascarade
Des Boeufs Gras’ de Thoutmosis IV: Une Désignation Originale Des Animaux.” In Hommages à Jean
Leclant, edited by Catherine Berger, Gisèle Clerc, and Nicolas Grimal, 1:471–77. Le Caire: Institut français
d’archéologie orientale, 1994.
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horns due to loss of masonry, but their heads are preserved as a result of being positioned
lower on the wall, followed by the calf which is even shorter and thus relatively intact.
The bulls have some common features, such as the exaggerated size and fat rolls,
the extremely elongated and upturned hooves, and the varied yet elaborate decorations
affixed between their horns. Additionally, the outline of a flower, or floral arrangement,5
is depicted hanging from a wide ribbon, or floral garland–only the carved outlines
remain–wrapped around their necks.
The first three bulls wear disc shaped earrings and have sets of five decorative
ostrich feathers arranged between their horns. This group is followed by a smaller sized
bull, lacking earrings, with contorted long horns, between which is affixed a pastiche of a
Nubian head, with rounded wig and ostrich feather, along with hands fitted to the ends of
each horn, the two of which form the arms of the figure as a result.6 The fifth bull from
the south stands out among its counterparts as it is has the features of a breed of waterbuffalo type bovid associated with the Levant, while all the other bulls in the procession
are African breeds with lyre shaped horns.7 The distinguishing features of this Levantine
bull are the short horns, the prominent jowl and the hump on its back. The pastiche on the
bull’s head has the features characteristic of how Asiatics are represented in Egyptian art,
having a bald head and a long beard, his arms, upraised in a worship-like pose, covered

5

There flowers or floral arrangement vary in shape and size and are not present in the case of the first and
fifth bulls, and the calf.
J. Leclant, “La ‘Mascarade’ Des Boeufs Gras et Le Triomphe de l’Égypte.” Mitteilungen Des Deutschen
Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 14 (1956), pp. 133-134
6

J. Leclant, “La ‘Mascarade’ Des Boeufs Gras et Le Triomphe de l’Égypte.” Mitteilungen Des Deutschen
Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 14 (1956), p. 134
7
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by the long sleeves of his garment.8 The bull is also fitted with large disc shaped earrings,
with what resemble tassels handing from it. The following three bulls no longer have the
top half of their heads and their horns preserved, although their hooped earrings and the
floral decorations around their necks remain. The ninth and tenth bulls are shorter in
height than their preceding counterparts, their facial features and the base of their horns
intact, their neck adorned with floral arrangements. These bulls are followed by what
looks like a calf, based on its small size relative to the bulls and the human figures. Its
head, back and hind legs are damaged by erosion. Due to the extensive damage that
affects the northern end of the west wall’s south wing, the figures and animals that would
have been at the end of the procession are now completely lost. Based on the size of the
lacuna, there would have been enough room for two additional calves being led by and
accompanied by human figures.
As a result of the erosion affecting the wall surface, it is unclear if the first three
bulls were branded on their hindquarters. However, bulls number four through eight are

marked with the

sign group, indicating that they are meant for the Hb ip.t, the Opet

Festival. The last three animals are branded with the group

, mD.t in(w), marking

them as products of stables (“stall, brought”).9 Additionally, bulls number five through

J. Leclant, “La ‘Mascarade’ Des Boeufs Gras et Le Triomphe de l’Égypte.” Mitteilungen Des Deutschen
Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 14 (1956), p. 134
8

Cf. Wb II p. 185, Wb I, p. 91; J. Leclant, “La ‘Mascarade’ Des Boeufs Gras et Le Triomphe de l’Égypte.”
Mitteilungen Des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 14 (1956), p. 133 n. 5; A.
Gardiner, Onomastica, I, 192; II 457.
9
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nine are accompanied by inscriptions, placed beneath their bodies, between their front
and hind legs, giving the measurement of the distance between the ground and the
fattened animal’s stomach in palms and digits. Interestingly, no measurements are given
for the first four bulls–the spacing of the legs of the animal and those of the attending
priests would not allow for it–while in the case of the last two bulls the damage obscures
the area where these measurements might have been.10
Each bull is accompanied by the figure of a priest, depicted beside them, wearing
long kilts and carrying various types of offering. Just like the officials, the priest are
shown slightly bent forward. The first priest caries a large bowl with a heap of offerings
of which only the general outline remains, lacking any carved interior detail. The second
priest holds a bouquet of flowers in each hand, followed by a figure carrying two trays
laden with three conical loaves of bread each. The following two priests are each
bringing a larger tray topped by three taller conical loaves of bread. Due to the loss of
sandstone blocks, the rest of the priestly figures are only partially preserved, their upper
bodies and upheld arms missing, along with the offerings they were bringing.
Traces of any iconoclastic type defacement are absent. Sporadic quarry damage,
in the form of scattered chisel tracts, are present throughout the relief. The most extensive

10

In the case of the fifth bull, the distance between the stomach and ground is 2 palms, 2 digits; for bull
number six its 4 palms, 1 digit; for bull number seven its 3 palms, 2 digits, for bull number eight its 4
palms, 1(?) digit (the stone surface is eroded, but the traces indicate that there are at least 4 strokes beneath
the
, which is followed by possibly up to two signs–however, the last one is very faint and thus
doubtful); and for bull number nine the distance is 2+? palms with no traces visible of a digit number. See
a detailed discussion of such measurements in A. Cabrol, “Les Boeufs Gras de La Fête d’Opet: Remarques
Complémentaires Sur Des Animaux d’exception.” Cahiers de Recherches de l’Institut de Papyrologie et
d’Égyptologie de Lille 20 (1999): 15–27, and especially pp. 19-20, although her numbering includes the
one bull at the very west end of the procession on the south wall’s west wing, and with minor errors
regarding the text of the measurement on the west wall’s south wing.
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damage is due to erosion and breaks formed along the block seam lines, now filled with
modern restoration cement, with more extensive erosion damaging the calf at the
northern end of the wall. Of note are the small concentrated chisel marks, akin to pitting,
within and around the head and upper body of the first official, at the south end of the
wall, and within the head and two front plumes of the bull next to him. These marks look
more akin to keying for plaster, as they do not affect the carved lines of the figures, and,
in the case of the bull’s face, even shallow modeling of the facial features is visible. Next
to these, the second bull’s snout and jowl show signs of having been recarved. Based on
the traces present, the original snout was too short and needed to be enlarged to match the
proportions of the other bulls of the relief. This can be inferred from traces of keying for
plaster, in the form of small pitting marks, along the outlines of the shorter snout and
comparanda with the other bull figures on the temple wall.

Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses III, carved over the erased bandeau of Merneptah.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: West wall south wing interior, beneath bottom register.
Description: Partially preserved horizontal bandeau of Ramesses II, that originally span
the entire length of the wall. Palimpsest traces indicate that an earlier bandeau inscription
of Merneptah once covered the same wall surface and was later erased.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (29) III; not numbered in Nelson, Key Plans; For text of
Ramesses III cf. KRI V, §107F, pp. 290-291; for discussion of Merneptah bandeaus in
Luxor Temple see P. J. Brand, “Usurped Cartouches of Merenptah at Karnak and Luxor.”
In Causing His Name to Live: Studies in Egyptian Epigraphy and History in Memory of
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William J. Murnane, edited by Peter J. Brand and Louise Cooper, 28–48. Leiden; Boston:
Brill, 2009.
Inscriptions preserved: bandeau text.
Publications of inscriptions: KRI V, §107F, pp. 290-291.
Observations: The hieroglyphs of Ramesses III’s bandeau are oriented to face north, and
thus go against the direction the figures and glyphs in the Ramesses II reliefs are facing
(see fig. 48). Based on the palimpsest traces present, the Merneptah bandeau was
similarly oriented to face north. Both the beginning and the end of the Ramesses III
bandeau is badly damage, with extensive loss, covered with modern restoration cement.
What remains of the inscription list the titles of Ramesses II and describes his works in
honor of his father Amun-Re. There is no damage due to iconoclasm.
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The South Wall West Wing Interior

The south wall’s west wing is one of the two wall sections of the forecourt, along
with the west wall’s south wing, that has suffered extensive loss of masonry (pls. 21-23).
As a result, only the bottom section of the wall and its reliefs are still in situ, up to the
height of approximately five meters. From an architectural standpoint, the south wall’s
west wing can be divided into two distinct sections: one comprised of the west wall of the
original gateway façade of the colonnade hall, and the other consisting of the southern
wall of the forecourt built by Ramesses II designed to also incorporate the gateway
façade. The division point between the two sections is marked by the unfinished torus
molding at the western end of the colonnade’s gateway façade.1
The two wall sections also differ in terms of the layout of their relief decoration.
The ritual scenes carved over the 18th Dynasty reliefs on the colonnade façade were
arranged into two registers, the same layout found on the still intact south wall east
wing’s west half. Thus, this section of the south wall’s west wing was divided into two
horizontal registers, consisting of a large bottom register and an upper shorter register,
topped by a cartouche frieze just below the portico’s roof line. This register layout
markedly deviates from the one found on the other walls of the forecourt, including the
western section of the south wall’s west wing where the ritual scenes are arranged into
three registers.

1

The Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals, Upper
Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia, and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With Translations of Texts,
Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago,
1998, pp. XVIII-XIX.
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Palimpsest traces of the original 18th Dynasty decoration that once adorned the
colonnade façade’s north face are visible through the later relief added during the reign of
Ramesses II, and have been fully documented by the Epigraphic Survey of the Oriental
Institute.2 The Survey also recovered and documented blocks that once belonged to the
façade wall and were able to reconstruct parts of its upper section. These blocks had both
later Ramesside sunk relief and the original 18th Dynasty raised relief, which Ramesses
II’s sculptors left intact above the portico roofline. Some of these fragments belonged to
the upper register of the Ramesside decoration added to the façade, showing that at the
eastern end of the wall, a scene depicted the king offering before an enthroned Amun-Re
accompanied by Mut. This register was surmounted by a frieze of uraei flacking the
prenomen rebus and nomen cartouche of Ramesses II.3 The sunk reliefs of Ramesses II
added to the façade, forming this wall sections large bottom register, showed the king,
accompanied by Khonsu, presenting offerings before Amun-Re and Mut. These were
meant to mirror the reliefs of its counterpart, the tableaus on the façade section of the
south wall’s east wing, in terms of overall theme and composition. As the Epigraphic
Survey has already shown, the sculptors of Ramesses II reused the 18th Dynasty raised
relief figures of Amun-Re and Mut, converting them to sunk relief, while extensively
altering the rest of the original scene, as was done to the façade’s eastern wing. The
figure of the 18th Dynasty king was erased along with the large hecatomb he was

2

Colonnade Hall, pls. 138-143.

3

Colonnade Hall, pls. 140-142
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offering, and the area used to show Ramesses II presenting offering and accompanied by
Khonsu.4
In contrast, the remains of ritual scenes on the rest of the south wall’s west wing,
built and decorated during the reign of Ramesses II, differ in theme from the cultic
episodes found on the wall’s eastern counterpart. The south wall’s east wing shows the
induction of the king by Monthu, Wepwawet and Thoth before the enthroned Theban
Triad, which are then offered incense and libation by Ramesses. In the case of the south
wall’s west wing, what remains of the wall’s large middle register indicates that the
vignettes chosen depicted the king making offerings to the processional barques of
Amun-Re, Mut and Khonsu. These cultic episodes were most likely linked to the Opet
Festival celebration, which is also mentioned in the horizontal bandeau inscription on the
same wall, separating the middle and bottom registers. In a complementary fashion, the
bottom register shows a procession of the sons of Ramesses II, led by
Amunherkhopeshef, heading towards a representation of the temple, followed by officials
and priests bringing fattened bulls as offerings to the Theban triad as part of the festival
celebrations. One has to wonder if the proximity of these walls to the Nile, once part of
the route of the Opet Festival procession, might have also influenced the decision to place
these scenes in this particular location.
Interestingly, the Ramesside sculptors did not alter the 18th Dynasty raised reliefs
found on the jambs of the colonnade’s north gateway, which subsequently became the
south gate of the forecourt. Even so, the lower registers of the reliefs on the gateway’s
jambs were obscure by the addition of the two colossi of Ramesses II added to either side

4

For a detailed discussion of the traces of the original 18 th Dynasty decoration cf. Colonnade Hall, pp. 4- 7;
pls. 138B, 139, 141, 142.
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of the gateway and were augmented with a smaller gateway added by Merneptah and
later partially reused and rebuilt by Philip Arrhidaeus. 5

5

For a detailed discussion of these see Colonnade Hall, pp. 10- 15, pls. 149-B-154C.
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Pl. 21: The south wall west wing interior.
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Pl. 22: Diagram of the south wall west wing interior showing the layout of scenes.

Pl. 23: Diagram of the south wall west wing interior showing the orientation of the king (blue arrow)
and that of the princess (red arrow)
.
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LA53: The king, accompanied by a god (Khonsu?), offering before Amun-Re and Mut.

Fig. 49: The king, accompanied by a god (Khonsu?), offering before Amun-Re and Mut

Scene ID number: LA 53
Location: South wall, west half, bottom register (only register in situ), first scene from
east.
Description: The king, wearing a log kilt and belt apron, is presenting an offering (now
lost) to Amun-Re and Mut. A male god stands behind the king holding palm fronds, with
only the lower body preserved.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(31); H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA53; Colonnade Hall, pls.
138-143.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; vertical inscription before Amun-Re with
benefactions to the king; di.n=(i) n=k text before Mut with benefactions to the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
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Observations: The west wing of the original portico of the colonnade hall has suffered
extensive loss (see fig. 49). Most of the wall is now missing, with the exception of the
lower section where the bottom half of the large main scene remains. The sunk relief is
very well preserved, with intricate detailed carving still visible on elements such as the
two royal cartouches and serpents decorating the king’s belt apron. Despite the extensive
loss, it is very likely this scene closely resembled its counterpart on the east half of the
south wall. Both scenes show the king and deities in similar arrangements, which makes
it very likely that the deity behind the king in the scene on the south wall’s west wing
west is Khonsu. All four figures are preserved from the waist down, with Mut’s figure
now missing a larger portion around and in front of her knees, the loss filled with modern
restoration cement. Smaller areas of loss are observable, one in front of the king’s rear
ankle, damaging the carved edge of his ankle and upper foot, while others damage both
legs of Khonsu, such as the rear carved edge of his forward foot, part of the interior
surface of his rear shin and the lower half of the rear leg’s right carved edge. Palimpsest
traces of the original 18th Dynasty raised relief decoration is detectable throughout the
scene,6 indicating that the general position of the figures of Amun-Re and Mut was
maintained by the Ramesside sculptors, with slight alterations made when they were
converted to sunk relief, in a manner similar to what happened to this scene’s counterpart
of the east half of the south wall. No traces of paint survive, and the scene seems to have
escaped iconoclastic malice.

6

The palimpsest of the 18th Dynasty relief has been meticulously recorded and reconstructed by The
Epigraphic Survey in Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals, Upper
Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia, and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With Translations of Texts,
Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP. Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago,
1998, pls. 138-143.
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LA54: Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses II.
Scene ID number: LA54
Location: South wall, west half, beneath the first large scene from east.
Description: The horizontal bandeau is found beneath the remaining bottom half of the
large scene found on the original 18th Dynasty Collonade façade, between the gateway
and the torus molding, and contains the titulary of Ramesses II and the forecourt’s name,
ending with an aspiration that the building may last for millions of years and be provided
with daily offerings (see fig. 49).
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX (31); H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA54; KRI II, p. 607,
§230C4A; RITA II, p. 402, §230C4A; RITANC II, p. 407-409, §230C4A; M. Abd el
Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple I: The
Texts” JEA 60, 1974, §4A; M. Abd el Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of
Ramesses II in Luxor Temple II: Interpretation.” JEA 61, 1975, pp. 129, 127; Colonnade
Hall, pl. 138.
Inscriptions preserved: bandeau text.
Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, p. 607, §230C4A; RITA II, p. 402, §230C4A;
RITANC II, p. 407-409, §230C4A; M. Abd el Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts
of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple I: The Texts” JEA 60, 1974, §4A; M. Abd el Razik,
“The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple II: Interpretation.”
JEA 61, 1975, pp. 129, 127.
Observations: The inscription is relatively well preserved, having suffered only minor
damage due to natural weathering and decay (see fig. 49). The text was carved over the
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original 18th Dynasty dado, traces of which are visible running the entire length of the
bandeau. No traces of paint or iconoclastic hacking are present.

LA55: Erased bandeau of Merenptah.
Scene ID number: LA55
Location: South wall, west half, beneath the bandeau of Ramesses II.
Description: The traces of the erased sunk relief bandeau are located beneath the
bandeau of Ramesses II, between the gateway and the torus molding, and originally
contained the royal titulary of Merenptah (see fig. 49).
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (31); H. Nelson, Key Plans, XXIA55; Colonnade Hall, pl.
138; P. Brand, “Usurped Cartouches of Merenptah at Karnak and Luxor.” In Causing His
Name to Live: Studies in Egyptian Epigraphy and History in Memory of William J.
Murnane, edited by Peter J. Brand and Louise Cooper, 28–48. Leiden; Boston: Brill,
2009, pp. 28-28.
Inscriptions preserved: very fragmentary bandeau text.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The traces of the sunk relief glyphs that were once part of the inscription
are still relatively discernable despite the later erasure of the text (see fig. 49). The signs
introducing Merenptah’s Horus name seem to have survived untouched, with the lines
forming the dado still visible, originally added by the artists of Ramesses II, over which
the Merneptah bandeau was added. There is no indication that any subsequent inscription
was carved over the original bandeau, nor are any remains of later votive scene having
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been added as is the case of the bandeau’s counterpart on the south wall’s east wing (cf.
fig. 122, pp. 582-84).

LA50: Vertical inscription of Ramesses II.
Scene ID number: LA 50
Location: South interior wall, west half, at the connection between the wall of the
forecourt built by Ramesses II and the original north gateway façade of the Colonnade
Hall.
Description: A vertical inscription of Ramesses II was carved over the unfinished torus
molding of the west corner of the Colonnade Hall’s façade (see fig. 49, pl. 21).
Bibliography: located at PM II2, XXX (31) but not mentioned there; H. Nelson, Key
Plans XXIA50; Colonnade Hall, pl. 138; KRI II, p. 611, §231D; RITA II, p. 404, §231D;
RITANC II, pp. 409-410, §231; Abd el-Razik, Mahmud. “The Dedicatory and Building
Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), p. 156, §12; Abd
el-Razik, Mahmud. “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor
Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), p. 133, §12.
Inscriptions preserved: partial vertical inscription.
Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, p. 611, §231D; RITA II, p. 404, §231D; RITANC II,
pp. 409-410, §231; Abd el-Razik, Mahmud. “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of
Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), p. 156, §12; Abd el-Razik,
Mahmud. “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II:
Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), p. 133, §12.
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Observations: A significant portion of the beginning of the text is now missing due to
the loss of the masonry (see fig. 49), although it is very likely it closely resembled the
text still preserved in the inscription of its counterpart found on the east half of the south
wall (cf. fig. 116, pp. 553-556, LA71). The inscription preserved on the lower half of the
western torus molding helps in reconstructing the ending of the text of its eastern
counterpart, although between the point where the eastern bandeau ends, and the western
bandeau begins the missing section comprises at least five groups of glyphs if not more.
What remains of the western bandeau text is relatively well preserved with areas of
erosion and loss found towards the end of the inscription.
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Middle register

LA49: King offering (?) in front of the now missing processional barques of Mut (?) and
Khonsu (?)

Fig. 50: King offering (?) in front of the now missing processional barques
of Mut (?) and Khonsu (?).

Scene ID number: LA 49
Location: South wall, west half, bottom of large register in situ, second scene from the
east.
Description: The missing figure of the king, with only his feet preserved, is standing
before an offering table positioned in front of a plinth that once supported a processional
barque, with two additional offering tables visible behind the plinth.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (30)I; H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA49;
Inscriptions preserved: fragment of vertical inscription behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Most of this offering scene is now missing due to the loss of masonry.
The traces that survive at the base of the scene help in establishing with a fair amount of
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certainty that originally the relief showed the king offering before the processional barque
of Mut, found at the lower half of the scene, and the processional barque of Khonsu
shown in the top half. This assumption is also based on the fact that the preceding scene
shows the king offering before a large depiction of Amun-Re’s processional barque (see
LA48, pp. 244-246), with parallel scene indicating that this composition usually depicts
all three barques of the Theban Triad.7 Of the King’s costume only the end of the bull’s
tail is visible. In front of him stands a smaller offering stand (?) and a long but short
rectangular offering table, flanked by flower bouquets, surmounted by the rounded
outline of the bottom edge of the bread loafs that must have been part of the offerings.
Beneath the table small cups of ointment (?) are visible. Behind the barque plinth, which
lacks any traces of carved interior decoration, a smaller table is present, with two papyrus
blooms and a small garland hanging from it, followed by the handle of what was
originally a fan, and another short rectangular table holding an ankh with ointment jars on
either side. At the east edge of the scene the carved outline of the rear a large shrine is
visible in which this ritual takes place, the same shrine containing the barque of AmunRe in the preceding scene.

7

For parallels of such depictions of the processional barques of the Theban Triad see H. Nelson, GHHK
I.1, pls. 38, 76, 178; Calverley, Broome, Abydos II, pls. 5, 10, 11;
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Fig. 51: The king, followed by his ka, censing and libating before the
sacred barque of Amun-Re inside a shrine.
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LA48: The king, followed by his ka, censing and libating before the sacred barque of
Amun-Re inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: LA48
Location: South wall, west half, bottom of large register in situ, third scene from the
east.
Description: The king, wearing a long kilt and followed by a smaller representation of
the royal ka, is censing and libating before two tables of offerings positioned in front of a
large depiction of Amun-Re’s sacred processional barque housed inside a shrine (see fig.
51).
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (30)I; H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA48;
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary label text in front of king; decorative cartouche
frieze on offering table; small scale vertical inscription in front of small king figure on
barque plinth; fragmentary royal cartouches between sacred emblems placed beneath
stern of sacred barque.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Only the base of the scene is still in situ, with the majority of the relief
missing due to the loss of the masonry (see fig. 51). The loss is uneven due to an
additional row of blocks still preserved at the west half of the ritual scene. The bottom
half of the king’s long kilt and bull’s tail are the only elements of his costume that still
remain. A horizontal break formed along the block joint and filled with restoration
cement traverses the middle of the king’s shins, forming a rounded break in the forward
shin and merging with a larger rectangular break found in front of the forward shin. The
figure of the king is followed by a smaller representation of the royal ka, depicted
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wearing a short kilt, nemes headdress and curved beard, holding an ankh in his rear hand
and a mdw Spss staff in his front hand. The ka figure’s head is missing from just below
his jaw line, with deep scarring akin to quarry damage visible inside and in front of his
chest, around his rear hand and between his legs. A larger circular break damages the
area in front of the figure’s forward knee, merging with a horizontal break, formed along
the block joint and filled with restoration cement, that traverses both knees, the lower half
of the staff held by the forward arm and the middle of the ankh held by the rear arm. In
front of the figure of the king an offering stand is shown that once probably held a nemset
jar preceded by a large offering pile comprised of cuts of beef, cow’s heads and
waterfowl. The sacred barque of Amun-Re8 is depicted within a large shrine that also
contains the adjacent ritual scene (see above, fig. 50, pp. 241-242, LA 49). In front of the
barque a rectangular offering table, decorated with the nomen and prenomen cartouches
of Ramesses II, is surmounted by round loaves of bread, with a small kneeling statue of
the king holding a conical loaf of bread found at the table’s east end. The cartouches of
Ramesses II, alternating between the king’s prenomen and nomen, are depicted atop
glyphs and surmounted by a pair of plumes flacking a solar disc. This decorative
element is damaged as a result of the erosion adjacent to the horizontal break lines
formed along the block join, with fragments of expanded ancient plaster visible at the
middle of the decorative freeze, and a larger circular break damaging the third and fourth
cartouche from the left end of the table. In front of the barque plinth two offering stands
can be found, flanking a bouquet of flowers, traversed by a horizontal break that also
For the characteristic features of the depictions of Amun-Re’s sacred processional barque during the reign
of Ramesses II, cf. Ch. Karlshausen, L’iconographie de La Barque Processionnelle Divine En Égypte Au
Nouvel Empire. Vol. 182. Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta. Leuven; Departement Oosterse Studies:
Peeters, 2009, pp. 77-82.
8
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affects the offering stands on either side, atop which the vertical section of what was

originally a

shaped basin is visible, its upper half lost. Intricate raised relief

decoration is still present on the remaining parts of the barque plinth. The base of the
plinth has a grid pattern with three rows of circular elements, surmounted by lettuce
plants, atop which four figures of the king supporting the barque were once present. Only
part of the figure at the west end of the plinth is still preserved, consisting of the front of
his long kilt and forward leg, waistline and bottom half of the panther pelt he once wore,
including the detailed panther head hanging from the pelt. The figure is preceded by two
columns of sunk relief text. Behind the plinth the bases of several processional staffs are
preserved, separated by alternating prenomen and nomen cartouches of the king, with the
middle of the row damaged by a wide vertical break formed along the block joint and
adjacent erosion. The base of the second staff from the left end of this row shows the
bifurcated prongs characteristic of the was scepter, while the row of divine staffs is
accompanied at their left end by a representation of a sistrum with a Hathor head emblem

and a tall narrow

shrine the roof of which is missing due to the loss of masonry.9

9

For parallels of the decorative elements associated with representations of the procession barque of
Amun-Re see: H. Nelson, GHHK I.1, pls. 38, 76, 178, 226; Calverley, Broome, Abydos II, pls. 5, 10, 11;
see also Ch. Karlshausen, L’iconographie de La Barque Processionnelle Divine En Égypte Au Nouvel
Empire. Vol. 182. Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta. Leuven; Departement Oosterse Studies: Peeters, 2009,
pp. 77-82.
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Fig. 52: Detail of the bottom register of the south wall west wing interior.
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LA51: Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses II (cont. fig. 47, p. 218, LA45)
Scene ID number: LA 51
Location: South wall west wing interior, beneath the middle register still in situ and
spanning the length of the wall between the Colonnade façade’s torus molding and the
wall’s west corner, continued on the west wall’s south wing (see fig. 52).
Description: The horizontal inscription contains the speech of the eldest son of the king
addressing Ramesses II, presenting an extensive list of officials and nobles who come in
obeisance, while bringing tribute from Nubia, the lands of the Asiatics and Egypt, in
order to see the king during the Opet Festival. The inscription starts at the west side of the
torus molding of the Collonade façade, continuing on the south half of the west wall.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (30); H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA51; KRI II, §230F, p. 608;
RITA II, §230F, pp. 402-403; RITANC II, §230F, pp. 407-409; M. Abd el-Razik,“The
Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60
(1974), p. 148, §4B; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses
II in Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), p. 129, §4B;
Inscriptions preserved: bandeau text.
Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, §230F, p. 608; RITA II, §230F, pp. 402-403;
RITANC II, §230F, pp. 407-409; M. Abd el-Razik,“The Dedicatory and Building Texts of
Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), p. 148, §4B; M. Abd elRazik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II:
Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), p. 129, §4B;
Observations: The text is relatively well preserved (see fig. 52), with the damage
affecting it concentrated in a few areas, mostly as a result of breaks formed along the
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block seams and erosion. The most prominent damage takes the form of erosion and
breaks running along the lower half of the inscription, present along the entire length of
the text, and formed along the block seams of the wall’s masonry. The inscription has not
suffered at the hands of iconoclasts and no traces of the original paint are preserved.

Bottom register

LA52-51-46: Procession of princes and officials heading towards a representation of the
pylon entrance of the forecourt of Ramesses II (cont. fig. 48, pp. 221-234, LA46)
Scene ID number: LA 52-51-46
Location: South wall west wing interior, bottom register, starting at the west side of the
Colonnade façade’s torus molding.
Description: A procession of seventeen princes is shown heading towards a
representation of the pylon entrance of the forecourt, including the six colossal statues,
obelisks and flag masts (see fig. 52). The princes represented are Amunhirkhopshef,
Ramesses, Prehirwenemef, Khaemwaset, Monthuhirkhopshef, Nebenkharu, Meryamun,
Amunemwia, Setepenre, Sety, Meryre (I), Horhirwenemef, Merenptah, Amunhotep,
Meryatum, Nebentaneb, and Meryre (II). The princes are followed by an official leading
a fattened bull which is accompanied by two priests carrying offerings.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (30)II; H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA52-51-49; KRI II,
§230G1, p. 609:1-11; RITA II, §230G1, p. 403; RITANC II, §230G1, pp. 408-409 ; M.
M. Fisher, The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 1, Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden:
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Harrassowitz, 2001, p. 39; M. M. Fisher, The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 2, Ägypten Und
Altes Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2001, pp. 47-51.
Inscriptions preserved: vertical inscription in front of each prince listing their names
(additional titles are listed only for the first three princes).
Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, §230G1, p. 609:1-11; RITA II, §230G1, p. 403;
RITANC II, §230G1, pp. 408-409 ; M. M. Fisher, The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 1,
Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2001, p. 39; M. M. Fisher, The
Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 2, Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz,
2001, pp. 47-51.
Observations: The relief is relatively well preserved (see fig. 52), with the only elements
of damage confined to the erosion formed along the block seam lines, one running along
the middle of the entire lengths of the register, while the second erosion line runs along
the register’s base. No iconoclastic hacking is present.
The representation of the pylon entrance to the forecourt is an intriguing example
of ancient Egyptian architectural representations. To the east of the pylon towers, a
double outline indicating the tops of the forecourt’s walls connect with the western edge
of the colonnade façade, in a sense also connecting the two dimensional representation of
the forecourt with the rest of the temple proper. While the outline of this composition is
marked by a sunk relief line, all the interior architectural details and other elements, such
as the statuary and obelisks, are carved in a very shallow raised relief. Overall, this
representation of the forecourt is notably more detailed than its counterpart on the south
face of the eastern pylon (see infra).
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The procession of princes is led by the “Member of the pa.t, the King’s eldest son
of his body, general Amunhirkhopeshef”.10 He and the two other princes behind him,
Ramesses and Prehirwenemef are distinguished from the other princes in the procession
by means of their elaborate attire11. All three are shown wearing a round wig and a sidelock of youth, a shirt and shin-length kilt with additional over-kilts. Their forward arms is
raised in adoration while in their rear hand they hold a HqA scepter, a xw fan and a long
sash. Amunhirkhopseshef himself is further set apart by wearing a long over-kilt, while
the outline of his outer main kilt extends to the middle of his chest. The over-kilts of
Ramesses and Prehirwenemef resemble the royal triangular kilt in shape, with the one of
Ramesses having intricately carved details that sets it apart from that of Prehirwenemef,
although it is possible the over-kilt if the latter was similarly embellished, the details
rendered in paint which is now lost. The following thirteen princes wear a simpler
costume, consisting of a side-lock of youth and shaved head, a hoop earring, and a kilt
with a slanted hem tied with a belt. Their forward arm is raised in adoration, while in
their rear hand they carry various bouquets of flowers. The only elements that seem to
display some variability are the shapes of the side-locks and the degree of their carved
interior details along with the design of the different types of flower bouquets. 12

10

KRI II, §230G.1, p. 609:3.

11

See also M. M. Fisher, The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 1, Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz, 2001, p. 39;
12

For a discussion of this representations of princes in procession, alongside the other two examples found
in the forecourt, see M. M. Fisher, The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 1, Ägypten Und Altes Testament.
Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2001, pp. 38-40 and for a detailed discussion of the figure of each prince see M.
M. Fisher, The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 2, Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz,
2001, pp. 47-51 (P.14).
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The official in the princes’ following is unnamed, shown with a slightly bent
forward posture, as are the two priests behind him. The official wears a lappet wig, a shirt
and long shin length kilt, his forward arm held down alongside his body, while in his rear
hand he carries a tall bouquet of flowers. From his rear arm a rope serves as a lead for the
elaborately decorated fattened bull, with feathers between his horns, both of which have a
ribbon hanging from them, and a lotus flower and bud tied around its neck. Next to the
bull a bald priest carries two trays with round offering piles (?) on top of each, while
behind the bull another priest, wearing a long kilt, carries two conical loaves of bread on
trays. The procession continues on the west wall’s south wing, where other officials lead
additional fattened bulls while priests bring various offerings (see fig. 48, pp. 221-234,
LA46).

LA 47: Erased bandeau of Merneptah.
Scene ID number: LA 47
Location: South wall west wing interior, beneath bottom register.
Description: The horizontal bandeau of Merneptah in sunk relief begins at the western
edge of the colonnade façade’s torus molding and continues along the length of the entire
wall and onto the west wall's south wing (see discussion of LA 47 for the West wall south
wing).
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (30); Nelson, Key Plans, LA 47; P. J. Brand, “Usurped
Cartouches of Merenptah at Karnak and Luxor.” In Causing His Name to Live: Studies in
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Egyptian Epigraphy and History in Memory of William J. Murnane, edited by Peter J.
Brand and Louise Cooper, Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2009, pp. 28–48.
Inscriptions preserved: very fragmentary bandeau text.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The sandstone close to the base of the wall has suffered extensive loss,
most likely due to erosion, with large areas of damage now filled with modern restoration
cement (see fig. 52). The bandeau was inscribed for Merneptah over the original sunk
relief dado of the wall created during the reign of Ramesses II. Based on the traces still
visible, the text has been erased almost completely in antiquity, although it seems to have
not been covered with subsequent bandeau inscriptions, as is the case of the continuation
of the text on the west wall’s south wing. There are a number of areas where the
palimpsest traces are discernable, and a group of signs that survived untouched (beneath
the third prince of the procession of the bottom register), possibly due to a statue blocking
access to it when the rest of the inscription was erased. Next to the partially preserved
group (the rectangular traces above these, most likely the bottom part of a sign,

is difficult to identify), traces of

signs are detectable, in part obscured by a break

in the stone. The latter could have originally been a

group, found at the end of

Merneptah’s Golden Horus name (snx.t Km.t dr pD.t. 9 dit Htp nTrw m xt tA.wj idb.wy,
“one who strengthens Egypt, who subdues the nine bows, who gives offerings (to) the
gods throughout the two lands and the two banks (?)”), or a variation thereof considering
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the ambiguity of the previous group of signs.13 These traces are followed by a vertical
break and what remains of nsw bity nb tA.wy, “King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of
the Two Lands” introducing Merneptah’s prenomen cartouche, the beginning of which is
still discernable. The rest of the bandeau is very fragmentary, most of the stone surface
being damaged or entirely missing, although traces of further signs are detectable
throughout.
Beneath the fourteenth prince, two votive images of the ithyphallic Amun-Re
Kamutef have been carved onto the wall and cover parts of the erased Merneptah
bandeau. The eastern one of these was originally relatively large, even though only the
rear of his crown, upraised arm and flail remain, next to which a smaller intact figure of
Amun-Re Kamutef standing on a plinth is visible. These votive reliefs resemble the ones
found on the exterior eastern wall of Luxor Temple.14

13

Cf. J von Beckerath, Handbuch Der Ägyptischen Königsnamen. Vol. 20. Münchner Ägyptologische
Studien. München; Berlin: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 1984, pp.156-157.
For a discussion of such votive representations added to temple walls see P. Brand, “Veils, Votives, and
Marginalia: The Use of Sacred Space at Karnak and Luxor.” In Sacred Space and Sacred Function in
Ancient Thebes, edited by Betsy M. Bryan and Peter F. Dorman, 51–83. Chicago: Oriental Institute of the
University of Chicago, 2007, p. 64.
14
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The Southern Gateway

Scene ID number: LA 60-65, LC 1-9
Location: The southern gateway, north jambs and east and west thicknesses
Description: The southern gateway of the forecourt was built in the 18th Dynasty to form
the northern gateway entrance to the Colonnade Hall. Both eastern and western jambs
were originally divided into four registers of equal height, and surmounted by a lintel,
decorated in raised relief by the post-Amarna 18th Dynasty kings and left untouched by
the Ramesside artists. The eastern and western thicknesses of the gateway were divided
into three registers of equal height, after its 18th Dynasty reliefs were erased, and its wall
surfaces redecorated by Ramesses II. These were latter covered with sandstone cladding
which were adorned with sunk relief scenes by Sety II. A smaller gateway addition in
sandstone was added possibly towards the end of Ramesses II’s reign, or by his successor
Merneptah, only to be later replaced by Philip Arrhidaeus.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXXI(72); Nelson Key Plans, LA 60-65, LC 1-9; Epigraphic
Survey, The. Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals,
Upper Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia, and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With
Translations of Texts, Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP. Chicago: The Oriental
Institute of the University of Chicago, 1998, pls. 143C, 144-159.
Observations: The relief decoration and inscriptions of the southern gateway have been
fully published by the Epigraphic Survey and as such will not be elaborated upon here.
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The South Face of the Eastern Pylon

The southern face of the eastern pylon, which is also the east wing of the
forecourt’s northern wall, mirrors its western counterpart regarding architectural design
(pls. 24-26). The lower half of the eastern pylon’s south face was built to form the
vertical wall of the forecourt’s peristyle, with the pylon’s slant beginning above the
peristyle roofline. The cornice at the top of the pylon is only preserved at the western end
of the tower. What remains indicates that it had the same decorative scheme as the
western pylon, consisting of Ramesses II’s prenomen and nomen arranged in alternating
vertical cartouches each topped with a sun disc and double plumes. Two horizontal
bandeau inscriptions run the entire length of the pylon’s top section below the cornice.1 A
decorative frieze separates the two horizontal bandeaus, consisting of rebus spellings of
the short form of Ramesses II’s prenomen,

, flanked by uraei with sun discs atop their

heads, alternating with vertical nomen cartouches atop

signs.

The relief decoration of ritual scenes on the lower half of the pylon is divided into
three separate registers of unequal height. As with the other interior walls of the forecourt
—except for the west pylon’s south face— the middle register is the tallest, visually
dominating the wall surface. Above it, the top register is the second tallest, while at the
base of the wall the bottom register is the shortest. Each register is topped by an
elongated

sign which spans the entire length of the wall.

PM II2, XXX (17); Nelson, Key Plans, LA101; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of
Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974): §7B E; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory
and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975): §7B E; KRI II, p.
354, §125; RITA II, p. 188, §125; RITANC II, p. 214, §125.
1
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A preliminary publication of the ritual scenes on the south face of the eastern
pylon was created in 1971 by Ch. Kuentz, and published by the C.E.D.A.E, as a result of
the unearthing of the pylon’s southern face during the preceding years. 2 This consisted of
line drawing of the reliefs and succinct commentary consisting of an overall description
of the scenes and the iconographic elements present. An in-depth volume was planned as
a follow up in order to provide the translation and commentary of each scene,
accompanied by detailed photographs, as well as a full interpretive study of the
decorative program, to be published in the Memoires du C.E.D.A.E., which sadly has not
come to fruition.3
Since the present study is aimed at creating an overall analysis of the entire
decorative program of the interior walls of the forecourt of Ramesses II, alongside an
understanding of the building’s intended ritual function —as much as this can be gleaned
from the preserved ritual scenes— it is deemed necessary to include the already
published scenes of the eastern pylon’s interior. The presentation of these scenes will
follow the same format used for the ritual scenes of the other walls of the forecourt,
accompanied by orthomosaic photographs, as no published photographs are currently
available for scholarly analysis.
The top register of the eastern pylon’s south face is surmounted by a decorative
frieze, placed below a long

, covering the entire length of the wall. The frieze is

comprised of alternating prenomen and nomen cartouches of Ramesses II, placed atop a

2

Ch. Kuentz, La Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de Ramses II à Louxor. Vol. 29. Collection
Scientifique. Le Caire: Centre de documentation et d’études sur l’ancienne Égypte, 1971.
3

This volume is described as close to completion in the Preface of Ch. Kuentz, La Face Sud Du Massif Est
Du Pylone de Ramses II à Louxor. Vol. 29. Collection Scientifique. Le Caire: Centre de documentation et
d’études sur l’ancienne Égypte, 1971, p. I.
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glyph and surmounted by a sun disc and double plumes. The cartouches are
separated by a rearing uraeus cobra, seated atop a

a

scepter placed through a

and wearing an atef crown, with

ring placed before each cobra.

The top register itself if comprised of nine ritual scenes, each showing the king
making an offering to a deity enthroned within a shrine.4 A vertical column of text,

introduced by

and giving the names and titles of the king, and occasionally also

including a repetition of the label text, separates the scenes from each other (with the
exception of the seventh and eighth scenes). The king faces east, towards the temple
interior, while the gods are oriented west, as if facing outside from within the temple.
One noticeable feature of these scenes is the way in which the depictions of the vultures
and the sun discs depicted above the king alternate from one scene to another.5
From west to east, the deities depicted start with the members of the Theban
Triad, Amun-Re, Mut and Khonsu, each offered to separately by the king. These are
followed by a depicting of the goddess Ip.t-Wr.t, her depiction possibly motivated by her
association with the temple of Luxor, Ip.t rsy.t, as posited by Ch. Kuentz.6 She is
followed in the next two scenes by depictions of the Min, whose figure is almost entirely
lost with the exception of parts of his flail, and Amunet, the female counterpart of Amun.

4

Cf. Ch. Kuentz, La Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de Ramses II à Louxor. Vol. 29. Collection
Scientifique. Le Caire: Centre de documentation et d’études sur l’ancienne Égypte, 1971, pls. VIII-XVI.
5

Cf. Ch. Kuentz, La Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de Ramses II à Louxor. Vol. 29. Collection
Scientifique. Le Caire: Centre de documentation et d’études sur l’ancienne Égypte, 1971, p. 7.
6

Cf. Ch. Kuentz, La Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de Ramses II à Louxor. Vol. 29. Collection
Scientifique. Le Caire: Centre de documentation et d’études sur l’ancienne Égypte, 1971, p. 9, Scène 7, pl.
XI.
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The choice of depicting Min, a deity closely connected with the ithyphallic Amun-Re
Kamutef (and the creative aspect of Amun), in close proximity to Amunet could be
interpreted as a result of the cosmogonical connection between Amun and Amunet which
dates back to the Old Kingdom.7 The next god depicted is Nefertem, a member of the
Memphite triad, whose name is followed by the title @r-Hknw, a god frequently depicted
in a funerary context and connected to the Amduat.8 Perhaps it is not a coincidence then
that the deity in the following scene is Ptah-Sokar who is also closely associated with the
underworld, with the title “Lord of the Sty.t-sanctuary.”9 The eastern most scene of the
top sanctuary depicts the goddess Hathor, Lady of Dendera, seated inside a shrine,
another deity connected to the west as are the two gods in the preceding scenes.
The middle register, with its visually imposing size, contains a series of scenes
depicting different episodes of the festival procession of Min-Amun.10 In the first scene
from the west, Ramesses II and Nefertary accompany the cult statue of Min-Amun
carried by priest, all facing east as if entering the forecourt itself. A second representation
of the king faces the cult statue and offers incense. The following vignette shows two
groups of seven priests carrying divine emblems atop standards, each group headed by a
standard of a jackal (most likely Wepwawet), with the seventh, and last priest, at the end
of each group, wearing a leopard-skin and carrying standards with the cartouches of
Ramesses II. The next scene depicts the king and queen presiding over the erection of the
7

LÄ I, pp. 237-248.

8

Cf. Ch. Leitz, Lexikon, IV, p. 224; V, pp. 277-278.

9

Name of the sanctuary of Sokar in Memphis, cf. Faulkner, CD, p. 273; Wb. IV, p. 559; See also Leitz,
Lexikon III, p. 177, 755-56.
10

Cf. Ch. Kuentz, La Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de Ramses II à Louxor. Vol. 29. Collection
Scientifique. Le Caire: Centre de documentation et d’études sur l’ancienne Égypte, 1971, pls. XVII-XX.
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sHn.t tent shrine in the presence of the ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef. The concluding
episode shows the king offering incense and consecrating a large pile of offerings before
the ithyphallic god standing within his shrine and accompanied by the goddess
personifying the forecourt as a ritual structure.11
Within the bottom register, seventeen royal sons and as many as eight daughters
are shown as also participating in the festival procession, facing east and heading towards
a representation of the forecourt’s pylon entrance, along with a pair of obelisks and two
seated colossi flanking the gateway. Beyond this representation of the forecourt’s
entrance, a series of priests carry offerings and leading sacrificial bulls —their figures
placed next to and above the entrance to the pylon’s interior structure— and continue on
the bottom register of the east wall’s north wing.

11

Similar goddesses personifying the temple of Sety I can be found in Gurnah Temple, cf. PM II2, XL,
Room III (42), p.411, Room V (48), p. 412.
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Pl. 24: The east pylon south face (the north wall east wing).
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Pl. 25: Diagram of the east pylon south face showing the layout of scenes.
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Pl. 26: Diagram of the east pylon south face showing the orientation of the king (blue arrows) and of the princes (red arrow).
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Top register
King offering Maat to Amun-Re enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 53: King offering Maat to Amun-Re enthroned inside a shrine.
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Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East pylon, south face, top register, first scene from west
Description: The king, wearing a khepresh crown and triangular kilt, offers Maat to
Amun-Re seated on a throne inside a shrine. A Nekhbet vulture hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17) I2; Kuentz, La Face Sud, p. 8, pl. VIII, sc. 4.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; speech of Amun-Re with god’s name and
benefactions given to the king; names and titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, p. 8, pl. VIII, sc. 4.
Observations: The relief is relatively well preserver (see fig. 53), with natural erosion of
the stone concentrated mostly around the block joints. The chisel tracts characteristic of
quarry damage are visible along the block joint in front of the king’s forehead and
uraeus, with shallower traces observable within and around the king chest. Quarry
damage is also present in the area in front of the god’s head and inside his chest. Deep
cracks damage the blocks through the scene, most likely caused by the structural
instability of the pylon structure itself.12 One of these cracks begins in the area between
the king’s abdomen and the label text, reaching down into the king’s forward shin, with
large breaks and loss of sandstone affecting the king’s kilt, his front thigh and the middle
of the label text. Another such deep break line starts at the god’s knees and breaches into
the lower half of the babel text and the king’s forward foot, with large breaks and missing
stone affecting the area in front of and behind the god’s shins. A large area of damage,
now filled with modern restoration cement, led to the loss of the entire back of Amun’s
Cf. M. Azim, “Le Grand Pylône de Louqsor: Un Essai d’analyse Architecturale et Technique.” In
Mélanges Offerts à Jean Vercoutter, edited by Francis [Geus and Florence Thill], 19–41. Paris: Éditions
Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1985; M. Azim,“Le Grand Pylône de Ramsès II.” In Louqsor: Temple Du
Ka Royal, edited by Anonymous, 31–36. Dijon: Faton, 1992.
12
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throne and the lower half of the shrine’s rear. Iconoclastic hacking, in the form of small
areas of concentrated pecking marks, led to the loss of the eyes, nose and mouth of the
king, the facial features of the Maat figure he holds along with the loop and arms of her
ankh. The face of the god was similarly attacked, his eyes, nose, mouth and ears missing
as well as his forward fist. Shallow pilgrims’ gauges are present within the rear half of
the king’s kilt and the stone surface right next to it.
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King presenting a conical loaf of white bread to Mut, enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 54: King presenting a conical loaf of white bread to Mut, enthroned inside a shrine.
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Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East pylon, south face, top register, second scene from west
Description: The king, wearing the white crown, straight beard, and a Sndyt along with a
long kilt, offers a white conical load of bread to Mut, wearing the double crown and
enthroned inside a shrine. A Behdetite sun disc hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17) I3; Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 8-9, pl. IX, sc. 5.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; speech of Mut with name of goddess and
benefactions given to the king; names and titles of the king; wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 8-9, pl. IX, sc. 5.
Observations: Most of the damage to the scene is a result of erosion formed along the
block seam lines along with the structural stresses that led to the shifting of the blocks
(see fig. 54). Around the figure of the king the gaps formed between the blocks have been
filled with modern restoration cement. Iconoclasts have pecked out the king’s nose, and
to a lesser degree his eyes, although it is unclear if they also attacked his hands to due to
them being partially damaged by erosion. The upper half of Mut’s face is lost due to a
large break in the stone, although her remaining facial features, such as her lips and ears,
seemed to have escaped the ire of iconoclasts who only attacked her forward fist. A

vertical column of text introduced by

and giving the titles of the king, and

positioned behind him, separates this scene from the preceding one.
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King greeting the face with a nemset jar before Khonsu enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 55: King greeting the face with a nemset jar before Khonsu
enthroned inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East pylon, south face, top register, third scene from west
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Description: The king, wearing a nemes and a triangular kilt, presents a nemset jar in the
gesture of “greeting the face” before a falcon headed Khonsu, wearing the moon disc and
crescent, seated on a throne inside a shrine. A Wadjet vulture hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17) I4; Kuentz, La Face Sud, p. 9, pl. X, sc. 6.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; speech of Khonsu with name of god and benefactions
given to the king; names and titles of the king; wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, p. 9, pl. X, sc. 6.
Observations: Damage due to natural erosion is concentrated in the proximity of the
block seam lines (see fig. 55). A wide slanted crack, filled with modern restoration
cement, begins in the break formed along the block join just above the nemset jar,
running through the jar and along the rear edge of the king’s forward forearm, cutting
through his upper arm next to his elbow and joining up with the horizontal block joint
cutting through the king’s waist. Another wide break led to the loss of the upper part of
Khonsu’s head, while a large deep break affects the area of his waist and lap. A
rectangular shaped recess, that might have once held a patch stone, is visible in the upper
eastern corner of the shrine the god is seated in, while another similar area of loss is
present in the shrine’s bottom eastern corner, reaching into the larger scene below.
Pilgrim’s gauges are present inside Khonsu’s head, chest and the sandstone behind his
body and throne. Iconoclasts have pecked out the king’s ears, eyes, nose and mouth as
well as the god’s eye and beak. A graffito in Arabic was carved into the stone surface
within Khonsu’s lunar disc. A wnn nsw text behind the king gives his titles and describes
the scene as “pouring libation” instead of the “greeting of the face” present in the label
text.
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The king presenting ointment to the goddess Ip.t-Wr.t enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 56: The king presenting ointment to the goddess Ip.t-Wr.t enthroned inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East pylon, south face, top register, fourth scene from west
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Description: The king, wearing a red crown and slanted kilt, presents ointment to the
goddess Ip.t-Wr.t enthroned inside a shrine. A Behdetite sun disc hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17) I5; Kuentz, La Face Sud, p. 9, pl. XI, sc. 7.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; fragmentary speech with name of Ip.t-Wr.t; wnn nsw
text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, p. 9, pl. XI, sc. 7.
Observations: Damage in the form of erosion is concentrated in the areas along the
block seam lines, now filled with restoration cement (see fig. 56). A wide area of quarry
damage, in the form of a depression in the sandstone accompanied by scattered chisel
tracts, is visible in the area in front of the king’s crown and head, with his names and
titles lost. Another area of substantial damage affects the block that once held the upper
half of the deity’s head, with the text containing her name and titles partially damaged
and obscured by quarry damage. A rectangular recess, that once probably held a patch
stone, is visible where the top of the goddess’s head and emblem once were, now entirely
missing. Pilgrim’s gauges are present within and around the area of the king’s torso, in
front of the goddess’ chest and lap, within her chest, abdomen and knee, and the podium
beneath her throne. Flakes of blueish-green paint are still detectable within the jar of the
glyph of the label text, and the plinth beneath the goddess’ throne, while the
rectangular decorative element of the throne itself still retains some of its former red paint
towards its base. Iconoclasts have attacked and scratched out the facial features of the
king, although due to the extensive erosion, it’s unclear if the goddess suffered the same
treatment. The vertical inscription behind the king gives his names and titles.
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The king offering wine to Min, standing inside a shrine.

Fig. 57: The king offering wine to Min, standing inside a shrine.

Scene ID number: n.n.
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Location: East pylon, south face, top register, fifth scene from west
Description: The king, wearing a nemes headdress, offers wine to Min, standing inside a
shrine, with a tent shrine, now missing, behind him. A vulture hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17) I6; Kuentz, La Face Sud, p. 10, pl. XII, sc. 8.
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary name and titles of the king; wnn nsw text behind
king.
Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, p. 10, pl. XII, sc. 8.
Observations: A significant part of the scene is now entirely lost due to the sandstone
blocks having fallen away, probably as a result of the structural instability of the pylon.
As a result, most of the figure of the king and almost the entirety of that of the god are
now missing (see fig. 57). Of the king’s costume, only his nemes headdress is
identifiable, with no indication of the type of kilt worn, only the bull’s tail behind him
remaining. His two feet remain beneath the lacuna. Part of the king’s names and titles are
also lost, along with the text that once identified the vulture above him. Of Min, only the
hand of his upraised rear arm is still visible, along with part of the flail his rear arm
habitually balances. The plinth holding the god’s figure is identifiable beneath the lacuna,
along with the base of the tent shrine that sometimes accompanies the representations of

Min or Kamutef, with an

element visible at the western end of the shrine base13. No

iconoclastic hacking is apparent. A couple of pilgrim’s gauges are visible behind the
king. The wnn nsw text behind the king describes the badly missing scene, which
according to the text showed the king offering wine to his father Min.

13

Note that this detail is omitted in the line drawing of the scene in Kuentz, La Face Sud, pl. XII.
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The king offering bouquets of flowers to Amunet enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 58: The king offering bouquets of flowers to Amunet enthroned inside a shrine.
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Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East pylon, south face, top register, sixth scene from west
Description: The king, wearing a round wig, double crown, and triangular kilt, offers
two bouquets, one of lotus flowers and one of papyrus, to Amunet, enthroned inside a
shrine. A sun disc hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17) I7; Kuentz, La Face Sud, p. 10, pl. XIII, sc. 9.
Inscriptions preserved: speech of Amunet with the goddess’ name and benefactions
given to the king; names and titles of the king; wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, p. 10, pl. XIII, sc. 9.
Observations: The damage to the carved reliefs is to a great extent comprised of erosion
and breaks in the sandstone formed along the block seam lines (see fig. 58). The eastern
carved edge of the sun disc above the king, and the uraeus attached to it, are both
damaged by a break in the sandstone surface akin to exfoliation. The facial features of the
king are obscured by the erosion formed along the block joint that cuts through the
figure’s head, making any possible traces of iconoclasm unclear. The middle of the
vertical column of text behind the king, as well as the area of his two shins, are damaged
by a large lacuna filled with modern restoration cement. The figure of Amunet is
damaged in part the break formed along the block seam lines, in addition to the partial
surface erosion and cracks in the blocks themselves. A diagonal break in the sandstone
cuts across Amunet’s chest, while finer cracks and breaks damage her throne and feet.
The erosion of the stone surface where her face is positioned is quite prominent, even so,
no concrete signs of iconoclasm are visible. The stone surface of the throne in particular
looks more affected by erosion than the surface of the neighboring blocks. The top
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eastern corner of the goddess’s shrine is missing due to the exfoliation of the sandstone
surface. Flakes of a yellowish pigment are visible in and around the chest and head of
both the king and Amunet, although these might also likely be discolored ancient plaster.
Traces of red paint can be discerned in the ribbon of the kin’s crown, close to the carved
edge of the wig. Pilgrim’s gauges are present behind the goddess’s crown, in front of her
knees, in front of and behind the king’s forward arm and within his kilt. Fain and shallow
chisel marks akin to iconoclastic hacking can be found along the carved edge of the
of sA Ra introducing the king’s nomen, and within the heads of the

and

of

the prenomen cartouche. A wnn nsw text behind the king gives his name and titles,
however, it should be noted that the beginning of the text was omitted in the line drawing
published by Ch. Kuentz.14

14

Kuentz, La Face Sud, pl. XIII, sc. 9
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King offering incense to Nefertem, enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 59: King offering incense to Nefertem, enthroned inside a shrine.
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Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East pylon, south face, top register, seventh scene from west
Description: The king, wearing a khat headdress and triangular kilt, offers incense to
Nefertem @r-Hknw,15,enthroned inside a shrine, wearing a tripartite wig with his
emblematic lotus flower above it. A Nekhbet vulture hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17) I8; Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 10-11, pl. XIV, sc. 10.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and title of Nefertem and benefactions given to
the king; name and titles of the king; wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 10-11, pl. XIV, sc. 10.
Observations: As with other scenes in this register, a great part of the damage is a result
of erosion and breaks formed along the block joints, one of which led to the loss of the
opening of the label text (see fig. 59). The beginning of the wnn nsw inscription behind
the king is missing due the exfoliation of the sandstone, the damage extending up to the
carved edge of Nekhbet’s rear wing. The vulture’s body is cut across by the diagonal
crack in the stone which extends into the king’s cartouches. A prominent break affects
the carved edges of the rear of the king’s kilt and that of his rear knee. Additional smaller
breaks damage the king’s rear leg and the vertical text behind it, with part of the
inscription also being affected by erosion. The front carved edge of Nefertem’s legs, his
bull’s tail and the front lower half of his shrine and throne are damaged by a large break
filed with restoration cement. Shallow pitting and erosion obscure the god’s abdomen and
his rear arm’s upper half, extending into his lap and upper edge of the throne where one
can still see the traces of the ancient plaster used to mend the stone surface. Similar
The title @r-Hknw is associated with a god frequently depicted in a funerary context and connected to the
Amduat, cf. Leitz, Lexikon, IV, p. 224; V, pp. 277-278.
15
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damage also affects the stone surface in and around the king’s chest, abdomen and thighs,
as well the portion of vertical text behind his kilt.
Iconoclasts have hacked out the face of both the king and the god, as well as both
of the god’s arms. Interestingly, the carved edges of the king’s forward arm are also
damaged by iconoclastic chisel hacks, although these do not touch the arm’s interior
surface. Iconoclastic hacking also affects the

preceding the king’s cartouches and the

glyph in the vertical column of text

in Nefertem’s epithet.
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King offering a conical loaf of bread to Ptah-Sokar, enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 60: King offering a conical loaf of bread to Ptah-Sokar, enthroned inside a shrine.
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Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East pylon, south face, top register, eighth scene from west
Description: The king, wearing a nemes headdress and triangular kilt, offers a conical
loaf of white bread to a falcon-headed Ptah-Sokar, Lord of the STyt sanctuary,16 wearing
an atef crown and seated on a throne inside a shrine. A Behdetite sun disc hovers above
the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17) I9; Kuentz, La Face Sud, p. 11, pl. XV, sc. 11.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Ptah-Sokar and benefactions he
gives to the king; names and titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, p. 11, pl. XV, sc. 11.
Observations: The damage to the scene is for the most part a result of the erosion and
breaks formed along the block seam lines, as well as smaller breaks in the sandstone
blocks themselves (see fig. 60). Modern restoration cement fills the larger breaks within
the god’s forward arm, in front of his chest, his shins and the rear of his throne. A wider
vertical break, with adjacent exfoliation, cuts through the middle of the Behdetite sun
disk, reaching into its pendant

and

as well as the glyphs of his titles beneath. The

head of the disc’s forward pendant uraeus is damaged by the exfoliation of the sandstone
surface. Shallow surface erosion and pitting damages the entire surface of the block onto
which the king’s kilt, knees and upper shins were carved, along with the label text and
offering stand holding a nemset-jar. Iconoclasts have hacked out the king’s face and the
head of the

glyph in the title introducing his nomen. The features of Ptah-Sokar

16

Name of the sanctuary of Sokar in Memphis, cf. Faulkner, CD, p. 273; Wb. IV, p. 559; Leitz, Lexikon III,
p. 177, 755-56.
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remain intact. Traces of green pigment are visible in the

glyph of %kr, the

of nb Styt, “lord of the STyt sanctuary”, and that of DfA.w nb, “all provisions”. It should be
noted that no vertical column of text is present behind the king in this scene.
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King playing two sistra before Hathor enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 61: King playing two sistra before Hathor enthroned inside a shrine.
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Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East pylon, south face, top register, ninth scene from west
Description: The king, wearing a round wig and triangular kilt, plays two sistra before
Hathor, Lady of Dendera, wearing her characteristic cow’s horns and sun disc, enthroned
inside a shrine. Wadjet, in the form of a vulture with a cobra’s head, hovers above the
king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17) I10; Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 11-12, pl. XVI, sc. 12.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and title of Hathor; names and titles of king;
wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 11-12, pl. XVI, sc. 12.
Observations: The relief has suffered extensive damage in the form of erosion and
breaks formed especially along the sandstone block seam lines (see fig. 61). One of the
more prominent of such breaks, filled with modern restoration cement, affects the lower
half of the kilt and knees of the king, reaching into the vertical inscription behind him,
and the lower half of the label text and shrine in front of him. As a result, the lower half
of the label text is entirely missing. The column of text before the king’s cartouches,
along with his two sistra and part of forward arm are similarly damaged by the breaks
formed along the vertical block joint with adjacent chisel hacks and pitting. Two larger
circular breaks affect the reliefs adjacent to the king’s figure, one behind his head and
another in the area of his forward fist, with a small rectangular break visible at the base of
his chin. Another large area of loss is present in front of the goddess’s lap, her forward
arm missing as a result, the damage taking the form of erosion and adjacent quarry
damage chisel tracts. A smaller triangular break, a result of quarry damage, is also visible
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within the lower half of Hathor’s throne. The area in and around the goddess’s head and
chest is also affected by scattered chisel tracts akin to quarry damage, although the
iconoclastic damage to her facial features (eyes and mouth) appear more targeted and
take the form of light scraping. Additional cracks and breaks affect the text next to
Hathor’s name and title, and part of her shrine’s roof. Besides the damage to the
goddess’s facial features, iconoclasts have also hacked out the

,

and

within the vertical column of text behind the king (beneath his prenomen). Green pigment
remains in the two

signs of nb tA.wy nb irt x.t at the top of the vertical inscription

behind the king, as well as inside the vulture’s tail and rear wing. Above the vulture and
wnn nsw text, blue paint is visible in the portion of the long
top of the scene.
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sign which frames the

Fig. 62: The king and Queen Nefertary accompany the processional statue of the ithyphallic Min-Amun.
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Middle register

The king and Queen Nefertary accompany the processional statue of the ithyphallic MinAmun, carried by priest hidden behind a pall, with a second figure of the king offering
incense in front of the procession.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East pylon, south face, middle register, first scene from west
Description: The king is depicted wearing the Red Crown and long kilt, with a walking
staff and HqA scepter in his forward hand and a lance in his rear hand, while a Behdetite
sun disc hovers above him (see fig. 62). He is accompanied by queen Nefertary, wearing
a vulture headdress and double plumed crown while playing two sistra, with a menat
collar draped over her bent forward arm. Both are following behind the processional
statue of the ithyphallic Min-Amun-Re. The cult statue is carried by four pairs of priest
covered beneath a long pall which is decorated with starts and the two cartouche names
of Ramesses II, while a tall open fan is held up behind the deity. A second figure of the
king is shown leading the procession, wearing a khepresh crown and long kilt, holding
two censers, while a vulture hovers above him. All the figures face east, with the
exception of the second king and the vulture above him, who face west.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17) II2-3; Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 12-14, pl. XVII, sc.
12-13; KRI II, pp. 349-350; §124, Scene1-2; RITA II, pp. 185-186; §124, Scene1-2;
RITANC II, pp. 212-215, §124.
Inscriptions preserved: label text in front of king with khepresh crown; speech with
name of Min-Amun; name and titles of king with khepresh crown; protection formula
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behind king with khepresh crown; Horus name, names and titles of king with Red Crown;
name and titles of Behdetite sun disc; label describing the ritual action of the queen
before her figure; speech of queen above and behind her figure.
Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 12-14, pl. XVII, sc. 12-13; KRI
II, pp. 349-350; §124, Scene1-2; RITA II, pp. 185-186; §124, Scene1-2; RITANC II, pp.
212-215, §124.
Observations: A great extent of the damage to the relief is consists of erosion and breaks
formed along the block joints, some of which have widened due to the shifting of the
sandstone blocks as a result of the pylon being structurally unstable when it was being
unearthed (see fig. 62).17 The most prominent example of this shifting is visible in the
section of relief containing the names and titles of the king wearing the Red Crown, in
front of the Behdetite sun disc, towards the top and center of the scene.
The majority of these breaks and gaps have since been filled with modern
restoration cement. Surface exfoliation is visible in the area in front of the face and above
the shoulder of the king wearing the Red Crown. Additionally, a series of smaller cracks
and breaks in the stone damage the relief forming the king’s lower body and kilt.
In the area of the lower body of Min-Amun-Re’s cult statue, and the priest
carrying it, the relief has suffered the most extensive loss. A large break is present in
front of the head and chest of the god, reaching into the carved edge of his forward
shoulder. Another large area of exfoliation and breaks obscures his lower body, affecting
the figures of the priests directly below and in front of him. This also led to the loss of
Cf. M. Azim, “Le Grand Pylône de Louqsor: Un Essai d’analyse Architecturale et Technique.” In
Mélanges Offerts à Jean Vercoutter, edited by Francis [Geus and Florence Thill], 19–41. Paris: Éditions
Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1985; M. Azim,“Le Grand Pylône de Ramsès II.” In Louqsor: Temple Du
Ka Royal, edited by Anonymous, 31–36. Dijon: Faton, 1992.
17
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almost the entire body of the small statue of the king kneeling in front of the cult statue,
only the head and White Crown of which are still visible. A deep oval gauge in the stone
occupies the area where the god’s phallus was once carved, likely excavated at a later
date by those seeking to use the stone for fertility magic.
Shifting sandstone blocks and the subsequent breaks and cracks formed in the
stone surface also affect the figure of the king wearing a khepresh crown and holding two
censers. One such wider gap affects the king’s head and crown, effectively splitting them
into two halves. Breaks damage the two arms of the king, as well as his lower body and
legs.
Iconoclasts have attacked both hieroglyphs and figures in the scene, albeit in a
more scattered and haphazard fashion. This inconsistency is best exemplified by some of
the glyphs in queen Nefertary’s speech that have been attacked. For instance, the
enthroned Mut goddess forming part of the epithet in her cartouche is defaced, although
the bird and reptile glyphs around it remained untouched. Similarly, at the top quarter of
the long vertical inscription behind the queen, the owl glyph and the signs with human
features are defaced, but the signs lower down in the inscription are intact.
Iconoclasts have lightly pecked out the facial features of Nefertary and those of
the king standing before her, but not those of the figure of Min Amun-Re and the priests
carrying his statue. Hacking also affects the eyes and nose of the second figure of the
king, wearing a khepresh crown, as well as the head of the vulture hovering above the
king.
The marks of post-pharaonic habitation have added to the damage suffered by the
relief in the form of large rectangular beam holes, as well as rows of smaller holes most
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likely to add to the stability of lighter structures. One such large rectangular beam hole
was cut into the wall surface in front of the queen, in the text in front of her lower body
which describes her ritual actions. A second one, filled with modern restoration cement,
is visible at the same level as the first, in front of the belt apron worn by the king wearing
the Red Crown.
A row of three smaller beam holes damage the relief at the hem of the pall
beneath the cult statue. The king wearing the khepresh crown is also affected, with two
smaller beam holes cut at either side of his hips. Two larger beam holes affect the area in
front of his chest and part of the label text in front of his censers. No traces of paint
survive.
In essence the ritual episode depicted, the transportation of the divine cult statue
of Min-Amun by priests as part of the Min festival procession, has several known
parallels from other temples in the Theban area where abbreviated, stand-alone
representations of the festival survive.18 The only detailed depictions of the festival itself
and the different ritual episodes it included have only endured in the Temple of Ramesses
III at Medinet Habu, and to a lesser extent at the Ramesseum.19
Based on other surviving examples it can be inferred that these types of
abbreviated depictions of the Min festival center on the cult statue being carried by
priests, while the king is burning incense at the head of the procession or accompanies the

18

For other depictions of the Min festival procession, cf. Medinet Habu IV, pls. 196- 217; GHHK 1.1,3, pl.
159; OIP 25, pls. 17-19; Gauthier, Les Fetes du dieu Min, 1931.
19

Cf. Medinet Habu IV, pls. 196- 208; Gauthier, Les Fetes du dieu Min, 1931; In the case of the
Ramesseum, a great extent of the wall that once held these reliefs is now lost, although what does survive
indicates that the depictions at Medinet Habu closely followed the layout of the ritual episodes from the
Ramesseum, cf. PM II2, XLI (10), p. 434.
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cult statue seemingly participating with the other priests in its transportation.20 Only in a
few instances are both figures of the king shown in the same ritual scene, as is the case of
the one in Luxor Temple on the Eastern Pylon’s south face.21
The scene in this specific case also includes some elements not found in other
prior representation. One such instance is the way in which the two figures of the king are
distinguished from one another based on their costumes. The king shown in the western
half of the scene, accompanying the procession, is depicted wearing the Red Crown while
equipped with a walking staff and lance. These elements of regalia only have parallels in
the detailed representation of the transportation of the cult statue episode of the Min
festival procession at Medinet Habu22 and are absent from other abbreviated, stand-alone
representations of the procession.23 In contrast, the second figure of the king, censing at
the head of the procession, wears a khepresh crown, the element of regalia most often
worn by kings in stand-alone representations of the cult statue procession.24
Another notable feature of this scene is the prominent depiction of queen
Nefertary accompanying the procession alongside Ramesses II. While in this instance she
is shown playing the sistra and accompanying the king, based on the detailed
representations of the Min festival from the Ramesseum and Medinet Habu, it seems that

20

Cf. Medinet Habu IV, pls. 209-217; GHHK 1.1,3, pl. 159; OIP 25, pls. 17-19;

21

These few examples are Medinet Habu IV, pls. 211 (at Luxor Temple), 215B, 216 (with Herihor
presenting bouquets of fresh flowers before the cult statue instead of incense).
22

The walking staff and lance are present again in a different ritual episode of the Min festival, overseeing
the release of four birds, where the king wears the double crown with a uraeus diadem, see Medinet Habu
IV, pls. 205, 213;
23

In these cases, the king is shown wearing the khepresh crown, cf. Medinet Habu IV, pls. 211, 212, 216
(cap crown); GHHK 1.1,3 pl. 159; OIP 25, pl. 18.
24

Cf. Medinet Habu IV, pls. 211, 212, 216 (cap crown); GHHK 1.13, pl. 159; OIP 25, pl. 18.
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the queen had a more active role in specific rituals forming part of the festival procession.
In those cases the queen is present in two ritual episodes, in the company of the sacred
white bull, in instances where the danced hymns to Min are recited.25

Cf. Medinet Habu IV, pls. 203, 206-207, 214. The queen’s specific role in this context is not addressed in
H. Gauthier, Les Fetes du dieu Min, 1931, pp. 178-184, 188-199.
25
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Procession of fourteen priests carrying divine standards, part of the Min-Amun festival
procession

Fig. 63: Procession of fourteen priests carrying divine standards.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East pylon, south face, middle register, second scene from west
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Description: Two rows of seven priests each carry long poles with divine standards. The
two priests at the end of each row carry standards with the cartouche names of Ramesses
II.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17) II4; Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 14-15, pls. XVIII,
XXXIII, sc. 14a;26 KRI II, pp. 350-351; §124, Scene 3 (iv); RITA II, pp. 186-187; §124,
Scene 3 (iv); RITANC II, pp. 212-215, §124.
Inscriptions preserved: vertical inscription before each standard with benefactions
given to the king.
Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 14-15, pls. XVIII, XXXIII, sc.
14a; KRI II, pp. 350-351; §124, Scene 3 (iv); RITA II, pp. 186-187; §124, Scene 3 (iv);
RITANC II, pp. 212-215, §124.
Observations: The relief is relatively well preserved despite the damage caused by the
shifting of the sandstone blocks (see fig. 63). Most of the loss is a result of erosion
formed along the block joint breaks, cracks in the stone surface and weathering. The most
prominent damaged area is a large and deep break in the stone blocks that affects some of
the figures in the bottom processional row, starting in the chest of the first priest (from
the east) and radiating out into the heads and standards carried by the second and third
priests. A smaller semicircular break, filled with modern restoration cement, led to the
loss of the face and scalp of the first priest (from the east) in the top processional row.
The traces of chisel tracts resulting from quarry damage are visible throughout.

26

For other depictions of this episode of the Min festival procession, cf. Medinet Habu IV, pls. 203, 209,
212, 213, 216, 217; GHHK 1.1,3, pl. 159; OIP 25, pl. 18; Gauthier, Les Fetes du dieu Min, 1931, pp. 184188, pls. V, IX.
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Twelve of the priests (six in each row) are depicted with shaven heads, wearing a
sash draped over their chests, long kilts tied with lengthy ribbons and sandals. The priests
at the end of the two processional rows, which carry standards bearing the nomen and
prenomen of the king respectively, wear short wigs with side locks, a short beard, and a
leopard’s pelt. Interestingly, the top one of these figures is shown without sandals, unlike
its bottom counterpart.
At the top of the standards, each adorned with a menat hanging at the front and
two ribbons dangling at the back, the divine emblems are not explicitly identified by the
accompanying inscriptions. Each standard is preceded by a short text in which the deity
they are meant to represent is described as giving (di=f) different benefactions to
Ramesses II, whose nomen and prenomen cartouches are arranged so as to alternate from
one column of text to the next. At the head of both processional rows the first standard

supports the figure of a jackal

,28 two falcons

.27 This is then followed in the top row by an ibis

,29 and two sun discs adorned with double plumes

27

The standard itself likely represents Wepwawet, cf. LÄ VI, pp. 862-4. The standards are also present at
the beginning of other representations of the procession of divine standards as part of the Min festival
procession, cf. Medinet Habu IV, pls. 203, 209, 212, 213, 216, 217; GHHK 1.1,3, pl. 159; OIP 25, pl. 18;
Gauthier, Les Fetes du dieu Min, 1931, pp. 184-188, pls. V, IX.
28

The ibis is likely a representative of the god Thoth in this case. It is worth nothing however that the
standard carrying an ibis does not have any parallels in known depictions of this procession episode.
Instead, in all other cases, a representation of a seated baboon is present, occasionally crowned with a moon
disc and crescent and carried on the shoulder of a priest, cf. Medinet Habu IV, pls. 203, 209, 212, 216;
GHHK 1.1,3, pl. 159; OIP 25, pl. 18; Gauthier, Les Fetes du dieu Min, 1931, pp. 184-188, pls. V, IX. Thus,
it is very likely that in the case of the standard procession on the south dace of the eastern pylon, the ibis
was used as a substitute for the baboon as the traditional emblem of the god Thoth.
29

Representations of multiple falcons are present in all known parallels to this episode of the Min festival
procession, although in each case any specific identification via inscriptions is absent. Cf. Medinet Habu
IV, pls. 203, 209, 212, 213, 216, 217; GHHK 1.1,3, pl. 159; OIP 25, pl. 18; Gauthier, Les Fetes du dieu
Min, 1931, pp. 184-188, pls. V, IX.
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,30 with the procession ending with a standard carrying the prenomen cartouche of
Ramesses II adorned with horizontal ram’s horns, double plumes and sun disc.31 The
figures depicted in the bottom processional row have suffered more extensive damage
and loss, with only traces remaining of the second, third and fourth standards following

after the first on supporting a

. Of the second standard, only the horns and part

of a head of what was once a standing bull figure,

, remains.32 The third standard

, most of which is now lost in a large

most likely carried another falcon figure,

break, with the exception of the top of its head and beak. The emblem atop the fourth
standard is similarly damaged, with only the rounded outline remaining at its western
end, enough to identify it as a tknw,

, which is also present in other representations

of these divine standards.33 The fifth standard is another

emblem, followed by

30

For other representations of these standards cf. Medinet Habu IV, pls. 203, 209, 212, 213, 216, 217;
GHHK 1.1,3, pl. 159; OIP 25, pl. 18; Gauthier, Les Fetes du dieu Min, 1931, pp. 184-188, pls. V, IX.
31

It should be noted that the two priest with leopard pelt garbs carrying the cartouches of the reigning king
are not present in other know parallels of the procession of divine standards (in the case of the Ramesseum,
the Min festival procession is only partially preserved, with only the beginning of the procession of divine
standards present, cf. Medinet Habu IV, pl. 213). There is one other case where a representation of the
reigning king is present as a statue (Ramesses III), but as part of the procession of statues of royal
ancestors, cf. Medinet Habu IV, pls. 203, 205.
32

The same bull figure is also present in other depictions of this episode of the Min festival procession,
although in most cases the figure of the bull itself is draped in a cloth, with only his head visible, and is
shown carried on the shoulder of a priest instead of being at the top of a standard. Cf. Medinet Habu IV, pl.
203, 212, 213, 216; GHHK 1.1,3, pl. 159; OIP 25, pl. 18; Gauthier, Les Fetes du dieu Min, 1931, pp. 184188, pls. V, IX.
33

Note that there are more traces of the rounded end of this emblem than what is recorded in the drawing
by Kuentz, La Face Sud, pl. XVIII. Cf. Medinet Habu IV, pl. 203, 209, 212, 217; OIP 25, pl. 18; Gauthier,
Les Fetes du dieu Min, 1931, pp. 184-188, pls. V, IX. For details about this emblem, often depicted in
representations of funeral processions, cf. LÄ VI, “Tekenu”, pp. 308-309; Wb. V, p. 225:14.
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symbol34 at the top of the sixth standard. At the closing of the procession a priest
wearing a leopard’s pelt carries the nomen cartouche of Ramesses II, partially damaged,
adorned with horizontal ram’s horns, double plumes and sun disc, and thus representing
the counterpart of the standard with the king’s prenomen cartouche at the end of the top
row of priests.
The relief is free of traces of iconoclastic attack or pilgrim’s gauges. The signs of
post pharaonic habitation damaged part of the wall in the form of three beam holes
visible along the feet of the bottom row of priests, from the third to fifth figure. Their size
varies, with the two holes at either end of the row filled with modern restoration cement.
No traces of paint survive.

34

Part of

Gardiner R15, although the standard depicted in the case of this particular scene is different,

consisting of a ribbon and menat. For other representations of this emblem in the context of the Min festival
procession cf. Medinet Habu IV, pl. 217; OIP 25, pl. 18.
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The king and Queen Nefertary oversee the erection of the sHn.t-shrine in the presence of Amun-Re Kamutef

Fig. 64: The king and Queen Nefertary oversee the erection of the sHn.t-shrine in the presence of Amun-Re Kamutef.
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Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East pylon, south face, middle register, third scene from west.
Description: The king, wearing the White crown and slopping kilt, holds a walking staff
and make in his forward arm while his rear arm grabs a sxm-scepter and the rope fastened
to the central pole of the sHn.t tent shrine (see fig. 64). Behind the king, the queen holds a
sistrum in her rear hand and a menat in her forward hand, wearing a sheath dress, vulture
headdress and double-plumed crown. The sHn.t tent shrine is depicted being erected by rx
nsw.t, “royal acquaintances”, four groups of four individuals each, wearing round wigs
and long-sleeved robes, who steady the main tent pole with the aid or ropes. Additional
shorter tent poles are leaned against the main tent pole, two on either side, each climbed
by two male figures wearing four ostrich plumes tied with ribbons on their heads. The
ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef is standing atop a pedestal with a sHn.t shrine behind him.
A Behdetite sun disc hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17) II5;35 Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 15-16, pls. XIX,
XXVII-XXIX, sc. 14b; KRI II, pp. 350-351; §124, Scene 3 (i-iii, v-ix); RITA II, pp. 186187; §124, Scene 3 (i-iii, v-ix); RITANC II, pp. 212-215, §124.
Inscriptions preserved: label text at top of scene; name and titles of Amun-Re Kamutef
above god with text describing benefactions given to the king; di.n=(i) n=k text in front of
the god with benefactions given to the king; short text with title above each of the eight
figures holding the ropes steadying the tent pole; name and titles of the king; short label
in front of the queen describing her ritual action; speech of the queen above and behind
her figure with her name, titles and requests of the god.

35

Note that in the PM II2 entry the queen is erroneously identified as Isetnofret, cf. PM II2, XXX(17) II5.
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Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 15-16, pls. XIX, XXVII-XXIX,
sc. 14b; KRI II, pp. 350-351; §124, Scene 3 (i-iii, v-ix); RITA II, pp. 186-187; §124,
Scene 3 (i-iii, v-ix); RITANC II, pp. 212-215, §124.
Observations: Despite the damage the scene has suffered as a result of the sandstone
blocks shifting, and the subsequent breaks formed as a result, the relief itself is relatively
well preserved (see fig. 64). Many of these breaks, along with those formed along the
block joints, are now filled with modern restoration cement.
The most extensive areas of loss and damage affect the figure of the king, with the
middle section of his White crown missing in a cement filled lacuna. An even larger
cement filled break led to the loss of part of the king’s chin and neck, the front of his
chest, part of this upraised rear forearm and the upper arm of his forward arm, the same
break also cutting into the staff and make the forward arm is holding. Smaller beaks and
crack, alongside exfoliation, affect the interior of the king’s kilt and his knees. The
sandstone block above the sHn.t shrine, containing part of the scene’s label text and the
king’s titles, is scarred by the effects of weathering, with horizontal erosion lines formed
along the sandstone’s bedding planes damaging the relief.
The middle section of the scene, where the king’s acquaintances are depicted
erecting the sHn.t shrine, is also visibly damaged by breaks in the sandstone blocks, with
a long rectangular area of loss affecting the stone surface to the west of the vertical tent
pole’s upper half. A curved break line, one of the more prominent of the types of damage
present, begins at the feet at the top western group of men holding the ropes to steady the
tent pole and reaches into the area below these where men are shown climbing the
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leaning poles. Damage in the form of pitting is concentrated at the lower half of this same
area of the relief.
Above the figure of Amun-Re Kamutef, in front of the inscription giving his
names and titles, another area of loss is visible, affecting the beginning of the scene’s
label text, with the damage now filled with modern restoration cement. The figure of the
god himself has survived relatively intact, the damage it did sustain visible in the figure’s
thighs and legs, taking the form of surface crack and breaks. A large deep break in the
sandstone led to the loss of the back carved edge of the god’s calf, the entirety of his feet
and the middle of the pedestal the is standing on, reaching into the bottom section of the
tent shrine behind the deity. The interior stone surface of the Amun-Re’s phallus is
missing, most likely excavated for the purposes of fertility magic. Two small rectangular
beam holes are visible between the god’s crown and upraised arm, and next to the middle
of his flail, most likely a result of post-pharaonic habitation. No iconoclastic hacking is
present.
The ritual episode depicted, the erection of the sHn.t shrine, is a ceremony specific
to Min and Amun-Re Kamutef and can be found in other temples surviving in the Theban
area.36 However, in all these instances the ceremony is depicted in a context independent
of the Min festival procession itself, in fact, another representation of the same ritual can
be found on the western wall of the forecourt.37 Notably, the erection of the sHn.t is

36

See also LÄ III, pp. 454-455, “Klettern für Min”.

37

Cf. fig. 46, pp. 122-24, LA 27 on the west wall’s north wing.
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conspicuously absent from the detailed representations of the Min festival procession at
Medinet Habu and the Ramesseum.38
While in the case of the southern face of the Eastern Pylon at Luxor Temple the
erection of the sHn.t is depicted next to the Min festival procession and the procession of
the divine standards, it’s likely that these scenes were not meant to be read as
concomitantly occurring ritual episodes.39 The two sets of scenes, those forming part of
the Min festival, and the erection of the sHn.t, were most likely chosen as representative
depictions of the two rituals unique to Min-Amun and Amun-Re Kamutef. In fact, on the
south face of the Eastern Pylon only the ithyphallic form of the Theban god is present in
the ritual scenes of the middle register, breaking with the custom of depicting the two
forms of Amun-Re, bipedal and ithyphallic, alternating from one ritual scene to the next
on Theban temple walls.
In a manner similar to the preceding scenes showing the Min festival procession,
this ritual episode also includes elements not commonly found in other representations of
the erection of the sHn.t. The queen is shown again, playing the sistrum behind her
husband. Of the regalia the king is depicted with, the sxm scepter seems to be most often
recurring in the context of this ritual, the walking staff and mace being shown less
frequently. The figures aiding in the erection of the tent pole, while shown in detail in the
present case and identified with the aid of captions, are in the majority of cases either
omitted completely from the scene or shown at a significantly smaller scale.40
Cf. Medinet Habu IV, pls. 197-208, 213-214; The sHn.t shrine is also discussed by H. Gauthier, Les Fetes
du dieu Min, 1931, pp. 142-150.
38

39

Thus contra Ch. Kuentz who reads the two sets of scenes as part of the Min festival, cf. Kuentz, La Face
Sud, p. 12.
40

See also See also LÄ III, pp. 454-455.
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Fig. 65: The king consecrates a hecatomb before Amun-Re Kamutef and the goddess personifying the forecourt.
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The king consecrates a hecatomb before Amun-Re Kamutef and the goddess personifying
the forecourt.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East pylon, south face, middle register, forth scene from west.
Description: The king, wearing the khepresh crown and a long kilt, holding a sxm
scepter with his upraised rear arm and a censing wand in his front hand, consecrates a
hecatomb before the ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef standing inside a shrine. Behind the
god, a goddess personifying the forecourt of Ramesses II, is standing with her arms raised
in adoration. A Nekhbet vulture hovers above the king (see fig. 65).
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17) II6; Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 16-17, pls. XX, XXVII,
XXXI, sc. 15; KRI II, pp. 351-352; §124, Scene 4; RITA II, pp. 187-188; §124, Scene 4;
RITANC II, pp. 212-215, §124.
Inscriptions preserved: speech of king to god describing his ritual action placed above
the king’s figure; name and titles of Amun-Re Kamutef above the god; di.n=(i) n=k text in
front of god with benefactions to the king; protection formula behind the god; speech of
goddess with her name above her figure; speech of goddess in front of her figure; names
and titles of the king; name and titles of Nekhbet with benefactions she gives the king;
wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 16-17, pls. XX, XXVII, XXXI,
sc. 15; KRI II, pp. 351-352; §124, Scene 4; RITA II, pp. 187-188; §124, Scene 4; RITANC
II, pp. 212-215, §124.
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Observations: The figure of Amun-Re Kamutef wear the two plumes characteristic of
his crown tied by a ribbon to a round cap wig (see fig. 65).41 A notable feature is the way
in which the large

sign above the goddess’s head, which contains the name of the

forecourt as a temple establishment, meant to identify her, is also incorporated into the
goddess’s speech, thus playing a double role.
The relief is relatively well preserved, most of the damage to the wall being a
result of the breaks formed along the block seamlines, with some of the wider gaps filled
with modern restoration cement. Two rectangular areas of loss, filled with restoration
cement, are especially noticeable at the top of the scene, one at the top of the second
column of the king’s speech, and a second lacuna visible at the top of the god’s shrine,
above the inscription giving Amun’s titles. The lower back half of the god’s round cap
wig has broken away as a result of surface exfoliation. Based on their shape, it’s possible
these were originally recesses used for patch-stones. One of the more noticeable areas of
loss affects the name and titles of Kamutef, a result of a wide vertical break formed along
the block joints, filled with restoration cement. Another similarly formed horizontal break
cuts across the name and speech of the goddess personifying the temple, while a smaller
horizontal break cuts through her upraised rear hand, her neck and into her back and wig.
The traces of chisel tracks resulting from quarry damage are visible throughout
the scene. Iconoclasts hacked out the facial features of Amun-Re Kamutef, but seem to
have left the relief otherwise untouched. The deity’s phallus has been chiseled out, most
likely for the purposes of fertility magic. Rectangular beam holes, the remains of postpharaonic habitation, were cut into a number of areas of the wall surface. One of these is
The same version of Amun-Re’s headdress is worn by the ithyphallic god in fig. 101, pp. 373-78, LA 92,
at the southern end of the east wall’s south wing of the forecourt.
41
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positioned within the king’s khepresh crown while another is cut at the same level into
the western edge of the vertical inscription behind the king. A rectangular beam hole,
filled with restoration cement, is visible just beneath the base of the god’s phallus, at the
same level of three additional beam holes in front of, within and behind the goddess’s
upper hip.
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Fig. 66: Bandeau of Ramesses II with the “Year 3 Dedicatory Inscription”.
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Bandeau of Ramesses II with the “Year 3 Dedicatory Inscription”
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East pylon, south face, beneath the middle register
Description: The text of the bandeau begins on the northern wing of the east wall
although most of the first half of the inscription is hidden by the foundation of the
mosque of Abu El Haggag.42 On the south face of the eastern pylon the text runs the
entire length of the wall and ends in thirteen vertical lines of text (see fig. 66).
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17) III2; Kuentz, La Face Sud, p. 17, pls. XXI-XXV,
XXXV; KRI II, pp. 345-347, §122; RITA II, pp. 183-184, §122; RITANC II, pp. 208-210,
§122; D. B. Redford, “The Earliest Years of Ramesses II, and the Building of the
Ramesside Court at Luxor”, JEA 57, 1971, pp. 110-119, pl. 31/31A; M. Abd el-Razik,
“The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA
60 (1974), §1B; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in
Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), pp. 125-127.
Inscriptions preserved: bandeau inscription.
Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, p. 17, pls. XXI-XXV, XXXV; KRI
II, pp. 345-347, §122; RITA II, pp. 183-184, §122; RITANC II, pp. 208-210, §122; D. B.
Redford, “The Earliest Years of Ramesses II, and the Building of the Ramesside Court at
Luxor”, JEA 57, 1971, pp. 110-119, pl. 31/31A; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and
Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), §1B; M.
Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II:
Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), pp. 125-127.

42

See discussion of the east wall’s north wing, pp. 318-356.
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Observations: The horizontal bandeau, along with the register below it, are fragmentary
as a result of natural decay, especially when compared to the reliefs of the middle and top
registers of the same wall (see fig. 66). Modern restoration cement fills the larger
lacunae, while erosion and breaks affect the majority of the bandeau’s hieroglyphs. The
end of the dedicatory inscription, divided into thirteen vertical columns, is the most
fragmentary section of the text, with only the top halves of the columns of glyphs
preserved. There are no traces of iconoclasm.
The dedicatory inscription itself has been the subject of numerous studies due to
the historical and theological information it preserves, providing the completion date of
the forecourt’s construction and decoration as the 4th month of Akhet, day 10 of Year 3.43
The beginning of the text, on the northern wing of the east wall, lays buried under the
foundation of the mosque and most likely contained the names and titles of the king
besides the introductory information to the main section of text on the eastern pylon. This
section described how the king took the decision to build the forecourt after learning from
the scrolls of the House of Life that Thebes was a primeval mound of creation, and that
Southern Heliopolis in particular was associated with the right eye of the god, while its
counterpart, the left eye, was linked to Northern Heliopolis. It continues with the king
announcing his plans for building the temple to those in his following, while also
describing the great care taken for the soldiers charged with procuring the stone needed.44
Regarding the theological information the text provides, D.B. Redford pointed out the
43

Abd el-Razik records
for the date of the day, as the carved outline of the top of the glyph is still
visible in the badly eroded stone surface, cf. JEA 60 (1974), §1B (11).
44

K. Kitchen pointed out that the emphasis on the welfare of the soldiers and craftsmen charged with
procuring the materials needed has parallels in other inscriptions, namely the Year 6 inscription of Sety I at
Gebel Silsila, and the Year 8 Stela of Ramesses II from Manshiyet es-Sadr, cf. RITANC II, §122, p. 210.
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similarities between the section of the text describing Thebes and Pap. Leiden I, 350.45
Another interesting aspect is the use of cryptographic hieroglyphs scattered throughout
the text, a feature only paralleled in the forecourt by the cryptographic inscription
spanning the entire length of the western face of the main architrave on the east half of
the portico.46

Cf. D. B. Redford, “The Earliest Years of Ramesses II, and the Building of the Ramesside Court at
Luxor”, JEA 57, 1971, p. 114, n.1.
45

46

Located at PM II2, XXX (51-52).
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Fig. 67: Procession of eighteen princes followed by eight princesses towards a representation of the forecourt’s entrance.
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Fig. 67 (cont.): End of the procession of eighteen princes followed by eight princesses towards
a representation of the forecourt’s entrance .
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Bottom register

Procession of eighteen princes followed by eight princesses towards a representation of
the forecourt’s entrance. Inscription above the entrance to the staircase inside the pylon
above which a procession of offering bearers bring various food stuffs.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East pylon, south face, bottom register
Description: At the eastern end of the bottom register the offering bearers, arranged
above and to the west of the pylon small gate, are part of a longer procession which
begins on the north wing of the east wall, most of which is under the mosque foundation.
Above the gate two figures are leading two pairs of bulls, followed by another figure with
three calves. To the west of the gate, two pairs of offering bearers carry bouquets of
flowers and baskets of food-stuffs above their heads, followed by another figure carrying
large jugs of milk. All the products are labeled as “daily offerings”. To the west of these,
a representation of the forecourt pylon façade includes the two obelisks and seated
colossi flanking the entrance, while above it the prenomen of Ramesses II is inscribed.
Next to the pylon entrance, to the east, a large

sign, topped with a khekher frieze,

contains the name of the forecourt, “The Temple of Ramesses Beloved of Amun UnitedWith-Eternity [in the Estate of Amun]”. To the west of the forecourt façade, a procession
of eighteen princes are led toward the temple, led by Amunhirkhopeshef, followed by
eight princesses led by Bintanath (see fig. 67).
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17) III 3-7; Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 17-20, pls. II, XXI,
XXII-XXIV, XXXII, XXXIV; KRI II, pp. 347-349, §123; RITA II, pp. 184-185, §123;
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RITANC II, pp. 210-212, §123; M. M. Fisher, The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 53, I,
Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2001, p. 38; Ibid., The Sons of
Ramesses II. Vol. 53, II, Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2001,
pp. 37-41.
Inscriptions preserved: horizontal inscription above gateway; short inscription above
figures leading cattle and bringing offerings; name of the forecourt next to representation
of pylon façade; inscription above the figure of each prince and princess listing their
names and titles.
Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 17-20, pls. II, XXI, XXII-XXIV,
XXXII, XXXIV; KRI II, pp. 347-349, §123; RITA II, pp. 184-185, §123; RITANC II, pp.
210-212, §123; M. M. Fisher, The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 53, I, Ägypten Und Altes
Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2001, p. 38; Ibid., The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol.
53, II, Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2001, pp. 37-41.
Observations: The register has suffered extensive loss throughout, with most of its lower
half missing, covered by modern restoration cement (see fig. 67). The reliefs in the
vicinity are relatively intact, except for the last figure carrying the milk jars who is
entirely missing with only the jars still identifiable. Most of the figures of the prince are
missing their legs, although most have their upper bodies and names intact.
Amunhirkhopeshef is at the head of the procession, singled out by what remains of his
costume, wearing a long robe and holding a fan, heka scepter, and sash, although his
upper body and head are lost. He is followed by Ramesses, Prehirwenemef, Khaemwaset,
Monthuhirwenemef, Nebenkharu, Meryamun, [Amunemwia], Setepenre, Sety, Meryre I,
Horherwenemef, Merenptah, Amenhotep, Itamun, Mery[atum], Nebentaneb, [Meryre
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II].47 All these princes are shown holding bouquets with their forward arm and wear
sidelocks of youth and kilts with slanted bottoms. The figures of the princesses have
suffered the most extensive loss, with only the first two partially preserved, followed by a
large lacuna at the west end of which the upper body of the last princess remains. The
presence of Bintanath at the head of the procession is only confirmed by her name, her
figure almost entirely lost with the exception of her rear shoulder and part of her wig. She
is followed by Merytamun, wearing a long enveloping wig and holding a partially
preserved sistrum, the rest of her body now missing. Based on the spacing, K. Kitchen
proposed that there might have been a total of eight princesses, and restored their
ordering based on parallels as: Bintanath, Mertyamun, [Baketmut, Nefertary, Nebettawy,
Isetnofret, Henuttawy] and Werel.48 The upper body of Werel, at the end of the
procession, is still preserved, wearing a round wig with a sidelock and a modius crown,
and holding a sistrum in her upraised rear hand.

Bandeau of Ramesses III
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East pylon, south face, beneath bottom register
Description: Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses III carved over erased bandeau of
Merneptah.

47

Cf. M. M. Fisher, The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 53, II, Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz, 2001, pp. 37-41, P12.1-P.12.18.
48

RITANC II, p. 211, §123;
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Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(17); Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 17-18, pls. II, XXI-XXIII;
KRI V, p. 290, §107 D; RITA V, §107 D; RITANC V, §107 D; P. J. Brand, “Usurped
Cartouches of Merenptah at Karnak and Luxor.” In Causing His Name to Live: Studies in
Egyptian Epigraphy and History in Memory of William J. Murnane, edited by Peter J.
Brand and Louise Cooper, Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2009, pp. 28–48.
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary bandeau inscription.
Publications of inscriptions: Kuentz, La Face Sud, pp. 17-18, pls. II, XXI-XXIII; KRI
V, p. 290, §107 D; RITA V, §107 D; RITANC V, §107 D;
Observations: The inscription is extremely fragmentary and preserved in segments
mostly towards the eastern end of the wall (see fig. 67). Whereas the original decoration
and inscriptions on the pylon wall is oriented to face towards the east, the glyphs within
the bandeau of Ramesses III face west, in the opposite direction. A better preserved
section, with the king’s nomen cartouche is preserved next to the gate leading to the
pylon’s inner staircase, while other fragments are visible beneath the pylon
representations and the princes of the bottom register. Faint palimpsest traces are
detectable where the sunk relief inscription survives, the most visible of which is the
following Ramesses III’s nomen

group preserved beneath the later

cartouche.49 The traces most likely belonged to an erased bandeau of Merneptah, as is the
case of the other bandeaus added beneath the wall decoration which show similar
palimpsest traces.50

49

Cf. Kuentz, La Face Sud, pl. XXI.

See the inscriptions found beneath the bottom registers of the west wall’s south wing, pp. 222-229, the
south wall’s west wing, pp. 249-255, and the south wall’s east wing, pp. 627-666.
50
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The East Wall North Wing Interior

The northern wing of the east wall, while still preserving most of its original
height, lies partially buried beneath the foundations of the Abu el-Haggag mosque (see
pls. 27-29). A narrow section at the wall’s north end is visible, connecting it to the south
face of the eastern pylon. The northern end of its relief decoration was brought to light at
the same time the southern face of the pylon was unearthed.1 More recent restoration
work done inside the mosque revealed an additional five scenes forming part of the wall’s
top register.2
The relief decoration follows the same three-register layout as the rest of the
forecourt’s interior wall. The top register is comprised of scenes in which the king
presents various offerings to enthroned deities housed inside shrines. At present,
approximately half of the total number of scenes that once formed the top register are still
visible in situ in various degrees of preservation. Assuming these scenes share the same
approximate dimensions, the top register was once comprised of thirteen scenes in total,
of which only eight are preserved.3 The last three scenes at the southern end of the wall,
next to the eastern gateway, are missing. Inside the mosque, approximately six scenes
have been unearthed, mostly concentrated towards the northern half of the wall.

See also M. Abdul-Qader. “Report on the Excavations Carried out in the Temple of Luxor: Seasons 19581959 & 1959-1960.” ASAE 60 (1968): 1959–60, pp. 262-63.
1

M. Boraik, “Inside the mosque of Abu El-Haggag: Rediscovering Long Lost Parts of Luxor Temple. A
Preliminary Report.” Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 123–49.
2

3

Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), Fig. 4
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The majority of the middle register of the eastern wall’s northern half is covered
by the foundations of the Abu el-Haggag mosque. To the north of the brick wall support
of the mosque foundation, a goddess is visible, her name and related text are damaged
and obscured by the wooden extension of the mosque’s floor. She has a stance akin to
that of a stretching of the cord scene, as indicated by the but-end of a club held in her rear
end and vertical pole partially exposed that she holds in her front arm.4 Behind the
goddess two sub-registers depict personified representations of nomes carrying offerings,
four on each level, facing south towards the inner sanctuary of the temple, as is the
goddess herself.
A processional group comprised of personified mineral regions, with features
reminiscent of representations of the Nile god and similar fertility figures, begins on the
west wing of the south wall, introduced by a speech of the god Thoth, continued on the
south wing of the east wall and seemingly ending at the eastern gateway. Due to the
foundations of the Abu el-Haggag mosque covering most of the north wing of the east
wall, it is unclear if this procession of personified mineral regions continued on the north
half of the east wall as well, or if a completely different group of figures was shown. In
any case, what is visible of the northern end of this register of the east wall’s north wing
depicts various priests carrying various goods that are part of the “daily offerings” imnyt,
continuing onto the south face of the east pylon tower, above and to the west of the gate
leading to the pylon’s interior staircase.

4

The scene is very much reminiscent of a similar one found on the south half of the west wall in the
Karnak Great Hypostyle Hall, although the characteristic emblems and costume worn by Sefkhet-Abuy are
missing from this scene in the forecourt, cf. GHHK I, 1-3, pl. 22. See also D. Budde, Die Göttin Seschat.
Vol. 2. Kanobos, Forschungen Zum Griechisch-Römischen Ägypten. Leipzig: Wodtke und Stegbauer,
2000, pp. 191-97.
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Pl. 27: The east wall north wing interior.
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Pl. 28: Diagram of the east wall north wing interior showing the layout of scenes.
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Pl. 29: Diagram of the east wall north wing interior showing the orientation of the king (blue arrows)
and of the offering bearers (red arrows).
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Top register
King before a god enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 68: King before a god enthroned inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East wall, north wing, top register, first scene from the north
Description: Only the forward foot of the king is preserved. The rear arm and lap of the
male deity is visible atop the rear half of a throne on a pedestal. No text survives.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(18) I1; Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), p. 141, a), Fig. 4.
Inscriptions preserved: none.
Observations: The northern half of the scene is now missing due to the loss of the
sandstone blocks at the top of the wall. There are no traces of iconoclasm.
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King presenting ointment to Shentayt enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 69: King presenting ointment to Shentayt enthroned inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East wall, north wing, top register, second scene from the north.
Description: The king, wearing a White crown and triangular kilt, presents a tray with
five ointment jars to a cow-headed Shentayt,5 wearing a sun disc between tall cows-horns
and double plumes, seated on a throne inside a shrine. A Behdetite sun disc hovers above
the king.

5

See LÄ V, pp. 580-581.The goddess is closely associated with Isis, a link which might also be underlined
by the depiction of Osiris in the following scene, see below.
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Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(18) I2; Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 141, 143, b), Fig.
4.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; speech of Shentayt with her name and benefactions
she gives to the king; names and titles of the king; name and titles of Behdetite and
benefactions he gives to the king; partial wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 141, 143, b), Fig. 4.
Observations: The relief is relatively well preserved, the damage present being a result
of cracks and natural weathering of the sandstone (see fig. 69). The sandstone block
behind the king is missing, which once contained the northern half of the Behdetite sun
disc and the top of the vertical inscription framing the north end of the scene. A wide
break between the block seams led to the loss of the king’s face. The same type of
damage obscures the lower half of the goddess’s cow head and the area in front of her
face. Both breaks are filled with modern restoration cement. Shallow pitting scares the
top of the offering stand in front of the king, and the bottom northern corner of the shrine
and throne podium. Breaks filled with modern cement and surface exfoliation led to the
loss of part of the goddess’s throne. Iconoclastic defacement is absent, and no traces of
paint survive.
While a drawing of this scene has been previously published, a few elements of
note were omitted (see fig. 70).6 These include the presence of the carved rear outline of
the king’s straight beard and the top of the second ointment jar from the north on his tray.
The inscription giving his names and titles is also preserved with most of the damage
affecting the very top edge of this part of the scene. Based on the traces present, the title

6

Cf. Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), p. 143, Scene b).
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, Bhdt(y) nTr aA sAb Swt

in front of the Behdetite disc reads

di=f anx was, “The Behdetite, the great god, variegated of plumage, as he gives life and
dominion.” (see fig. 70). The royal titulary is introduced by

, nTr nfr

sA Imn, “the perfect god, son of Amun”. The prenomen cartouche is also intact,
containing the

variant of maA.t and wsr, and introduced by

the Two Lands.” Additionally, both

, nb tAwy, “Lord of

and the nomen cartouche following it are

intact.

Fig. 70: Detail of inscriptions in fig. 69.
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King pouring libation before Osiris, enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 71: King pouring libation before Osiris, enthroned inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East wall, north wing, top register, third scene from the north.
Description: The king, wearing a round wig with streamers and a triangular kilt, pours
water out of a nemset-jar onto an offering stand, in front of an enthroned Osiris seated
within a shrine, wearing an atef-crown, short kilt and bull’s tail. A raptor hovers above
the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(18); Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 142, 143, c), Fig. 4.
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Inscriptions preserved: label text; speech of Osiris with his name and benefactions
given to the king; names and titles of the king; wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 142, 143, c), Fig. 4.
Observations: The relief is well preserved, with the few areas of damage affecting the
top of the very scene and some of the areas around the block joints (see fig. 71). The
raptor is to a great extent missing due to the loss of masonry. Its downward wing is
partially damaged by chisel tracts resembling quarry damage, which also affects the top
of the vertical column of text behind the king. The break formed along a block seam led
to the loss of the king’s nose, lips and the front of his straight beard. The same type of
damage affects the face of Osiris, whose nose and lips are also lost. A large circular area
of damage, filled with modern restoration cement, is visible behind the god’s head,
affecting the bottom of his crown’s rear plume. Beneath this, two smaller indentations
damage the stone behind the deity’s shoulder and his throne, possibly part of a later
structure. Iconoclism is absent. No paint is preserved.
Some of the damage to the glyphs above the two cartouches of the king show
signs of damage not previously recorded. The bottom half of the

group is defaced

by a deep gauge. The top edge and eastern top corner of the nb-glyph in the
group is lost as a result of erosion.7

7

Cf. Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), p. 143, c).
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King presenting a conical loaf of white bread before Amun-Re, enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 72: King presenting a conical loaf of white bread before Amun-Re,
enthroned inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East wall, north wing, top register, fourth scene from the north.
Description: The king, wearing the Double crown atop a nemes-headdress and a long
kilt, present a conical load of bread before Amun-Re, enthroned inside a shrine, wearing
his characteristic double plumed crown atop a tripartite wig. A Behdetite sun disc hover
above the king.
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Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(18); Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 142, 144, 145 d),
Fig. 4.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of the god; names and titles of the
king; wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 142, 144, 145 d), Fig. 4.
Observations: The most prominent areas of damage are concentrated in the southern half
of the ritual scene, affecting the top of the god’s shrine and almost the entirety of his
throne (see fig. 72). The figure of the king is for the most part intact. Erosion obscures
parts of the Behdetite disc and the text in front of it, leaving some visible traces of the
original hieroglyphs. The face of the king is lost due to the break formed along the block
joint, with only faint traces of his eyebrow detectable. A break at the bottom of the scene
led to the loss of his feet and the bottom of the text behind him. The figure of the deity is
fragmentary, traversed by several wide breaks formed along the block joints that are now
filled with modern restoration cement. His chin, lips and nose are partially lost in one
such break, although his eyes are missing due to what resembles exfoliation. Amun-Re’s
title, “who resides in pr Ihyny (pr Ihwny ?)

”.8 Iconoclasm is

absent. No traces of paint survive.
A drawing published of this scene omitted several hieroglyphic traces and
details.9 For instance, the king’s straight beard is clearly visible. The Behdetite disc above
the king has its forward uraeus still mostly preserved. A line of text in front of it is

The closest parallel I was able to locate is the title nb ihw, “lord of the cattle herd”, cf. Leitz, Lexikon III,
p. 588.
8

9

Cf. Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), p. 145 d).
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, “The Behdetite” despite the breaks and erosion. Additionally, the

decipherable as
faint traces of two

signs are detectable above the two cartouches of the king. In

the vertical column of text behind the king, the

of the

group was omitted,

along with the two glyphs beneath the prenomen cartouche, consisting of the head and
chest of a

followed by the top half of a

sign. Additional signs survive within the

label text of the scene. The introductory sqr, “to offer” is followed by the top half of the
group (t HD, “white bread”) just above the break line. Beneath the same break,

the

and

of

, n it=f, “to his father”, are clearly visible.
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The king present wine/milk (?) before a goddess enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 73: The king present wine/milk (?) before a goddess enthroned inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: Eat wall, north wing, top register, fifth scene from the north.
Description: The king, wearing a nemes headdress and triangular kilt (?) presents two
jars (?) of wine/milk before a goddess enthroned inside a shrine, whose name is not
preserved.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(18); Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 144, 145 e), Fig. 4.
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary label text; fragmentary wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 144, 145 e), Fig. 4.
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Observations: The relief is only partially preserved with extensive areas of loss. The
upper body of the king remains, consisting of his torso, two arms, neck and chin. The
middle section of a vertical line of text is visible behind him. The upper body and head of
the goddess are lost, along with her name and titles. She might have originally been Mut
or Amunet since she is depicted next to a scene with Amun-Re, and based on the pattern
already established on the same wall by groupings of deities such as Shentayt with Osiris,
and Ptah with Sekhmet.
Based on the positioning of the king’s hand, its possible he was originally holding
two rounded jars, although nothing of the jars themselves survive. The introduction of the
label text with Hnk m, “offering (with)” might indicate that the original offering was
either wine or milk, as both are frequently presented in pairs and often are introduced by
this verb.10 M. Boraik argued for the reading of this fragment as Hnk m[DA.t], “offering
o[intment]” which is another plausible interpretation, although confounded by the fact
that Hnk is often accompanied by an m preposition.11

Cf. the variety of label text using Hnk in the scenes of the interior walls of the Hypostyle Hall at Karnak,
see. GHHK I.2, pp. 424-430.
10

11

See Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), p. 144, and cf. GHHK I.2, pp. 424-430.
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King offering a clepsydra to Sekhmet, enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 74: King offering a clepsydra to Sekhmet, enthroned inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East wall, north wing, top register.
Description: The king, wearing a triangular kilt, presents a clepsydra before Sekhmet,
enthroned inside a shrine.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(18); Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 146-147 f), Fig. 4.
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary label text.
Publications of inscriptions: Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 146-147 f), Fig. 4.
Observations: The block is at present turned upside down, seemingly reused as part of
the mosque’s wall. Its original location is unclear, although based on its position it was
most likely in a different section of the top register. A large part of the ritual scene is lost,
with what remains of it being this one block. Iconoclasts have hacked out the forward leg
of the king and the feet and dress of the goddess.
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At the top of the label text, where the signs are damaged, the traces that are still
decipherable resemble

, with two vertical lines extending above the

The traces above the nb basket might belong to a
as [S]b.t, “clepsydra”. Although the traces above the

or a

sign.

glyph, reading the group
are ambiguous, the phonetic

complements present and the context of it being an offering made to a goddess, makes the
reading of the group as Sb.t close to certain.12

12

In general, the determinative used for Sb.t is

, cf. Wb. IV, p. 438. For parallels for scene showing

the offering of a clepsydra, cf. GHHK I.1, 3, pls. 168:1, 191:1-2.
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King offering mAa.t to Ptah enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 75: King offering mAa.t to Ptah enthroned inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East wall, north wing, top register, ninth scene from the north.
Description: The king, wearing the Red crown and triangular kilt, offers mAa.t to the
god Ptah, enthroned inside a shrine. A Behdetite disc hovers above the king.
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Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(18); Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 146, 147 g), 148,
Fig. 4.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; speech of Ptah with his name and benefactions he
gives to the king; names and titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 146, 147 g), 148, Fig. 4.
Observations: The relief is mostly intact, despite having suffered at the hands of
iconoclasts (see fig. 75). For centuries it was part of the wall of the room housing the
mosque’s eponymous saint. The rear half of the figure of the king lies still hidden behind
the room’s northern wall. The breaks formed along the block joint also affect the relief,
now filled with modern restoration cement. Iconoclasts have hacked out the face, arms
and hands of the king, but left untouched the glyphs forming part of his titles, and the
small Maat figure he is holding. The same type of damage led to the loss of the god’s
head and shoulders, hands, legs and feet. The

in the second line of inscription

above the deity is also defaced. Erosion led to the loss of the last three columns of text
above the god, with only the glyph groups at the very bottom of these still preserved. The
previous publication of this scene did not include the presence of a
the second column of text in the god’s speech.13

13

Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), p. 147, g).
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, part of

, in

King offering before a god enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 76: King offering before a god enthroned inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East wall, north wing, top register, tenth scene from the north.
Description: The king, wearing the Red crown, makes an offering before a male deity,
enthroned inside a shrine.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(18); Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 147-148 h), Fig. 4.
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Inscriptions preserved: di.n=(i) n=k text above figure of the god; wnn nsw text behind
king.
Publications of inscriptions: Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 147-148 h), Fig. 4.
Observations: The scene has suffered extensive loss, partially as a result of a doorway
cutting through the middle of the wall, which now forms the entrance to the room of the
mosque were the burial of the local saint is located (see fig. 76). What is preserved of the
northern half of the scene has been previously published, while the fragment forming its
southern half has thus far been overlooked.14 The back of the king’s figure, including part
of his Red crown is preserved, although iconoclasts have attacked his rear shoulder and
arm, and his rear leg. The vertical column of text behind the king is relatively intact, with
only part of its introductory section damaged by erosion. The Maat glyph in the king’s
prenomen, as well as the quail and owl signs, are hacked out. At the very bottom of the
inscription, one can still detect the traces forming top of the signs in the

group.

What remains of the southern half of the scene, is similarly fragmentary, with the rear
half of the deity’s body contained within the southern wall of this room of the mosque.
The block at the very top of the scene is slightly shifted from its original position. The
speech of the god is intact, although nothing remains of his name and titles. The
and

glyphs still preserve traces or their original green pain. A broken horizontal

block seam and iconoclastic hacking damage the face of the god, although his rounded
beard is intact. Hacking also affects his rear hand and what remain of his feet. It is likely

14

Cf. Boraik, Memnonia 19 (2008), pp. 147-148 h).
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that the identifying emblem or crown above the god’s head is still preserved within the
mosque’s wall.
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The king presents an offering to a now-lost deity.

Fig. 77: The king presents an offering to a now-lost deity.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East wall, north wing, top register, eleventh scene from the north.
Description: The king, wearing a round cap crown, presents a now-lost offering before a
deity, which is also missing. A raptor hovers above the king.
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Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(18).
Inscriptions preserved: wnn nsw text behind king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Very little of this ritual scene survives, still in situ, extending from the
mosque’s southern wall (see fig. 77). The figure of the king only retains the rear half of
his head and upper body. The down-stretched rear wing of the raptor above the king is
still detectable. The vertical column of text behind the king is partially preserved, the
damage being relegated to the areas where the block seams have widened and eroded.
Iconoclasts have defaced the

sign that forms part of one of the king’s titles, Hr st

@r, “upon the throne of Horus”.
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Middle register

Eight personified nome figures carry bouquets and trays laden with offerings towards a
large figure of the goddess Seshat performing the stretching of the cord.

Fig. 78: Eight personified nome figures carry bouquets and trays laden with offerings
towards a large figure of the goddess Seshat performing the stretching of the cord.

Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East wall, north wing, middle register, first scene from the north.
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Description: Eight personified nome figures, arranged in two sub-registers carry
offerings. Their identifying emblems rest atop their heads. A vertical column of text,
inscribed in front of each figure, presents their speech in which they list the offering
brought to the king. Seshat is depicted at a larger scale, taking up almost the entire height
of the middle register. She wears a tripartite wig and sheath dress. Her identity is
indicated by the stretching of the cord ritual she participates in, holding a tall pole in her
forward hand and a club in her rear hand.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX(18) II
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary titles above goddess; vertical text before each
personified nome figure with their speech listing offerings being brought.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The southern half of this wall section is in a better state of preservation
than its northern end that adjoins the south face of the eastern pylon. Here the sandstone
blocks have shifted from their original positions in the wall. The break lines between the
blocks are more prominent and filled with modern restoration cement, which also fills
larger lacunae. All the figures represented face south, towards the temple interior.
At the wall sections southern end, the figure of Seshat survives relatively intact.
The most visible damage affects her two arms as well as her hips, where expanded
ancient plaster and breaks scar the relief. Above her, the end groups of three columns of
vertical inscription remain, likely originally part of her speech, although they provided
limited information as to what the original text contained. The goddess’ characteristic
emblem is not present, although the spacing above her head might have accommodated a
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painted version that was not converted to sunk relief.15 A small niche in the brick
foundations of the mosque next to the goddess’s arms reveals that her forward hand is
holding a pole while her rear hand grasps the end of a club (see fig. 78), a stance found in
other depictions of the stretching of the cord.16 Traditionally, the king is shown
participating in this ceremony vis-à-vis Seshat. Thus, it is likely that to the south of the
goddess, hidden beneath the brick foundations, a figure of the king is present.
Behind the goddess eight personified nome figures carry offering, arranged in two
sub registers of four figures each. Each of them is depicted wearing a tripartite wig,
curved beard and a short kilt with a bull’s tail. They carry trays with various food-stuff
balanced on their forwards arm and bound birds hanging beneath. With their rear hands
they hold tall bundles of papyrus. In general, these figures closely resemble the
personified mining regions present on the bottom register of the east wall’s south wing,
apart from their identifying emblems.17 Each is preceded by a vertical column of text,
giving their names and listing the various offering they bring to Ramesses II. These
figures might also represent the idea of the offerings made during the foundation rituals
alongside the permanent endowment of offerings intended to support the cult in the
forecourt.

15

The expansive study on Seshat by D. Budde indicates that there are instances of depictions where the
emblem that usual is atop the goddess’ head is omitted, cf. D. Budde, Die Göttin Seschat. Vol. 2. Kanobos,
Forschungen Zum Griechisch-Römischen Ägypten. Leipzig: Wodtke und Stegbauer, 2000, pp. 197, 29-60.
16

Cf. D. Budde, Die Göttin Seschat. Vol. 2. Kanobos, Forschungen Zum Griechisch-Römischen Ägypten.
Leipzig: Wodtke und Stegbauer, 2000, pp.191-197.
It should be noted that the figures of the personified nomes on the bottom register of both the west wall’s
north wing, and the west pylon’s south face have a different body type and costume, resembling fertility
figures with ribbon belts tied around their waist, and are also missing the signs giving their nome names.
See figs. 38, 18.
17
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In the top row, from south to north, the first nome is pH smA,

, “the

hinterland of %mA”, name given to the outskirts of the 7th Lower Egyptian nome, who
brings “all things good and pure.”18 He is followed by the personified figure of pH sx.t,

, “the hinterland of the Land of Weaving”, the outskirts of the 9th Upper Egyptian
nome, bringing “food, the catch of foul and fish, all things good and pure that are in this
land.”19 The name of the third figure, while damaged, can still be deciphered as pH rx(.t),

, “the hinterland of rx”, the outskirts of the 16th nome of Lower Egypt.20 He brings
“all the lotus flowers and papyrus plants”. Erosion obscures most of the text giving the
name of the fourth figure above his head. The name of the specific offering the figure is

bringing is similarly damaged. The remaining traces can be restored as

, ph ans,

“the hinterland of ans”, a name shared by the outskirts of the 2nd Lower Egyptian nome,

18

H. Gauthier, Dictionaire, vol. V, pp. 32-33. Gauthier notes the unusual spelling which could also indicate
an alternate reading as smA XAs or Xb, with the only other known parallel of this spelling attested in the
temple of Ramesses II at Abydos, cf. S. Iskander, O. Goelet. The Temple of Ramesses II in Abydos. Volume
1: Wall Scenes. 2 vols. Atlanta: Lockwood Press, 2015, pls. 3.1.47-48.
19

H. Gauthier, Dictionaire, vol. V, p. 47; S. Iskander, O. Goelet. The Temple of Ramesses II in Abydos.
Volume 1: Wall Scenes. 2 vols. Atlanta: Lockwood Press, 2015, pls. 3.1.45-46.
H. Gauthier, Dictionaire, vol. III, p. 138. This spelling is also attested at Ramesses II’s temple at Abydos,
cf S. Iskander, O. Goelet. The Temple of Ramesses II in Abydos. Volume 1: Wall Scenes. 2 vols. Atlanta:
Lockwood Press, 2015, pls. 3.1.47-48.
20
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an area of the 4th Lower Egyptian nome, and the 9th Lower Egyptian nome, all which also
neighbor each other.21
In the bottom row, from south to north, the name of the first personified nome

figure is pH Aq ,

, “the hinterland of Aq,” the outskirts of an area in the Delta, west of

Sais.22 He brings “all good and pure things and all saplings that are in this land”. Of note
is the determinative at the end of rd, “sapling”,

showing a tree in a jar shaped

container. The following figure is identified as SA Hap(y),

, “the marsh of the Nile”

and brings “all flowers and fish”. The third personified nome is pH ptr.wy (?) ,

,“

the hinterland of ptr.wy (?)”, located in the outskirts of the 11th nome of Lower Egypt,
who brings “all fruits and sacrificial donation(s).”23 The procession ends with a figure

labeled as pH XrXr (?),

, “the hinterland of XrXr (?)” located in the outskirts of the

2nd nome of Lower Egypt, bringing “all plants and fragrances.”24

21

H. Gauthier, Dictionaire, vol. I, pp. 151-152; S. Iskander, O. Goelet. The Temple of Ramesses II in
Abydos. Volume 1: Wall Scenes. 2 vols. Atlanta: Lockwood Press, 2015, pls. 3.1.47-48.
22

H. Gauthier, Dictionaire, vol. I, p. 158; S. Iskander, O. Goelet. The Temple of Ramesses II in Abydos.
Volume 1: Wall Scenes. 2 vols. Atlanta: Lockwood Press, 2015, pls. 3.1.45-46.
23

H. Gauthier, Dictionaire, vol. 2, p. 156.

24

H. Gauthier only record a couple of instances in which case this name is used to identify a canal in the
Delta, with the closest parallel being found in the list of nomes in the Temple of Sety I at Abydos, Cf. H.
Gauthier, Dictionaire, vol. 4, p. 204.
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Quarry damage is present throughout this wall section, along the block edges. The
effects of erosion are more prominent at the northern end of the wall, adjoining the
southern face of the eastern pylon. Iconoclasm is absent. Traces of paint are detectable
within the bodies of the second and third personified nome figures in the bottom subregister. Red paint is visible in the faces, upper body, arms and legs of both figures, while
yellow is present in the kilt of the second figure. In the case of the latter, the faint outlines
of two armlets as well as a broad collar are also observable. Four small rectangular beam
holes, the signs of post-pharaonic habitation, are regularly spaced out beneath the pt sign,
marking the top of the bottom sub-register.
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Bandeau of Ramesses II with the “Year 3 Dedicatory Inscription”

Fig. 79: Bandeau of Ramesses II with the “Year 3 Dedicatory Inscription”.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East wall, south wing, beneath the middle register
Description: The text of the bandeau begins on the northern wing of the east wall
although most of the first half of the inscription is hidden by the foundation of the
mosque of Abu El Haggag. The inscription continues on the south face of the eastern
pylon, for which see fig. 66, pp. 308-312.
Bibliography: KRI II, pp. 345-347, §122; RITA II, pp. 183-184, §122; RITANC II, pp.
208-210, §122; D. B. Redford, “The Earliest Years of Ramesses II, and the Building of
the Ramesside Court at Luxor”, JEA 57, 1971, pp. 110-119, pl. 31/31A; M. Abd el-Razik,
“The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA
60 (1974), §1B; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in
Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), pp. 125-127.
Inscriptions preserved: bandeau inscription.
Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, pp. 345-347, §122; RITA II, pp. 183-184, §122;
RITANC II, pp. 208-210, §122; D. B. Redford, “The Earliest Years of Ramesses II, and
the Building of the Ramesside Court at Luxor”, JEA 57, 1971, pp. 110-119, pl. 31/31A;
M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple.
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I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), §1B; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building
Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), pp. 125-127.
Observations: The inscription is damaged due to breaks in the masonry (see fig. 79). A
prominent horizontal break line longs along the top third of the entire bandeau. The
northern end of the text is missing, the lacuna filled with restoration cement. No
iconoclasm is present.
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Fig. 80: Procession of offering bearers bringing beer and wine.
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Bottom register

Procession of offering bearers bringing beer and wine.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East wall, north wing, bottom register.
Description: A procession of thirteen offering bearers carry jars of beer, sacks of barely
and jars of wine, labeled as part of the “daily offerings” (see fig. 80). The procession
continues on the eastern end of the east pylon’s south face, above the door lintel of the
small gateway providing access to the pylon’s interior staircase.
Bibliography: NA
Inscriptions preserved: horizontal text above offering bearers describing offerings.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: All of the figures have shaved heads and short, plain kilts (see fig. 80).
The first figure from the south carries atop his shoulders a jar-rack piled high with beer
jars. He is followed by two men, carrying a pole stretched between them, to which a large
sack is tied, its contents labeled as “beer” yet again, although likely meaning barley.
Erosion and damage obscure the head of the forth figure along with the offerings carried
on his shoulder, the circular traces visible above the break hinting at the possibility that
these were once bread. The next two pairs of offering bearers again carry poles with large
sacs of barley. The following five men are shown holding pairs of large jars filled with
wine. The damage to the reliefs is a result of breaks and erosion formed along the block
seam lines, the most prominent being two horizontal seam lines running parallel along the
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length of the entire scene. Additional breaks and loss affect the northern end of the
register, the lacunae filled with modern restoration cement. Iconoclasm is absent.

End of a bandeau inscription of Ramesses III inscribed over an erased bandeau of
Merneptah.
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East wall, north wing, beneath bottom register.
Description: This bandeau section represents the end of an inscription that very likely
started at the northern jamb of the eastern gateway, most of which still lies buried beneath
the mosque foundations. The text is oriented facing south. Palimpsest traces of an earlier
sunk relief inscription are visible through the text, most likely originally belonging to
Merneptah, as is the case of the other bandeaus of Ramesses III added beneath the bottom
registers of the wall reliefs of Ramesses II in the forecourt (see fig. 80).
Bibliography: KRI II, pp. 345-347, §122; RITA II, pp. 183-184, §122; RITANC II, pp.
208-210, §122; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in
Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), §1A; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory
and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975),
pp. 125-127; P. J. Brand, “Usurped Cartouches of Merenptah at Karnak and Luxor.” In
Causing His Name to Live: Studies in Egyptian Epigraphy and History in Memory of
William J. Murnane, edited by P. J. Brand, L. Cooper, Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2009, pp.
28–48.
Inscriptions preserved: bandeau text.
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Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, pp. 345-347, §122; RITA II, pp. 183-184, §122;
RITANC II, pp. 208-210, §122; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of
Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), §1A; M. Abd el-Razik,
“The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.”
JEA 61 (1975), pp. 125-127;
Observations: Previous scholars have erroneously attributed this text to Ramesses II.
However, within the context of the other bandeau inscriptions added by Ramesses III
beneath the bottom register of the original decoration, attributing this text to him is the
most likely conclusion (see fig. 80). The paleography of the gyphs in this text also
deviate from that of the signs the craftsmen of Ramesses II created. As an example, in the
bandeaus of Ramesses II the

glyph is prominently featured holding a

, while

in the case of the bandeau fragment at the base of the East wall’s north wing, the

show holding a

is

in all instances. This incised lines, the result of smoother out chisel

tracts, are visible through. Of the original Merneptah inscription, some of the more
prominent palimpsest traces include a
(resulting in

sign visible in the middle of the

) of the word qmA, an

preserved with the

within the

sign of nb bA, and an

of nb=f towards the end of the text.25 The bottom

edge of the bandeau inscription has broken away as a result of erosion, which also affects

The latter was also noted in M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in
Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), §1A.
25
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the north end of the text, where at least one group of signs is entirely lost, with two
further glyph groups barely legible. Iconoclasm is absent.
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The East Gateway Interior

The eastern gateway of the forecourt survives relatively intact (see pls. 30-32), in
sharp contrast to its western counterpart.1 The northern end of the lintel block is no longer
in situ. A large prominent area of loss, in the form of an arch, affects the lower half of the
lintel block and is now filled with modern restoration cement. This architectural
modification is most likely related to the post-pharaonic use of the forecourt, especial
since the smaller temple built for the worship of the Roman emperor (which was later
converted into a church and then a mosque), is positioned just to the north of the eastern
gateway. The top of the gateway lintel is missing, with traces indicating that a large
winged Behdetite sun disc extended across the entire length of the lintel’s top edge. On
the lintel, the deities are enthroned and face away from a central large cartouche with the
prenomen of Ramesses II, topped by double plumes and a solar disc.
The upper half of the scene forming the top register of the northern jamb is also
lost, with a restoration block used to hold up the lintel’s northern end. Additional loss is
present along the southern edge of the northern gateway jamb, each showing the traces of
a vertical inscription running the entire length of the jambs, the lacunae filled with

1

Regarding the ritual function of the eastern gateway cf. E. Otto, Topographie des thebanischen Gaues,
Untersuchungen zur Geschichte und Altertumskunde Aegyptens 16 (Leipzig, 1952), 42; C.F. Nims, ‘Places
about Thebes’, JNES 14 (1955), 117; Barguet, Le Temple d'Amon-Rê à Karnak, 307, n.7; T. Grothoff, Die
Tornamen Der Ägyptischen Tempel. Vol. 1. Aegyptiaca Monasteriensia. Aachen: Shaker, 1996, pp. 67-71,
384-385; L. Bell, “The New Kingdom ‘Divine’ Temple: The Example of Luxor.” In Temples of Ancient
Egypt, edited by Byron E. Shafer, Ithaca NY; London: Cornell University Press; I.B. Tauris, 1997, pp. 164167; C. Spieser, Les Noms Du Pharaon Comme Êtres Autonomes Au Nouvel Empire. Vol. 174. Orbis
Biblicus et Orientalis. Freiburg (Schweiz); Göttingen: Universitätsverlag; Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2000,
pp. 125-26; K. Griffin, “A Reinterpretation of the Use and Function of the Rekhyt Rebus in New Kingdom
Temples.” In Current Research in Egyptology 2006: Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Symposium Which
Took Place at the University of Oxford, April 2006, edited by Christina Adams and Maria Cannata, Oxford:
Oxbow, 2007, pp. 71-72.
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modern restoration cement. The bases of both gateway jambs have suffered extensive
loss, the scars of which are now obscured by smaller restoration blocks and modern
cement. On both jambs, the gods are depicted facing towards the gateway entrance, to the
exterior of the temple, with the two forms of Amun alternating from one scene to another.
Iconoclasm is confined to scenes at the top half of the gateway.
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Pl. 30: The east gateway interior, with the northern thickness (left) and southern thickness (right).
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Pl. 31: Diagram of the east gateway interior showing the layout of scenes alongside
the northern (left) and southern (right) thicknesses.
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Pl. 32: Diagram of the east gate interior showing the orientation of the king (blue arrows).
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East gateway lintel interior
North half
LA97: King offering wine to an enthroned Amun-Re and standing Mut.

Fig. 81: King offering wine to an enthroned Amun-Re and standing Mut.
Scene ID number: LA 97
Location: East gate interior, lintel, north half.
Description: The king, wearing a triangular kilt, offers wine to Amun-Re, seated on a
throne, and Mut standing behind her spouse.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX(19)(a); Nelson Key Plans, LA 97.
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary label text; name and titles of Amun-Re; speech of
Amun-Re with benefactions to the king; fragmentary name and titles of Mut; fragmentary
speech of deity behind king.
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Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The northern half of the lintel is badly damaged and has suffered
extensive loss. Based on the surviving traces, the ritual scenes depicted mirrored the ones
found on the lintel’s southern half, which survives to a greater extent. The lintel scenes
are separated by a large vertical prenomen cartouche of Ramesses II topped by two
plumes and a sun disc. The lower half of the cartouche is missing. The two rnp.t-staves
on either side of the cartouche indicate that these were probably held by a kneeling figure
of the god Heh that once stood below the cartouche. At the bases of the rnp.t-staves
would have been Sn-loops and Hfnw frog, as a similar arrangement on the east gateways
south thickness indicates, see fig. 90.
On the now entirely lost northern end of the lintel’s north half, a scene once
depicted the king being led by a deity, in symmetry with the reliefs on the lintel’s
southern half. Since on the lintel’s southern end the two scenes form a sequence meant to
show the king being led by Mut before Amun’Re and Khonsu, its more than likely that
the same was intended with the northern scenes. Moreover, considering that on the
lintel’s northern half the two deities the king is offering to, at the conclusion of the ritual
episode, are Amun-Re and Mut, it is possible that the god shown leading the king before
the divine couple was Khonsu. Sadly, this scene is no longer preserved, and no traces
remain that can help reconstruct this scene with certainty.
Of the second scene on the lintel’s northern half, toward lintel’s center, the ritual
scene is partially preserved. Apart from his kilt, the entirety of the king’s figure has
broken away. Scattered chisel tracts characteristic of quarry damage are visible on the
stone surface in front of the king’s kilt. The fragmentary label text before his kilt
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describes him as offering wine. The figures of the two gods are scarred by iconoclastic
hacking and erosion, the lower half of both their bodies completely lost, with the lacuna
now filled with modern restoration cement. Enough remains of their bodies’ silhouette to
show that Amun-Re is represented seated on a throne, while Mut stand’s behind him with
her forward hand raised behind the god. The double plumed crown of Amun-Re is intact
along with most of his speech, name and titles. Behind him, the double crown of Mut is
preserved as well as the lower half of the three short vertical columns above her giving
her name and title.
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Southern half
LA97: King being led by Mut. King presenting an offering before Amun-Re seated on a
throne and Khonsu standing behind him.

Fig. 82: King being led by Mut. King presenting an offering before Amun-Re seated on a
throne and Khonsu standing behind him.
Scene ID number: LA 97
Location: East gate interior, lintel, south half.
Description: The king, wearing a short kilt and the Red Crown, is led by Mut-Bastet.
The king, wearing a triangular kilt and nemes headdress presents an offering, now lost,
before Amun-Re seated on a throne and Khonsu, in his anthropomorphic form, standing
behind his father.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX(19)(b); Nelson Key Plans, LA 97.
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Inscriptions preserved: speech of Mut above and behind her figure with her name and
titles and benefactions given to the king; name and titles of king; wnn nsw text behind
king; name and titles of Amun-Re; speech of Amun-Re with benefactions to the king;
fragmentary speech of Khonsu with benefaction to the king; names and titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Erosion and iconoclasm badly affect the two ritual scenes on the lintel’s
southern half. Traces of the wing tips that once belonged to a large winged Behdetite sun
disc are visible along the length of the entire top edge of this half of the lintel, with the
lower half of a

and the base of what might have been a

, part of the god’s name and

titulary, preserved above the figure of the king wearing the Red Crown.2

In the first scene from the south Mut-Bastet is depicted with the head of a lioness
and a solar disc above her head, although her head is almost entirely lost as the result of a
break now filled with restoration cement. Iconoclasts hacked out her feet, with fewer
chisel tracts also visible in her rear arm. Iconoclasm likewise affects the head, arms and
legs of the king’s figure. A horizontal break filled with restoration cement also cuts
through the king’s head. Only his costume, torso and crown remain. His forward hand is
held by the goddess’s rear hand, while she extends her forward arm up to the king’s face.
Behind the royal figure, a vertical wnn nsw text remains with the king’s titles. Despite the
loss to the top of the lintel, the name and titles of the king are still visible along with the
name, titles and speech of Mut-Bastet, a column of which, behind her, covers the entire
height of the register separating this scene from the following one. The king’s prenomen

2

A parallel, although fragmentary, can be found on the interior of the south gateway lintel in the Karnak
Great Hypostyle Hall, cf. GHHK 1.1, 3, pl. 54.
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cartouche is partially damaged by a large rectangular beam hole cut into the stone
surface, part of a post-pharaonic structure.
The second scene from the south depicts the king wearing a nemes and triangular
kilt while presenting a now lost offering before an enthroned Amun-Re and the
anthropomorphic form of Khonsu standing behind him. The lower half of the scene is
missing, with the loss starting from behind the king’s rear calf. Iconoclasts hacked out the
king’s head, forward arm and rear hand, and what remains of his legs. Additionally, a
wide break filled with restoration cement obscures the king’s hands and the offering they
once held, along with his face. No label text is present to help identify the offering the
king is presenting to the Theban god. The king’s names and titles are preserved above his
head. The upper half of Amun-Re’s figure survives, his head, hands and shoulders
covered in iconoclastic chisel tracts. His name, titles and speech are relatively intact.
Behind Amun-Re stands Khonsu, depicted with the lunar disc and crescent above his
head. The silhouette of his hacked out head indicates that this was once the
anthropomorphic form of the god, wearing the side-lock of youth. In his hands the top
half of the characteristic crock, flail and complex djed staff are visible. Iconoclasts have
attacked the god’s head, shoulders and hands. A wide horizontal break, filled with
modern restoration cement, cuts though the heads of both deities. Above Khonsu quarry
damage obscures his lunar disc, with his name and part of his speech entirely missing as a
result.
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North jamb interior

LA97: Vertical inscription of Ramesses II.
Scene ID number: LA 97
Location: East gate interior, north jamb, entire height of south jamb edge
Description: Vertical inscription that once contained the names and titles of Ramesses II
and the name of the forecourt, now mostly lost.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX(19)(beneath a) – not listed; Nelson Key Plans, LA 97.
Inscriptions preserved: fragmentary vertical inscription.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The inscription is almost entirely lost (see pl. 30). What remain are
fragments at the next to the north jamb’s top register, another fragment behind the king in
the jamb’s middle register, and part of the forecourt’s name at the test’s base. The
inscription is mirrored on the northern edge of the south jamb’s interior where it is fully
preserved.
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LA97: King offering incense before Amun-Re.

Fig. 83: King offering incense before Amun-Re.
Scene ID number: LA 97
Location: East gateway interior, north jamb, top register
Description: The king, wearing a triangular kilt, offers incense to Amun-Re.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX(19)(beneath a) – not listed; Nelson Key Plans, LA 97.
Inscriptions preserved: label text.
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Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The top half of the scene is entirely missing due to the loss of masonry.
The register is preserved up to the top half of the torso of both figures. Iconoclasm is
absent. Quarry damage affects the stone surface just behind Amun-Re’s back, with some
chisel tracts visible within the god’s waist. Although the names and titles of the king and
god are missing, the identity of the god can be inferred from his costume and Amun-Re’s
primacy in the scenes on the other jamb of the gateway, where the bipedal and ithyphallic
forms of the Theban god alternate. Between the two figures an offering stand supports a
nemset jar with a papyrus above it. A larger area of loss also affects the bottom right
corner of the scene, including part of the king’s rear leg, now filled with restoration
cement. A rectangular lacuna filled with restoration cement is present in the stone surface
in front of Amun’s torso, affecting part of his forward arm. Due to the presence of
restoration cement, its unclear if this was once a recess for a patch stone, or, more likely,
the remains of a post-pharaonic beam-hole. Behind the king a fragment of the vertical
inscription than once covered the entire height of the jamb’s southern edge is visible.
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LA97: The king offering a bouquet of flowers to ithyphallic Amun-Re.

Fig. 84: The king offering a bouquet of flowers to ithyphallic Amun-Re.
Scene ID number: LA 97
Location: East gateway interior, north jamb, middle register.
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Description: The king, wearing a round wig and long kilt, offers a bouquet of flowers to
ithyphallic Amun-Re with a tent-shrine behind him.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX(19)(beneath a) – not listed; Nelson Key Plans, LA 97.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and title of Amun-Re; speech of Amun-Re with
benefaction to the king; names and titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The relief is relatively well preserved, with most of the damage being a
result of masonry loss and erosion. Iconoclasm is absent. The most extensive areas of loss
are present behind the king along the southern edge of the jamb. One affects part of the
king’s titles above his head, while a second area of loss obscures the outer edge of his kilt
and rear leg. These same features led to the loss of most of the large vertical column of
text at the southern edge of the scene. Smaller areas of damage affect the interior of the
king’s chest and lap, while others are the result of erosion formed along the block joint,
all now filled with modern restoration cement. The area inside and around the god’s
phallus has been hacked out, most likely for the use in fertility magic.
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LA97: King offering wine to Amun-Re.

Fig. 85: King offering wine to Amun-Re.
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Scene ID number: LA 97
Location: East gateway interior, north jamb, bottom register.
Description: The king, wearing a Red Crown and triangular kilt, offers two nw-jars of
wine to Amun-Re. A sun disc hovers above the king. Beneath the scene a horizontal
bandeau contains the name of the gateway.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX(19)(beneath a) – not listed; Nelson Key Plans, LA 97; M.
Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I:
The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), §5; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of
Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), §5; KRI II, p. 610,
§231:B; RITA II, p. 404, §231:B; RITANC II, pp. 409-410, §231:B.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Amun-Re; names and titles of
king; bandeau text with name of gateway.
Publications of inscriptions: the inscriptions of the ritual scene are unpublished. For the
bandeau inscription cf. M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of
Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), §5; M. Abd el-Razik, “The
Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA
61 (1975), §5; KRI II, p. 610, §231:B; RITA II, p. 404, §231:B; RITANC II, pp. 409-410,
§231:B.
Observations: Parts of the reliefs are affected by erosion and damage to the masonry.
Iconoclasm is absent (see fig. 85). A small section of text remains at the bottom of the
large vertical inscription at the southern edge of the scene, the rest now lost, with the
lacunae filled with restoration cement. Within the figure of the king small areas of loss
are present in his abdomen and kilt. Above him, his titles are obscured by a vertical break
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formed along the block joint, filled with modern restoration cement. This also affects part
of the sun disc above the king and extends into the text above Amun-Re and his plumes.
Two rectangular features filled with modern restoration cement are visible in the stone
surface in front of the king, one next to his head, the other at the level of his forward shin.
These were likely recesses created for beam holes used for post-pharaonic structures. The
middle section of Amun-Re’s body, from the level of his chest down to his knees, is
badly marred by the erosion of the sandstone, the stone having worn away along the
bedding planes present in the stone block. This same feature extends into the label text
inscribed between the figures of the deity and the king.
Beneath the scene a horizontal bandeau gives the name of the gateway as “[The
great gateway of the king of Upper and] Lower Egypt, Usermaatre Setepenre, whom all
the rxy.t-people worship so they might live.”3 Of note is the presence of the name of the
god Amun-Re carved over the epithet within the prenomen cartouche of the king and in
an orientation opposite to that of the bandeau text. As a result, visually the group
denoting dwA “to worship” was facing the name of Amun-Re. The date of the addition of
Amun-Re’s name to the bandeau text is difficult to determine, and it has been suggested

For detailed discussions on the ritual function of the forecourt’s Eastern gateway, cf. E. Otto,
Topographie des thebanischen Gaues, Untersuchungen zur Geschichte und Altertumskunde Aegyptens 16
(Leipzig, 1952), 42; C.F. Nims, ‘Places about Thebes’, JNES 14 (1955), 117; Barguet, Le Temple d'AmonRê à Karnak, 307, n.7; T. Grothoff, Die Tornamen Der Ägyptischen Tempel. Vol. 1. Aegyptiaca
Monasteriensia. Aachen: Shaker, 1996, pp. 67-71, 384-385; L. Bell, “The New Kingdom ‘Divine’ Temple:
The Example of Luxor.” In Temples of Ancient Egypt, edited by Byron E. Shafer, Ithaca NY; London:
Cornell University Press; I.B. Tauris, 1997, pp. 164-167; C. Spieser, Les Noms Du Pharaon Comme Êtres
Autonomes Au Nouvel Empire. Vol. 174. Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis. Freiburg (Schweiz); Göttingen:
Universitätsverlag; Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2000, pp. 125-26; K. Griffin, “A Reinterpretation of the Use
and Function of the Rekhyt Rebus in New Kingdom Temples.” In Current Research in Egyptology 2006:
Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Symposium Which Took Place at the University of Oxford, April 2006,
edited by Christina Adams and Maria Cannata, Oxford: Oxbow, 2007, pp. 71-72.
3
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as predating the carving of the king’s name.4 Furthermore, this feature has no parallels
within the gateway bandeau on the southern interior jamb nor in the case of the western’s
gateway name.
One possibility is that this recarved section of text is indicative of the chronology
of the forecourt’s decoration, especially when viewed from a greater context of other
noteworthy epigraphic features. One of these is the form Ramesses II’s long prenomen
takes in the decoration of the Eastern gateway exterior, where in the cartouche at the
center of the lintel and in the top and middle registers of the northern jamb the spelling
employs

, a markedly early variant.5 Another is the choice of spelling used for the

horizontal nomen cartouches of Ramesses II, where the endings in both -sw and -ss are
employed with equal frequency in the eastern half of the forecourt, whereas in the
western half the -sw ending is almost absent. The nomen spelling ending in -sw is a
chronological marker first pointed out by K. Kitchen and is only used in texts dated to the
first two years of Ramesses II’s reign, after which is ceases to be employed up until
sometime during the king’s 21st regnal year.6

L. Bell, “The New Kingdom ‘Divine’ Temple: The Example of Luxor.” In Temples of Ancient Egypt,
edited by Byron E. Shafer, Ithaca NY; London: Cornell University Press; I.B. Tauris, 1997, p. 167
4

5

Located at PM II2 XXX(19)(f-g); Nelson Key Plans, LG 109;

The king’s nomen ends in –sw and has the form consistent with those used post regnal year 21. For the
evolution of Ramesses II’s titulary and its use as a dating criteria, see K. Kitchen, “Aspects of Ramesside
Egypt.” In Acts: First International Congress of Egyptology, Cairo October 2-10, 1976, edited by Walter
F. Reineke. Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1979, pp. 383–89; Murnane, William J. “The Earlier Reign of
Ramesses II and His Coregency with Seti I.” Journal of Near Eastern Studies 34, no. 3 (1975), pp. 153–90;
Spalinger, Anthony. “Early Writings of Ramesses II’s Names.” CdÉ 83 (2008), pp. 75–89; GHHK I.2, pp.
19-21.
6
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One could thus argue that the decoration of the forecourt started with the eastern
gateway and spread out to both northern and southern halves of the building at a
relatively equal pace.7 The presence of the recarved section of text in the horizontal
bandeau of the eastern gateway’s interior northern jamb, where “Amun-Re” was replaced
with the prenomen of Ramesses II, can thus be interpreted as a possible example of the
changes the initial decoration underwent. Thus, the sculptors might have mistakenly
carved Amun-Re’s name based on a cartoon draft of the bandeau inscription that had to
be subsequently corrected.

7

A parallel for this can be found in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall where the carving of the decoration began at
the northern gateway where the reliefs show several signs of recarving for aesthetic adjustments, cf. GHHK
I,2, pp. 268-276.
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East gateway north thickness

Fig. 86: The east gateway north thickness.
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Vertical inscription of Ramesses II
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East gate, north thickness, east edge
Description: A vertical inscription with the Horus name, prenomen and nomen
cartouches of Ramesses II covers the east edge of the east gate’s north thickness.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX(19)d; Nelson Key Plans, not listed, next to LA 97
Inscriptions preserved: vertical inscription.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The inscription mirrors the one found on the opposite, south thickness of
the gateway (see fig. 86). The glyphs are oriented to face west, towards the forecourt’s
interior. Of note are the two small patch stones and lacuna positioned next to the same
group of signs that are partially missing in the vertical inscription of the south thickness.
As a result, here again the Maat figure of the Horus name is lost, although below it the
left half of the

group survives, carved onto the surface of a small patch stone. The

same is true for the left half of the

title. In the case of both patch stone, the carving

of the signs is visibly shallower than the original Ramesside traces. One possible
explanation might be that these patch stone were part of a later, Ptolemaic restoration
attempt concomitant with the decoration of the restored architrave between the eastern
pylon’s west end and the adjacent column as well as its architrave.8

8

For a discussion of the restoration activity of Ptolemy IV and Arsinoe III in the forecourt see J.
Quaegebeur, “Louqsor sous les Ptolemees” in Anonymous. Louqsor: Temple Du Ka Royal. Dijon: Faton,
1992, p. 61.
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South jamb interior

LA97: Vertical inscription of Ramesses II
Scene ID number: LA 97
Location: East gate interior, south jamb, running the entire height of the jamb’s northern
edge
Description: Vertical inscription containing the names and titles of Ramesses II and an
ir.n=f m mnw=f text (he made it as his monument) giving the name of the forecourt.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX(19)(beneath b) – not listed; Nelson Key Plans, LA 97.
Inscriptions preserved: vertical inscription.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The text is in a relatively good state of preservation (see pl. 30). At the
very top of the inscription chisel tracts akin to quarry damage obscure the head of the
falcon introducing the king’s Horus name and the sun disc next to it. Iconoclasts have
attacked some of the signs at the top half of the inscription, such as the feet and tail of the
Horus falcon, the kA bull, the squatting Maat and the bee glyph, concluding their work
with the hacking out of the enthroned Maat in the king’s prenomen. Erosion alongside
pilgrim’s gauges affect the middle section of text, in the vicinity of the south jamb’s
middle register.
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LA97: King offering white brad to Amun-Re.

Fig. 87: King offering white brad to Amun-Re.
Scene ID number: LA 97
Location: East gate interior, south jamb, top register
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Description: The king, wearing a triangular kilt, offers a conical load of white bread to
Amun-Re.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX(19)(beneath b) I; Nelson Key Plans, LA 97.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Amun-Re; speech of Amun-Re
with benefactions to the king; di.n=(i) n=k text before Amun-Re with benefactions to the
king; fragmentary names and titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Most of the damage affecting the relief results from erosion formed along
the block joints and intentional defacement (see fig. 87). Iconoclasts hacked out the faces
of both figures, and the arms and legs of the king, although in the case of Amun their
work seems to have stopped at the deity’s shoulders and upper arms. Due to the extensive
hacking its difficult to precisely determine if the king was wearing a khat or a nemes
headdress.
The rectangular outline of a recess used to secure a patch stone is visible in the top
left corner of the scene, above the king’s head. From the base of this rectangle a triangular
area with keying for plaster extends into the king’s forehead. At the center of the scene a
rectangular beam hole is visible, just beneath the conical loaf of bread the king presents to
the god. Two pilgrim’s gauges affect the stone surface behind Amun’s rear arm.
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LA97: King offering ointment to Min.

Fig: 88: King offering ointment to Min.
Scene ID number: LA 97
Location: East gate interior, south jamb, middle register.
Description: The king, wearing a round wig and long kilt, offers ointment to Min. A
lettuce planter stands behind the god.
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Bibliography: PM II2 XXX(19)(beneath b) II9; Nelson Key Plans, LA 97.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Min; speech of Min with
benefaction to the king; names and titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: Iconoclasts have hacked out the face, head and shoulders of the king, as
well as the

in the title introducing his nomen (see fig. 88). Most of the damage to

the relief s the result of the erosion formed along the block seam lines. Small pitting is
visible in and around the god’s head and plumed crown, as well as his upper body. A
wider break between the abdomens of the king and god, filled with modern restoration
cement, has led to the loss of the label text’s beginning and the deity’s phallus. The postpharaonic inhabitants of the forecourt have cut a rectangular beam hole into the wall
between the legs of the two figures.
One notable feature of this scene are the epithets following after the name of the
god Min, described as nb Ipw, nTr aA Hry-ib %nw.t, “the Lord of Akhmim, the great god
who resides in The Double Mansion.” The first of this god’s titles, referring to his cult
center, is known from numerous parallels.10 The name for the Double Mansion is written,
, with the first

almost completely lost in a vertical break formed along the

block joint, and refers to a religious structure found in Memphis, Akhmim and Koptos
dedicated to the god Min and characterized by the presence of two stelae at its entrance.11

9

The offering is erroneously described as a nemset jar, cf. PM II2 XXX(19)(beneath b) II

10

Cf. Leitz, Lexikon, III, p. 580.

11

Cf. Gauthier, DG, V, pp. 38-39; Leitz, Lexikon, VI, p. 365
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LA97: King offering milk to Amun-Re.

Fig. 89: King offering milk to Amun-Re.
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Scene ID number: LA 97
Location: East gate interior, south jamb, bottom register
Description: The king, wearing a white crown and triangular kilt, offers milk to AmunRe. A sun disc hovers above the king. Beneath the scene a horizontal bandeau gives the
name of the gateway.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX(19)(beneath b) III; Nelson Key Plans, LA 97. Abd el Razik,
JEA 60, §5; Abd el Razik, JEA 61, §5; KRI II, p. 610, §231:B; RITA II, p. 404, §231:B;
RITANC II, pp. 409-410, §231:B.
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Amun-Re; speech of Amun-Re
with benefaction to the king; di.n=(i) n=k text before Amun-Re with benefactions to the
king; fragmentary names and titles of the king; bandeau inscription with the name of the
gateway.
Publications of inscriptions: the inscriptions of the ritual scene are unpublished. For the
bandeau inscription cf. Abd el Razik, JEA 60, §5; Abd el Razik, JEA 61, §5; KRI II, p.
610, §231:B; RITA II, p. 404, §231:B; RITANC II, pp. 409-410, §231:B.
Observations: The most prominent area of loss takes the form of a large triangular
break, filled with modern restoration cement, situated above the king’s head and crown.
As a result, part of the king’s names and titles, and the south half of the sun disc above
the royal figure are now lost. The offering and two hands of the king are missing in a
rectangular beam hole cut into the stone surface, part of a structure from the postpharaonic habitation of the forecourt. Erosion and breaks formed along the block joints
affect the legs of both the king and the god, as well as the offering stand between them.
Iconoclasm is absent.
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The horizontal bandeau with the gateway’s name is relatively well preserved. The
enthroned Maat figure that once formed part of the king’s prenomen cartouche is now
lost in a vertical break and subsequent erosion formed along a block joint. Note the
absence of a palimpsest, unlike in the name of the east gate on the northern jamb (see fig.
85, pp. 372-377).
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East gateway south thickness

Fig. 90: The east gateway south thickness.
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Vertical inscription of Ramesses II
Scene ID number: n.n.
Location: East gate, south thickness, east edge
Description: Vertical inscription with the Horus name, prenomen and nomen of
Ramesses II.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX(19)e; Nelson Key Plans, next to LA 98-99
Inscriptions preserved: vertical inscription.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The signs in the inscription are oriented to face towards the west, thus
towards the forecourt’s interior (see fig. 90). The inscription is damaged as a result of the
partial loss of some of the masonry, erosion, pilgrim’s gauges and iconoclastic hacking.
Iconoclasts have attacked the Horus falcon and bull of the Horus name at the top of the
inscription. Smaller missing blocks led to the loss of the Maat figure of the Horus name,
and the eastern halves of the

and

titles. As in the case of the vertical

inscription on the east gateway’s north thickness, these blocks were most likely originally
patch stones used to restore the damaged texts during the Ptolemaic period (see pp. 377380). In the area above the prenomen a cluster of pilgrim’s gauges also affects the relief.
The entire inscription is framed by two palm fronds atop a platform held by a
figure at the base of the text.
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LA98: King before ithyphallic Amun-Re.

Fig. 91: King before ithyphallic Amun-Re.
Scene ID number: LA 98
Location: East gateway, south thickness, top register
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Description: The king, wearing a long kilt and nemes headdress, stands before an
ithyphallic Amun-Re. A khekher-frieze frames the top of the scene.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX(19)c; Nelson Key Plans, LA 98
Inscriptions preserved: label text; name and titles of Amun-Re; fragmentary speech of
Amun-Re with benefaction to the king; fragmentary titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The scene is badly damaged and has suffered extensive loss. The label
text is only partially preserved, although what remains at the very end of the text,
, “…nTr sp 4(?)”, with the left most

sign missing in a break, allows for its

possible restoration as “[adoring] the god [f]our times”. This restoration is further
indicated by the poster the king is depicted in, with both his arms held besides his body.12
Traces of glyphs are also visible in front of the deity’s chest, consisting of the right half
of a horizontal line and a round sun-disc shaped sign, although it’s unclear if these are
indeed part of the label text or of the di.n(=i) n=k formula that begins at the top of the
scene, in front of the god’s crown. Behind the god traces of a small table are visible,
topped by two lettuce plants and a fan. The stone inside the god’s phallus was gauged out
for fertility magic.
Iconoclasts have hacked out the head, arms and feet of the king as well as the face
and upraised arm of the god. A large rectangular recess, its surface marked by keying for
plaster, is visible above the king where his names and titles once were, probably carved
onto a patch stone that is now lost. The inscriptions above the deity are also partially

12

For a scene with the same label text and royal posture, cf. GHHK I.1, 3 pl. 100.
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damaged, the lacuna filled with modern cement. Another large rectangular recess for a
patch stone covers the front half of the king’s chest. A third long rectangular recess is
visible within the torso of Amun-Re, although due to the different treatment of the stone
surface within the recess, it’s possible this was more likely used for the beam holes of
post-pharaonic structures. The lower half of the scene bears the scars of a dense cluster of
pilgrim’s gauges.
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LA99: King offering a bouquet of flowers to Amun-Re.

Fig. 92: King offering a bouquet of flowers to Amun-Re.
Scene ID number: LA 99
Location: East gate, south thickness, bottom register.
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Description: The king, wearing a long kilt and a khepresh crown, presents a tall bouquet
of flowers to Amun-Re.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX(19)c; Nelson Key Plans, LA 99
Inscriptions preserved: name and titles of Amun-Re; fragmentary name of Amun-Re
with benefactions to the king; names and titles of the king.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The scene is in a better state of preservation compared to the one above it
(see fig. 92). The most notable areas of loss are two large rectangular recesses, originally
used for patch stones (?), between the king and god, one at the very top of the scene, the
other between the heads and shoulders of the two figures. Two smaller beam holes, for
post-pharaonic structures were cut into the lower half of the scene, one behind the king’s
rear knee, the other between the god’s forward arm and his kilt. Erosion also affects the
stone surface, especially along the block seams. Other areas of loss, such as the one in the
text above the king, the area around his forward fist and that around and behind the god’s
rear hand and kilt are now filled with restoration cement. Pilgrim’s gauges are present
behind the king’s crown, inside his chest, behind his kilt and between his legs, as well as
in front of and between the legs of the god. The faces of both figures are slightly
damaged by what resembles erosion and small pitting, with no signs of iconoclasm
present.
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The East Wall South Wing Interior

The south wing of the forecourt’s east wall is one of the few walls of this structure
preserved to its full height with its reliefs relatively well preserved despite the damage
caused by iconoclasts and post-antique habitation. The figure of the king is oriented
facing south, towards the temple interior, as are the personified mineral regions show in
procession at the base of the wall (pls. 33-35).
The top register scenes show the king offering before various deities enthroned
inside shrines, with rites akin to those of the offering ritual regularly performed inside
temples.1 However, the rites in these scenes are not in the specific order as one would
find them performed in the ritual of royal ancestors / of Amenhotep I.2
Nevertheless, it is the ritual scenes displayed in the visually domineering middle
register that draw attention in terms of complexity and unique features. The first scene
from the north is a very elaborate and unique invocation spell for the many
manifestations of Amun-Re, also known as “The Litany of Amun-Re”. The main portion
of the inscription, containing the names of different manifestations of Amun-Re, takes the
form of a list, arranged in two rows, and covers a significant section of the wall. The
introductory text above the list describes the purpose of the ritual as well as the variety of
rites involved. These start with censing, the uncovering of the god’s face (i.e. opening

1

For a general discussion of the different rituals performed during the daily cult ritual, cf. K. Eaton,
Ancient Egyptian Temple Ritual: Performance, Pattern, and Practice. Vol. 1. Routledge Studies in
Egyptology. New York; Abingdon: Routledge, 2013.
2

The various rites of these specific temple rituals are presented in detail in N. Tacke, Das Opferritual Des
Ägyptischen Neuen Reiches. Vol. 222. 2 vols. Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta. Leuven; Paris; Walpole,
MA: Peeters, 2013.
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the shrine doors), the reversion of the offerings, followed by libation for the washing of
the god’s face, libating with a nms.t-jar and purifying the offerings, and ending in
“causing the god to partake of his offerings”. These series of rites are followed by
summoning the god by all his names, satisfying his spirit and awakening him at dawn. It
is only after this description of the rites that the names of many manifestations of this
deity are listed, presumably so they can all gather in the temple during this specific
festival rite to partake of the many offerings presented by the king, as depicted at the
northern end of this ritual scene.
The content of this inscription is unique, with no known precise textual parallels.
While elements of the rites described can be found in textual sources of temple rituals
(a.k.a. the ritual of Amenhotep I or the ritual of royal ancestors),3 this text on the east
wall’s south wing seems to be a composition specifically created for the cult of Amun-Re
at Luxor. The only other examples that resembles this text in design are the ones found in
the “Hall of Litanies” within the Ramesseum.4 Here separate wall inscriptions are
arranged in a manner similar to the one inside the forecourt, although this time the deities
invoked are forms of Re-Horakhty and Ptah.5 However, while similar, these texts are

3

These collections of temple rites have been published in detail in N. Tacke, Das Opferritual Des
Ägyptischen Neuen Reiches. Vol. 222. 2 vols. Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta. Leuven; Paris; Walpole,
MA: Peeters, 2013.
4

J.-Cl. Goyon, H. el-Achirie. Le Ramesseum VI: La Salle Des Litanies (R). Vol. 32. Collection
Scientifique. Le Caire: Centre de documentation et d’études sur l’ancienne Égypte, 1974, pp. 23-24, 28-29;
KRI II, §252D-E; C. Leblanc, Ramsès II et Le Ramesseum: De La Splendeur Au Déclin d’un Temple de
Millions d’années. Paris: L’Harmattan, 2019, pp. 153-158.
On the south and north wings of the east wall inside the Ramesseum’s Hall of Litanies, cf. J.-Cl. Goyon,
H. el-Achirie. Le Ramesseum VI: La Salle Des Litanies (R). Vol. 32. Collection Scientifique. Le Caire:
Centre de documentation et d’études sur l’ancienne Égypte, 1974, pp. 23-24, 28-29, pl. XIII; KRI II,
§§252D, 252E.
5
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significantly shorter, with their introductory sections merely stating that offerings are
made to these respective deities in all their names.
Another aspect that differentiates the ritual episodes in the Ramesseum’s Hall of
Litanies from the one within the forecourt is the depiction of the deities to whom the
invocation is dedicated. While in the Ramesseum, both Re-Horakhty and Ptah are shown
enthroned before the king, with the invocation text placed between the two figures, in the
forecourt there is no divine figure present in scene with the Litany of Amun-Re. One
explanation might be that in the scenes from the Ramesseum, the invocation text with the
many names is meant to be a very expansive label text. In contrast, since there is no
figure of Amun-Re present at the southern end of the litany within the forecourt, one
might wonder if the litany itself, with the names of the various manifestations of the
Theban god, was the object of worship in this case. Although another explanation might
be that this invocation was intended for the image of Amun shown in the following scene.
The ritual episode following the Litany of Amun-Re on the east wall’s south wing
depicts the king performing the rite of greeting with a nms.t-jar before the ithyphallic
statue of Min-Amun standing inside a shrine. Unlike the litany, the text in this ritual
scene has a number of known parallels. It a version of a rite performed during the New
Year’s festival, in which the god, having been greeted with the nms.t jar, is persuaded to
gather his limbs in order to partake of the offerings presented by the king.6 Based on their
arrangement on the main register of the east wall’s south wing, one wonders if the
invocation of the many forms of the god in the previous ritual is meant as a precursor to

6

For the discussion of this and other examples of this spell, cf. N. Tacke, Das Opferritual Des Ägyptischen
Neuen Reiches. Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta. Leuven; Paris; Walpole, MA: Peeters, 2013, Vol. 1, pp.
285-295, Vol 2, pp. 257-262.
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this episode, even though, as with most ritual scenes depicted on temple walls, the
connection is unstated by the inscriptions themselves.7
The reliefs of the bottom register thematically complement the Litany of AmunRe present in the middle register above. Here, a procession of various personified mineral
regions are shown bringing various offerings to the temple, as suggested by the figures
being oriented towards the south and the inner sanctuary. The procession itself starts on
the south wall’s east wing and wraps around the corner formed by the two walls. The
figures themselves and their accompanying inscriptions are for the most part intact, save
for the ones close to the wall’s southern end, where the damage cause by water
infiltration has taken its toll.
Overall, the main themes present in the ritual episodes depicted on the east wall’s
south wing is Amun-Re’s dominion over the various regions through Egypt and beyond
its borders, which he also inhabits by means of his separate divine manifestations. The
litany itself also invokes the role of Amun-Re as a creator god, an aspect underlined by
what remains of the Year 3 dedicatory inscription spanning the forecourt’s north-east
quadrant. Amun-Re’s role as both creator and king of the god’s is further illustrated by
the personified mineral regions bringing offerings to the temple from the regions under
the deity’s control.

7

The various uncertainties scholars face when it comes to determining the order the ritual episodes
depicted on temple walls would have followed, or whether they can be see as constituting a narrative, are
discussed in detail in K. Eaton, Ancient Egyptian Temple Ritual: Performance, Pattern, and Practice. Vol.
1. Routledge Studies in Egyptology. New York; Abingdon: Routledge, 2013, pp. 18-40.
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Pl. 33: The east wall south wing interior.
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Pl. 34: Diagram of the east wall south wing interior showing the layout of scenes.
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Pl. 35: Diagram of the east wall south wing interior showing the orientation of the king (blue arrows)
and of the personified mineral regions (red arrows).
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Top register
LA91: King offering incense to Re-Horakhty enthroned inside a shrine.

Fig. 93: King offering incense to Re-Horakhty enthroned inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: LA91.
Location: East interior wall, south half, top register, 1st scene from the north.
Description: The king, wearing the white crown and triangular kilt, offers a cup of
incense to Re-Horakhty enthroned inside a shrine. An offering stand with a nemset jar
topped with a papyrus plant is placed before the shrine.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX (26) I; H. Nelson Key Plans XXIA91.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The top of the scene is now missing due to the loss of masonry starting at
the level above the king’s head. Iconoclasts have attacked the face, arms and legs of both
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the king and the deity. A large beam hole is visible at the top of the offerings stand. The
column of text behind the scene extends down into the large scene of the middle register
and will be discussed in detail with LA93, pp. 421-451.
Translation:
Label: Givinga incense to his father Re-Horakhtyb, that he might [ach]ievec ‘given life.’
By God: […]
By King: […]d
Behind King: see LA93.
Notes to Translation:
a: The top half of the

glyph is lost in a horizontal break line formed along the block

joint.
b: The legs and tail of the

sign are missing in a horizontal break line.

c: Only the lower carved edge of the

remain, the rest of the sign missing in the

same break that affects the preceding falcon sign.
d: Traces of an

glyph next to a sign resembling a

or the lower quarter of a

are visible just above the incense burner held by the king. Their placement indicates that
these might have been part of titles written beneath the two royal cartouches. As no other
additional traces remain, it’s difficult to reconstruct the original groups these signs
belonged to.
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LA90: King offering wine to an enthroned male deity

Fig. 94: King offering wine to an enthroned male deity.
Scene ID number: LA90.
Location: East interior wall, south half, top register, 2nd scene from the north.
Description: The king, wearing a nemes headdress and a triangular kilt, offers two nw
jars with wine to an unknown male deity enthroned inside a shrine. Two offering stands
are placed in front of the shrine, each holding one nemset jar topped by a papyrus plant.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX (26) I; H. Nelson Key Plans XXIA90.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The top of the scene, above the level of the heads of the figures is now
missing due to the loss of the masonry. Iconoclasts have deeply hacked out the head,
arms and legs of both god and king. A rectangular hole, probably for the support beam of
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a later structure, obliterates any trace of the head and facial features of the king. Similar
yet smaller deep gauges in the sandstone are found around the knees and legs of the deity.
Chisel hacks are also present in the column of text behind the king, obliterating the

the king’s prenomen and the

beneath.

Translation:
Label: Givinga wine.
By God: […]
By King: […]
Behind King: [The king…]b Usermaat[re] Setepenre (shall continually) appearc in the
house of his father Amun-Re, king of the gods, like Re [fo]reverd.
Notes to Translation:
a: A break in the sandstone led to the loss of the

at the top of the inscription.

b: The beginning of the text is missing due to loss of masonry.
c: Above the break, following the xa group, traces of the head of a

and the top of a

-sign are visible.

d: The lower half of the

affects the head of the

and the

sign are missing in a horizontal break which also

beneath.
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in

LA89: King offering Maat to Shu enthroned in shrine

Fig. 95: King offering Maat to Shu enthroned in shrine.
Scene ID number: LA89.
Location: East interior wall, south half, top register, 3rd scene from the north.
Description: The king, wearing a triangular kilt and khat wig, offers Maat to the god
Shu, enthroned inside a shrine. An offering stand with a nemset jar and a bundle of lotus
flowers is shown between the king and the shrine.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX (26) I; H. Nelson Key Plans XXIA89.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The top of the scene, starting at the head level of the figures is
completely missing due to loss of masonry. Iconoclasts have deeply hacked out the facial
features, arms and legs of both figures. Large breaks along the joint lines between the
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blocks affect the area in front of the king, where the beginning of the label text is now
lost, alongside the area at the base of the text column behind him.
Translation:
Label: Pre[senting Ma]ata to his [father]b Shu, the Son of Rec, so that he might achieve
‘[given]d life’.
By God: […].
By King: […].
Behind King: [The king…]e Usermaat[re] Setepenre [shall continually be] foremost of all
Living Kas like Re [forev]er.f
Notes to Translation:

a: Part of the

sign’s left half and the bottom of

are still visible next to the

break.
b: Underneath the Maat group, the left half of the
enough space for a now missing
c: The

while the tail of a

is clearly visible, followed by a

which reaches into the body of the

remains. In the lacuna there is
is still preserved.

whose head is now lost in a vertical break

beneath. For this title of Shu cf. Leitz, Lexikon

VI, Paris, 2002, p. 86.
d: Almost the entire

sign is missing in a large break.

e: The beginning of the inscription is entirely missing due to loss of masonry.
f: The lower half of both

and

are lost in a wide break. Beneath, the tail of the

glyph and part of the

sign are still visible.
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LA88: King offering a tray of four cups with incense to Osiris enthroned in shrine.

Fig. 96: King offering a tray of four cups with incense to Osiris enthroned in shrine.
Scene ID number: LA88.
Location: East interior wall, south half, top register, 4th scene from the north.
Description: The king, wearing the double crown and a triangular kilt, offers a tray with
four cups of incense to Osiris, enthroned inside a shrine. The god is shown wearing an
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atef crown and holding a was scepter flanked by a heka scepter and a nehaha flail. A sun
disc with pendant uraei hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX (26) I; H. Nelson Key Plans XXIA88.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The scene is relatively well preserved except for the loss of a block in the
upper northern corner of the scene. Iconoclasts have hacked out the face, arms and legs of

the king and the face of Osiris. Hacking is also present in the heads of the

and

within the two cartouches in front of the king and the prenomen behind him. Hacking
also affects other signs in the column of text behind the king, such as the
owl and

rabbit,

.

Translation:
Label: Making the ritu[al] me[al]a for his father, that he might achieve ‘given life like
Re.’
By God: Words spoken by [Os]irisb. (I) have given to you all [va]lorc. (I) have given to
you all [vic]toryd.
By King: The Perfect God, Lord of the Two Lands, Usermaatre-Setepenre, the Son of Re,
Lord of Appearances, Ramesses-Meramun.
Behind King: [The king…]e Usermaatre-Setepenre, shall (continually) appear in [the
house of his father]f Amun in the Southern Sanctuary foreverg.
Notes to Translation:
a: The lower halves of the

and

signs are lost within a horizontal break.
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b: The lower left corner of the

knees of the

and the top of the

are visible next to the vertical break that led to the loss of this sign.

c: Above a horizontal break line the
while below the
d: Only the

are missing in a break. The

and the top edge of the

are still visible,

is preserved.
and

are remain, separated by a horizontal break.

e: The beginning of the text is missing due to the loss of the sandstone block.
f: There is enough space for pr it=f in the break, with the eroded outline of a

-sign

visible underneath the owl’s chest. Beneath the break, the bottom carved line of a
-glyph remains above the name of Amun.8
g: The front half of the

sign’s body is damaged by breaks in the sandstone surface

and erosion.

8

For parallels of such text cf. GHHK 1.2, Appendix C.
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LA87: King offering fresh flowers to Isis enthroned in shrine

Fig. 97: King offering fresh flowers to Isis enthroned in shrine.
Scene ID number: LA87
Location: East interior wall, south half, top register, 5th scene from the north.
Description: The king, wearing a nemes headdress and a triangular kilt, offers bouquets
of papyrus plants and lotus flowers to Isis enthroned inside a shrine. The goddess wears a
tripartite wig, modius crown supporting cow horns and a sun disc. A Wadjet vulture
hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX (26) I; H. Nelson Key Plans XXIA87
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Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The scene is relatively well preserved except for the area above the
goddess where part of the top of the kiosk shrine is missing due to the loss of masonry.
Iconoclasts have hacked out the faces and two arms of both the king and the goddess.
Hacking also affects the seated Re and Maat glyphs in the king’s cartouches above him,

and the

,

,

and

of the column of text behind him. Paint is still

preserved in and around the body of the vulture, with white used as a background color
around her, while green and red are visible inside the wings.
Translation:
Label: Giving fre[sh] flowersa to his motherb, so that (he) might achievec ‘given life like
Re.’
By God/Goddess: Words spokend by Isis. (I) have given to you life and dominion. (I)
have given to you joy.
By Vulture: Wadj[et…]e.
By King: Lord of the Two Lands, Usermaatre-Setepenre, Lord of Appearances,
Ramesses-Meramun.
Behind King: The king, the Lord of the Two Lands, [Us]er[ma]atre-Setepenref, shall
continually exist while makingg fresh flowers for his [mother]h Isis, that he might achieve
‘given life like Re fore[ver]i.’
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Notes to Translation:
a: The group of signs forming rnp.wt is damaged due to breaks formed along the block
joints. Beneath the
the break the

traces of the top of

are visible in the break edge. Beneath
sign’s base.

glyph remains and the faint traces of the

b: The right end of

and the head of the

glyph are lost in a vertical break

formed along the block joint.
c: Note that the suffix pronoun =f has been omitted after the
d: Note the use of

e: Only the

instead of the more common

by the sculptors.
.

glyph’s top at the beginning of the name remains.

f: A horizontal break cuts through the mid-section of the king’s vertical prenomen
cartouche.
g: Note the use of Hr irt compared to rdit used in the label text.
h: Only the feet and tail of the

sign are preserved beneath the horizontal break.

i: The lower half of the D.t group is lost in a horizontal break.
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LA86: King offering a conical loaf of bread to Horus enthroned in shrine

Fig. 98: King offering a conical loaf of bread to Horus enthroned in shrine.
Scene ID number: LA86
Location: East interior wall, south half, top register, 6th scene from the north.
Description: The king, wearing a khat wig and triangular kilt, offers a conical loaf of
bread to Horus, enthroned inside a shrine and wearing the double crown. A falcon hovers
above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX (26) I; H. Nelson Key Plans XXIA86
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
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Observations: Small breaks, erosion and bird guano badly obscure this ritual scene. Due
to missing masonry, the area above the king that once contained the falcon and parts of
the royal titulary is lost. Iconoclasts have hacked out the face and head of the deity, along
with his arms, hands, legs and feet. The same iconoclastic hacking defaced the king’s
head and face, forearms and hands. A large break in the stone, filled by modern cement,
starts at the bottom of the king’s kilt and extends below his knees and into the lower half
of the column of text behind the king.
Translation:
Label: [Pre]sentinga a white [lo]af of breadb to his father Horusc, so that [he]d might
achieve ‘given [life]d like Re.’
By God: Words spoken by [Horus]e. (I) have given to you life, stability and dominion. (I)
have given to you heal[th]f.
By Falcon: […]
By King: [Lord of the Two]g Lands Usermaatre-Setepenre, [Lord of Appe]arancesh
Ramesses-Meramun, [gi]ven [li]fei like Re forever.
Behind King: […], the [S]on of Rej, the Lord of Appearances Ramesses-Meramun [shall
continually] presentk white bre[ad]l to his father Ho[rus…]m like [Re]n.
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Notes to Translation:
a: A diagonal break in the sandstone cuts through this group of signs. The traces that
survive allow for the reconstruction of the group as

the reversal of the

, sqr “to present”. Of note is

sign.9

b: The two glyphs at the right side of the group are obscured by a vertical break. The left
side of a
a

is clearly visible, although the traces above it, which one would expect to be

, are uncertain. Next to these, the

signs are intact.

c: The glyphs of it=f @r are reversed in comparison to the signs in the rest of the label
text to reflect the orientation of the god in the ritual scene. The tail of the

is

partially lost in a break.
d: Both

and

glyphs are missing due to a wide diagonal break in the sandstone.

e: Iconoclasts have hacked out the

f: Only the

and

sign.

glyphs are still visible, the rest of the group is now lost in a

wide break filled with modern restoration cement.
g: Only the two sign of

remain, the

is entirely missing due to the loss of the

sandstone block at the top of the scene.

9

For similar spellings of sqr, without the reversal of the
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sign, see GHHK I.1, pls. 114:1; 133:1; 139:1.

h: The

is again entirely lost, along with the very top edge of the signs forming the
group.

i: The tops of both

and

signs are missing due to the loss of the sandstone block at

the top of the scene.
j: The beginning of this vertical inscription is now lost, along with the head of the
and the top half of the

.

k: A horizontal break formed along the block joint cuts through the lower half of the
group. Beneath this the

and

signs of sqr are clearly visible, while the

glyph is only partially preserved due to a vertical break. Note that both

and

are placed in the reverse order and oriented into the opposite direction vis-à-vis the
rest of the inscription.
l: The

and

glyphs are damaged by a vertical break and erosion.

m: The right half of the

group is obscured as a result of erosion and a vertical

break formed along a block joint. Below only the upper back is visible of what was once
a

glyph.

n: The preceding extensive lacuna covers what were once approximately three groups of
signs, with no traces remaining that could aid in their reconstruction. Beneath the break,
the and

glyphs of mi Ra remain.
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LA85: King offering Maat to Amun-Re enthroned in shrine.

Fig. 99: King offering Maat to Amun-Re enthroned in shrine.
Scene ID number: LA85
Location: East interior wall, south half, top register,7th scene from the north.
Description: The king, wearing the khepresh crown and a triangular kilt, presents a
symbol of Maat to Amun-Re enthroned inside a shrine. A vulture goddess hovers above
the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (26) I; H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA85
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Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The very top of the scene is missing due to the loss of the masonry, which
includes the front part of the vulture goddess as well as the texts above Amun and the
king. Additional damage is the result of erosion formed along the block joints.
Iconoclasts have attacked the faces of the king and god using different techniques. They
lightly chiseled Amun’s eye, nose and mouth with shallow scratches but left his ear
intact. The rear fist of the god is also damaged by a break with no signs of iconoclasm
while the rest of his limbs are intact. Much deeper chisel gouges were used to obliterate
the king’s entire head including his crown, uraeus and neck. Iconoclasts have also
attacked the forward hand of the king alongside the head and fist of the squatting Maat
figure he is holding. Lighter iconoclastic hacking is visible at the top half of the vertical

inscription behind the king, affecting the
prenomen cartouche, and the

,

, the

within the vertical

glyph just bellow it.

Translation:
Label: Presenting Maat to his father that he might achieve ‘given lifea like Re.’
By God: [W]ords [spo]ken byb Amun Re. [(I) have given to yo]uc all joy.
By Vulture: […]
By King: […]d Usermaat[re]-Setepenre […]d Ramesses-Meramun, [give]ne like like Re.
Behind King: The king, the Lord of the Two Lands, Usermaatre-Setepenre shall continually
[be manifest]f while […presenting]g Maat to his father Amun-Re, king of the gods,
[preeminent]h in [the Southern]i Sanctuary, that he might achieve ‘given life.’
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Notes to Translation:
a: The top half of the

glyph’s loop is missing in a horizontal block seam that also

touches the very top of the

sign next to it.

b: The top half of the Dd mdw in group is lost due to the missing masonry.

c: The top of this column of text once contained the

group, the restoration of

which is based on the context of the inscription and the preserved lower half of the
sign just below the break. It should be noted that most likely the
used instead of the

sign was

at the top of the inscription based on the space available and using

the placement of the

glyph at the top of the preceding column of text as a height

reference.
d: The signs giving the titles above the two royal cartouches are missing due to the loss
of masonry. The erosion and breaks formed just beneath the now missing text affects the
tops of both cartouches. As a result, the top of nomen cartouche loop is lost, while in the
case of the prenomen, the top and upper right cartouche outline is missing, along with the
and the

sign’s head.

e: Only the bottom right corner of the

is preserved, the rest lost due to missing

masonry.
f: Despite the iconoclastic defacement, the traces of the
identifiable.
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glyph are clearly

g: The

glyph has been attacked by iconoclasts. The signs beneath the Hr group are

obscured by a horizontal break formed along the block joint. The remaining traces
correspond to the jar held by the

glyph, at the top right of the break edge.

Beneath the break, the rounded lower half of the

is visible, permitting the
, Hnk “to present,” reflecting the

reconstruction of the missing sign group as
wording of the label text.

h: A horizontal break formed along the block join has led to the loss of most of the
glyph, with only traces of the top of the sign surviving above the break line.

i: The traces following

correspond to those of

traces resemble the top of the

Ip.t, despite the damage to the sandstone surface,
rsy.t, which would fit the space available. The remaining

plant, the
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to its left and the bottom of

beneath.

Fig. 100: King censing over a large offering table before the Litany of 124 forms of Amun.
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Middle register

LA93: King censing over a large offering table before the Litany of 124 forms of Amun
Scene ID number: LA93
Location: East interior wall, south half, middle register, 2nd scene from the south.
Description: Ramesses II, wearing a khepresh crown, long kilt and leopard pelt, extends
an incense wand, with his forward hand, above a large table of offerings while adding
incense pellets to the wand’s bowl with his rear hand. Before the offering table is a long
litany listing various forms of Amun, his cult places and ritual actions dedicated to him,
arranged into two rows of text with sixty-two columns each. An unnamed vulture
goddess hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX (26) II 1; H. Nelson Key Plans XXIA93; Daressy RT 32, pp.
62–69; C. F. Nims, “Egyptian Catalogues of Things.” JNES 9, no. 4 (1950), p. 258 fig. 1,
pp. 256-257; A. H. Gardiner, Ancient Egyptian Onomastica. 3 vols. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1947, III, pls. 24-27:IV (and I, 49:IV); KRI II, §253B, pp. 622-627;
RITA II, §253B, pp. 411-416; RITANC II, §253B, pp. 419-422.
Publications of inscriptions: Daressy RT 32, pp. 62–69; C. F. Nims, “Egyptian Catalogues
of Things.” JNES 9, no. 4 (1950), p. 258 fig. 1, pp. 256-257; KRI II, §253B, pp. 622-627;
RITA II, §253B, pp. 411-416; RITANC II, §253B, pp. 419-422.
Observations: The relief is relatively well preserved, despite the numerous areas of
iconoclastic hacking (see fig. 100). Deep chisel hacks are present throughout the king’s
face and crown alongside his rear hand and forward arm. A larger patch-stone, once used
to correct the flaws in the sandstone relief, is now missing in the area above the king’s
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head where the lower outstretched wing of the vulture goddess used to be, while another
patch-stone is now missing from the southern end of the litany list’s lower part.
Iconoclasts have attacked the head of the vulture goddess as well as most of the
zoomorphic and anthropomorphic hieroglyphs in the area above and in front of the king,
extending into the northern end of the litany list. A row of rectangular beam holes is
visible along the base of the list, most likely a mark of post-antique habitation. Another
interesting feature is the long vertical column of text found behind the king that extends
into the registers above and below this scene.
Translation:
Above King: Censing for Amun-Re, king of the gods, when invoking an offeringa for his
ka in his seat of millions [of]b years in the Temple of Ramesses [Meramun] in the estate
of Amun by his [son],c his beloved, the Lord of the Two Lands, Usermaatre Setepenre. (I)
offerd that which is pure toe your ka, kingf of the gods, (I) establish the aweg of the gods
with pureh incense [there]ini, the perfume which you smell, may it sa[tisfy] your ka. I am
your son, your beloved.
The good god, Lord of the Two Lands, Usermaatre Setepenre, the Son of Re, Lord of
Appearances, Ramesses Meramun, great of monuments in Karnak, given life like Re.
Behind King:10 […] Mighty [Bull], ‘Beloved of Maat’, he of the Two Ladies ‘Protector of
Egypt, Subduer of [Foreign Lands’, Horus-of-Gold] ‘Rich in Years, Great of Victories’,
King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of the Two Lands, Usermaatre Setepenre, he has

10

This vertical column of text covers the entire height of the wall, extending into the top register and the
lowest register with the procession of the personified mining regions, in essence separating the three
registers of the southern half of the east wall from the scenes of the east gate.
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made as his monument for his father Amun-Re, king of the gods, making for him the
Temple of Ramesses Meramun in the estate of Amun.
Above Litany: Censing for Amun-Re, king of the gods, in all his names. Uncovering of
the face at festival(s) in the secret palace.11 Reversion of offerings in his great seat.
Making the libation of every washing of the face. Greeting the face with a nemset-jar for
his ka. Making the purification of the offering meal. Causing the god to partake of his
offering. Invoking by his name in the horizon. Calling him, pleasing him [with] that
which his ka desires. Awaking (him) in peace at dawn. Growing the abundant field of the
gods. Providing of the sacred offering by his son, his beloved, the Lord of the Two
Lands, Usermaatre Setepen[re], the Son of Re, Ramessu Meramun, in his temple of
millions (of)j years, the Temple of Ramessu Meramun ‘United with Eternity’ in the estate
of Amun.

Upper row of Litany:12
1. Offering to Amun-Re, Lord of the Thrones of the Two Lands, [residing in]k
Karnak –consisting of [that which] the king, Usermaatre Setepenre [gives]

(=A)

2. Offering to Amun-Re, king of the [gods]l – consisting of that which the Son of
Re, Ramesses Meramun [gi]ves

(=B)

3. Offering to Amun-Re, [chieftain of the Enne]adm

:A

4. Offering to Amun-Re, [begetter of gods]n and goddesses

:B

5. Offering to Amun-Re in the Two Horizonso

:A

11

For this ritual in general see K. Eaton, Ancient Egyptian Temple Ritual: Performance, Pattern, and
Practice. Vol. 1. Routledge Studies in Egyptology. New York; Abingdon: Routledge, 2013, pp. 62-63.
12

The numbering of the columns follows the system used in KRI II, pp. 622-627, §235, B.
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6. Offering to Amun-Re, chieftainp of Thebes

:B

7. Offering to Amun-Re, lordq of Thebes

:A

8. Offering to Amun-Re, primeval one of the Two Lands

:B

9. Offering to Amun-Re, who established the Two Landsr in Thebes

:A

10. Offering to Amun-Re, who desires his city

:B

11. Offering to Amun-Re in Wnws

:A

12. Offering to Amun-Re in Iw-rdt

:B

13. Offering to Amun-Re in [Pr]-@apy $r-aHAu

:A

14. Offering to Amun-Re in the Mansionv of the gods

:B

15. Offering to Amun-Re [in] Hermopolisw

:A

16. Offering to Amun-Re in @r-Wrx

:B

17. Offering to Amun-Re in Mn-s.ty

:A

18. Offering to Amun-Re in heaven and in earth

:B

19. Offering to Amun-Re in the Southern (regions)

:A

20. Offering to Amun-Re in the Northern (regions)

:B

21. Offering to Amun-Re [in] the West

:A

22. Offering to Amun-Re [in] the Eastz

:B

23. Offering to Amun-Re [in] the foreign countries

:A

24. Offering to Amun-Re in all his formsaa

:B

25. Offering to Amun-Re in all his [app]earancesab

:A

26. Offering to Amun-Re [in] all his [glo]rious appearancesac

:B

27. Offering to Amun-Re in all his wild manifestationsad

:A

28. Offering to Amun-Re in all his modes of being

:B
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29. Offering to Amun-Re in all his created forms

:A

30. Offering to Amun-[Re] in all his places in which his ka wishes to be

:B

31. Offering to Amun-[Re] in all his tombs

:A

32. Offering to Amun-[Re] in all his shape(s)ae

:B

33. Offering to [Amun-Re] in all his settlements

:A

34. Offering to [Amun-Re] in all his establishments

:B

35. Offering to [Amun-Re] in all his names

:A

36. Offering to Am[un]-Re in Coptosaf

:B

37. Offering to [Amun-Re] inag his estate

:A

38. Offering to [Amun-Re] in +sr-+sr.wah

:B

39. Offering to [Amun]-Re in Mn-mn.wai

:A

40. Offering to [Amun]-Re in Ax-mn.waj

:B

41. Offering to [Amun]-Re-Monthu residing in Thebes

:A

42. Offering to A[mun]-Re who is in the Thinite nome in Abydosak

:B

43. Offering to [Amun]-Re who is in the shrineal

:A

44. Offering to [Amun-Re] who is in s[…]nt am

:B

45. Offering to Amun-Re with uplifted arman

:A

46. Offering to Amun-Re who displaysao his beauty

:B

47. Offering to A[mun]-Re in Elephantineap

:A

48. Offering to A[mun]-Re [in] Behdetaq

:B

49. Offering to A[mun]-Re [in] Nekhenar

:A

50. Offering to [Amun]-Re in Nekhebas

:B

51. Offering to [Amun]-Re [in] Denderaat

:A
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52. Offering to A[mun]-Re [Ruler] of Eternity in Abydos

:B

53. Offering to Amun-Re in Ipwau

:A

54. Offering to Amun-Re in Siutav

:B

55. [Offering to A]mun-Re in Siutav

:A

56. Offering to] Amun-Re in Cusaeaw

:B

57. [Offering] to Amun-Re in Hebenuax

:A

58. Offering to Amun-Re in @w.t-…ay

:B

59. O[ffering] to Amun-Re in Heracleopolisaz

:A

60. O[ffering] to Amun-Re Ruler of the Livingba

:B

61. [Offering] to Amun-Re in Crocodilopolisbb

:A

62. Offering to Amun-Re in Mrwbc

:B

Lower row of Litany

63. Offering to Amun-Re in the nome of the [Wh]ite [Wa]llbd

:A

64. Offering to Amun-Re in Heliopolisbe

:B

65. Offering to Amun-Re in Upper Mn-As.tbf

:A

66. Offering to Amun-Re in Lower Mn-As.tbf

:B

67. Offering to Amun-Re in %[xm]bg

:A

68. Offering to Amun-Re in Ns.t-Wrbh

:B

69. Offering to Amun-Re in $nwbi

:A

70. Offering to Amun-Re in [Sa]isbj

:B

71. Offering to Amun-Re in Imytbk

:A
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72. Offering to Amun-Re the Mighty One of the Godsbl

:B

73. Offering to Amun-Re in the following of [Horus Min]bm

:A

74. Offering to Amun-Re residing in %[H]n.tbn

:B

75. Offering to Amun-Re [in Ar]mantbo

:A

76. Offering to Amun-Re in Todbp

:B

77. Offering to Amun-Re in Medamudbq

:A

78. Offering to Amun-Re foremost of the fields in Letopolisbr

:B

79. Offering to Amun-Re who seizes with victorybs

:A

80. Offering to Amun-Re in every place that is in Upper Egypt

:B

81. Offering to Amun-Re in every place that is in Lower Egypt

:A

82. Offering to Amun-Re in all his places where his son isbt

:B

83. Assembly of images in his name in his name of [all things] of Amun,
Creator of the godsbu

:A

84. The best ointment and incense of the good one of the laws forbv [Amun],
Chief of the Ennead

:B

85. The two arms of the king Usermaatre Setepenre [for A]mun
the well-beloved

:A

86. The accounts of Thoth himself, for Amun the good god

:B

87. The offerings of the South and North for Am[un] noble of the two landsbw

:A

88. Those in heaven and those on earth, for Amun, maker of that which is
below and what is above

:B

89. Myrrh and tiSps-spice of P[unt] for [A]mun-[Re] of Foreign Land[s]bx

:A

90. Libations in front of the offering table for [Amun] the Great [Nu]nby

:B
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91. Presenting all things to Am[un] the maker of the daybz

:A

92. Making those which come into being and those that exist for Amun,
Ruler of Maatca

:B

93. All sweet smelling fresh herbs for Amun who created themcb

:A

94. Bulls and calves of every land to Amun-[Re] [Lord?] of Cattlecc

:B

95. Blue pigment of turquoise for Amun of every gemstonecd

:A

96. Gold ore of Amauce as the product of the mountains for Amun,
maker of electrum

:B

97. Southern green stone that is on (lit. “in”) his chest for Amun who
makes his adornments radiant

:A

98. Every green gemstone and eye-paint [for] Amun, maker of the mountainscf

:B

99. ISS spice, imh spice and anD-unguent for [Amu]n, maker of Punt

:A

100. All sweet scented herbs for Amun, maker of the God’s Land

:B

101. All linen of Tayet [for] Amun, maker of clothingcg

:A

102. All the sustenance throughout earth and heaven for Amu[n],
maker of wildfowl

:B

103. Those which are in water and those which are on earth for Amun
who made them

:A

104. RmT-People and all pa.t-nobles for Amun who created themch

:B

105. All the rx.yt-people and all the sun-folk for [Amu]n who begot themci

:A

106. All the gods and goddess for Amun, for his entourage

:B

107. What grows on the ground, created to be effective for Amun,
maker of the earthcj

:A
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108. Singer(s) and dancer(s) of the Tilled Land for A[mu]n,
bull among the beautiesck

:B

109. Oryx, gazelles and [ibexes for Amun] creator of flockscl

:A

110. All flocks walking [upon] (all) fours for Amun for his offering tablescm

:B

111. The best things of quality [for Amun] who created the eggcn

:A

112. All fear of him in all the lands, [for Amun], Great of aweco

:B

113. His war-cry penetrating P[unt, for] Amun, trampler of foreign countriescp

:A

114. The goodness of the White Crown and the Red Crown for Amun
whose beauty is vauntedcq

:B

115. Coming of his power pervading the lands and sky for Amu[n]
who created eternity

:A

116. Rejoicing of the western foreign lands [for] Amun, maker of Libya

:B

117. May dread of him continuously exist in all lands, [for] Amun,
maker of all marshes

:A

118. Placing his awe on the Euphrates(pXr-wr) and the Surrounding Ocean (Sn-wr)
[for] Amun, who overruns (bnn) the Nine bows

:B

119. Subduing the Sou[th] and overth[rowing] the Nor[th], for Amun,
maker of every landcr

:A

120. All products of that which exists gla[dens] your
[heart (?) Hap]py (?) and renewed (?) for Amun,
who came into being at the beginningcs

:B

121. All that exists assembled as [one thing in the writings]
of Thot for Amun, foremost of eternityct
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:A

122. (May) heaven continually endure upon its [(four) pillars] for Amun,
who is upon […]cu

:B

123. (May) [earth] continually exist upon [its] foundations for Amun,
maker of the groundcy

:A

124. Eternity and eternity, everlastingness and everlastingness
[for Amun], King of the gods

:B

Notes to Translation:
a: K. Kitchen recorded this group erroneously as

, when in fact the group is

cf. KRI II, §253B, p. 627:11.
b: The three

signs are damaged due to the erosion of the stone along the block join,

as well as sporadic marks of iconoclastic hacking. Beneath these, the long flat trace still
visible as well as its spacing and context indicate the original glyph was likely a

.

c: The iconoclastic hacking and subsequent erosion of the sandstone relief obscure the
sign, except for the tail feathers and curve of the chest.

d: K. Kitchen mistakenly recorded this group as

when in fact it’s

, which

would better fit the context and transition to a first person subject even though the suffix
pronoun is omitted, cf. KRI II, §253B, p. 627:13.
e: Although recorded as

by K. Kitchen, this is in fact a

obscured by damage, cf. KRI II, §253B, p. 627:13.
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sign with its base

f: The badly damaged sign here is a

preserved, and not the traces of

based on the traces of the lower body and flail

as interpreted by K. Kitchen. Cf. KRI II, §253B, p.

627:13.
g: This part of the inscription has been damaged over the years due to the erosion of the
sandstone along the block joint. The traces after smn were interpreted by K. Kitchen as
, cf. KRI II, §253B, p. 627:13. On closer examination, one can detect the rear wavy
horn and the slope of the back of the head of a

-sign, which fits the narrow space

better and the overall context of the inscription. Compare a similar glyph used in line 112
of the litany, KRI II, p. 627:2.
h: Although damaged, the sign next to snTr is a

glyph. The top of the sign with the

jar and the pouring water are still clearly visible, only the bottom of the foot is missing.
K. Kitchen incorrectly recorded this sign as

, cf. KRI II, §253B, p. 627:13.

i: The traces visible of this damaged group once belonged to

front of the

and the back and tail feathers of the

. One can see the

, iconoclasts having destroyed its

head. Recorded as lost in KRI II, §253B, p. 627:13.
j: There is an uncarved empty space between HH.w and rnp.wt, most likely an error on the

part of the sculptors who never converted the painted
However, no traces of paint survive.
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glyph into sunk relief.

k: The break along the block joint in this part of the text is too extensive to reconstruct
what is missing with any certainty, both Hry-ib and xnty would fit the space available. Cf.
KRI II, §253, B, p. 623:9.
l: After the group forming nsw, below the break the lower half of the three poles of
are visible, omitted in KRI II, §253, B, p. 623:10.
m: Despite the extensive break in this part of the sandstone relief, it’s possible to
tentatively reconstruct the text based on the traces preserved. Underneath the reed leaf at
the beginning of Amun’s name, most of the head, neck and ear of a

glyph is visible,

while underneath it the upper edge of a round sign is still preserved, most likely a

Thus, based on the space available and other parallels, the text missing was

n: Underneath the name of Amun-Re, the head and back of a

two

.13

is visible, followed by

glyphs. The original arrangement was most likely

seated god figures,

.

followed by three

, only the bottoms of which are preserved under the break. For this

title cf. Leitz Lexikon II, p. 600 (for wtT-nTr.w), p. 601 (for wtT-nTr.w-nTr.wt only attested
with Khnum-Re).
o: Although K. Kitchen saw the head and upper body of the bird glyph here as belonging

to a

13

sign, closer examination reveals that the head of the bird is missing a curved

Cf. Leitz Lexikon V, p. 393; GHHK 1.2, Glossary, titles of Amun-Re, pp.361-364.
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beak and its head is flatter and similar to how the
parts of the list. Traces of the first of a pair of
the break. The

sign is carved in better preserved
signs are still discernable underneath

glyphs recorded by K. Kitchen are in fact chisel tracks that continue

into the next column of text. Thus contra KRI II, §253, B, p. 623:13.
p: Only the top half of the sign next to
reconstructed as being a

is preserved above the break and can be

glyph and not an

as recorded in KRI II, §253, B, p.

623:14.

q: The bottom of a

sign is still visible underneath the break. Cf. KRI II, §253, B, p.

623:15.
r: K. Kitchen records the signs underneath the break as
fact

, however the group is in

. Thus contra KRI II, §253, B, p. 623:11.

s: An extensive break starts underneath the legs of the

the middle of the

-glyph and extends through

group, obliterating most of the ears of the

-sign. For a

discussion on the location of Wnw, cf. Gardiner, AEO II, no. 377A; RITANC II, p. 419,
§792.
t: For a discussion on this location cf. Gardiner, AEO II, no. 379A; W. Helck, Die
Altägyptischen Gaue. Vol. 5. Beihefte Zum Tübinger Atlas Des Vorderen Orients, Reihe
B (Geisteswissenschaften). Wiesbaden: Reichert, 1974, p. 111; RITANC II, p. 419, §792.
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u: A break along the block joint obscures most of the

group. For a discussion

concerning these two locations see Gardiner, AEO II, nos. 397, 397A; RITANC II, p. 420,
§792.

v: K. Kitchen reconstructed this section of text as
part of the block joint, obscuring the

of the

with a horizontal break,

-sign. However, due to the close placement

glyph to the column dividing line, there would not be enough space to

accommodate the horizontal aA, whose presence is not indicated by any other trace. Thus
contra KRI II, §253, B, p. 623:16.
w: The

glyph is almost completely lost in the break. For Hermopolis cf. Gardiner,

AEO II, no. 377.
x: For a discussion of @r-Wr cf. Gardiner, AEO II, no. 397.
y: Mn-s.t, “Abiding of places,” is the name of the memorial temple of Ahmose-Nefertary
in Western Thebes. For a detailed discussion see RITANC II, p. 420, §792.
z: K. Kitchen erroneously recorded the arrangement of the group as

the

, while in fact

-sign is located underneath the group and in a more horizontal position followed

by a logographic stroke,

. Cf. KRI II, §253, B, p. 624:8.

aa: The presence of the

jar of

is omitted in K. Kitchen’s transcription of

the text. Cf. KRI II, §253, B, p. 624:10.
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ab: There is a horizontal break right underneath the

preposition that also

obscures the top of the following group. K. Kitchen mistook the missing sign for

when in fact the bottom of the

and

signs are still clearly visible. Cf. KRI II,

§253, B, p. 624:11.
ac: The base of the

sign is still visible just below the break above the

glyph,

cf. KRI II, §253, B, p. 624:12.
ad: Despite the horizontal break going through the middle of the signs, there are enough

traces to positively identify the hieroglyph here as

, and not a

as recorded

by K. Kitchen. The slender neck and head of the gazelle are still preserved along with its
ear and backward curving horn, as well as its upward curved short tail. Thus contra KRI
II, §253, B, p. 624:13.While the precise transliteration and meaning is elusive, the
translation is based on the known values of this hieroglyph in Wb V, p. 191 and the
general context of its use in this listing of the various forms and appearances of Amun-

Re. Another possible solution would be to interpret the
glyph replacing

sign as a cryptographic

by means of class and synecdoche substitution,14 having the phonetic

value of SsA, which would change the translation to “…in all his wisdom,” although such
a substitution is not confirmed by parallels.
ae: The plural strokes recorded by K. Kitchen are not actually present after irw, cf. KRI
II, §253, B, p. 624:16.

14

Roberson Cryptic Lexicon, §§ 6.3, 6.10.
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af: For Koptos cf. Gardiner, AEO II, no. 340.

ag: Next to the damaged head of the

is a

group clearly cut into the sandstone, a

possible scribal error. They are omitted in KRI II, §253, B, p. 624:7.
ah: For the “Holy of Holies,” name of the mortuary temple of Hatshepsut at Deir elBahari, western Thebes, see PM II2, pp. 340-377; Gauthier, DG, VII, pp.133-134.
ai: For a discussion on the temple called “Enduring of monuments,” to the north of
Medinet Habu begun by Tutankhamun and continued by Ay and Horemheb cf. RITANC
II, p. 420, §792; PM II2, pp. 457-460. The same name is shared by a chapel of
Amenhotep I at Karnak, cf. W. Helck, Die altägyptische Gaue, 1974, p. 53, no. 4.
aj: “Beneficial-of-monuments”, the name given to the temple built by Thutmosis III at
Karnak. Cf. RITANC II, p. 420, §792; PM II2, pp. 110-127; W. Helck, Die altägyptische
Gaue, 1974, p.54f., no. 10.
ak: Cf. Gardiner, AEO II, no. 350; Gauthier, DG I, pp. 3-4; VI, p. 65.
al: K. Kitchen translates this group as “Senut”, describing it as designating a palace,
shrine or type of stela. Cf. RITANC II, p. 421, §792;
am: This entire column of text has been damaged extensively, partly by the beam hole
that completely obliterates the name of Amun, partly by erosion below the beam hole. K.
Kitchen read the last group as sbn.t, cf. RITANC II, p. 421, §792, which he equated with
some kind of sanctuary, agreeing with D. Meeks, Année Lexicographique: Égypte
Ancienne. Tome 3 (1979), Paris: 1982, p. 247. However, a closer inspection reveals that

the sign following the is not a
similar to that of a

. The bottom of the sign widens, its outline being

sign. The top of the sign is broader, tapering towards the middle,
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thus the entire sign is similar in shape to a

or

sign. Most likely once the wall

undergoes thorough restoration and cleaning the translation of this group will become
clear.

glyph of fAi is almost completely lost, except for the line at the very base

an: The
of its feet.

ao: K. Kitchen omitted the

sign at the beginning of

in his

transcription of the text, cf. KRI II, p. 624:16.

ap: Note the peculiar writing of Elephantine as

the

, and the

glyph for

using a

sign instead of

, the latter known as being a substitution common after

the 18th Dynasty, cf. Gardiner, Gr3, p. 502, R15; For Elephantine cf. Gardiner, AEO II,
no. 315.

aq: The faint outlines of a

sign at the end of

very faint to do erosion. There are no traces of a
Behdet, cf. Gardiner, AEO II, no. 318.
ar: Gardiner, AEO II, no. 320.
as: Gardiner, AEO II, no. 321.
at: Gardiner, AEO II, no. 343.
au: For this location cf. Gardiner, AEO II, no. 354.
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are still visible, although
as recorded in KRI II, p 625:2. For

av: The iconoclastic damage in both column of text is more extensive than K. Kitchen

had recorded. All the bird glyphs had been attacked by chisels, except for the

and

signs of column 54, which instead have the long break of the block line going
through their heads. Only two elements of the

group in the location name of column

54 are preserved. For a discussion of Siut/Asyut cf. Gardiner, AEO II, no. 371.
aw: For Cusae cf. Gardiner, AEO II, no. 374.
ax: Gardiner, AEO II, no. 382.
ay: The iconoclastic hacking of the signs here seems to have confounded both A.

Gardiner and K. Kitchen. Gardiner read the group as

, @w.t-nsw cf. A. Gardiner,

AEO III, pl. XXVII, col. IV:58; while K. Kitchen saw the group as

, @w.t-Hry-ib,

cf. KRI II, p 625:12, without citing any known parallels. On close inspection underneath
the chisel hacks the remaining traces belong to a

sign, the top half of the sign being

damaged, thus reading the phrase as @w.t-nfr .15 Cf. Gauthier, DG IV, pp. 81-82;
az: The

sign underneath the

at the top of the group is still visible, albeit

omitted in KRI II, p 625:13 . For Nn-nsw cf. Gardiner, AEO II, no. 389.

ba: The

as well as the

sign, determinative of HqA, have been defaced by

iconoclasts, although the flail held by the

15

glyph is still visible.

Checked on site on Dec. 20th, 2019 by Dr. Peter Brand and myself (from ground level using binoculars).
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bb: Note the use of

as a determinative. For ^dyt cf. Gardiner, AEO II, no. 392B.

bc: K. Kitchen omitted the

determinative at the end of the group, cf. KRI II, p

625:16. No references for such a location are available in either Gauthier, DG or
Gardiner, AEO.

bd: The bottoms of both

and

glyphs as still visible. For the Memphite nome cf.

Gardiner, AEO II, no. 394.
be: Gardiner, AEO II, no. 400.
bf: Discussed in more detail by K. Kitchen, Upper Mn-As.t was attributed to Shu while
Lower Mn-As.t to Tefnut, cf. RITANC II, p. 421, §794; Pyr. Spell 601, §§1661-2 in R. O.
Faulkner, The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts: Translated into English. 2 vols. Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1969, p. 248;
bg: A significant part of the signs describing this location are now lost in a break. Note

that the preposition takes the form of

Kitchen, below the

instead of the

recorded by K.

one can still detect the traces of the top of the head of a

sign along with the feet, base of legs and tail. It is possible that the small rounded trace
below the northern end of the

is part of a

glyph, but due to the heavy loss in

the stone this is merely speculation, although it would fit the available space and
arrangement. Cf. KRI II, p. 625:2; Gauthier, DG V, pp. 45-46 (name of the city of
Leontopolis in the 11th nome of Lower Egypt).
bh: The sign above the

is actually a

and not a

as recorded by K. Kitchen,

KRI II, p. 625:6. The top edge of a long flat sign is discernable underneath the
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glyph, a possible

although any other signs below this point are now completely

lost due to the erosion of the stone. While at first glance one would read this group as
ns.t-wr(.t), no attestations are known for such a location. However, another possible
reading of the group is Ip.t-wr(.t), where

is used as a substitute for

, attested in

examples from the 18th Dynasty (cf. Gardiner, Gr3, p. 529, W11). For Ip.t-wr.t as a name
for the shrine of the goddess Ip.t-wr.t at Karnak, see Gauthier, DG I, p. 68.
bi: This designation could simply refer to the royal residence or the residence of the
deity, although, lacking any specific qualifier, its unclear which royal residence, or divine
residence for that matter, is referenced. There is also one example of this location name
referring to Hermopolis in the 15th nome of Upper Egypt, cf. Gauthier, DG IV, p. 197.
bj: The middle of the group is now lost. There are no traces left after

indicate the presence of

that would

accompanied or not by a second glyph. Only the

at the end are still clearly preserved. Above the
originally a rounded sign, possibly a

and

glyph the bottom of what was

, is still discernable, and not a

as reconstructed

by K. Kitchen, KRI II, p. 625:7. For Sais cf. Gardiner, AEO II, no. 416.
bk: The base of the

and

signs is still visible below the break. For modern Nebesheh

/ Tell Faraun, cf. RITANC II, §794, p. 412; Gardiner, AEO II, no. 409; W. Helck, Die
altägyptische Gaue, 1974, pp. 195-7.

bl: The

group is badly damaged by breaks in the stone, although the middle

of the masts and base of the flags of the

signs are still visible, as are the bases of the
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poles below the second break. Translated as “Controller of the Gods” in RITA II, p. 414,
625:10. For this title of Amun-Re cf. Leitz, Lexikon VI, p. 535 [11].
bm: The glyphs after m-xt are badly damaged due to breaks in the sandstone. The chest,

haunches and back of what looks very akin to a

two ends of what might have been a

sign are still present, as are the

sign shown above a damaged

glyph. Leitz, Lexikon I, p. 329 cites K. Kitchen’s incomplete restoration, with no other
parallels. Horus-Min is attested for the New Kingdom, but no parallels for “m-xt @rMnw” are attested, cf. Leitz, Lexikon V, p. 259.

bn: The top of the fold of a

bottom split ends of a

sign is still clearly preserved above the break, while the

glyph are discernable above the

. This location name is

unattested in both Gardiner, AEO and Gauthier, DG.
bo: For Iwny cf. Gardiner, AEO II, no. 332-3.
bp: For +rty cf. Gardiner, AEO II, no.331A.
bq: For Mad(w) cf. Gardiner, AEO II, no. 337.

br: Next to the

sign the group formed of

Kitchen’s transcription, while %xm is spelled
625:16. For %mx cf. Gauthier, DG V, pp. 45-46.
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are still visible, albeit omitted in K.

and not as presented in KRI II, p.

bs: Close inspection of the relief indicated there is no room for a
preposition. A break along the block line splits the

glyph before the
sign along its length,

which might have led to the faulty transcription in KRI II, p. 626:1.
bt: Below the

and above the

glyph there is a break in the relief

following the block line. However, the contours of the ear of the

sign are

partially preserved above the break, while traces indicate the existence of another

right below it, which warrant the reconstruction of

with the first

two glyphs lost within the break.
bu: A horizontal break led to the loss of a group following “rn=f n”, although right
below the break a round outline of the bottom of a

sign is still preserved, while

above the break line the top edge of a round sign, possibly a

hint at a tentative reconstruction of

glyph , is visible, which

within the break, with only the

still

present today.
bv: The transcription by K. Kitchen erroneously records a
present, while also omitting the

instead of the

sign

preposition before the partially preserved name

of Amun. Cf. KRI II, p. 626:5.
bw: Note that the sign at the beginning of this column is actually
the round jar still preserved, and not

, with parts of

as recorded in KRI II, p. 626:9; for this title

see Leitz, Lexikon VII, pp. 196-97.
bx: The lower half of this column of text is badly damaged. Only half of the
is preserved, with possible traces of the flat base of
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of “Punt”

visible above the genitival

group of “Amun-Re” are still present,

. The tops of the sign forming the

while no traces survive of any of the plural stokes following the

glyph. Cf. KRI II,

p. 626:11.

by: Only the top of the

of “Amun” is still present on the wall next to the break which

extends below, obliterating two of the jars forming
sign is still preserved, as is part of the

. The top half of the

underneath it.

bz: A horizontal break interrupts the group forming hrw starting underneath the
and extending down to

. There is enough room to accommodate a possible

although there are no traces to indicate the presence of a

sign,

as reconstructed in KRI II,

p. 626:13.
ca: The group forming the title following “Amun” has suffered extensive damage, the head

of the

figure is completely lost, the

the base of the curved top of

is still distinguishable, as are the handle and

, cf. KRI II, p. 626:14.

cb: Erosion and breaks in the sandstone are more widespread in the lower half of the

column of text. There are traces of a flat sign underneath the
glyph, followed by what remains of a

group, possibly a

sign.

cc: There is extensive damage to the signs below the “Amun” group. Just below the
of “Amun” there are traces of a round sign, most likely a

of mnmn.t without there being any space

of the god is then followed by the first
for an additional element such as a

glyph. The name

sign. The omission could be a result a scribal
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error. The only attested example of nb mnmn.t as a title if from the Greco-Roman period,
cf. Leitz, Lexikon III, p. 647.
cd: Of note is the presence of

writing of

after

of xsbD, omitted in KRI II, p. 626:1, and the

for mfkA.t, “turquoise” or malachite”, cf. Wb II, p. 56.

ce: Location found to the south of Egypt on the eastern African coast on the maritime
route towards Punt. Cf. Gauthier, DG I, p. 143.
cf: There is a vertical break along the block line running the entire length of this column

of text towards its southern edge. Only a faint trace of the curved top of

between it and

is in fact a

and not a

, while the sign

as recorded by K. Kitchen. The

preposition before the name of Amun is now completely lost. Cf. KRI II, p. 626:4.

cg: Note the use of

in the writing of

, and not

as recorded in KRI II, p.

626:6. For Tait, the goddess of weaving see LÄ VI, p. 186.
ch: There is a loss in the qmA group due to a break along the block line. K. Kitchen

reconstructed the loss below

as

, cf. KRI II, p. 626:10. However, close

inspection reveals that there would be no room for both

break due to the positioning of the

and

glyphs in the

sign, and that the only trace of a horizontal

line remaining most likely belongs to a

, especially when compared to the same
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writing of qmA in line 109 of this same litany, hence the reconstruction of the group as

.
ci: Note the omission of the

of nb(w).t following rxy.t in KRI II, p. 626:11.

cj: Note the unusual determinative for rd:

, rendered in the shape of a jar (?) in KRI II,

p. 626:12.
ck: This column of text has a number of elements that have been recorded erroneously or
omitted in KRI II, p. 626:14. The determinative for Sma(w) at the beginning of the text is

, with a more rounded wig similar to a khat, and not a

. The two signs

(the

round sign above the niw.t could also be a jar, the top of the sign is damaged due to

erosion) following

in tA-mri have been omitted in K. Kitchen’s transcription. The

determinative for nfr.wt is

and not

.

cl: Part of the text of this column is carved on ancient plaster which has decayed
considerably since K. Kitchen’s original transcription of the text. No trace remains of the

group of his original transcription, while most of the preposition

with the

of Amun are now lost, while the

along

group is only half preserved. Cf. KRI

II, p. 626:15.
cm: In spite of the partial decay of the sandstone and plaster, traces indicate that the
is followed by a

group, omitted from K. Kitchen’s transcription in KRI II, p.
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626:16. The lower half of the three plural strokes is lost in the break, and it is possible
that

could have been present below them, however, no traces survive.

cn: Most of the inscription is well preserved except for the section with Amun’s name,
originally carved into ancient plaster, which is now lost and filled in with modern mortar.
The glyph following

was mostly carved into this ancient plaster, except for its

top, which indicates it was originally a type of jar, similar to

, and not a

recorded in KRI II, p. 627:1. Below the loss, the lower part of the

as

in Amun’s

name is preserved, its carving having extended into the sandstone, while traces of the

front of

are discernable in the remaining plaster.

co: Due to the loss of ancient plaster, only the northern half of the
half of

and the top

the remain of the deity’s name.

cp: The section of the text containing m Pw[n.t] is badly damaged, having been carved
over the plaster masking the connection point between three blocks. After the preposition,
and the top of
up to the top of the

are clearly distinguishable, while the rest of the glyphs are lost
of Amun. Contrary to K. Kitchen’s reconstruction of the loss,

based on the spacing available only a short group of glyphs, such as

, would

have been present (see the arrangement of the signs forming Punt in line 99 of the litany).

Additionally, K. Kitchen’s transcription omits the plural ending of
this column of text, thus contra KRI II, p. 627:3.
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at the end of

cq: The

sign is recorded

writing of

as by K. Kitchen, cf. KRI II, p. 627:4; Note the peculiar

.

cr: Underneath the determinative of dr a break along the block joint led to the loss of the
northern half of this column of text down to the middle of the chest of

. For the

reconstruction of the text, cf. KRI II, p. 627:2.
cs: The middle of this column has suffered extensive damage. At the beginning of the

column the

of

visible next to the

is omitted in KRI II, p. 627:3. Traces of the

, underneath which is a flat sign, possibly a

group are still

, not an

as in KRI II, p. 627:3. A badly damaged sign follows, which resembles part of a
glyph, placed towards the northern side of the column. The remaining available
space above the

could accommodate a shorter group, with the top half of the tall

sign next to the pronoun taking up some of the space. Given the presence of “Aw” and the
suffix pronoun following after the gap, it’s possible that a

glyph could have occupied

the space in the gap, although no traces remain at all. K. Kitchen proposed that the sign

next to the pronoun could be a

or a , but the damage to the bottom makes its

identification uncertain, although the rounded base would indicate a sign similar to
(Compare the sign at the beginning of line 114 of the litany).
ct: The mid-section of this column of text is badly damaged due to the erosion of the
sandstone. Below the

preposition what remains are the top’s of two tall and
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narrow signs, restored by K. Kitchen as

, and the head and chest of

. These

are followed by a group with only the bases of the signs preserved, although enough

remains to reconstruct it as
cu: The group following

. Cf. KRI II, p. 627:4.
has suffered extensive loss. What remains of the lower

parts of the sign indicated that these were taller and narrow, possibly

, which

would fit the context and the space available, and not the remanence of plural strokes in a
large group as that restored by K. Kitchen which would exceed the available space.
Further down this column of text, the group following the name of Amun is more
problematic. While

is still clearly visible, the signs underneath it are badly broken.

Below the southern end of

there is a rounded sign beneath which the edge of a

vertical sign is visible. It’s possible this was a type of bird hieroglyph given the amount
of space available in front of it. Next to it remains the top of a rectangular sign with a
slopping side towards the south. Cf. KRI II, p. 627:5; For the title ir sAT.w, “maker of the
ground”, see Leitz, Lexikon I, p. 489.
cv: Only the upper edge of the

sign remains, while in the case of the

pronoun, only the head and upper edge of the body are present.
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LA92: King making libation over offerings before Min-Amun standing in shrine

Fig. 101: King making libation over offerings before Min-Amun standing in shrine.
Scene ID number: LA 92
Location: East interior wall, south half, middle register, 1st scene from the south.
Description: The king, wearing a cap crown and a long kilt with a belt apron, pours
water from a nemset jar over a large table of offerings before the ithyphallic figure of
Min-Amun standing inside a shrine. An unnamed vulture goddess hovers above the king.
Min-Amun is shown wearing his double-feathered headdress held in place with a ribbon
on his head instead of the more common modius crown. The shrine has two vertical
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poles, each adorned with a large pendant uraeus at the top, and a rounded roof above
which rests a mummy-form falcon.16 Behind the deity is his characteristic tent shrine next
to the name of the forecourt inscribed within a rectangle. The latter, alongside the image
of the large shrine the god is standing in, can also be read as an enlarged Hw.t-sign.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX (26) II 2; H. Nelson Key Plans XXIA92; Daressy RT 32, p.
62; KRI II, §253A, p. 622; RITA II, §253A, pp. 411-412; RITANC II, §253A, p. 419; N.
Tacke, Das Opferritual Des Ägyptischen Neuen Reiches. Vol. 222. 2 vols. OLA. Leuven;
Paris; Walpole, MA: Peeters, 2013, Vol 1, pp. 284-87 (L2), Vol 2, pp. 257-62.
Publications of inscriptions: Daressy RT 32, p. 62; KRI II, §253A, p. 622; RITA II, §253A,
pp. 411-412; RITANC II, §253A, p. 419; N. Tacke, Das Opferritual Des Ägyptischen Neuen
Reiches. Vol. 222. 2 vols. OLA. Leuven; Paris; Walpole, MA: Peeters, 2013, Vol 1, pp.
284-87 (L2), Vol 2, pp. 257-62.
Observations: The relief is very well preserved and unaffected by iconoclasm (see fig.
101). The only area deeply scared by chisel gauges is the phallus of the deity, perhaps
used as a source for magical stone powder for later fertility magic.17 The block joints
close to the area around the king’s upper body show clear signs of quarry damage, albeit
the deeper parts of the breaks are now filled by modern cement. Two rectangular beam
holes were cut on either side of Min-Amun’s chest, most likely as part of post-pharaonic
structures.

16

For a similar shrine see Abydos III, pl. XIV.

17

The same type of damage can be found in the Hypostyle Hall at Karnak, cf. GHHK I.1, 3, pls. 11, 145,
153, 155, 164, 167, 173, 177, 193, 195, 218, 219,
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Translation:
Label: Greeti[ng]a the face with the nemset jar.
By God: [Min]b-Amun, Lord of Heaven, as he gives all valor and victory. (I) have given
to youc the lifetimed of Ree foreverf and ever.
Behind the God: The Temple of Ramesses Meramun ‘United with Eternity’ in the estate
of Amun.
By King: Words spoken by the king, Lord of the Two Lands, Usermaatreg Setepenre: (O)
Amun-Re, King of the gods, take for yourself your headh. I unite for youi [your two]
eye[s]j. I have brought for you that which came forth from Nun, the best which came
forth from [At]umk in thisl its name of nemset jar. [(O) Amun-Re]m, King of the godsn,
take for yourself your heado, unitep for yourself your bones, I establish [for you your
eye]q in its place.
The Good God [Usermaatre Setepenre]r, The Son of Re, Ramesses Meramun, given life
like Re.

Notes to Translation:
a: The lower half of the

is missing in the horizontal break. This same break also

obscures the glyph beneath the

sign, with the remaining traces indicating this was a

short and broad sign, most likely a
b: Despite the extensive erosion, the
the

18

.18
sign remains relatively visible, with traces of

preserved above it.

Cf. KRI II, §235A, p. 622:8. See also Wb. II, pp. 370-375.
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c: The left side of the entire

group is damaged by a vertical break formed along

the block joint.
d: The right edge of the

sign is lost in the same vertical break which affects the group

of glyphs above it.
e: The

sign beneath the

is entirely lost within the vertical break. Its original

presence is extrapolated from the arangement of the signs forming the name of the god.
f: The head and tail of the

glyph are missing due to a break formed along the block

joint which also affects the bottom edge of the

sign.

g: The interior of the prenomen cartouches is damaged by erosion, with a horizontal
break obscuring the heads of the
h: The
group as

and

signs.

group is clearly visible. Note that K. Kitchen eroniously transcribed this
, translated as “every day”. Cf. KRI II, §235A, p. 622:8; RITA II, §235A,

p. 411.19
i: Translating iab here as “to unite” which would fit the context and parallels of episode
17 of the ritual of Amenhotep I,20 and not “to present” as translated by K. Kitchen, RITA
II, §235A, 622:8, p. 411.

19

Note this section is corrected in N. Tacke, Das Opferritual Des Ägyptischen Neuen Reiches. Vol. 222. 2
vols. OLA. Leuven; Paris; Walpole, MA: Peeters, 2013, Vol 1, pp. 284-87 (L2).
Cf. H. H. Nelson, “Certain Reliefs at Karnak and Medinet Habu and the Ritual of Amenophis I.” JNES 8,
no. 3 (1949), p. 216; N. Tacke, Das Opferritual Des Ägyptischen Neuen Reiches. Vol. 222. 2 vols. OLA.
Leuven; Paris; Walpole, MA: Peeters, 2013, Vol 1, pp. 284-87 (L2), Vol 2, pp. 257-62.
20
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j: K. Kitchen restores this break in the text as “the eye of [Horus]” in his translation,
RITA II, p. 411, §235, A, 622:8. However, there is not enough room in the break to
accommodate a tall sign such as a

–glyph. Furthermore, in the left lower corner of

the break, what looks to be the handle of a

is visible, and the bottom of the break

seems to follow the contours of the rounded bottom of the k basket. If that is the case, the
space above it could have accommodated another

-glyph for the dual required by

the text here, especially since what remains of the top

sign indicates it had a

shorter form. The latter reading would also be consistent with other parallels of episode
17 of the ritual of Amenhotep I.21
k: The bottom edge of the

and almost the entirety of the

glyph is damaged by

a deep gauge.
l: The

–sign here has been mistakenly recorded as

by K. Kitchen, cf. KRI

II, §235A, p. 622:10. The 3rd person pronoun is also found in other versions of this
spell.22
m: The tops of the

and the pegs of the

sign forming part of the name of Amun

are still visible above the break formed along the block joint, while below the interior
surface of what was once a

glyph is detectable.

Cf. H. H. Nelson, “Certain Reliefs at Karnak and Medinet Habu and the Ritual of Amenophis I.” JNES 8,
no. 3 (1949), p. 216; N. Tacke, Das Opferritual Des Ägyptischen Neuen Reiches. Vol. 222. 2 vols. OLA.
Leuven; Paris; Walpole, MA: Peeters, 2013, Vol 1, pp. 284-87 (L2), Vol 2, pp. 257-62.
21

Cf. H. H. Nelson, “Certain Reliefs at Karnak and Medinet Habu and the Ritual of Amenophis I.” JNES 8,
no. 3 (1949), p. 216; N. Tacke, Das Opferritual Des Ägyptischen Neuen Reiches. Vol. 222. 2 vols. OLA.
Leuven; Paris; Walpole, MA: Peeters, 2013, Vol 1, pp. 284-87 (L2), Vol 2, pp. 257-62.
22
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n: While this group was recorded in KRI II §235A(10) , it is omitted in his translation in
RITA II, §235A, 622:8.
and translated it as “every day,” cf. KRI II

o: K. Kitchen recorded this group as

§235A, p. 622:10; RITA II, §235A, p. 622:8. However, it is clear that the group is in fact
and is part of the spell of episode 17 of the ritual of Amenhotep I.23
p: There is no need to supply the first-person pronoun here, as done by K. Kitchen in
RITA II, §235A, p. 622:8, especially considering how the text supplies this pronoun in
other places when necessary. Translating the verb as an imperative also fits the context of
this text and falls in line with other parallels of the episode 17 spell.24
q: After smn=i the faint lines of an

and the top corner with the handle of a

are visible above the break. Below this same break line the bottom of another
rounded glyph is present, most likely another

. Based on the parallels of this spell

published by H. Nelson and N Tacke, the group missing is irt, which would fit the space
available, with the full translation being “I establish for you your eye in its place,”25
contra K. Kitchen, RITA II, §235A, 622:9.
r: The prenomen cartouche is entirely missing in a large break filled with modern
restoration cement.

H. H. Nelson, “Certain Reliefs at Karnak and Medinet Habu and the Ritual of Amenophis I.” JNES 8, no.
3 (1949), p. 216; Error corrected in N. Tacke, Das Opferritual Des Ägyptischen Neuen Reiches. Vol. 222. 2
vols. OLA. Leuven; Paris; Walpole, MA: Peeters, 2013, Vol 1, pp. 284-87 (L2), Vol 2, pp. 257-62.
23

H. H. Nelson, “Certain Reliefs at Karnak and Medinet Habu and the Ritual of Amenophis I.” JNES 8, no.
3 (1949), p. 216; Error corrected in N. Tacke, Das Opferritual Des Ägyptischen Neuen Reiches. Vol. 222. 2
vols. OLA. Leuven; Paris; Walpole, MA: Peeters, 2013, Vol 1, pp. 284-87 (L2), Vol 2, pp. 257-62.
24

H. H. Nelson, “Certain Reliefs at Karnak and Medinet Habu and the Ritual of Amenophis I.” JNES 8, no.
3 (1949), p. 216; Error corrected in N. Tacke, Das Opferritual Des Ägyptischen Neuen Reiches. Vol. 222. 2
vols.OLA. Leuven; Paris; Walpole, MA: Peeters, 2013, Vol 1, pp. 284-87 (L2), Vol 2, pp. 257-62.
25
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Fig. 102: Bandeau inscription of Ramesses II on the east wall south wing.
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LA94: Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses II
Scene ID number: LA94
Location: East interior wall, south half, below second register of scenes.
Description: A long horizontal bandeau spans the length of the south half of the eastern
wall, separating the large second register from the smaller bottom third register showing
the procession of personified mineral regions (see pl. 33, fig. 102). The text of the
bandeau starts on the eastern half the forecourt’s southern wall and continues onto the
southern half of the eastern wall. The inscription begins at the eastern side of the torus
molding, adorned with a vertical text, at roughly the midpoint of the east half of the south
wall. The vertical torus molding marked the junction between the original pylon style
entrance of the colonnade hall and the sandstone wall extensions built during the reign of
Ramesses II when the colonnade entrance was incorporated into the southern wall of the
forecourt.26 The preserved section of the bandeau on the south half of the east wall starts
close to the corner that joins the east and south walls of the forecourt with the nomen
cartouche of Ramesses II and ends at the vertical bandeau separating the horizontal
registers of the east wall from those of the eastern gateway.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX (26) III; H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA85; KRI II, p. 607,
§230D; RITA II, p. 402, §230D; RITANC II, p. 407-409, §230D; M. Abd el Razik, “The
Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple I: The Texts” JEA 60,
1974, §3B; M. Abd el Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in
Luxor Temple II: Interpretation.” JEA 61, 1975, pp. 127-128.

26

See pp. 441-43, fig. 122, pp. 538-545.
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Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, p. 607, §230D; RITA II, p. 402, §230D; RITANC II,
p. 407-409, §230D; M. Abd el Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses
II in Luxor Temple I: The Texts” JEA 60, 1974, §3B; M. Abd el Razik, “The Dedicatory
and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple II: Interpretation.” JEA 61, 1975, pp.
127-128.
Observations: The text is well preserved except for the few losses in the text which
resulted from the natural erosion of the sandstone over time, especially at the southern
end of the wall. Any traces of paint are now completely lost. For the beginning of the
text of the bandeau found on the east half of the south wall see the discussion of LA79.
Translation:
[… Rames]ses [Meramun]a Unit[ed]-with-Eternityb in [the estate] of Amunc in
sandstoned, its courte in front of his sanctuaryf surrounded with columnsg, doorways (and)
flagpoles of cedar woodh of Lebanon bandedi with copper of Asia. It has enclosedj statues
(that are) seated, standing and Osiridk of the lord – Life! Prosperity! Health! – inl red
granite and black stone (i.e. black granite)m, an open court with two obelisks ofn (my)
father Amun-Re-Atum, a shrineo of granite, the doors in electrum, a resting place for the
Lordp of the gods in his festival of Opet in order to makeq his halts therein at the
beginning of every ten dayss. He made [it] for him upon the precise groundt (of) the
precinct of the first occasionu, a place of supplication, of hearing the petitionsv of gods
and rmT – peoplew, which the Son of Re, Ramesses-Meramunx has made for him.
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Notes to Translation:
a: The cartouche with the nomen of Ramesses II is badly damaged due to the natural

decay of the sandstone. The

of the name of Amun is completely lost, along with the

carved outline of the cartouche next to this part of the inscription. The middle of the
bottom line of the

sign is still present, as is the central portion of

, while the

group is now completely lost with the exception of the cartouche outline right

underneath. Extensive erosion had led to only the faint carved outlines of the knee of

to be detectable, followed by the faint carved lines of the

both

. The midsections of

glyphs are well preserved, as it the carved line of the cartouche above this

section of the nomen.

glyph’s head, as well as its back down

b: The outline of the top and rear part of the

to the tail are still present. The other glyphs of the group are well preserved except for the
block line cutting through the signs at the top.

c: The head and top of the chest of the
sandstone. The

are now lost due to a break in the

sign is completely lost in a whole in the stone, possibly made to

accommodate a wooden beam, and now filled with modern cement. However, the context
of the inscription makes its reconstruction certain, cf. M. Abd el Razik, JEA 60, 1974,
§3B. The squatting Amun glyph, with a break line running through the middle of his
plumes, is shown holding a was scepter with its end extending below the knees of the
deity. While the top of the scepter is lost in the break, there are sufficient traces to
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confirm its presence, allow for its reconstruction as

, with this noted differenced

compared to the transcription by M. Abd el Razik, JEA 60, 1974, §3B.
d: Translating inr HD nfr n rwD, “good white hard stone” as sandstone, cf. Faulkner, CD,

pp.23-24. A break in the sandstone has led to the loss of the tops of
edge and northern end of the

glyph. Most of the

and the bottom

sign is lost except for the

pendant end of the bowstring.
e: The flat top of

and the upper half of

are now lost in a break in the

sandstone.

f: The head of the

sign is now lost in a break, which continues into the following

group affecting most of the

glyphs (only preserved from 11 to 2 if seen as a clock

dial, and 6 to 9), the break reaching down through the middle of the
The

and the

.

sign beneath the f-snake is offset to the north, fitting above the midpoint between
and . Any traces of the

glyph of Ip.t are now completely lost, although one

could interpret the flat clean edge at the bottom of the break line could be the edge of the

sign’s base. The top of the

along with the top southern edge of

g: Abd el-Razik recorded the first sign of the group pXr as

are also lost.

, with the inner smaller

loop at the bottom north end of the sign, when it fact this feature was at the top of the
sign, now lost in the break, and the trace remaining is the bottom end of the sign, oriented

as

(cf. M. Abd el Razik, JEA 60, 1974, §3B). The top of
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, the head of the

glyph, the capitals of the three

sign as well as most of the middle column glyph are

lost in a break in the sandstone along the block line. Of note is the presence of

for the

3rd f, sing. stative ending referring to wsx.t “court” that it is describing (cf. Gardiner, Gr3,

§309; Allen, Middle Egyptian, §17.2) and the detailed carving of the

h: The

signs.

glyph is almost fully lost in a vertical break, except for the bottom half of its

shorter end. A break in the sandstone runs along the top of the bandeau in this section of

text affecting the top of some of the signs. The very tops of the
missing to a small degree. The

,

and

signs are

sign is completely lost in the horizontal break,

except for its barely visible northern end. The top of the front arm branch of

is

missing due to exfoliation of the sandstone.

i: The top of

and the upper half and southern end of the

sign are lost due

to a long horizontal break in the sandstone. No traces remain of the

of ndb.w, which

is not lost in a vertical break that also eliminated the southern ends of

and

. For #nty-S as a designation of Lebanon, cf. Gauthier, DG IV, p. 181.
j: A vertical break along the block joint led to the loss of the southern half the

with the break severing the rear half of the wing and tail of
the

glyph,

and the northern end of

glyph. One has to wonder if the use of the term Xnm meaning “to unite,

protect, enclose” might also be referring to the fact that the large granite statues, visible
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inside the forecourt to this day, were set into place before the sandstone structure was
erected around them, thus literally enclosing them.
k: It is interesting to note the use of the term Xn.ty to designate these colossal statues,
which invokes a connotation of movement or conveyance, cf. Wb III, p. 385, unless the
choice of the word was also influenced by its use as the object of the verb xnm.n=s, and
thus picked in an attempt at word play. Of note are the elaborate statue determinatives
used, which also take on the function of conventional plural stokes to form the plural of
Xn.ty. The first statue determinative shows the king seated on the throne and wearing a
nemes and double crown, as do the pairs of colossal seated granite statues of Ramesses II
both in front of the pylon and inside the court. The second shows the king in a standing
pose, wearing the nemes and double crown and a SnDw.t kilt, similar in likeness to the
standing colossal statues placed between the columns of the southern half of the
forecourt. The third determinative shows the king in the form of Osiris, with the back
pillar of the statue visible as part of the carved sign. The legs and statue bases of such
statues are still present at the exterior of the western gate of the forecourt, cf. PM II2
XXX (24-25).

l: A vertical break runs through the front half of the

‘s face and the front of its

legs.
m: The inscription is relatively well preserved, except for a few scratches. The only sign
badly affected in this section are the
corner of the

sign, and the

with its mid-section missing, the lower left
glyph with only the tips of its spines preserved.

Regarding the translation, Abd el-Razik took the term biA.t as meaning “quartzite”,
although he did note the conundrum posed by the statues being described as such in the
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text, when in reality all the statues in and outside the forecourt were of granite.27 One
could also translate biA.t mA.T as a nfr-Hr construction28 with biA.t merely describing the
granite as being red. The term biA is also used in describing the crowns of the granite
statues commissioned by Sety I in his two Year 9 stele from Aswan,29 specifically the
fact that the crowns of the statues were red granite as opposed to the black granite of the
rest of the statues. The inr km probably refers to black granite, rather than simply “black
stone” when it comes to the materials used for the statues. Note the elaborately carved
of biA.t and the use of a

sign in the mA.T group.

n: The large piece of ancient plaster is still preserved in front and behind the foot of the

glyph. Also note the form of the

sign and the position of long end of the

A hole cut into the sandstone obstructs the upper right corner of the

of the

sign.

glyph. The face

is damaged, looking akin to light iconoclastic damage. The cut of the block

line led to the loss of the left half of the second

glyph.

o: This sH-nTr is most likely referring to the triple shrine, especially based on the
description that follows. The erosion of the sandstone along the block joint has partially
damaged the right half of the signs of this group.

M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II:
Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), p 128, n. 43.
27

28

Gardiner, Gr3, §95; Allen, Middle Egyptian, §6.5.

KRI I, pp. 73-74; P. Brand, “The ‘Lost’ Obelisks and Colossi of Seti I,” JARCE 34, 1997, pp. 104-105,
112-114
29
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p: The top carved edge of the

sign is now almost completely lost due to the

erosion of the sandstone, save for the left end.
q: Reading this group as “r irt”, with the “t” as an infinitive marker written using the
sign. Bearing in mind the sound changes present in Late Egyptian where
depalatization leads to /T/ becoming /t/30 the choice of using the

sign here might

have been motivated by a desire to visually balance out the other two long and narrow
signs,

and

, coming before it.

s: This is possibly a reference to the decade festival that happened every 10 days when
Amun-Re was taken to the small temple at Medinet Habu.31

t: A vertical break along the block line goes through the front of the
chest, as well as the right end of the
u: The front of the

‘s beak and

sign. For sAT.w see Wb III, p. 423.

glyph’s face and the right edge of

are lost due to a break along

the vertical block line.

v: Part of the very end of the

’s tail is lost in the vertical break formed along the

seam between two adjacent sandstone blocks. The same break also affects the very edges
of the right ends of the

and

signs.

30

F. Junge, Late Egyptian Grammar: An Introduction. Translated by David Warburton. Second English.
Griffith Institute Publications. Oxford: Griffith Institute, 2005, pp. 36-37.
31

See also our discussion above, pp. 11-20; For a general discussion of the Decade festival, see. M.
Doresse, “Le Dieu Voilé Dans Sa Châsse et La Fête Du Début de La Décade.” RdÉ 23 (1971): 113–36; M.
Doresse, “Le Dieu Voilé Dans Sa Châsse et La Fête Du Début de La Décade.” RdÉ 25 (1973): 92–135; M.
Doresse, Marianne. “Le Dieu Voilé Dans Sa Châsse et La Fête Du Début de La Décade.” RdÉ 31 (1979):
36–65; The Epigraphic Survey, The. Medinet Habu, Volume 9: The Eighteenth Dynasty Temple, Part 1:
The Inner Sanctuaries with Translations of Texts, Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 136. OIP: Oriental
Institute, University of Chicago, 2009, pp. XXIX – XXXIII.
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w: Note the abbreviate writing of rmT using only the

glyph and a phonetic

compliment. Cf. Gardiner, Gr3, H4.

x: The

glyph of the name Imn is almost completely lost in the vertical break along the

block joint, which also affects the right edges of the
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and

next to it.

Bottom register

LA95 – Procession of personified mineral regions (beginning on the south wall east half)
Scene ID number: LA95
Location: East interior wall, south half, bottom register.
Description: A procession of 24 human figures, out of a total of 31, representing
personified mineral regions, are depicted bearing offerings and oriented towards the south
and implicitly towards the interior of the temple (see pl. 33-35). The figures are shown
with a

glyph above their heads resting on a flat plinth with two ribbons hanging

down at the back of each figure’s head. Between the peaks of the

sign the name of

each region is inscribed which is also repeated in the text introduced by “Dd mdw in” in
front of them. The figures wear a tripartite wig, curved beard, plain kilt and a bull’s tail.
Each figure is shown bearing a tray with a small carved mound representing piles of

mineral ore, surmounted by a bouquet of flowers. Three strings of

and

symbols

hang from the hands of each figure. A short text above the tray gives describes the
quantity of provisions being brought.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (26) III; H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA85; M. Legrand, “La
liste dite « des regions minières » du temple de Louxor.” Abgadiyat 11, 2016, pp. 60-85.
KRI II, §234B, pp.618-621; RITA II §234B, pp. 409-411; RITANC II, §234B, pp. 415418.
Publications of inscriptions: M. Legrand, “La liste dite « des regions minières » du temple
de Louxor.” Abgadiyat 11, 2016, pp. 60-85. KRI II, §234B, pp.618-621; RITA II §234B,
pp. 409-411; RITANC II, §234B, pp. 415-418.
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Observations: The procession of personified mineral regions starts midway at the base
of the east half of the south wall of the forecourt, introduced by a speech and depiction of
the god Thoth, and continues onto the south half of the east wall. 24 of the total of 31
figures are shown of the south half of the east wall. The first figures at the corner of the
south half of the east wall is badly damaged, although the rest of the figures are well
preserved, despite some traces of natural erosion and the areas where patch-stones were
used to mend defects in the sandstone. Ancient chisel tracks are noticeable throughout
this area of the wall, possibly the remains of quarry damage. For each personified mineral
region detailed observations are provided separately.
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Fig. 103: Mineral regions numbers 8 (right) 9 (middle) and 10 (left).

Figure No. 8:32
Observations: (see fig. 103) The relief is badly damaged, with the entirety of the human
figure lost as well as the majority of the text in front and above him. Only the left half of
the top part of the vertical column of text is preserved as well as the very beginning of the
horizontal text above the figure that would have given the quantity of the products being
brought. The silhouette of the bottom of the kilt and the top of the legs of the figure are
still detectable in the badly eroded sandstone. The top of the mound forming the offering
is still preserved along with the front end of the flower bouquet above it.

32

The numbering system followed in this translation will be the same as the one established in KRI II,
§234B. Thus, the first figure at the corner of the south half of the east wall is the 8th in the line of figures
which start at the midpoint of the east half of the south wall, for which see figs. 124-128, pp. 626-665.
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Translation:
In front of figure: (1) [Wor]ds [spo]ken [b]y the [Mou]nt [o]f [Turq]ouisea [to the Son of
Re, Ramesses Meramun: “(I) have come, (I) have brought you … ]b in […]c.”
Above figure: […]
Notes to Translation:
a: Only the top of this column of texts is preserved, with the southern half of all the sign
lost, the area now covered by modern restoration cement. Only the beginning, left half of
the name of the mount is preserved, which can tentatively be restored as

and

, the beginning of mfkA.t, especially when bearing in mind the parallel of the
name of figure no. 20. Cf. KRI II, §234B, p.618:15; RITANC II, §234, p. 417. For this
location see Gauthier, DG VI, p. 120.
b: This section of text is reconstructed based on the parallels and formulaic nature of the
texts accompanying the rest of the personified mineral regions, cf. KRI II, §234B, pp.618621; RITA II §234, pp. 409-411; RITANC II, §234, pp. 415-418.

c: Only the

of what would have described the quantity of the offering is still

preserved.

Figure no. 9:
Observations: (see fig. 103) This figure and accompanying texts are badly damaged. The
bottom two thirds of the vertical column of text preceding the figure is lost, with only the
left half preserved of the signs forming the top third of the texts. The body of the male
figure is lost from below the level of the chest, where the lappet of his tripartite wig ends,
as is the bottom of the tray of offerings he is carrying. The two shoulders of the figure are
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lost due to the exfoliation of the sandstone. The front of his face, the nose, mouth and
beard are also damaged. The sandstone between the two peaks of the

sign above the

figure’s head is also lost due to exfoliation, the loss affecting the bases of the glyphs
forming the name of the mineral region.
Translation:
In front of figure: (1) [Wor]ds [spo]ken [b]y the [Mou]nt [o]f [Elepha]ntinea [to the King
of Upper and Lower Egypt, Usermaatre Setepenre: “(I) have come, (I) have brought
you…]b (2) in thousands and ten-thousands.” c
Above figure: Elephantined
Notes to Translation:
a: Only the left half of the signs in the upper part of the column of texts are preserved.

For the name of the mount, only the

of Abw is preserved, however, the name can be

restored here due to it being still intact in the text above the figure’s head. Cf. KRI II,
§234B, p.619:1; RITANC II, §234, p. 417.
b: Restored here based on parallels found throughout this register, cf. KRI II, §234B,
pp.618-621; RITA II §234, pp. 409-411; RITANC II, §234, pp. 415-418.

c: A break in the sandstone affects the round leaf of the first

sign, and expands into the

base of the leaves and upper half of the stems of the next two

glyphs.

d: The glyphs forming the name of Elephantine, Abw, are well preserved, save for the
exfoliation of the sandstone starting at the base of the

foot of

sign can continuing into the

. As is the case with the glyphs used to write Abw in line 46 of the Litany of
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Amun (see above), the scribes chose to use

glyph for

, and the

, the latter known as being a substitution common after the 18th Dynasty, cf.

A. Gardiner, EG3, p. 502, R15; The
the

sign instead of the

determinative is not written, probably because

sign above the human figure’s head acts as a determinative for the place name

as well. The small round trace to the right of the base of the

glyph recorded by K.

Kitchen (KRI II, §234B, p.619:1) could possibly be considered as merely damage in the
sandstone, especially taking into account that there are other small gauges in the stone
right above it. For Elephantine cf. A. Gardiner, AEO II, no. 315.

Figure no. 10:
Observations: (see fig. 103) The texts and figure of this section are better preserved than
the ones in front of it. A deep gash in the sandstone above the personified mineral regions
head affects the very rear edge of the glyph forming its name and the left peak of the
sign. A couple of holes in the sandstone can be seen in the face of the figure, a
larger one in his check, and smaller ones in his eyebrow, but they seem to be more akin to
damage than intentional defacement. The text in front of the figure is well preserved, with
the exception of two wide breaks affecting the nomen cartouche of Ramesses II and the
signs right after it. A long horizontal break led to the loss of the very end of the vertical
column of text as well as the ankles and feet of the male figure.
Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spoken by the Pure Mountaina to the Son of Re, Ramesses
Mer[am]un: “[(I) have]b come, (I) have brought to you gold […]c (2) in myriads.”
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Above figure: Pure / Wab
Notes to Translation:
a: For the location of the Pure Mountain, Dw n wab, the gold mining area of Wadi
Hamammat east of Koptos, cf. RITANC II, p. 417, §787; Vercoutter, Kush 7, 1957, p.
133, n. 46; Gauthier, DG VI, p. 116.

b: The

of Amun’s name at the beginning of the Ramesses II nomen

and

cartouche are now lost due to a break in the sandstone which also affects most of the sun

disk atop the

‘s head. The right-side end of the

glyph and the right half of the

bottom of the cartouche are similarly missing. The sandstone fragment containing the text
following the cartouche is positioned lower than it must have been originally, giving the
impression that at least another horizontal sign might fit between the end of the cartouche
and the sign that follows on the fragment. The left part of the group

preserved right above the break, while the interior details of the

in ii.n=(i) is still

sign are lost due to the

exfoliation of the sandstone, leaving only the outlines of the original glyph.
c: The right half the
right edge of the

sign is also lost in a break which also affects the very bottom
glyph. Only the traces of the very left sign of the group

are noticeable and thus restored by K. Kitchen (KRI II, §234B, p.619:3). Based on
parallels from the text in front of other figures, (see nos. 12-14, 19-26) there was enough
room following the nbw glyph for at least another group of signs, now completely lost,
and whose possible presence is not reflected in K. Kitchen’s transcription and translation,
cf. KRI II, §234B, p.619:3; RITA II, §234, p. 409.
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Fig. 104: Mineral regions numbers 11 (right) 12 (middle) and 13 (left).

Figure no. 11:
Observations: (see fig. 104) The figure of the personified mineral region is relatively
well preserved. Because it was carved at the juncture of three blocks, a large vertical
break along the block seam goes through the middle of the figure’s head. This same break
merges with another horizontal one, the shoulders and upper chest of the figure now
being lost due to the damage caused at this juncture. The horizontal break line continues
into the offering pile atop the tray held by the figure and the vertical column of text in
front of it. Another break along the block line runs through the lower legs of the figure,
and also led to the loss of the last group of hieroglyphs at the bottom of the vertical
column of text. The traces of ancient graffiti (?) are visible above the offering tray, lightly
scratched into the sandstone.
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Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spokena by the Mount of Edfu to the King of Upper and
Lower Egyptb Usermaatre Setepenre: “(I) have come, (I) have brought to you gold […]c
(2) in myriads and millionsd.”
Above figure: Edfue
Notes to Translation:

a: The carved edges of the

sign are badly eroded, to the extent that the main body

of the sign is preserved mainly due to the deeper outline of the sunk relief.

b: The bottom sections of

and

are now lost, as are the two

signs

underneath them due to a horizontal break along the block line.
c: Although the bottom part of the sign is now lost, the available space underneath this
sign indicates that there was room for at least one extra group of signs, as is the case of
the text before the preceding figure (no. 10). There are no traces of the

group

restored by K. Kitchen, and the lacuna is not reflected in his transcription and translation,
cf. KRI II, §234B, p.619:5; RITA II, §234, p. 409.
d: The signs of this group are relatively well preserved, although the sandstone around
them is in an early stage of flacking and ancient expanded plaster can be seen in smaller

globs in front and behind the

sign. The feet and legs of the

exfoliation of the sandstone, as is the bottom half of the leftmost

lost due the
underneath the

.

e: For the mining region in the desert reached via Wadi Abbad with indications of mining
activity under Sety I, cf. RITANC II, §787, p. 417.
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Figure no. 12:
Observations: (see fig. 104) The relief is relatively well preserved, with damage only
occurring along the block seem lines forming the wall in this area. A horizontal break
starts just behind the rear shoulder of the personified mining region and continues
through the offerings into the vertical column of text in front of the figure. Another break
stretches vertically at the back of the figure, reaching down to its lower legs where it
merges with another horizontal break line, cutting through the lower legs of the figure
and reaching into the signs forming the last group at the end of the vertical column of
text. Wide chisel tracks are noticeable at an oblique angle in front of the figure’s face and
behind his lower back, most likely the remains of quarry damage.
Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spoken by the Mount of Koptos to the Son [of Re]a
Ramesses Meramun: “(I) have come, (I) have brought to you go[ld… and ge]mstonesb (2)
in myriads and ten thousands.”
Above figure: Koptosc.
Notes to Translation:

a: The head of the
along with most of the

is completely lost in a horizontal break along the block joint,
, except for the very edge of the disc between 5 and 7 on a

clock dial.
b: This part of the inscription is damaged due to another horizontal break along the block
joint. Only the right side of the upper corner of the
additional traces to warrant a restauration of a
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sign is still preserved, with no
group, although the space available

would accommodate this group or another short and wide sign or group of signs, cf. KRI
II, §234B, p.619:7. Below the break the left end of the

c: Note the writing of Gbtyw using the

glyph is still preserved.

(G4) sign here instead of the simple

used in the preceding column of text.

Figure no. 13:
Observations: (see fig. 104) A horizontal break along the joint line between the
sandstone blocks runs through the upper third of the scene, at the level of the figures
lower face, obliterating his chin and the top half of his beard, along with the top of the
offering pile and the lower half and right end of the bouquet above it. This break merges
with another vertical one, again formed at the junction between two sandstone blocks,
stretching from the top right end of the bouquet to the top edge of the scene. The column
of text in front of the personified mineral region has also suffered damaged due to this
break lines. A second horizontal break runs through the lower legs of the figure and into
the lower part of the vertical column of text in front of the figure, with the left half of the
figure’s rear legs calf and heel now lost.
Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spok[en] by the moun[t] of Kop[tos] toa [the King of Upper
and Lower Egypt]b Usermaatre Setepenre: (I) have come, (I) have brought to you [eye]paintc (2) in hekat-measuresd (of) myriads.
Above figure: Koptos.e
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Notes to Translation:
a: A vertical break runs through the very left-hand side of this section of text, cutting

through the left end of each glyph. The tail of the

end of the following signs,

is lost in the break, while the left

, is merely cut through by it. The

and

signs at

the left side of Gbtyw are also cut through by the vertical break, with the two corner of
the

still visible and mostly the two sides of the

remaining. This damage is not

reflected in KRI II, §234B, p.619:9.
b: This group is completely lost, along with the top edge of the prenomen cartouche that

follows it, with the exception the very top curved end of the

sign and the top half of

the very left edge of the

sign’s rear wing at the edge of the break.

c: The lower half of both

and

are lost in a break which extends down into the

sign, the thumb of which is now lost.

d: The

sign at the beginning of the text is cut in half by a vertical break, with its

legs and feet now lost. The break also touches the right top edge of the

behind the m-owl. K. Kitchen translated the

sign right

group as “˹bags˺” without explaining

why he chose this translation (cf. RITA II, §234, p. 409; RITANC II, §787, p. 417).
Considering the use of cryptographic hieroglyphs intermittently throughout the
inscriptions on the interior walls of the forecourt, it’s possible that the
used as a substitute for

sign here is

(D12) due to resemblance in shape (cf. J. Roberson, Cryptic
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Lexicon, V9). The

is used to denote the ¼ hekat measure (cf. A. Gardiner, EG3,

§266I; D12), which fits the context of the inscription in this case and the other parallels
found throughout the scenes with the personified mineral regions. Another possibility is
use of the

sign as simply a designation of “millions” or a very high number, cf. Wb.

IV, p. 488.
e: See note c for the text of Figure no. 12.

Fig. 105: Mineral regions numbers 14 (right) 15 (middle) and 16 (left).

Figure no. 14:
Observations: (see fig. 105) As is the case of the previously discussed scenes, the
horizontal break along the block joint runs through the top third of the scene. The lower
half of the face and head of the personified mineral region are lost in the break, which
extends down to the middle of his back along the contours of his rear shoulder. The same
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break extends horizontally in front of the figure, affecting the top of the offering mound
and the lower part and front edge of the flower bouquet in front of it, along with some of
the signs in the vertical column of text in front of the figure. The chisel tracks of quarry
damage and pitting are visible throughout the scene. A diagonal break starts at the rear
shoulder of the figure, running down to the mid-point of the calf of his forward leg. A
second horizontal break along the block line led to the loss on the lower half the figures
rear leg and foot. The break continues horizontally through the forward lower leg of the
figure and into the lower portion of the vertical column of text in front of it. A wide
round shallow gauge completely obliterates the rear hand of the figure.
Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spoken by the Mount of the Go[d’s] La[nd]a to the Son of
Re [Rames]ses Mer[a]munb: (I) have comec, (I) have brought to you t[urquoise and
ge]msd (2) in heaps.e
Above figure: God’s Land.f
Notes to Translation:
a: The signs of this group are badly preserved due to the damaged cause by a horizontal

break along a block joint in this section of the scene. Only the flag of the

glyph is

still visible, along with the right half of the

is still

sign. The very tip of the

discernable right above the break. No traces of a

are present, although its possible

presence originally can be inferred by the way tA-nTr is written above the head of the
personified mineral region, cf. KRI II, §234B, p.619:11.
b: The nomen cartouche of Ramesses II is badly preserved. The abundance of chisel
tracks akin to quarry damage are prominent in this area of the inscription. The damage
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sustained by the signs is more haphazard and present throughout, thus notably different
from patterns associated with the targeted chisel hacks of iconoclasts. The shallow
carving of what remains of the glyphs seems to indicate that initially this area was
probably covered by plaster, doubtless to mask the defects in the sandstone, which has
now fallen away. The glyphs of the cartouche were carved mostly into this plaster, which
is why only their shallowly carved traces in the sandstone, originally underneath the
plaster, are now visible. The silhouettes of the glyphs forming the nomen are still

detectable, most badly affected being the

,

and

glyphs.

c: The chisel tracks of quarry damage led to almost the complete loss of the

glyphs,

with only the shallow outline of the sign of the left still present. The same type of damage
affects the very left end of the
the

sign. A deep circular gauge affects the front leg of

sign, with only the tip of the forward foot detectable.

d: The left half and most of the forearm of a

break, along with the tip of what was most likely a

sign are still preserved above the

glyph held in its hand, now lost

due to a deep slanted gauge in the sandstone. No other traces are preserved beneath this
sign, although based on the space available K. Kitchen’s reconstruction of the group as
m[fkA.t] “turquoise” is very plausible, especially given the way this group is written in the
case of Figure no. 20 (see below). Beneath the break only the
of a

sign and the left half

are preserved, the restoration of the group being based on parallel writings of aA.t

as that found in the text in front of Figure no. 16 (see below). Cf. KRI II, §234B,
p.619:11.
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e: This group is relatively well preserved with the exception of the

sign which is

cut in two by a deep slanted gauge in the sandstone, with only the hand and the rear half
of the upper arm visible.
f: Note the absence of the

determinative here, most likely replaced by the

sign above the personified mineral regions head, as opposed to its use in the vertical
column of text before the figure. For tA-nTr as a designation of the Levant and the Red Sea
up to Punt cf. RITANC II, §787, p. 417; Gauthier, DG VI, p. 24.

Figure no. 15:
Observations: (see fig. 105) The central area of the relief is badly preserved as a result
of ancient quarry damage, originally masked by plaster that has since decayed and
disappeared. The damage, consisting of ancient deep chisel tracks and flacking of the
sandstone, is concentrated in a circular area in front of the personified mineral region’s
torso and extends into the vertical column of text in front of it. The ancient attempt at
repairing the damage is indicated by the presence of a patch-stone, still bearing part of the
face and shoulders of the figure, along with the top left half of the outline of its offerings.
The top of the figures head is damaged, along with the middle of the

sign above his

head and the place name, above which a deep beam notch is visible. The chest, arms, and
offering tray with the outline of the offerings above it are now lost. The feet of the figure
along with the bottom of the vertical column of text before it are also missing, lost in a
break running along the base of the scene.
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Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Wor[ds] spoken b[y the Mou]nt [of Punta to the King of Upper and
Lower Egyp]tb Usermaatre Setepenre: (I) have come,c (I) have brought to you resins
[…]d (2) in […].e
Above figure: [P]un[t]f.
Notes to Translation:

a: Only middle and the down curving section of the

sign is preserved, along with

the top half of the

glyph. The signs underneath

and the outline of the middle of the

this group are lost due to the flacking of the sandstone. The trace of the interior of the
right peak of a

sign is still detectable in the damaged area. The missing text is

reconstructed based on the parallels from adjacent scenes and the remains of the place
name above the figure’s head. Cf. KRI II, §234B, p.619:13.
b: Traces of the interior of

to the right above the cartouche is still preserved. The top

left of the prenomen cartouche is lost in the damage.

c: Interestingly, the

group is placed between the

sign and the top of the

, as

opposed to its placement in the throughout other scenes. Cf. KRI II, §234B, p.619:13.
d: The basket handle of the

The lower half of the jar of the

is missing due to the exfoliation of the sandstone.

sign is lost in the break. Below the break there is space

to accommodate another group of signs, now completely missing.
e: The signs of this are extensively damaged due to the flacking of the sandstone. Merely

the

‘s head and its body’s upper half are preserved. The group of glyphs that
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follow is difficult to discern from the remaining traces. In contrast to the two signs
recorded by K. Kitchen, the visible traces are those of one rounded sign, with a more
emphasized curve at the top and flatter base, similar in shape to a larger sized

or the

mound determinative used in line (2) of Figure no. 14 . Cf. KRI II, §234B, p.619:14.
f: The ears and middle part of the
section of the

glyph’s body are still visible, as is the mid-

underneath it. No other traces of the signs that formed Pwnt are

preserved. The midsection and lower half of the

sign’s left peak is missing due to

quarry damage and flaking of the sandstone. Cf. KRI II, §234B, p.619:14.

Figure no. 16:
Observations: (see fig. 105) Traces of chisel tracks akin to quarry damage are visible in
front of and inside the chest of the personified mineral region, becoming deeper and more
apparent behind the back of the figure. A break along the block joint led to the loss of the
figure’s face, leaving behind only his eyebrow and the top of his ear. The curled beard
and the wig’s front lappet are still preserved underneath the break line. This horizontal
break line extends into the area in front of the figure, with the top of the offering pile and
lower half of the bouquet now missing, along with the right half of the glyphs forming
the place name in the vertical column of text in front of the figure. A vertical break
interrupts the left peak of the

sign above the figure’s head continuing into the rear

of his head and merging with another vertical break along the block joint at the back of
the figure. Another horizontal break intersects the figure’s rear leg and foot, his front leg
now lost along with the base of the vertical column of text in front of it.
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Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spoken by the Mount [of Ken]muta t[o] the Son of Reb,
Ramesses Meramun: (I) have come, (I) have brought to you gems […]c (2) in heaps.
Above figure: Kenmutd.
Notes to Translation:

a: The signs between
base of the

and

are lost in a horizontal break. The left half of the

sign is partially damaged. The space where the now missing signs once

were seems too narrow to accommodate

. Another possibility is that a direct

genitive was used, with only the signs for

carved, which would better fit the space

available. As a comparison, an indirect genitive is used in the text before Figure no. 10.

The tail of the

is lost, along with the left half of the

determinative. Cf. KRI

II, §234B, p.619:15.
b: The

is partially lost in a break running straight across it, while the head of the

is missing due to the exfoliation of the sandstone.
c: Of the group of signs following aA.t only a

glyphs is preserved. While it’s

unclear what kind of offering this might have designated, it’s also possible it was the first
sign of dmD, “gathered”, which would fit the context if we take into consideration that the
group that follows is m aHa.w, “in heaps”. With no other parallels among the texts of the
other figures, this remains mere speculation.
d: A vertical break led to the loss of the basket handle of the
. The presence of the

and the left end of

above the personified mineral region’s head let to
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omission of the

determinative, used in the writing of the same group in the vertical

column of text in front of the figure. For Kenmut see Gauthier, DG VI, p. 122; RITANC
II, §788, p. 417-418; L. L. Giddy, Egyptian Oases: Baḥariya, Dakhla, Farafra and
Kharga during Pharaonic Times. Warminster: Aris & Phillips,1987, pp. 42-48.

Fig. 106: Mineral regions numbers 17 (right) 18 (middle) and 19 (left).

Figure no. 17:
Observations: (see fig. 106) A section forming the middle third or the entire scene is
completely lost due to deep and extensive quarry damage. The break at the top of the
missing section starts just below the ear and nose of the personified mineral region,
running across the scene below the flower bouquet and into the vertical column of text in
front of the figure. The kilt, legs and feet of the figure are still preserved, although the
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lower legs are intersected by another horizontal break line extending into the column of
glyphs. Two deep gauges in the sandstone are present behind the rear leg of the figure. A
vertical break runs along the midsection of the vertical column of text, with the right half
of the text now missing.
Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spoken by the Mount of &A-iH / Farafra [to the King of
Upper and Lower Egypt, Usermaatre Setepen]rea: (I) have co[me]b, (I) have br[ought]c to
you […]d and gemse (2) in ten-thousands and million(s).
Above figure: &A-iH / Farafra
Notes to Translation:
a: This entire section of text is lost as a result of quarry damage and a vertical break

along a block join. The legs of the
prenomen, only the

are missing. Of the signs forming the

of stp.n Ra is preserved. Cf. KRI II, §234B, p.620:1. For this

location, identified as Farafra, see Gauthier, DG VI, p. 4; RITANC II, §788, p. 417-418;
L. L. Giddy, Egyptian Oases: Baḥariya, Dakhla, Farafra and Kharga during Pharaonic
Times. Warminster: Aris & Phillips,1987, pp. 42-48.

b: Of the signs of this group only

and the left half of

are still present. Cf. KRI

II, §234B, p.620:1.

c: Despite the damage caused by the vertical break line, traces of the rear leg of the
are still discernable.
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d: The traces of a

are still preserved followed by the rounded end of what looks like

a long and narrow glyph. Based on the parallel at the end of the vertical column of text in
front of Figure no. 26 (see below and KRI II, §234B, p.621:3) it’s possible to reconstruct

this group as

, shr.wt, a type of mineral (Wb IV, p. 208), which would fit the

context of the inscription, the traces present and the space available.
e: A diagonal break runs through the right end of the
of the short end showing sign of considerable erosion. The

sign, with the carved edges
underneath similarly has

eroded edges and is surrounded by gauges in the sandstone.

Figure no. 18:
Observations: (see fig. 106) The scene has suffered extensive loss. The middle third of
the relief is completely lost due to deep and widespread quarry damage. Of the
personified mineral region, only parts of the

sign above his head are still visible,

with the top half of his body and head now missing. The kilt is preserved even though the
upper halves of the legs down to the level of the knees are lost. The lower legs are
preserved, intersected by a break along the block joint running horizontally through the
ankles.
Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spo[ken] bya the Mount of +[sDs]b / Dakhla [to the Son of
Re, Ramess]es [Meramun]c: (I) have [come], (I) have [brought …]d (2) in large heaps.e
Above figure: +sDs / Dakhlaf
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Notes to Translation:

a: The head and front half of the

glyph is preserved, the rest of the sign being lost

in a damaged area now filled with restoration cement. The same damaged area also

affects the upper left half of the

.

b: A horizontal break line cuts through the middle of the

sign, the bottom of which

is lost as a result, as are the signs that follow. The place name is restored based on its
preserved counterpart inscribed above the personified mineral region. Cf. KRI II, §234B,
p.620:3.
c: The damage in this area of the inscription is extensive, the restoration of the text being
only possible based on parallels. The bottom of the nomen cartouche is still preserved,

with the

sign still present along with the base and knee of

. Any other traces

are difficult to descent due to the many chisel tracks scarring this area. Cf. KRI II, §234B,
p.620:3.
d: Two deep holes in the sandstone and erosion led to the loss and damage of the signs in
this section. Only the right sign of the

group is present, below which the traces of the

sign’s rear leg are detectable, followed by an eroded but still intact
following group only the top most

e: The front half of the

. Of the

sign is present.

sign’s head in lost in a break. The tail of the

is

missing due to erosion and the chisel tracks of quarry damage, while the front of its head
is slightly obscured due to expanded ancient plaster. The determinative next to the
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of

Ddm.t is more akin to a

sign than the

recorded by K. Kitchen (compare with the

writing of the same word in line no. 2 of figure no. 25), although the eroded state of the
carved edges of the sign might account for this confusion (cf. KRI II, §234B, p.620:4). Of

the

group that follows, only the top and traces of the bottom sign are preserved. The

legs and lower chest of the
affects the

sign are missing due to quarry damage, which also

underneath, the lower left half of which is lost.

f: The signs of this group show damage caused by scattered chisel tracks and erosion.

The bent neck and tail of both

signs are lost. The middle of the first

damaged by erosion of the sandstone. The bottom

is

glyph is cut in half by an deep

diagonal chisel track, while the bottom carved edge of the sign is badly eroded. Only the
two peeks and outer edges of the

sign underneath are preserved. For the

identification of this group as Dakhla, cf. Gauthier, DG VI, p. 134; RITANC II, §788, p.
417-418; L. L. Giddy, Egyptian Oases: Baḥariya, Dakhla, Farafra and Kharga during
Pharaonic Times. Warminster: Aris & Phillips,1987, pp. 42-48.

Figure no. 19:
Observations: (see fig. 106) The area of widespread and pronounced quarry damage
affecting the previous two scenes stretches into the right half of this scene up to the
outline of the personified mineral region’s torso. The figure’s face and head, except for
the very top, is lost in a break that extends into the vertical column of text in front of him.
The tray and the offering pile atop it are now missing due to quarry damage, which also
affects the figure’s two arms even though the outlines of these are still observable in the
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damaged area. A horizontal break line stretches across the scene from behind the figure’s
rear leg, widening as it reaches into the vertical column of text at the right end of the
scene. The front leg of the personified mineral region is lost in a large break along with
the front of the rear leg’s foot.
Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spoken by the Mounta [of &p-iH.w / Atfiḥ to the King of
Upper and Lower Egypt, Usermaatre Se]tepenreb [(I) have come, (I) have brou]ght [to]
youc [whi]ted stone (2) in heaps.e
Above figure: &p-iH.w / Atfiḥf
Notes to Translation:

a: The

signs is relatively intact, despite being surrounded by the chisel tracks

associated with quarry damage. In fact, this glyph has been carved over the two such
tracks, further indication that this damage was present before the reliefs were carved. The
two ends of the

are damaged due to the erosion of the sandstone. The carved

outline of the right half of the

sign is also lost, with only the deeper carved interior

of the sunk relief still remaining.
b: Although the text in this section is entirely lost, its restoration is based on parallels in
the adjacent scenes and the place name given above the personified mineral region. Cf.
KRI II, §234B, p.620:5. The lower half of the prenomen cartouche is preserved, with the
and

intact, while only the handle of the

c: Only the feet of the

and the

is still visible.

are preserved the other signs of this and the

preceding group are lost in a break now filled with restoration cement. The text is
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restored based on parallels from the other scenes in this section of the south half of the
east wall. Cf. KRI II, §234B, p.620:5.
d: A horizontal break runs through the top of this group, with the

of HD.t now

completely lost. The handle and the very base of the mace head of

is still preserved.

e: The signs in this section are relatively intact. The

displays some light pitting in

the area of the face and chest, although it’s unclear if the damage is fortuitous or
iconoclastic in nature. A vertical break cuts through the
and the middle

sign at the wrist, the

glyph, with only its right carved edge still remaining.

f: For &p-iH.w / Atfiḥ, cf. Gauthier, DG VI, p. 123; RITANC II, §789, p. 418; L. L. Giddy,
Egyptian Oases: Baḥariya, Dakhla, Farafra and Kharga during Pharaonic Times.
Warminster: Aris & Phillips,1987, pp. 42-48.
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Fig. 107: Mineral regions numbers 20 (right) 21 (middle) and 22 (left).

Figure no. 20:
Observations: (see fig. 107) The head and shoulders of the personified mineral region,
along with the top of the offering pile he carries and the left half of the vertical column of
text in front of it are now missing due to the loss of the patch-stone used in antiquity to
mend the defects in the wall so it could be decorated with reliefs. A horizontal break runs
across the lower half of the scene, just below the kilt and through the knees of the figure,
merging with a larger area of loss. The bottom of the vertical column of text is damaged
by this same feature.
Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spoken by the Mounta [of Turquoise]b to the Son of Re,
Ramesses Meramun: (I) have come, [(I) have brought to you] turquoise […]c (2) in bags.
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Above figure: Turquoised
Notes to Translation:
a: Despite the eroded carved edges, the

glyph is still visible. The signs below it are

missing due to a break in the stone and the loss of the ancient patch-stone. The traces of
the

sign that follows in K. Kitchen’s transcription is in fact damage, the traces are

too close to the sign above and extend into the text dividing line (KRI II, §234B, p.620:7).
b: Just below the break, the right half an eroded
took as a variant for a

sign is present, which K. Kitchen

sign (cf. KRI II, §234B, p.620:7, n.7a). Another possibility

is that this is in fact a result of a scribal error due to a misreading of the hieratic
ending of mfk.t (

- Möller, no. 575) as the hieratic

(

- Möller, no. 91).33

The restoration of the mound’s name is based on its writing above the personified mineral
region’s head. Below this the right half of

is visible. The

of sA Ra is lost from

9 to 12 on a clock dial.
c: The sandstone around this group is badly damaged with the text groups that preceding
and follow now completely lost. The rear carved outline of the

sign’s upper arm

is missing, while the lower carved edge of the forearm is damaged by a deep gauge. The
rear half and tail of the
half of the

is missing in a damaged area. The carved edge of the left

has flacked off, the basket handle now lost, although the interior of

the sign is still visible. The carved edge of the top of the

sign is preserved just above

the break. At the base of the vertical column of text there is enough space available in the
missing area to accommodate another narrow group of signs.

33

G. Möller, Hieratische Paläographie: Die Ägyptische Buchschrift in Ihrer Entwicklung von Der Fünften
Dynastie Bis Zur Römischen Kaiserzeit., n.d.
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d: For this location, cf. Gauthier, DG VI, p. 120; RITANC II, §789, p. 418;

Figure no. 21:
Observations: (fig. 107) The missing ancient patch-stone used to repair the preceding
scene stretches halfway into this one, up to the middle of the offering pile carried by the
personified mineral region. The top quarter of the scene displays relatively dense areas of
pitting and mild surface erosion. The face and part of the upper half of the figure’s head
is lost in an area where two breaks along the block joints intersect. Interestingly, the
carved outlines of the wig’s locks of hair are clearly visible, a detail not shown in the case
of the figures discussed thus far. A vertical break runs through the front of the personified
mineral region’s body down to the level of its knees where it merges with a second
horizontal break. The knees of the figure are lost as is the section of text in the vertical
column of text before them. The Both feet of the figure are similarly missing due to a
narrower horizontal break line, flanked by erosion, which cuts though the very base of the
scene.
Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spoken by the Mou[nt] ofa [Isy to King of Upper and Lower
Egypt] Usermaatre [Setepen]reb: (I) have comec, [(I) have brought to you sil]ver and
copperd (2) in hekat of millionse and myriads.
Above figure: Isyf
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Notes to Translation:

a: The

sign is cut in half by a deep gauge in the sandstone. A similar gauge let to the

loss of almost the entire

glyph, with only the tops of its two peaks protruding above

the damaged area.
b: The section of text above the prenomen cartouche is now missing due to the loss of the
patch-stone once covering the damaged area. The carved edges of the bottoms of the two
glyphs of nsw-bity are still visible below the break. The restoration is based on the
writing of the place name above the personified mineral region’s head and the parallels
from the adjacent scenes. Cf. KRI II, §234B, p.620:9. The lower half of the cartouche is
damaged due to erosion, with only the

and the flat top of the

sign still

remaining of the group stp.n Ra.

c: Note the presence of the

phonetic compliment following

, not recorded in K.

Kitchen’s transcription. Cf. KRI II, §234B, p.620:9. The forward foot of the

sign is

damaged due to erosion.
d: The preceding in.n=(i) n=k group is completely lost in a break which also affects the
top third of the following group. Only the two side cords of the

sign are still

preserved, along with the faint outline of the tear drop beads hanging from collar. The

handle of the

is intact, although only the bottom outline of the mace head is visible

underneath the break. The

group at the very bottom of the column of text is

intact, although the lower edges of the signs in the middle and left are partly eroded.
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e: For a discussion of the possible translations of the

, see our note “d” for Figure

no. 13. Note the omission of the palm frond from atop the head of the

sign. Cf. KRI

II, §234B, p.620:10.
f: The signs of this group are badly eroded due the pitting of the sandstone. Deeper
pitting in the stone led to the loss of the top of the legs of the

sign (the legs of

which are longer than the classical rendering of this glyph). The second

underneath is

similarly eroded, with only its carved silhouette observable. For this location see
Gauthier, DG VI, p. 118; RITANC II, §789, p. 418.

Figure no. 22:
Observations: (see fig. 107) The top half of the scene is damaged by light pitting, with
quarry damage type chisel tracks concentrated towards the center of the scene in the area
of the offering tray. A horizontal break along the block joint runs through the top of the
scene, from behind the personified mineral region’s head, with figure’s eye, tip of the ear
and bridge of the nose missing. The break also affects the flower bouquet atop the
offering pile and the vertical column of text in front of the figure. The wig of the
personified mineral region shows carved interior detail. The interior surface of the kilt is
missing, having been filed with restoration cement. A second horizontal break line runs
though the legs of the figure at the level of the knee and into the lower half of the vertical
column of text, merging with a vertical break in the middle which led to the loss of the
front of the figure’s forward foot.
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Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spo[ke]na b[y] the Mou[nt] [o]fb [I]rsAc to the Son of Re,
Ramesses Meramun: (I) have come, [(I) have brought to] youd silver and coppere (2) in
hekat of millionsf and myriads.
Above figure: IrsA / Alasia
Notes to Translation:
a: A vertical break runs down the middle of the column of text, cutting though the middle

of the

sign, the middle of which is mostly lost. Expanded ancient plaster surrounds

the area around the snake’s head. Only the front edge of the

and the right half of the

are still preserved.
b: The break line affecting the previous sign group continues, cutting though the middle
of the

sign, with only the peak of the right half preserved while the left half is intact,

although its carved edge is slightly eroded. Only the left half of the

is preserved.

c: The first two signs of this group are now lost in a break filled with modern restoration

cement. The base of the

sign is still discernable, along with a faint trace that could

have been the very bottom of a

. The

that follows is badly eroded, especially in

and around its right half. The same erosion also affects the top element of the
Note the omission of the

glyph.

determinative. For IrsA as Alasia / Cyprus cf. Gauthier,

DG VI, p. 118; RITANC II, §789, p. 418.
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d: This group is now lost in a break, with the exception of the

sign, with its

carved edges and handle missing due to erosion, and the faint traces of the feet of

.

group following Hm.t is completely lost in a horizontal break flaked by

e: The
erosion.

f: The sing the middle and that of the right of the

group are missing in a gauge in the

sandstone.

Fig. 108: Mineral regions numbers 23 (right) 24 (middle) and 25 (left).

Figure no. 23:
Observations: (see fig. 108) The middle and lower left half of the scene is covered with
dense light pitting of the sandstone. A horizontal break along the block joint runs across
the top third of the scene, through the lower half of the figure’s head and face, continuing
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into the top of the offering pile and the bouquet above it, and the vertical column of text
in front of the figure. The forehead of the figure is missing due to a deep beam hole
carved into the sandstone, which also affects the lower right edge of the

sign. A

second horizontal break line cuts through the lower half of the vertical column of text.
The ankles and forward foot of the personified mineral region are missing due to yet
another horizontal break line formed over time along the block joint.
Translation:
In front of figure: Words spoken by the Mount of H[atti]a to the King of Upper and
Lower Egypt, Usermaatre [Setepenre]b: (I) have comec, (I) have broughtd to you real
lapis-lazuli and all gems (2) ine hekat measures of millions and myriads.
Above figure: Hatti.
Notes to Translation:
a: A horizontal break cuts through the middle of this group. Only the top of the
signs are visible above the break, while the left-most peak of the

and

determinative

is missing in the lower edge of the break line. Cf. KRI II, §234B, p.620:13. `
b: The lower half of the prenomen cartouche is lost in a circular break now filled with

modern restoration cement. The top of the break reaches into the front of the

sign. No traces of the stp.n group are visible, except for the

knee and the base of the
upper left edge of the

figure’s

.

c: Note the presence of the

following the

p.620:13.
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sign. Not recorded in Cf. KRI II, §234B,

d: A horizontal break between the two

signs led the loss of the lower edge of the

top sign and the top edge of the bottom sign of the group. The same break cuts through

the

e: The

glyph, between the jar and the knees of the sign.

sign is cut in half by a vertical break line. The front cut edge of the head

and chest are still visible, along with the front talon. To the left of the break the wings
and tail are still preserved.

Figure no. 24:
Observations: (see fig. 108) The relief is damaged due to factors such as beam holes cut
into the sandstone of the wall and three horizontal break lines formed along the block
joints. The top of the vertical column is damage by a smaller beam hole, while a larger
one was cut in the area between the floral bouquet atop the offering pile and the forehead
of the personified mineral region with the

sign above it. An irregular break,

beginning behind the figure’s rear shoulder the back edge of which is now lost, cuts
through the face and head of the personified mineral region and extends into the bouquet
in front of him. Another horizontal break cuts through the knees of the figure and extends
into the vertical column of text in front of it. The entire rear leg from below the hem of
the kilt is lost in a large break which merges with a narrower horizontal break line that
cuts into the bottom of the vertical column of text at the right end of the scene.
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Translation:
In front of figure: [Wor]ds spoken [b]ya the Moun[t] ofb [%]n[g]r [to] the Son of [Re]c
Ramesses Mer[am]und: (I) have comee, (I) have [bro]ught [to]f you silver [and ge]msg (2)
in hekat measures of millions and myriadsh.
Above figure: %ngr / Babylonia
Notes to Translation:
a: A deep beam hole, possibly belonging to a post pharaonic structure from a later
habitation, led to the loss of parts of the signs in this group. The carved bottom edge of

the body of the

sign and its tail are now missing. The top half of the

completely lost due to erosion. Only to very top of the

is

glyph and the right half of the

are preserved, the rest are lost in the damage created by the beam hole.
b: The left half of the

sign is missing due to erosion, except for the bottom carved

edge of the glyph which is still preserved.

c: A horizontal break cuts through the bottom of the

and the middle of the

Only the cut top edge and traces of the top right corner of the

top half of the

glyph.

are still detectable. The

sign is intact, as is the right edge of the bottom half of the sign, the rest

lost due to erosion. The

determinative is relatively intact, except for its bottom

carved edge which is lost in a horizontal break. For %ngr as Babylonia cf. Gauthier, DG
VI, p. 121; RITANC II, §789, p. 418.
d: The

glyphs is entirely lost in a horizontal break now filled with modern

restoration cement. Erosion of the sandstone bedding layers below this break affect the
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glyph, the back of which is missing. The same feature might be the cause of the
now missing

, modern restoration cement filling the area where this sign once was.

e: Note the presence of the

phonetic complement after

§234B, p.620:15. Only the left half of the

below is preserved.

f: A horizontal break led to the loss of the second

group, which also affect the legs of the

, not recorded in KRI II,

sign of the in.n=(i) [n]=k

glyph, the top half of which is missing due to

erosion.

g: The bottom of the

glyph’s handle is lost in a narrow horizontal break which also cut

through the tops of the central and right signs of the
the

group. Almost the entirety of

sign is missing in another horizontal break, now filled with restoration

cement, except for the top edge of the left half of the sign. The same feature also affects
the

h: The

and

that follow, with only the bottom edges still preserved.
glyph’s head and the top of its chest are missing in a break filled with

restoration cement, with only the top and back carved edges of the head still preserved.
The head of the top left
the middle of the bottom

sign is cut off by a vertical break which continues through
glyph.

Figure no. 25:
Observations: (see fig. 108) A horizontal break along the block joint start at the back of
the personified mineral region’s head, cutting through the entire top third of the scene and
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widening in the area to the right of the offering mound. Only the top half of the flower
bouquet atop the offering is preserved, with the entire carved edge of the right half of the
mound missing. This break also led to the loss of most of the top half of the vertical
column of text in front of the figure. Two beam holes cut into the sandstone are also
present, one in front of the personified mineral region’s forehead and another below the
glyph of the vertical column of text. The bottom third of the scene is badly
damaged, starting in the area just below the hem of the figure’s kilt. Only the calf of the
figure’s rear leg is preserved. The same break also led to the loss of the lower half of the
vertical column of text. Note the carved interior detail of the figure’s wig.
Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spoken by the Moun[t of KfTw to the King of Upper and
Lower Egypt]a Usermaatre Setepenre [(I) have come, (I) have brought to you al]l [gem]s
[…]b (2) in large heaps.
Above figure: KfTw / Cretec
Notes to Translation:
a: This entire section of text is now lost in a large break, whose upper edge led to the loss
of the base of the

sign. The reconstruction is based on parallels and the writing of

the location name above the figure. Within the break, in an eroded area a small cut traces

could be construed as the tail of the
trace of the

sign, although this is uncertain. There is no

sign recorded by K. Kitchen. An eroded trace to the right above the

prenomen cartouche might be what is left of a
being lost completely. Cf. KRI II, §234B, p.621:1.
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sign of nsw.t, the second

now

b: The signs following the prenomen are lost in an area of exfoliated sandstone and a
break covered in modern restoration cement. The bottom left corner of a

, possibly

the determinative for aA.t, and the top left corner of what could have been

sign are

still preserved, although based on their position on the wall, these would have formed the
first group introduced by in.n=(i) n=k. There is enough space below these traces to
accommodate another narrow sign or group of signs, now lost. Cf. KRI II, §234B,
p.621:1.
c: For KfTw as Crete, cf. Gauthier, DG VI, p. 122; RITANC II, §789, p. 418.
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Fig. 109: Mineral regions numbers 26 (right) 27 (middle) and 28 (left).

Figure no. 26:
Observations: (see fig. 109) The shoulder and head of the personified mineral region,
along with its name at the top of the scene, are missing in a large rectangular deep cut in
the sandstone. A horizontal break, filled with restoration cement, extends from where the
head of the figure once was into the vertical column of text in front of it. The top of the
offering mound and the bouquet above it are lost in this damaged are. A second
horizontal break, starting at the level of the kilt’s hem and the knee of the figure’s
forward leg again cuts through the entire lower third of the scene and into the vertical
column of text. The rear leg of the figure is entirely lost in a break, as are both feet along
with the entire bottom edge of the scene. The carved interior detail of the figure’s wig
lappet is still preserved.
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Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spoken by the Moun[t of …] t[o]a the Son of Re, Ramesses
Meramunb [(I) have come, (I) have brou]ght to youc shr.wt ore and ge[ms …]d (2) in
heaps.e
Above figure: […]
Notes to Translation:
a: Below the

glyph, the bottom edge of which is missing, the signs that once formed

the name of the mineral region are now completely lost in a horizontal break filled with
modern restoration cement. Underneath the break the right half of the
preserved, despite being severely eroded. The left edge of the

sign is

of sA Ra is missing in

the break. K. Kitchen restored this place name as “Mennus” without any explanation (cf.
RITA II, §234, p. 411; RITANC II, §789, p. 418). The damage seems to have been already
present when G. Daressy was recording the text, since he also notes the missing name (cf.
Daressy RT 32, p. 69).
b: A vertical break line along the block joint cuts through the left edge of the prenomen

cartouche, damaging the left half of the

and the very left end of the

glyph. The

base of the cartouche is missing in a large break filled with restoration cement.
c: The two groups of signs below the prenomen cartouche are lost in a wide horizontal

break. Only the lower half of the legs of the

and the eroded outline of the second

are preserved.
d: For the translation of shr.wt as a type of mineral, cf. Wb IV, p. 208. The
is intact, although the

glyph

is now completely lost in a horizontal break. The top edge of
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the

is still preserved. It is unclear if there would have been room for another long and

narrow sign or group of signs in the space now lost in a break underneath aA.t.
e: There is not enough space in the break following Ddm.wt to accommodate another
group, as suggested by K. Kitchen (cf. KRI II, §234B, p.621:4), especially when one
considers the original position of the

sign above the personified mineral region’s

head.

Figure no. 27:
Observations: (see fig. 109) The bottom third of this scene, and that of the next three
scenes following it, is now completely lost. The missing area is filled with what look to
be modern restauration blocks or irregular shape and size. The area of the scene missing
starts below the midpoint of the kilt of the personified mineral regions and continues in
front of it, cutting off the bottom section of the vertical column of text and the right end
of the scene. The top third of the scene is traversed by a horizontal break which cuts
through the top of the figure’s head, into the bouquet atop the offering mound and the
vertical column of text. The beginning of the latter is completely lost in a large
rectangular cut in the sandstone that reaches into the top of the preceding scene. A
vertical break line, formed along a block joint, cuts through the middle of the figure’s
body. Despite the pronounced erosion of the sandstone, the facial features and curved
beard of the personified mineral region are still discernable, as is the carved interior detail
of his wig.
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Translation:
In front of figure: [Words spoken by the Mount of the Islands-in-the-middle t]o the King
of Upper and Lower Egypta Usermaatre Setepenre: (I) have comeb, [I have brought to
you greensto]ne […]c (2) in bagsd.
Above figure: Iw.w Hry(.w) ib / The Islands-in-the-middlee.
Notes to Translation:
a: The beginning of the text is missing in a large rectangular cut in the sandstone. Below

the break line, the very left end of the

sign is still visible. The

signs are badly scarred by erosion, with the top half of the

b: Note the dittography of the

glyph lost in the break.

sign.
of ii.n=(i) is now missing. The only traces

c: The rest of the text following the

still visible in the exfoliated sandstone are the front half of the
followed by a

and

sign’s forearm,

group, the first element of which having lost its front half in a

break. G. Daressy recorded the presence of

and

above the traces just described,

permitting the restoration of the group as wAD-Sma (Wb I, p. 267). Cf. Daressy RT 32, p.
69; KRI II, §234B, p.621:5, 5a. It is unclear if there was room for an additional sign or
group at the bottom of the column.

d: The front carved outline of the

sign is damaged by erosion. Its tail is missing in

a vertical break which also cuts though the hand of the
and the head of the

.
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glyph, the right end of the

e: For the possible identification of Iw.w Hry(.w) ib, “The Islands-in-the-middle” as the
Aegean islands, cf. Gauthier, DG I, p. 41; RITANC II, §789, p. 418.

Figure no. 28:
Observations: (fig. 109) The lower half of the scene, from below the midpoint of the
personified mineral region’s kilt, across to the section of text below the nomen cartouche
is now completely missing. This section of wall now displays contemporary restoration
using irregular sized stone. A beam hole is visible at the top edge of the scene, above the
horizontal line of text in front of the figure. A horizontal break line cuts through the top
third of the scene, thought the top of the figure’s head and forehead, with the lower right
corner of the

lost. The break continues through the flower bouquet above the

offering mound and into the vertical column of text in front of the figure. Part of the
personified mineral region’s chest and his forward shoulder are damaged by a break now
filled with modern restoration cement. The carved interior detail of the wig is still
preserved.
Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spoken by the [Mou]nta [of Nn]wb to the Son of Re,
Ramesses Meramun: [(I) have] co[me, (I) have brought to you…]c (2) in [ba]gs of
[myri]ads.d
Above figure: Nnw / Ninivehe
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Notes to Translation:
a: A horizontal break led to the loss of almost the entire

sign, except for its left

corner and peak, with very faint traces still remaining of the tip of glyph’s right peak. The
right half of the
b: The dative

is the

glyph above this sign is affected by erosion.
preceding the location name is entirely lost in a horizontal break, as

group of Nnw. The

and

signs are badly eroded, with the left

peak of the xAs.t almost entirely lost.

c: Just below the nomen cartouche the very tops of

,

and

are still preserved. The

rest of the text is now missing, its reconstruction based on the parallels from the other
scenes found on this wall register. Cf. KRI II, §234B, p.621:7.
d: With the exception of the right end of the hand, the entire

sign is lost in the

damage created by a post antique beam hole cut into the sandstone, which also affects the
top edge and left end of the

glyph. The

erosion of the sandstone. The body of the

sign is barely detectable due to the

glyph is lost in a shallow gauge in the wall,

its tail still preserved.
e: The

sign at the right end of the nw group is missing its right half due to a vertical

break in the sandstone. The top curved section of the

glyph seems to have been

affected by erosion, while the loop at the bottom looks to be filled with ancient expanded
plaster. For the identification of Nnw with Niniveh cf. RITANC II, §789, p. 418.
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Fig. 110: Mineral regions numbers 29 (right) 30 (middle) and 31 (left).

Figure no. 29:
Observations: (see fig. 110) The scene shows the same type of damage described for the
scene preceding it. The lower half of the scene is lost, the wall showing signs of
restoration with irregular sized blocks. The missing area starts slightly above the middle
of the figure’s kilt and extends across the scene into the vertical column of text,
underneath the prenomen cartouche. The top third of the scene is cut across by a
horizontal break, chi led to the loss of the top of the personified mineral region’s head
and the left half of the

sign above it, the top and entire right half of the flower

bouquet and part of the vertical column of text in front of the figure containing the place
name. Signs of erosion are visible in the area around and above the figure’s head. While
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the interior carved detail of the wig is still preserved, the facial features of the figure are
damaged due to erosion.
Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spoken by the Moun[t] o[f Nhrn]a to the King of Upper and
Lower Egyptb, Usermaatre Setepenre: [(I) have] co[me, (I) have brought to you …]c (2)
in heaps (that are) many upon the earthd.
Above figure: Nhrn / Naharine.
Notes to Translation:
a: The signs are still legible despite the slight erosion of their carved edges in this section

of text. Note the use of the

instead of the

sign employed throughout the

texts in this register of scene. Only the right peak of the
of the

sign and the very right end

below it are preserved, the rest of the glyphs being lost due to erosion and

a horizontal break in the sandstone. Of the Nhrn group, the tip of the
end, above the

b: The top half of the

sign’s right

determinative, is still visible.

glyph is missing due to two gauges in the sandstone.

c: The text following the prenomen cartouche are now lost with the exception of the tops

of the

,

and

glyphs, still visible above the break. The reconstruction is based on

the parallels from the other scenes found on this wall register. Cf. KRI II, §234B, p.621:9.

d: The rear leg and tail of the

sign is damaged by erosion and narrow break lines,

which also reach into the bottom line of the

of Ddm.wt, with the

at the very

bottom of the group missing except for the very faint outline of its curved top. The
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bottom and lower left edge of the
the body of the

glyph is damaged by erosion which extends into

sign, the head and tail of which are the only recognizable elements

remaining.
e: The signs of this group are badly affected by the erosion of the sandstone. The top
sign is still visible, while only the right half of the top and bottom horizontal lines
that form the

glyph are detectable. The left half of both the

and the

underneath it are lost due to the eroded surface of the stone. For Naharin as Mitanni cf.
Gauthier, DG III, p. 96; RITANC II, §789, p. 418.

Figure no. 30:
Observations: (see fig. 110) The top third of the scene is cut across by a horizontal break
along the block joint which intersects two post-antique beam holes cut into the sandstone.
The smaller of these, filled with restoration cement, is located behind the personified
mineral region’s head and the
front of the emblematic

sign above it. A larger beam hole affects the area in

sign above the figure’s head, having caused the loss of

sign’s right peak, the top half of the flower bouquet on top of the offering pile, and the
bottom of the horizontal line of text at the top of the scene. The lower half of the scene is
now lost, the missing area being covered by irregular sized blocks as part of modern
restoration. The lost starts at the level of the figure’s knees and then extends upward
along the outer edge of the kilt and chest of the figure. The break then cuts through the
middle of the upper arm of the figure’s leading arm, into the offering pile and through the
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middle of the nomen cartouche. Fragments of the left edge of the figure’s rear leg are still
in situ. Note the carving of the interior detail of the figure’s wig.
Translation:
In front of figure: (1) Words spoken by the [Mou]nt [of]a Djahyb to the Son of Re
[Ramesses] Meramunc: [(I) have come, (I) have brought to you…]d (2) in heaps.e
Above figure: Djahy.
Notes to Translation:
a: The right half of the

sign and the entire

glyph underneath it is missing as

a result of a horizontal break along the block line.
b: The same horizontal break affecting the preceding group led to the loss of the top half

of the

sign and the top horizontal line of the

. The top of the

sign’s left

peak is missing in a break. For Djahy cf. Gauthier DG VI, pp. 108-109; RITANC II, §789,
p. 418.
c: The game pieces of the

glyph are lost in a deep diagonal gauge in the sandstone.

The bottom half of the cartouche is missing in the large break affecting the entire lower

half of the scene, with only the very tops of the

,

and

still visible.

d: The reconstruction of this section of the text is based on parallels throughout this wall
register, cf. KRI II, §234B, p.621:11; RITA II, §234B, p. 411.

e: Only the interior horizontal lines and the right vertical carved line of the

sign are

still discernable, the rest of the sign being lost to erosion and flacking of the sandstone. It
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is unclear what signs would have fit the narrow available space beneath the

and

signs.

Figure no. 31:
Observations: (see fig. 110) A horizontal break line cuts through the top third of the
scene, the break being wider behind and above the personified mineral region’s head,
with the lower left half and entire bottom edge of the

sign missing in the break. The

left edge of this damaged area is covered in expanded ancient plaster, also visible in its
right bottom corner. This same horizontal break lines reaches into the vertical column of
text at the right end of the scene. A second horizontal break traverses the scene at the
level of the figure’s knees and cutting into the vertical column of text. Several oblique
break lines are visible in the relief below this horizontal break line, which led to the loss
of the figure’s rear foot and parts of the signs at the bottom of the vertical column of text.
Note the interior carved detail of the personified mineral region’s wig.
Translation:
In front of figure: (1) [Wo]rds spoken by the [Mou]nt [o]fa PHw.wb to the King of Upper
and Lower Egypt, Usermaatre Setepenrec: (I) have comed, (I) have brought to youe all
true gemstone(s)f (2) in many bagsg.
Above figure: PHw.w.
Notes to Translation:

a: The top half of the

sign is missing due to a gauge in the sandstone. A break along

the block joint, which widens towards the right edge of the vertical column of text, led to
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the loss of the right half of the
the

and the bottom carved edge and entire right half of

glyph.

b: Most of the top edge of the

signs at the right of the group is lost in a horizontal

break line. For PHw.w as the “Far North” cf. Gauthier DG II, pp. 145-46; RITANC II,
§789, p. 418.
c: Only the top round edges of the two

sign of nsw-bity are still preserved, both

damaged by a horizontal break. A gauge in the sandstone led to the loss of the ears of the

glyph of the prenomen cartouche.

d: Note that the second sign of this group is actually a

and not the

Kitchen (KRI II, §234B, p.621:13). The front leg of the

recorded by K.

glyph is damaged by

erosion.
e: A horizontal break line slices through the middle of this group, affecting the left end

and lower edge of the second
sign’s legs. The carved edges of the

glyph and cutting through the middle of the
are badly eroded, with only a faint outline

still remaining, the basket handle now lost in the break line.
f: The bottom edge and lower left corner of the

is lost in a wide break which led to

the complete loss of the narrow sign or sign group that followed. It is unclear why K.
Kitchen chose to restore this lacuna as “noble” in his translation, given that no carved
traces are present (cf. RITA II, §234B, p. 411). Underneath the break the
intact followed by

sign is

. Below these, only the long carved edge of what was probably a

still remains.
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g: The legs and tail of the

sign are missing due to exfoliation and a vertical break

in the sandstone that also affects the following group. The hand of the
corner of the

and the head of the

, the right

are all lost in this break.

LA96: Partially erased bandeau of Merneptah and later votive inscriptions
Scene ID number: LA96
Location: East interior wall, south half, beneath bottom third register.
Description: The bandeau text of Merneptah, partially erased from a point underneath
the southern end of the Amun Litany, originally covered the entire length of the wall,
starting from the south side of the eastern gateway. Later votive inscriptions and reliefs
were carved over the wall area where the Merneptah bandeau was erased (see pl. 33).
Bibliography: H. Nelson, Key Plans, XXIA96; Located at PM II2, XXX (26) but
omitted there; P. J. Brand, “Usurped Cartouches of Merenptah at Karnak and Luxor.” In
Causing His Name to Live: Studies in Egyptian Epigraphy and History in Memory of
William J. Murnane, edited by Peter J. Brand and Louise Cooper, 28–48. Leiden; Boston:
Brill, 2009.
Observations: (see pl. 33) Due to the extensive damage the bottom of the wall has
sustained over the centuries, both the Merneptah bandeau and the later votive inscriptions
are fragmentary and are affected by the erosion of the sandstone. The top half of
Merneptah’s nomen cartouche is still preserved with no traces of erasure or usurpation.
Along the entire length of the bandeau the earlier sunk relief dado is still visible,
consisting of three pairs of horizontal lines, part of the original decoration by Ramesses
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II.34 Towards the southern half of the wall, the top half of a raised relief votive scene is
visible, showing the silhouettes of a ram headed Amun-Re with a solar disc atop his head,
and a Min or Kamutef figure, preceded by several vertical columns of eroded sunk relief
text.. This is followed by a small sunk relief scene showing an ithyphallic Amun followed
by a falcon headed Khonsu accompanied by sunk relief text giving their name and titles.
Above this scene two round holes in the sandstone might pe an indication that the scene
was covered by a veil.35 Following this scene is a carved outline of a rectangle, possibly
representing a shrine, although no interior decoration is preserved, with two holes for
mounting a veil at its two top corners. Another pair of such holes is positioned slightly
lower to the right of the carved rectangular outline.

For a detailed discussion of this bandeau, see P. Brand, “Usurped Cartouches of Merenptah at Karnak
and Luxor.” In Causing His Name to Live: Studies in Egyptian Epigraphy and History in Memory of
William J. Murnane, edited by Peter J. Brand and Louise Cooper, 28–48. Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2009.
34

For a discussion of the presence and use of such veils cf. P. Brand, “Veils, Votives, and Marginalia: The
Use of Sacred Space at Karnak and Luxor.” In Sacred Space and Sacred Function in Ancient Thebes,
edited by Betsy M. Bryan and Peter F. Dorman, 51–83. Chicago: Oriental Institute of the University of
Chicago, 2007.
35
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South Wall East Wing Interior

In general, the south wall’s east wing follows the same three register layout found
throughout the forecourt, with only the reliefs carved onto the original colonnade façade
being the exception (pls. 36-38). The wall itself is visually divided into two sections by
the vertical inscription carved atop the unfinished torus of the colonnade façade. Unlike
all the other interior walls of the forecourt, here the cartouche frieze at the top of the wall
is still partially preserved, although its divided into two sections by the torus, both being
stylistically different. To the east of the torus, the frieze consists of alternating vertical
prenomen and nomen cartouches, decorated with double plumes and a solar disc and
placed atop

signs. The cartoyuches themselves are separted by rearing uraeus

cobras, seated atop

signs, wearing atef crowns, and holding shen signs and was

scepters. To the west of the torus, the nomen cartouches, placed atop

signs and

decorated with sun discs at the top, alternate with the prenomen of the king written
without a cartouche. This form of the prenomen is written with a

above a

glyph, standing

group, while above the sun disc, part of Wsr-mAa.t-Ra, has two pendant

uraeus cobras haning from either side, framing the glyphs of the prenomen. In essence,
this format resembles that of the frieze founs at the top of the two pylons, although there
the short form of the prenomen is used.
The ritual spisodes from an east to west direction in all three registers. The top
register depicts the king presenting various offerings to deities enthroned and seated
inside a shrine, although the two scenes to the west of the torus deviate in theme from the
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preceding ones. Here the king kneels in front of an ished-tree, with Thoth behind him,
and receiving jubilles from an enthroned Amun-Re, while in the following scene he
offers before Amun-Re Kamutef and the anthropomorphic form of Khonsu. It is unclear
how the ritual episodes in the top register relate to those in the middle register.
The ritual episodes of the large middle register visually dominate the wall. From
east to west, the king participates in a bs-nsw ritual episode, in the company of
Wepwawet and Thoth, and led by Monthu. In the following scenes, having been led
before the Theban Triad, the king burns incense and pours libation in front of a badly
damaged shrine, behind which Seshat counts the king’s regnal years on palm frons.
While the shrine in this scene is badly damaged, based on the traces present, it contained
enthroned figures of Amun-Re in the company of Mut and Khonsu. The next ritual
episode, separated by the previous set by the colonnade façade’s torus, is slightly taller,
as this part of the wall does not have a bottom register. Here the king, in the company of
Khonsu, offer maat to Amun-Re and Mut. As the Epigraphic Survey has already shown,
this section of the wall contains numerous palimpsests traces of the original 18th Dynasty
decoration.1
The bottom register technically starts to the east of the colonnade façade’s torus.
However, the western half of the register is badly damaged, with very few traces
remaining that cannot aid in the reconstruction of its contents. What is preserved
indicated that the procession of personified mineral regions was introduced by a speech
of the god Thoth. The procession itself continued into the east wall’s south wing, ending
at the east gateway, and thematically complemets the Litany of Amun-Re, which visually

1

See the detailed discussion of this scene below, fig. 121, pp. 587-608.
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dominates this wall. Thus, while the Litany invokes various manifestations of Amun-Re
from cult sites outside of Thebes, the personified mineral regions bring offerings from
various places for the benefit of those many divine manifestations of Amun-Re.
Beneath this bottom register, despite the entensive damage the wall has suffered
as a result of water infiltration, the traces that do remain show decorative additions
following the onclusion of Ramesses II’s reign. Overtop of what was once a horizontal
bandeau added by Merneptah, later intentionally erased, votive scenes were added by
Pinodjem.
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Pl. 36: The south wall east wing interion.
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Pl. 37: Diagram of the south wall east wing interior showing the layout of scenes.
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PL. 38: Diagram of the south wall east wing interior showing the orientation of the king (blue arrows)
and of the personified mineral regions (red arrows).
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Top register
LA76: King offering wine to Khonsu enthroned in shrine.

Fig. 111: King offering wine to Khonsu enthroned in shrine.
Scene ID number: LA76
Location: South interior wall, east half, top register, 1st scene from the east.
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Description: Wearing a nemes (?) and triangular kilt, the king offers wine in two nw-jars
with wine to Khonsu seated on a throne inside a shrine. A Wadjet vulture hovers above
the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (27) I; H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA76
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The scene has been damaged by erosion and iconoclastic hacking (see fig.
111). Part of the vulture’s head and front body are lost in a large break filled with
restoration cement. The face, back of the head and shoulders of the king are missing in a
large break in the sandstone, again filled with restoration cement. What remains of the
king’s headdress is filled with iconoclastic hacking, as is his rear upper arm and hand
alongside the fingers of his forward hand. The figure of the god is badly damaged.
Iconoclasts have attacked his entire forward arm and lower legs. His rear hand and
forearm display deep erosion extending into the area in front of his chest, The deity’s
head is lost in a deep wide circular gauge in the sandstone, with chisel marks in his upper
chest, possibly the remains of the iconoclastic hacking that once affected his head.
Translation:
Label: Giving wine to (his) father Khonsua, that he might achieve ‘given life’
By God: Words spok[en] by Khonsub-[in]-Thebesc, Neferhotep, Horusd lord of joy.
By Vulture: Wadjet.e
By King: The Lord of the Two Lands, User[maat]re Setepe[n]ref, The Lord of
Appearances, [Rames]ses Meramung, the image of Re before the Two Lands, the chose
one of Amun himselfh.
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Behind King: [The King]i, the maker of benefactionsj, the Lord of the Two Lands, Master
of the ritual, Usermaatre [Setepenre]k, shall continuallyl presentm wine to (his) father
Khonsu [i]nn the Temple of Ramesses Meramun United-with-Eternity.
Notes to Translation:

a: A horizontal break line cuts through the middle of the

and

glyphs. Note that

the signs spelling the name of the deity maintain the same orientation as the glyphs in the
rest of the label text, instead of being reversed to have the same orientation as the god.
b: A long vertical break along the block joint cuts through the right half of this vertical

column of text. The tail of the

sign, the right end of the

sign is lost in this break, as is the tall back of the

and the rear half of

hacking is visible around the head of the

. Light iconoclastic

sign.

c: Iconoclasts have completely hacked out the body and legs of the

tail is still visible. A stray chisel also affects the very top of the

d: The

glyph, only its

sign.

glyph shows light iconoclastic hacking. The middle of its body is cut across

by a curved break in the sandstone, now filled with modern restoration cement. The front
of the head and chest are lost in this break.

e: A horizontal break line cuts through the

f: The head of the
of the

sign.

glyph has been hacked out by iconoclasts. The bottom right edge

sign and the bottom of the cartouche are now missing due to erosion.
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g: A deep gauge in the sandstone extends from the middle of the

halves of the

and

sign into the top

.

h: A wide vertical break led to the loss of the left edges of the

The same break cuts through the tails of both

and

and

signs.

, and is the cause of the

sign’s missing left end.
i: This group of signs is completely lost due to a horizontal break line cutting though it
and the subsequent erosion of the sandstone. Its restoration is based on parallels, cf.
GHHK I.2, Appendix C, pp. 430-32.
j: The left half of the

sign and the right half of the

underneath it is missing

due to erosion.
k: The bottom half of the cartouche is badly damaged due to a horizontal break in the
sandstone. Only the tops of the

and

signs are still visible, although the

bottom of the cartouche remains intact.
l: Erosion of the sandstone has led to the loss of the

glyph, with only the

silhouette of the sing’s ears visible. The left end of the second

is damaged by a

pair of gauges in the sandstone.
m: Note the erroneous writing of Hnk with a
likely a scribal error. Cf. Wb III, p. 117.
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sign instead of the

, most

n: The

sign is completely lost due to chisel tracks of quarry damage. The legs and

feet of the

are missing in a horizontal break in the sandstone, which also affects the

glyph below it, with only the bottom horizontal line of the sign still preserved.
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LA75: King playing the sistrum before Mut enthroned in shrine

Fig. 112: King playing the sistrum before Mut enthroned in shrine.
Scene ID number: LA75
Location: South interior wall, east half, top register, 2nd scene from the east.
Description: The king, wearing a khat headdress and triangular kilt, hold two sistra
before an enthroned Mut, wearing the double crown and seated inside a shrine. A vulture
hovers above the king.
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Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (27) I; H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA75.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The scene shows damages due to natural weathering and iconoclasm. A
wide horizontal break cuts through the top of the scene, affecting the vertical columns of
text behind the king, the vertical outstretched wing of the vulture and the royal titulary. In
the central are of the top of the scene a long rectangular niche now marks where an
ancient patch-stone was once part of the wall. The missing patch-stone led to the loss of
the beginning of the royal titulary, the left top corner of the shrine and part of the name
and speech of the goddess. A larger damaged area, now filled with modern restoration
cement, can be seen in front of the head of the king and led to the loss rear hand and the
upper arm of his forward arm. The detailed carving of the decorative Hathor face on the
front sistrum’s handle is well preserved, although the curved top of the instrument is
damaged by erosion. Of the rear sistrum only the eroded curved top survives, the rest lost
in the damaged area in front of the king’s head. Another large damaged area is present in
front of the chest and head of the deity, her forward shoulder lost in the break which is
filled with restoration cement. Iconoclasts hacked out the king’s head and face, with stray
chisel marks visible in his rear forearm, along with the head, face and two arms of the
goddess. A circular gauge in the sandstone is found underneath the knee of the king’s
forward leg. A larger circular hole is present directly underneath the top right corner of
the shrine, behind Mut’s crown. Extensive erosion of the sandstone can be found at the
top half of the goddess’s throne, her thigh and lap, alongside the area knee and shin. Two
long pilgrim’s gauges in the sandstone can be found in front and behind the king’s kilt,
while a smaller one is located in front of the goddess’s knee.
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Translation:
Label: Playing the sistrum for his mother, the lady of heavena.
By Goddess: [Words spoken by M]ut, lady of heavenb, [mistress of] a[ll] [the go]dsc.
By Vulture: Lost.
By King: […]d his mother […] Usermaat[re] Setepenre, […] Ramesses Mera[mu]n e,
[given life] like Re f.
Behind King: [The King, the L]ord of Appearancesg, Ramesses Meramun, given life,
shall continuallyh give the sistrumi to his hand (?)j, Mut, lady of heaven, ink the Temple
of Ramesses Meramun United-with-Eternity.
Notes to Translation:
a: The right end of the signs in the bottom half of the label text are all cut off by a
vertical break in the sandstone. The bottom edge of the

alongside the heads of

both

in front of

and

signs are missing, as is most of the

the exception of its left corner. The right corners of both
similarly lost in the break, along with almost the entire
edge. Note the presence of both

and

and

, with
signs are

sign, save for its right carved

for the dative, a possible scribble error.

b: The begging of this column of text is missing due to the loss of the ancient patch-stone
that once completed the top of this area of the relief. The restoration is based on parallels
found in the other scenes at the top register of the interior walls of the forecourt, where
the phrase Dd-mdw in, “words spoke by,” introduces the deity’s name, titles and speech.
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The top and back of the

glyph is lost in a vertical break extending further down
sign’s bottom edge is damaged by

into the scene. The middle and left side of the

erosion, which also affects the top edge and bottom left corner of the
of the

and the left end of the

, the bottom edge

glyph. The right end of the latter sign is missing

in the vertical break which also affects the glyph of the goddess’s name.
c: This second vertical column of text forming art of the goddess’s title is badly damaged
and missing due to a vertical break. The remaining traces visible next to the right edge of

the vertical text dividing line belong to the right half of a

sign and

glyph with left

half of the flag missing. Underneath this latter sign, the carved edge of the round right
end and corner of what was most likely a

glyph can be seen along the break line.

Thus the missing title can be restored as most likely being
“Mistress of all the gods.” Beneath the traces of the

Hnw.t nTr.w nb[.w],
there is room for another

group of signs, based on the length of the preceding column of text, which might have
accommodated a fuller writing of the plural ending of nb.w. For this title of Mut cf. Leitz,
Lexikon V, pp. 189-190.
d: The signs at the beginning of this column of text, as those of the subsequent three
columns in this section of the relief, are now lost due to the missing patch-stone and a

wide horizontal break in the wall. It is unclear what signs preceded the

no traces survive. The

glyph, as

sign itself is damaged by what look like the chisel hacks of
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iconoclasts. The head of the

glyph is missing due to the erosion of the sandstone

in this area of the relief.
e: The tops of both royal cartouches and the titles introducing them are lost due to a wide
horizontal break in the sandstone, filled with restoration cement, and the now missing left
end of the ancient patch-stone. No traces remain to indicate what the titles introducing the
royal cartouches were, although based on the space available underneath the vulture’s
wing, it most likely consisted of only one group of signs preceding each cartouche. In the
case of the prenomen the most common introductory titles are either nsw bity or nb tA.wy,
while in the case of the nomen, the corresponding titles could have been sA Ra or nb xa.w,
cf. GHHK I.2, Glossary, pp. 376, 397. The top of the prenomen cartouche and the
sign are similarly lost. The top horizontal part and the top half of the sloping handle of
the

glyph are damaged by pitting of the sandstone, which extends into the middle
sign’s top edge. Besides the before mentioned wide horizontal break, the

of the

nomen cartouche is also cut in half by a second vertical break along the block joint. The

top half of the
and

left side of the

sign and the entirety of the

are missing. The right half of both

are lost in the vertical break which also cuts through the middle and

sign and the center of the

f: Despite the missing glyphs above

underneath it.
, lost in the horizontal break affecting this

area of the relief, based on parallels through the ritual scenes of the interior walls and the

forecourt, and the space available, the restoration of
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here is certain.

g: The

group is now missing due to a horizontal break in the sandstone, which

also affects the top half of the

sign that follows. The restoration of nsw here is

based on parallels found in the reliefs of the interior walls of the forecourt and the Karnak
Hypostyle Hall, cf. GHHK I.2, Appendix C.
h: The second

of wnn is missing in the horizontal break affecting this section of

text.

i: The top left of the

is missing due to erosion. The upper arm of the

glyph is

damaged by pitting in the sandstone. A horizontal break cut thought the sandstone
between the two

signs of sSS.t, the top glyph missing its entire lower edge and

most of its left end, while the bottom

has lost its left end and left half of its top

edge.
j: A break led to the loss of the left end of what could have been either a

or a

sign, the hand of which is missing due to the smoothing of the sandstone as a
result of the creation of the pilgrim’s gauge behind the king’s kilt. The same type of
damage affects the

glyph that follows, the end of its tail missing in the break and

its head almost completely rubbed out.
k: The vertical break affecting the preceding signs continues, and is the reason behind the

missing tail of the

and the left end of the

sign. The

glyph is lost in the

same vertical break which widens and merges with a narrow horizontal break formed
along a block joint. Almost the entire

sign is missing in this horizontal break,

except for the right half of its top half, along with the top left end of the
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glyph.

Note the reversed order of the

and

of p.t as compared to the orientation of the rest

of the signs in this column of text.
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LA74: King offering incense to Amun-Re enthroned in shrine.

Fig. 113: King offering incense to Amun-Re enthroned in shrine.
Scene ID number: LA74
Location: South interior wall, east half, top register, 3rd scene from the east.
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Description: The king, wearing a white crown and long kilt, offers incense in front of a
now lost figure of Amun-Re, seated on a throne inside a shrine. A sun-disc with uraei
hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (27) I; H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA74.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The scene is badly damaged and has suffered extensive loss (see fig. 113).
The figure of the god, along with the throne and the bottom half and rear of the shrine is
lost due to widespread erosion of the sandstone. Only the eroded carved outline of the top
and front half of the shrine is still preserved, along with faint eroded traces of the signs
giving the god’s name and titles. Of the body of the god, only an eroded front arm
holding part of a scepter remain, with the was scepter’s head visible above the break.
Two deep rectangular holes cut into the sandstone are found roughly in the area where
the deity’s head and plumed crown once were. A wide horizontal break cuts through both
hands, the shoulders, and head of the king, whose face is lost in the break, although deep
chisel hacks are present above and below the break line around the area of the king’s
face, most likely the work of iconoclasts. The front forearm of the king also displays
iconoclastic chisel hacks. A large area of loss extends from the midpoint of the king’s
two legs underneath his knee into the rest of the scene in front of the king. Pitting and
erosion affect the front and top half of the king’s white crown, the middle of this beltapron and the area in front of his rear shin. A narrow horizontal break cuts through the
tops of the columns of text in front and behind the king, and the two heads of the sundisk’s uraei.
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Translation:
Label: Making incense for [his] father […]a
By God: ˹Amun-Re, the king of the gods˺b, lord of heaven. [(I) give to] you ˹all health on
[my] part˺.c
By King: (Long) Live the good [g]odd, who makes monuments for (his) father Amun-Ree,
the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, the Lord of the Two Lands, Usermaatre Setepenref,
the Son of Re, Lord of Appearances, Ramesses Meramun.g
Behind King: The King, the Lor[d] of the Two Landsh, [Usermaat]re Setepen[re]i, [given
life]j, he shall [conti]nuallyk make incensel for (his) father Amun-Re [Lord of the Two
Lands, king of the g]odsm, in the Temple of Ramesses United-with-Eternity.
Notes to Translation:

a: Only the curved top of

, possibly part of

, is preserved above the break, the

rest of the text is completely lost.
b: Despite the eroded carved edges of the signs, the glyphs forming the god’s name are
still visible. Of the title that follows, the middle of the stem and the right side of the

bottom leaves of

are damaged by a gauge in the sandstone that also led to the loss of

the leftmost sign of the

group.

c: This column of text is badly damaged by erosion. Only the very faint outline of the
upper arm of what was likely a
two ends of

glyph. Another

sign is still visible, followed by the traces of the
sign most likely followed, although no traces

of it remain. Below these, the remains of the curved bottom and left end of a
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are

present. The restoration of this group as

is based on the traces present and

parallels from other ritual scenes. Of the next group, the outline of a

is clearly visible,

despite the eroded interior of the sign, followed by two vertical carved lines, most likely

belonging to a

and a

glyph. Any traces of an

above these two signs cannot

be clearly seen due to the heavy erosion and a horizontal break in the sandstone. Below
this the bottom half of a

is preserved, followed by the clear traces of a

and

. Next to these last two signs, the erodes remains of a tall sign is visible, most

likely a

glyph.

d: A horizontal break in the sandstone led to the loss of the tops of both the

and the

sign.
e: Note the reversed orientation of the signs form it=(f) Imn-Ra, oriented the same
direction as the deity seated inside the shrine, in contrast to the signs in the rest of the
text.

f: The top half of the

and that of the front wing of the

sign are missing due to a

horizontal break. A second vertical break cuts through the entire length of the text
column’s right edge, and thus damaging the right edges of the signs and the right side of

the prenomen cartouche. Iconoclast hacked out the interior of the

heads of the

and

glyphs.
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sign and the

g: A horizontal break at the top of the scene led to the loss of the top of the

Iconoclasts have hacked out the entire

top left edge of the

sign. The bottom of the

, and the top half of the

glyph.

sign, the

glyph are missing due to erosion of the

sandstone.
h: The left bottom edge of the

and the left ends of the

group are missing

due to a circular gauge cut into the sandstone, which also led to the loss of the left
sign.

i: The king’s prenomen cartouche is badly damaged by erosion. The entire

glyph is

missing, except for faint traces of the ankh in her hand, along with the body and head of

the

, whose ears are still preserved. The second

sign’s

and the top of the

handle are similarly lost due to erosion.
j: Both signs in this group are badly damaged by erosion. Only traces of the two arms and

the bottom half of the

signs’ handle are still visible. The top half of the

is

preserved.
k: The

is completely lost in a horizontal break running through the top of the

scene.

l: Both

and

are traversed by a horizontal break line. The top of the

along with the middle of the

sign’s pole.
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is missing,

m: The signs forming the god’s title are almost completely lost due to erosion. A
horizontal line can be seen just below the god’s name, below which the left half of
another horizontal line is visible and the two ends of a

present this group of signs can be reconstructed as

sign. Based on the traces

, an attested title of Amun-Re,

cf. Leitz, Lexicon III, pp. 776-777. The top half of the following group is also affected by
erosion. A

sign is present next to three vertical lines cut off half way. These three

line were either the bottom halves of

likely

or

, while the sign above

, now completely lost, thus reconstructing this title as

cf. C. Leitz, Lexicon IV, pp. 333-336.
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was

nsw-nTrw,

LA73: King (?) before Amun-Re enthroned in shrine.

Fig. 114: King (?) before Amun-Re enthroned in shrine.
Scene ID number: LA73
Location: South interior wall, east half, top register, 4th scene from the east.
Description: Badly damaged ritual scene, most likely showed the king, now completely
lost, making an offering before a shrine, only the top of which is preserved, in which the
plumes of a former image of Amun-Re are visible.
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Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (27) I; H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA73.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The ritual scene has suffered extensive damage and is now very
fragmentary with widespread areas filled with restoration cement. Nothing remains of the
king, his titulary or the label text of the scene (see fig. 114). The top of the shrine is still
visible with the double plumes of Amun-Re extending above the shrine’s roof line.
Where the head and face of the god once stood a large rectangular recess for a patchstone is visible, with the patch-stone now missing along with the features of the deity.
Fain traces of the outline Amun-Re’s bent forward arm are visible, along with the
silhouette of his rear shoulder, rear upper arm, lower back and lap still discernable despite
being filled with plaster. Based on the traces present, this was probably the bipedal form
of Amun-Re seated on a throne, especially considering that the following scene in this
register shows the ithyphallic manifestation of the god, the pattern of alternation between
the two forms of this deity being attested as a principle of composition for the ritual
scenes decorating Theban temples.
Translation:
Label: Lost.
By God: [A]mu[n-…]a god […]b
By King: Lost
Notes to Translation:
a: The signs forming the name of the god are badly damaged by the erosion of the

sandstone. The front edge of the
of the

sign’s leaf is still visible, as is the bottom carved edge

glyph. Below the latter, the very faint traces of the top peaks of a
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can be barely made out. Any other signs below this group are now lost due to erosion and
loss of the sandstone.

b: The

sign is very well preserved, although the sign next to it, with which it formed

the deity’s title, is now missing. Based on parallels, this could have been nTr aA, “the great
god”, cf. Leitz, Lexikon IV, pp. 395-398. Below this, underneath a thin break line, the
traces preserved look akin to the head and neck of a
carved line of another sign is visible, possibly the top of a

glyph, below which the top
or another wide sign.

Due to the badly damaged traces of the two signs just mentioned, their reading is
uncertain and can only be verified at a later date using a tall scaffolding.
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LA72: King giving ointment to Min-Amun inside a shrine.

Fig. 115: King giving ointment to Min-Amun inside a shrine.
Scene ID number: LA72
Location: South interior wall, east half, top register, 5th scene from the east.
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Description: The king, wearing a khat headdress (?) and the triangular kilt, gives
ointment to Min-Amun standing inside a shrine, with a small table behind him
surmounted by a fan flanked by two lettuce plants. A falcon hovers above the king.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (27) I; H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA72.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The eastern half of the scene, with the figure of the king, has suffered
more extensive damage compared to the rest of the scene (see fig. 115). The damage,
consisting of natural erosion filled with modern restoration cement, starts around and
behind the king’s head and extends to the bottom of the scene. The back of the head and
shoulders of the king are lost in the cement filled damage, as are his waist, the back and
front carved edges of the triangular kilt, and both his legs with the exception with the
front knee and foot. Iconoclasts have hacked out the king’s face and both of his forearms.
The damaged area around the shoulders of the king extends into the area with both his
hands, now missing, with the exception of the extended little finger of the rear hand,
originally in the pose of the anointing gesture. The vertical column of text behind the
king is badly damaged starting at the level of the king’s shoulders, the damage extending
towards the bottom of the scene, with the lower half of the text now completely lost. The
head of the falcon has been hacked out by iconoclasts. A more pronounced damaged area,
most likely due to natural erosion although obscured by modern cement fill, is visible
around and underneath the tip of the forward wing of the falcon hovering above the king,
the damage affecting the king’s titulary. Iconoclastic hacking is also present in the god’s
face, his forearm up to the level of the bicep, and leg from below the knee to the midpoint
of the shin. The deity’s phallus along with the entire front outline of the his body are
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missing, from below the front shoulder down to above the knee, the damage now filled
with modern cement. The small table behind the deity is also damaged, the carved edge
of its lower left corner missing in a lager break filled with modern cement.
Translation:
Label: Givinga ointment [to] (his) father b Amun-[Re]c, that he might achieve ‘given
li[fe]’d.
By God: Mine-Amun, the great god.
By King: [The Lord of the Two Lands]f Usermaat[re] Sete[penre]g, the Lord of
Appearences, Ramesses Meramunh.
Behind King: The kingi, the [L]or[d] of the Two Lands j, Us[er]ma[at]re [Setepenre]k
[given life]l he shall continuallym make [o]intment ton [his father Mi]n-[Am]un …o.

Notes to Translation:
a: The lower half of the

glyph and the top edge of the

sign’s upper arm

are missing in a narrow upward curving break, partially filled with modern cement,
affecting this area of the relief.
b: The

is completely lost in a horizontal break formed along the block joint. The

same break affects the bottom edge of the

sign and the top of the

, which is also

affected by pitting-like erosion of the sandstone just below the break line. A vertical
break along the block joint starts below this horizontal break, cutting though the middle
of the

glyph and running along the middle of the column of text below this point.
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c: A vertical break cuts through the right halves of both
into the

and

, extending

sign which is almost entirely lost with the exception of its right curved edge.

d: Both

and

are cut in half by a vertical break line formed along the

block joint, which widens once it reaches the

sign, almost entirely lost save for the

left half of its loop.
e: Shallow pitting is visible around the streamers found behind the vertical pole of the
glyph.
f: This group is almost entirely lost in a damaged area now filled with restoration cement.
Only the top left corner of the

and the two left ends of the

are still visible.

g: The prenomen cartouche is damaged by a vertical narrow break cutting across it. The
at the top of the cartouche is completely lost in a wider break affecting the titulary

above the cartouche. Pitting is visible around the ears and behind the staff of the

sign,

although it’s uncertain if this is iconoclastic hacking due the bad state of preservation.

The front half of the

is lost in the vertical break, while pitting affects the sign’s lower

left corner. The right half of the

sign and the left end of

through by the vertical break, with the edges of the
h: The
and

and

are cut

sign badly eroded.

sign shows slight erosion along its edges, while the bottom edge of the
are missing in a horizontal break along the block joint. Iconoclasts have

hacked out the head of the

sign inside the nomen cartouche.
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i: Iconoclasts have hacked out the head of the

glyph.

j: A horizontal break along the block joint led to the loss of most of the

glyph,

with the exception of the sign’s top carved edge. The bottom carved edge of the right
sign is missing due to erosion.
k: A large portion of the prenomen cartouche is now lost in a damaged area filled with
modern restoration cement. The upper half of the

is partially eroded, the sign’s

interior filled with restoration cement. Only the feather and ankh of the

visible above the break line along with the top of the staff and head of the

glyph is still

. The rest of

the cartouche is completely missing.

l: Despite the extensive damage to this group, the left sloping edge of the

is still

visible, the rest of the sign missing in an area filled with restoration cement. The left

carved edge of the handle of the

glyph is similarly preserved, the right side of the

handle missing due to erosion while the rest of the sign is lost in a break filled with
restoration cement.
m: The head and ears of the

sign is damaged by iconoclastic hacking and

erosion.
n: The interior of the

is damaged by pitting. The upper body and head of the

are missing in a badly damaged area with partial erosion, filled with restoration
cement. The tail and legs of the glyphs are still visible, along with the partial carved edge
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sign’s body is filled with restoration

of the back. The horizontal section of the

cement. Pitting affects the top of the
half of the

group. The right

sign is damaged by erosion.

n: The right half of the
the

glyph and the top of the

is missing due to erosion, while only the top curved edge of

sign’s body is visible above the cement filled break. The rear half of the

horizontal plinth of the

glyph is preserved, the rest of the sign missing in a break

filled with modern cement, which extends below into the

and left carved edges are the only elements still discernable. The
the break, as is the right half of the

glyph, whose bottom

is completely lost in

. Below this group, the wall is too badly

damaged, with no reliable traces visible to allow a possible reconstruction of the text.
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LA71: Vertical inscription of Ramesses II.

Fig. 116: Vertical inscription of Ramesses II, top half (left) and bottom half (right).
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Scene ID number: LA71.
Location: South interior wall, east half, at the connection between the wall of the
forecourt built by Ramesses II and the original north gateway façade of the colonnade
hall.
Description: A vertical bandeau text of Ramesses II was carved over the original torus
molding of the east corner of the east half of the colonnade hall’s façade.
Bibliography: H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA71; located at PM II2, XXX (27) but not
mentioned there; Not discussed in Epigraphic Survey, The. Reliefs and Inscriptions at
Luxor Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals, Upper Register Scenes, Columns,
Marginalia, and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With Translations of Texts,
Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP. Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the
University of Chicago, 1998; KRI II, p. 611, §231D; RITA II, p. 404, §231D; RITANC II,
pp. 409-410, §231; Abd el-Razik, Mahmud. “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of
Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), p. 156, §12; Abd el-Razik,
Mahmud. “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II:
Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), p. 133, §12.
Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, p. 611, §231D; RITA II, p. 404, §231D; RITANC II,
pp. 409-410, §231; Abd el-Razik, Mahmud. “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of
Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), p. 156, §12; Abd el-Razik,
Mahmud. “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. II:
Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975), p. 133, §12.
Observations: The inscription is fragmentary, badly damaged due to erosion and loss of
the sandstone (see fig. 116). The preserved section begins at the mid-level of the upper
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register of scenes and continues down to a point just above the level of Khonsu’s head in
the large scene forming the main register of the wall. It is unclear whether the rounded
torus molding was recut to have a level surface to receive carved inscription or it was left
unfinished by the architects of the colonnade hall.

Translation:
[…] Foreign Lands a, [Golden] Hor[us … Gr]eat (of) Stre[ngthb… The Ki]ng of [Upp]er
and Lo[wer] Egy[pt]c, The Lord of the T[wo] La[nds]d Usermaatre Setepenree, he madef
as his moment for (his) fatherg […] [go]od (?) […]h.
Notes to Translation:
a: Despite being badly eroded, the signs are still visible, with only the left most peak of
the

sign and the left most partially shaved off by the erosion of the sandstone.

The group was most likelt part of Ramesses II’s Nebty name, mk km.t waf xAs.wt, “The
Protector of Egypt, Subduer of Foreign Lands”.
b: Below the xAs.wt group the traces of the head and upper body of a

glyph is

visible, that once introduced the Golden Horus name of the king, although the interior
details of the sign are lost due to what looks like iconoclastic hacking. The lower body of
this glyph is missing in a large break in the sandstone. Within the break there is room to
accommodate a tall group of signs, with the only trace visible belonging to the lower half

of the shaft of what could have been either a

or

, depending on the spelling chosen

for wsr rnp.wt, “Powerful of years” , which could have been

or

This trace is followed by the remains of the middle portion of a

glyph and that
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.

middle of the forearm of what was most likely a

, part of aA, “great”, or even a

sign, forming aA nxt.w, “Great of Strenght”, the second element of Ramesses II’s
Golden Horus name, a fuller writing of which would fit the space available preceding the
following group of traces. Cf. KRI II, p. 611:6.

c: The legs and torso of the

glyph are still visible, as are traces of the front wing,

although badly eroded. Only the left edge of the upper stem of the
the rest of this sign, along with both

sign is still visible,

glyphs at the bottom of this group, missing as a

result the broken sandstone. These traces were not recorded in KRI II, p. 611:5, 8; or in
M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 60 (1974), p. 156, §12;
d: The left end of the

sign and the left half of its upper erosion are missing due to

erosion and a break in the sandstone. The same type of damage affects the top
sign, which is missing its left end, while the second

sign is completely lost.

e: The top and left carved outline of the prenomen cartouche is missing due to erosion,

which also led to the loss of the feather and back of the
left carved edge of the

glyph’s wig along with the

of stp.n Ra.

f: The very left end of the signs in

are lost due to erosion. The bottom edge of the

glyph partially damaged by erosion formed along the block joint.
g: The middle section of the curved back and the top edge of the head and horns of the
glyph of it=(f) are still visible above the break. Below this there is enough room
for another group of signs, which might have even accommodated a fuller writing of it=f
bearing in mind the possible reconstruction of the group that follows.
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h: This section of text is badly damaged, the surface of the sandstone deeply scared by
chisel tracks that originally served as keying for plaster into which the signs were
originally carved. The plaster has since fallen away along with the glyphs carved into it.

The outline and smother interior surface of the heart element of a

sign is still visible.

This was most likely part of the title nTr nfr, “the good god”, referring to the god Amun-

Re, with the

sign placed at the start of the group, due to honorific transposition, and

now completely lost. The rest of the inscription beyond this point is now entirely missing
due to the damage sustained by the sandstone. These traces were not recorded in KRI II,
p. 611:8 or in M. Abd el-Razik, JEA 60 (1974), p. 156, §12;
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LA67: King kneels before Ished-Tree receiving jubilees from Amun-Re, with Thoth
behind the king marking number of jubilees on a palm-frond.

Fig. 117: King kneels before Ished-Tree receiving jubilees from Amun-Re, with Thoth
behind the king marking number of jubilees on a palm-frond.
Scene ID number: LA67.
Location: South interior wall, east half, top register, 6th scene from the east.
Description: The king, wearing a khepresh crown and short kilt, kneels with splayed
knees on a podium next to an Ished-Tree in front of Amun-Re seated on a throne. The
god extends two palm-frond to the king with heb-sed emblems dangling from their tops.
Standing behind the king, Thoth uses a reed stylus to mark notches in the palm-frond he
is holding with heb-sed emblems hanging from their curved tops. A winged Behdetite sun
disc hovers above the king.
Bibliography: H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA67; PM II2, XXX (27)I1; Epigraphic Survey,
The. Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals, Upper
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Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia, and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With
Translations of Texts, Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP. Chicago: The Oriental
Institute of the University of Chicago, 1998, pls. 130, 131, 135, 136.
Publications of inscriptions: Epigraphic Survey, The. Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor
Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals, Upper Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia,
and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With Translations of Texts, Commentary, and
Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP. Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago,
1998, pls. 130, 131, 135, 136.
Observations: The scene is relatively well preserved (see fig. 117). Black discoloration
of the sandstone is noticeable at the top half of the scene, most likely due to smoke from
later habitation periods. The area around the lower half of Thoth’s body is damaged by
breaks in the sandstone, a larger one at the god’s back and another behind his rear shin. A
large circular break can be found midway between the front of Thoth’s body and the
king’s back. This same break has led to the loss of the middle section of the palm-frond
in Thoth’s hand and the heb-sed emblems hanging from it. The rear cut edge of the king’s
thigh and calf are damaged by erosion of the sandstone. The lower half of the king’s face,
the front half of his chest, his entire waist and the thigh of his front kneeling leg are
missing in an extensive damaged area, now filled with irregularly cut rectangular
restoration blocks. This same damaged area extends into the outstretched front arm of
Amun, his knees, legs and throne, with only the lower right corner of his throne
preserved. A triangular break filled with restoration cement affects the left wing of the
Behdetite disc and part of the titulary underneath it. Iconoclasts have lightly scratched out
the eye of the king and the eye and mouth of Amun-Re. Some traces of paint are visible
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in the glyphs of the vertical columns of texts in front of Amun-Re (see the notes to
translation below). For the palimpsest traces of the earlier 18th Dynasty reliefs from the
original façade decoration of the colonnade hall see the detailed discussion in The
Epigraphic Survey, 1998. Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 2; Vol. 116,
pls. 130, 131, 135, 136.
Translation:
By Amun-Re: Words spokena by Amun-Re, the Lordb of the Thrones of the Two Lands:
take for yourselfc millions of year and myriadsd of jubileese.
Behind Amun-Re: Words spoken: (I) have established your name upon the august IshedTreef, (I) have inscribed (it)g with the strength of eternityh and stability in the speech of
the livingi, everlastingly, twice.
Before and behind Thoth: Words spokenj by Thothk, Lord of the Ogdoad / Hermopolisl: I
write for youm myriads ofn jubileeso established upon the august Ished-Treep inscribed for
your nameq with a million years, as your father decreed speakingr in Heliopolis, enacted
in Thebes, [establi]sheds in the Mem[phis]t […]u.
By Behdetite: The Behdetite, the great god.v
By King: The Lord of The Two Lands, Usermaatre Setepenre, the Lord of Appearances,
Ramesses Meramun.
Notes to Translation:

a: The

group is repeated at the start of the following two columns of text.
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b: Note the presence of fragmentary white plaster wash and green paint in the interior of
the

glyph.

c: Small fragments of green paint are visible inside the

sign.

d: Slight erosion affects the bottom carved outline of the second
the third

e: The

and the top edge of

.

of the second

glyph was never carved, most likely an error by

omission.
f: A diagonal break in the sandstone cuts through the right end of the

signs, the right ear and lower part of the

and

and into the top and left edge of the

glyph.

g: The last two signs of the xti group are damaged by a horizontal break along the block
joint. The left end of the
stick of the

is completely lost in the break, along with the hand and

glyph. The

that follows shows slight erosion along the middle

of its bottom edge and its left end.

h: The bottoms of both

glyphs of nHH are missing due to a horizontal break formed

along the block joint.

i: The bottom of the

sign’s handle and the legs and feet of the

horizontal break in the sandstone formed along the block joint.

j: The

group is repeated at the start of each column of text.
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are lost due to a

k: A horizontal break along the block joint cuts though the neck of the

. Ancient

expanded plaster is visible within the block joint.
l: Note the presence of green paint traces inside the

glyph. For this title cf. Leitz,

Lexikon III, pp. 716-18.

m: The back of the head and neck of the

sign at the top of this column of text is

damaged by erosion. A horizontal break along the block joint traverses the bottom of the
glyph, with expanded ancient plaster visible within the joint. Traces of green
paint are visible on the interior of this sign.
n: The middle glyph of the

group is damaged due to its position at the

intersection at a vertical and a horizontal block joint line. As a result, the head and front
sign’s body is missing, expanded ancient plaster protruding from the block

of the

joint intersection. The vertical block joint break cuts through the middle of the
and

signs that follow. The left half of the bottom horizontal line of the

glyph is lost in a second horizontal break along the block joint filled with expanded
plaster. A curved break in the sandstone is visible in the left half of the

o: The lower half of the

sign.

sign’s tail is damaged by a break in the sandstone which

also affects the middle of the left most pole and lower left edge of the curved base of the

glyph. The following

sign is similarly damaged by a break, leading to the

loss of the glyph’s left end, while the

at its base is filled with ancient expanded

plaster.
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p: The bottom carved edge and right end of the

sing is lost in a break in the

sandstone which extends into the top carved edge of the
q: The top carved edge and interior of the

glyph.

is lost in a break.

r: A horizontal break along the block joint led to the loss of the lower edge of the
sign.
s: The lower half of the

glyph and the

underneath it are badly damaged

by erosion and a horizontal break along the block joint.

t: This sign is badly damaged by erosion. Most of the outline of the
except for its bottom left corner. Within this sign the top half of a

it are visible. Next to these, the traces of the top loop of

is preserved,
and the

below

and its bottom right end are

discernable, next to the still preserved two arms of hand of a

glyph. For @w.t-kA-PtH

cf. Gauthier, DG IV, pp. 137-38.
u: The remaining traces are badly damaged by erosion and loss of parts of the sandstone.
Below the @w.t-kA-PtH group, the right half of what resembles a

glyph is visible,

although the extensive damage and erosion make its identification uncertain. This trace is
followed by a large loss in the sandstone, with enough room for a group of signs.
Underneath the break, a

group is well preserved. The traces that follow are the

partially eroded right halves of a

what resembles a

and

, below which the eroded front edge of

glyph is visible. Below yet another extensive break, which is large
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enough to accommodate at least one group of signs, are the traces of a

group and a

, to the right of which the base of a tall narrow sign is visible.
v: The name and title of the god are symmetrically inscribed under the tips of both its
wings. The group to the west is best preserved, with the interior of the

and

signs

partially damaged by a break formed along the block joint. Of the eastern group of
glyphs, the deity’s title is almost entirely lost in a large break filled with modern

restoration cement, save for the top and left end of the

sign’s flag. The interior of the

is damaged by a break formed along the block joint, while the top of the
damaged by a crack in the sandstone that led to the loss of part of the
top.
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is
sign’s carved

LA66: King censing and liberating before Amun-Re Kamutef and Khonsu.

Fig. 118: King censing and liberating before Amun-Re Kamutef and Khonsu.
Scene ID number: LA66
Location: South interior wall, east half, top register, 7th scene from the east.
Description: The king is shown adorned with a nemes head dress surmounted by a shuty
crown with two feathers atop spiraled horns, a sun disc flacked by a pair of ureaei with
sun discs on their heads, and wearing a triangular kilt. He is shown holding a bowl with
burning incense in his forward arm and pouring libation from a hes-vase with his rear
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arm onto an offering stand with a bowl. The ritual is carried out before Amun-Re
Kamutef standing on a plinth with a small shrine shaped stand behind him, surmounted
by a fan flanked by two lettuce plant, and Khonsu adorned with the full and crescent
moon and holding a was scepter with the crook and flail. A sun disc with two uraei
hovers above the king.
Bibliography: H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA66; PM II2, XXX (27)I2; Epigraphic Survey,
The. Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals, Upper
Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia, and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With
Translations of Texts, Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP. Chicago: The Oriental
Institute of the University of Chicago, 1998, pls. 130, 131, 135, 136.
Publications of inscriptions: Epigraphic Survey, The. Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor
Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals, Upper Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia,
and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With Translations of Texts, Commentary, and
Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP. Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago,
1998, pls. 130, 131, 135, 136.
Observations: The relief is relatively well preserved, with the surface of the sandstone
covered in a black soot-like layer (see fig. 118). Several diagonal cracks in the sandstone
can be found in the top half of the relief above and in front of the king, with one slightly
larger broken area in the speech of Amun-Re Kamutef filled with restoration cement. The
lower half of the king’s kilt is missing in a break filled with restoration cement which
extends down to the level of the shins. While the pointed triangular front of the kilt is
preserved, the front leg is missing in the same damaged area with the exception of the
front carved edge of the lower shin and front foot. Of the rear leg only the mid-section is
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preserved along with the front of the rear foot. Two large breaks are visible above AmunRe Kamuted and Khonsu respectively, possibly caused when the wall was altered to
make room for the sandstone architrave of the portico. Kamutef’s phallus is missing in a
break filled with restoration cement. Part of the upper half of the front feather of
Kamutef’s crown is damaged by exfoliation formed as a result of a break along a block
joint. Iconoclasts hacked out the face and head of Khonsu along with his shin and foot. A
larger break, now filled with restoration cement, led to the loss of Khonsu’s arms and
most of his flail, while the rear half of his thigh is missing in a similar damaged area
covered in restoration cement. For a discussion of the palimpsest traces of the earlier 18th
Dynasty decoration and its restoration cf. Epigraphic Survey, The. Reliefs and
Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals, Upper Register Scenes,
Columns, Marginalia, and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With Translations of Texts,
Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP. Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the
University of Chicago, 1998, pls. 130, 131, 135, 136.

Translation:
Label: Censing and liberating for Amun-Rea, that he might achieve given life.
By Amun-Re Kamutef: Words spoken: (I) have given to youb […]c and all healthd. (I)
have givene you the kingship which (I) exercisedf, you appearing like Reg. Amun-Re
Kamutefh, Lord of Heaven, Pre-eminent in […]i.
By Khonsu: (I) have given you all joyj. (I) have given you all sustenancek. [… Nefer]hotepl […] Thebesm.
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By King: The goodn god, the Lord of the Two Lan[ds], Usermaat[re]o Setepenre, the Son
of Re, Lord of Appearencesp, Ramesses Meramun, given life.

Notes to Translation:
a: Note that the glyphs forming the deity’s name are facing the opposite direction of the
rest of the signs of the label text, thus facing the same direction as the deity’s figure.
b: The left end of the

group is missing due to erosion.

c: An extensive area of partial erosion and damage, covered with restoration cement, had
led to the loss of this group of signs, with no remaining traces visible to aid in the
reconstruction of the text.

d: A diagonal break cuts though the right half of the
sign. The

and the left end of the

glyph is barely visible due to the deep erosion which also extends into

the top half of the

sign.

e: The hand and the bread of the

f: The bottom of the

glyph is missing due to erosion.

group is slightly damaged by erosion which extends and

deepens in the area below the signs, with the base of a

and the rightmost

sign of a

group visible beneath the eroded area. Surface erosion also affects the entirety of the
still visible

and

signs.
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g: A diagonal break in the sandstone cuts though the top of the
vertical break traverses the middle of the

sign. Another

, beneath which it diagonally crosses the

glyph.
h: The right half of the

of the

and

signs is damaged by erosion, as is the top half

glyph. A break along the block joint cuts through the lower half of the

sign, whose head and front edge of the body is missing in a deep exfoliated gauge. The
same damaged area also affects the head of the

snake.

i: The second half of this title was once inscribed in the area in front of the top of
Kamutef’s plumed crown. This section of the relief is now entirely lost due to exfoliation,
with the deeper damaged area next to the bottom of the architrave filled with restoration
cement. No traces remain to aid in the possible restoration of the inscription, although
this was most likely xn.ty Ip.t=f “pre-eminent in his sanctiary”, or xn.ty Ip.t-s.wt “preeminent in Karnak”, cf. Leitz, Lexikon V, pp. 781-82; GHHK I.2, Glossary, pp. 361-64.
Behind Kamutef’s crown the traces visible belong to the bottom of another text dividing
line with a small diagonal incised line next to it below a large break, filled with
restoration cement, between the bottom of the abacus block and the top of the god’s rear
arm. It is unclear what glyph the latter trace belonged to, or if this column of text was part
of the speech of Kamutef or that of Khonsu.

j: The left ends of all the signs in the

group are missing in a vertical edge of the

larger broken area above the rear arm of Kamutef. The same break led to the loss of the
left spinal cord of the

glyph, almost the entire
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sign save for its top right edge.

Only the top right half and right corner of the

is preserved, the rest lost in the

same damaged area as the signs preceding it.
k: Erosion has led to the loss of the right bottom edge of the
both

, the right ends of

signs and the top right carved edge and handle of the

the unusual writing of

. The lower half of the

glyph. Note

at the bottom of the text

column is missing, possibly due to having been carved in plaster that was used to level
the surface of the sandstone, as the block surface visible at presence is lower than the
block surface above it, with the ancient plaster now completely lost.
l: Almost the entire column of text here is missing due to the flacking of the sandstone,
most likely weakened and damaged when the wall was altered to receive the architrave of
the portico. The space available most likely once accommodated two groups of signs,
possibly the name of the god, Khonsu, followed by Neferhotep as the only trace now
visible at the very bottom of the column resembles the left half of a

glyph. For

Neferhotep as a frequent epithet of Khonsu cf. Ch. Leitz, Lexikon IV, pp. 218-19.
m: The glyphs at the top of this column of text are lost due to damage, filled by
restoration cement, and exfoliation formed in wall underneath the portico’s architrave.
The only traces remaining are that of the back, bottom and lower half of the knee of a

seated figure, possibly a

glyph, with enough room above it for another group of

signs, while underneath it the top and front half of a

is preserved. At least the latter

was most likely part of the title m WAs.t, “in Thebes”, cf. Leitz, Lexikon V, pp. 764-65.

n: A diagonal break cuts through the bottom half of the
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sign.

o: Surface erosion caused by a horizontal break formed along the block joint led to the
loss of the right ends of the

group, and the entire

sign at the top of the

prenomen cartouche.
p: A diagonal break cuts though the right half of the
glyph and the left most sign of the

sign, the middle of the

group underneath it, the other two glyphs in the

group having lost their bottom halves in a horizontal break along the block line.
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Middle register

LA78: King being led into the temple by Monthu and Wepwawet, with Thoth marking
jubilees on a palm-frond.

Fig. 119: King being led into the temple by Monthu and Wepwawet,
with Thoth marking jubilees on a palm-frond.
Scene ID number: LA78
Location: South interior wall, east half, middle register, 1st scene from the east.
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Description: The king, wearing a nemes headdress surmounted by an elaborate hemhem
crown and long kilt, is being led into the temple by Monthu, holding an ankh to the
king’s nose, and Wepwawet. Behind the king and Wepwawet, Thoth marks jubilees on a
palm-frond. A Nekhbet vulture hovers above the king.
Bibliography: H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA78; PM II2, XXX (27)II1;
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The relief is very well preserved with intricate detail carved into the
sandstone visible throughout the scene (see fig. 119). Some damage is present in and
behind Thoth’s rear lower leg, filled with restoration cement. At the lower edge of the
scene, the feet of all four figures are damaged by breaks and loss in the sandstone as a
result of a row of rectangular beam holes cut into the sandstone blocks, most likely the
remains of post-antique habitation. Only two of these beam holes are still visible,
underneath the front foot of the king and the rear foot of Monthu, the rest filled with
modern restoration cement. The block containing the carved relief of the rear half of
Monthu’s kilt and his hand holding that of the king is badly affected by natural erosion
along the bedding planes of the sandstone. Breaks formed along the block joints are
present throughput the scene, the most prominent being those behind Thoth’s head, the
one cutting through Wepwawet’s ears and the base of the king’s hemhem crown. Another
large cement filled break is visible behind Wepwawet’s ears and extending into the text
above. Of note is the modeling of the wrinkles in Thoth’s neck and in the knees of all
three. The lower half of the palm-frond held by Thoth are not present underneath his
hand, most likely omitted when the painted cartoon of the scene was converted into sunk
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relief. Darker streaks of what looks to be the painted detail inside the king’s nemes
headdress are still visible.

Translation:
Label: King’s inductiona to the temple of (his) father Amun-Re.
By Monthu: Words spoken by Monthub residing in Thebesc: Come thoud to the temple so
that you may see your father A[mun]-Ree, the ruler of Thebes.
By Wepwawet: Words spoken by Wepwawetf of Southern Egypt, power of the Two
Landsg: I open for you the ways in your templeh for your father Amun-Re, as [he] gi[ves]
life, stability [and dominion]i.
By Thoth: Words spoken by Thoth, lord of the sacred writingsj, to his sonk, the Lord of
the Two Lands, Usermaatrel Setepenre: I inscribem for you millionsn of jubilees and
myriads of years of peaceo. I established your name in the interiorp of your templeq like
the namer of Atum ins Heliopolis. So long as Re shall existt, [so shall] your name [exist]u
(and) so shall that which [you]v have done exist, you beingw king upon the throne of
Horusx.
By Vulture: Nekhbet, the bright one of Hierakonpolis.y
By King: The good god, the Lord of the Two Lands, Usermaatre Setepenre.z
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Notes to Translation:

a: A horizontal break along the block joint cuts across the lower half of the

glyphs, with the break expanding and obliterating most of the

sign, with the exception

of its curved top and the top half of its right side, along with the tail of the

b: The bottom half of the

and

.

glyphs at the end of Monthu’s name are missing

and

in a break formed along the block joint.
c: Natural erosion along the bedding planes of the sandstone affects the

upper half of the

sign and the

glyph, which is also cut in half by break along the block joint.

d: Reading mi as an imperative followed by the enclitic particle r=k, cf. A. Gardiner,
EG3, §252.2; Allen, Middle Egyptian, §16; A vertical break along the block joint cuts

through the middle of the

group.

e: The glyphs forming the god’s name are missing in a larger horizontal break filled with

modern restoration cement. What remains are the very top and bottom of a
left corner of a

and the lower half of a

, the top

sign.

f: A vertical break formed along the block joint traverses the middle of this column of
text, down to the just below the signs ending Wepwawet’s name. The break cuts through

the middle of the

and the

group below it, along the
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and

signs.

g: The top of both

and

glyphs are traversed by a horizontal break line formed

along the block joint, with the top of the

completely missing in the break. For these

titles of Wepwawet, cf. Leitz, Lexikon II, pp. 346-47, VI, pp. 547-58.
h: A horizontal break runs through the bottom of the

glyphs below it. While the

sign and the very tops of the

sign is still clearly visible, the glyph next to is more of a

conundrum. Lacking any interior detail, and with its top completely lost, this sign could

be either a

glyph (O11) or a

glyph (O21). The context of the inscription would

accommodate reading the group as aH nTry, “divine palace (i.e. temple)” (cf. Wb. I, p. 214
) or sH-nTr, “divine chapel” (cf. Wb. III, p. 465) to an equal extent. However, the latter
reading of the group seems most likely, considering that sH-nTr is attested as frequently
used as a substitute for Hw.t nTr starting with the 19th Dynasty, cf. Wb. III, p. 465.
i: The bottom half of the

sign and the horns and tail of the

are missing in

a horizontal break formed along the block joint. This break merges with a larger damaged

area, filled with restoration cement, the edge of which diagonally cuts through the

sign, from its top left corner to its bottom right corner. The space to the left of

large enough to accommodate another tall and narrow sign, most likely a

was

glyph based

on the frequent occurrence of the grouping of these three signs in other text of this type,
cf. GHHK I.2, Glossary, rdi, pp. 382-83. .
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j: A vertical break formed along the block joint cuts through the middle of the

the

group below it, as well as the

and

glyph. The bottom half of the standard’s

vertical pole is missing in a slightly wider horizontal break, which also led to the loss of
the

group with the exception of the very top ends of the signs. The left half of the
sign’s top edge and the lower part of its bottom right curve is missing in a second

horizontal break formed along the block joint. The left half of what remains of the
glyph is filled what looks to be ancient plaster. For this title of Thoth, cf. Leitz,
Lexikon III, 654-55.
k: Only the right end of the

glyph is still preserved, the rest missing in a break

surrounded by exfoliation and erosion which extends down into the top carved edge of

the

sign’s back. The faint right edge and bottom right corner of a

visible in the eroded surface of the sandstone behind the

glyph is still

.

l: A horizontal break cut across the top of the cartouche, leading to the loss of the bottom

half of the

sign, the top half of the

glyph’s feather and the top of the

’s ears.

The loop of the Maat figure’s ankh is missing due to erosion.
m: The upper half of this group is badly affected by erosion. Only the scribble palette,

water jar and lower half of the cylindrical stylus case of the

glyph is still visible

below the damage, followed by the still visible lower body and back of a
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sign.

n: A horizontal break formed along the block joint led to the loss of the

beneath the

group

sign. While no traces remain, their presence can be inferred from the

spacing available and their use after the

glyph below.

group’s first sign is damaged by erosion of the

o: The top and front of the

sandstone. Note the symmetrical use of the

the writing of

. The second

sign at the bottom of the palm-fronds in

glyph is missing in a horizontal break

formed along the block joint.

p: Note the unusual writing of (m-)Xnw as

instead of

One wonders if it is possible that the substitution of
a misreading of the hieratic

(Möller no. 331) for

q: The bottom halves of the signs in the

, cf. Wb. III, p. 370.
with

occurred due to
(Möller no. 317).2

group are lost in a horizontal break

formed along the block joint. The top carved edge of the

glyph and its basket

handle show slight damage due to erosion.
r: The top half of the

sign is missing in a wide break filled with modern

restoration cement.
s: A horizontal break formed along the block joint led to the loss of head and upper chest

of the

sign, with only the very top carved edge of the head still visible above the

break.
2

Cf. G. Möller, Hieratische Paläographie: Die Ägyptische Buchschrift in Ihrer Entwicklung von Der
Fünften Dynastie Bis Zur Römischen Kaiserzeit. Vol. 2, Leipzig, 1909.
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t: The very left ends of the

signs of wnn are missing in a vertical break, filled

with restoration cement, which extends further down, leading to the loss of the back of

the

glyph, the bottom half of which is missing in a second horizontal break formed

along the block joint. A gauge in the sandstone caused by erosion is visible between the

area where the

u: The

sign’s knee would have been and the

glyph.

group is badly damaged by two horizontal breaks in the sandstone, filled

with restoration cement. Only the front bottom half of the
the right end of the top
the

glyph is visible above

sign. The damage also extends into the top carved edge of

below this group.

v: The bottom of the

group is damaged by a horizontal break in the sandstone,

formed along the block joint, and now filled with modern restoration cement. Only the
top of the middle and rightmost signs in

are still visible above the break. The sign

that followed is completely missing in the horizontal break, the

sign being a

plausible restoration based on the available space and the general context of the
inscription.

w: The top of the

and the head of the

glyph are lost in a horizontal break formed

along the block joint.
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x: The bottom left corner of the

sign is missing in a vertical formed along block

joints. This same break continues behind the

glyph, merging with a horizontal

break underneath the sign. While the tip of the sign’s wing is missing in the vertical
break, the carved outline of the falcon’s body stops above the horizontal break line,
giving the impression that the lower half of the falcon’s body was in fact never carved
when the relief was being converted from painted cartoon into sunk relief.
y: Note the omission of the

determinative from the writing of Nxn. For this title of

Nekhbet, cf. Leitz, Lexikon V, pp. 606-607.

z: The heads of the

and

glyphs is missing in a horizontal break along the block

joint, which merges with a wider vertical break that led to the loss of the lower right
carved outline of the cartouche. The middle of the
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is damaged by erosion.

Fig. 120: King censing and pouring libation before a large shrine behind which Seshat writes on palm-fronds.
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LA77: King censing and pouring libation before a large shrine behind which Seshat
writes on palm-fronds.
Scene ID number: LA77.
Location: South interior wall, east half, middle register, 2nd scene from the east.
Description: The king, wearing a cap crown and long kilt, pours libation onto two
offering stands and holds an incense wand before a large shrine, the occupants of which
are now completely lost due to extensive damage. Behind the shrine Seshat is depicted
holding a palm front and inscribing a second one in front of her. A falcon hovers above
the king.
Bibliography: H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA77; PM II2, XXX (27)II2;
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: The central part of the scene is badly damaged and missing due to the
extensive loss of the sandstone (see fig. 120). The figure of the king is well preserved
with all carved details intact. The falcon above the king is damaged, with its outstretched
horizontal wing missing due to a large break in the sandstone filled with modern
restoration cement. A horizontal break cuts through the upper half of its vertical wing, the
tip of which is damaged by a second horizontal break. Before the name of the king a
Nekhbet vulture, show on top of a neb basket above a clump of lily plants, is missing the
carved outline of its back due to a break that extends into the top of the scene. The was
scepter she extends towards the name of the king is damaged by erosion. Only the outline
of the eastern tent pole of the large shrine is still visible, as well as the eastern end of its

roof, resembling that of an Upper Egyptian

shrine. The outline of the lower bodies

of ureaei are still visible within the remains of the roof outline. At the bottom left corner
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of a shine, a maat plinth and the foot of the shrine’s occupant still remains, along with the
bifurcated end of a was scepter whose shaft extends upward. Based on the original size of
the shrine, inferred from the size of the lacuna in the wall relief, this most likely showed
the figures of all three members of the Theban Triad. Behind the shrine the top of a large

sign is still preserved, surmounted by the traces of a kheker frieze, with a

glyph

visible in its top left corner, containing a larger enthroned figure of Amun-Re (resembling
the large Hw.t sign containing the temple name behind Min-Amun in LA92, fig. 101, pp.
373-78). The lower half most likely contained the name of the forecourt, although no
traces remain due to the loss caused by extensive quarry damage and erosion. Behind
these traces, the figure of Seshat is relatively well preserved, her lower legs and feet
missing. Before her are two tall palm-fronds, one she holds in her rear hand and another
she inscribed with her forward hand. Her neck and wig lappet are missing in a rectangular
break filled with restoration cement. The elbow of her rear end is also missing in a
cement filled break the crossed her waistline, while behind her elbow a small rectangular
beam hole is visible. The palm frond and the glyphs between them are missing from the
level below the fist of her rear hand.

Translation:
Label: Censing and libating [for]a (his) father.
By God: Lost.
In front of Seshat: All everlastingness, all eter[nity]b, all millionsc, all mil[lions]d, all
myriadse, [all] tens-of-[thousands …]f.
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By Seshat: Words spoken by Seshat, lady of constructiong, She of the sharp horns, lady of
writingh, mistress of the house of offer[ings, … (?)] wallsi (of) the temple […]j forever
and eternallyk.
By Falcon: [The Behde]tite, [the gr]eat [g]od.l
By King: The good god, Lord of [the Two Lands]m, master of the ritualn, the King of
Upper and Lower Egypt, Usermaatreo Setepenre, the Son of [Re], Ramesses Meramu[n]p,
one who makes monumentsq in Karnak.

Notes to Translation:
a: The

is completely missing in a break formed along the block joint.
glyph’s body is damaged by pitting and erosion.

b: The neck and front half of the

The lower half of this sign’s tail (except for the tip of the tail) is missing due to a
horizontal break along the block joint which also led to the loss of the bottom edge of the
and the entirety of the
of the

sign below it, the break reaching into the top left edge

glyph.

c: The right end of the

sign is damaged by a diagonal break in the sandstone

filled with restoration cement. The lower right carved edge of the sign is still visible in
the edge of the break. For the reading of the
very high number, cf. Wb. IV, p. 488.
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sign as a designation of “millions” or a

d: This group is badly damaged by erosion. Only the rear arm, front hand and palm-frond

of the first

sign is visible, followed by a better preserved second

glyph that is

only missing its front arm, face, palm-frond and bottom carved edge. Only the rear arm of

the third

is preserved, followed by a

e: The bottom two

sign with a badly eroded top edge.

glyphs have their lower halves missing due to the exfoliation of

the sandstone, which also affects the top carved edge of the

f: The tips of three

below them.

glyphs is visible just above the break line, which were probably

followed by a nb, as seen with the signs designating numbers preceding them. No further
traces are visible below.

g: A horizontal break along the block joint cut through the middle of the

glyph, from

above the figure’s waist line, with only the top of his head and the top right corner of the
wall sign visible above the break line. Behind this glyph, the rounded top edge of a
sign is visible above the break line while the very bottom edge of the rope is visible
below the break. For this title of Seshat cf. Leitz, Lexikon IV, p. 23.

h: The bottom halves of the signs in the

group are lost in a horizontal break

formed along the block joint. Below the break line the bottom halves of

are still

preserved. For this title of Seshat cf. Leitz, Lexikon IV, pp. 134-35
i: This section of text is badly damaged by a large break in the sandstone, now filled with
modern restoration cement. Below the

group the top edge and load of a

sign is visible. Below this, the lacuna is large enough to accommodate another narrow
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group of signs. The traces below the break belong a
the break, next to which is a

sign, the top of which is missing in

and the traces of what resemble the tilted vertebrae of a

glyph. Above these last two signs the traces are indistinguishable due to the
erosion. Below the break, which might have accommodated once a low broad sign, is a

group, the first sigh of which is relatively well preserved, save for its top edge,
while only the bottom halves of the next two glyphs are still visible.

j: The very bottom of the

is lost in the break white the carved left edge of the sign’s

flagpole is missing due to the exfoliation of the sandstone. Exfoliation also affects the

lower left edge of the

sign, the bottom and right corner of which is missing in the

break. Below these two signs the loss sustained is significant, with at least two groups of
signs missing in a large break in the sandstone that is now filled with modern restoration
cement. Below the break the tall legs of a bird are visible, resembling in shape those of an

ibis glyph or other similar bird sign. Below this a

group is visible.

k: A horizontal break formed along the block joints cuts through the lower half of the

group, with the lower edge of the sun disc completely lost in the break.
l: Of the god’s name, only the outline of the

sign is still preserved, from four to

eleven o’clock on the watch dial, the interior detail of the sign lost due to exfoliation of
the sandstone. The other sign’s belonging to the god’s name are missing in a large break

filled with restoration cement. The bottom halves of the signs in the
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group are

preserved below the break line, with the knot at the middle of the

glyph missing due

to pitting in the sandstone.
m: The

group is almost entirely lost in a horizontal break formed along the block

joint, with only the right end of the top

sign still preserved.

n: A thin vertical break cut through the left half of the
into the right corner of the left

o: The head and ears of the

and

signs, down

glyph.

are missing in a horizontal break formed along the block

joint that also cuts through the lower half of the

sign’s feather and ankh loop.

p: The sA Ra group is damaged by a lager break in the sandstone filled with restoration

cement. The

sign is completely lost in the break, while the

glyph is missing

its neck and head, with the lover cut edge of part of the head and beak still discernable,
with the top edge of the sign’s back damaged by erosion. The

glyph of Amun’s

name inside the nomen cartouche is completely lost in a horizontal break formed along

the block joint that also traverses the
g: The bottom carved edge of the

sign.
glyph is missing in a horizontal break formed

along the block joint that also affects the top edges of the
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signs below.

Fig. 121: King, with Khonsu behind him, offering Maat with a rebus of his name, to Amu-Re and Mut.
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LA68: King, with Khonsu behind him, offering Maat with a rebus of his name, to AmuRe and Mut.
Scene ID number: LA68
Location: South interior wall, east half, middle register, 3rd scene from the east.
Description: The king, wearing a khepresh crown and tunic, offers Maat, in the form of a
rebus of his prenomen, to Amun-Re and Mut. A falcon headed Khonsu stands behind the
king, holding palm-fronds with an ankh and jubilee symbols handing from their tops,
while a vulture hovers above the king.
Bibliography: H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA66; PM II2, XXX (27)I2; Epigraphic Survey,
The. Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals, Upper
Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia, and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With
Translations of Texts, Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP. Chicago: The Oriental
Institute of the University of Chicago, 1998, pls. 130, 131, 132.
Publications of inscriptions: Epigraphic Survey, The. Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor
Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals, Upper Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia,
and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With Translations of Texts, Commentary, and
Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP. Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago,
1998, pls. 130, 131, 132.
Observations: (see fig. 121) The relief is very well preserved, with the most extensive
lost found at the top of the relief affecting the hieroglyphic text. Two wide horizontal
breaks formed along the block joint traverse the body of Khonsu, one through his
shoulders and raised rear arm, another just below his belt line. Erosion along the
horizontal bedding planes of the sandstone is visible in the deity’s chest and kilt. The
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god’s eye was scratched out with fine chisel marks. The shin of the deity’s rear leg is
missing in a larger break filled with restoration cement. The vulture above the king is
missing the front half of its horizontal wing in a larger damaged area filled with modern
restoration blocks. The figure of the king is well preserved, especially the raised relief
detail of the pleats of his garment. Several smaller damaged areas are visible throughout
his body, filled with modern restoration cement, one in his khepresh crown, another
horizontal one in the left half of his chest just below his shoulder, two in the shin of his
forward leg and one at the bottom of his kilt’s front. The face, head, and middle of the
feather and sun disk of the Maat figure the king is offering is missing in a vertical break
formed along the block joint and filled with modern cement, with only the front outline of
the face preserved. The traces of the curved tops of two plumes are still visible to the left
of the break, one higher and larger than the other, most likely the remains of adjustments
made by the sculptors to the proportions of the feather. The snout of the wsr staff is
missing in a large circular gauge in the sandstone, while the eyes and ears are damaged
by surface erosion. The head of the uraeus on the king’s crown was hacked out by
iconoclasts, who also used a sharp tool to meticulous peck out the king’s eye, nose and
mouth. White plaster wash is visible in the lower half of the king’s tunic. The two plumes
of Amun-Re’s crown are badly damaged, with the loss filled with restoration cement,
with only the tops and base of the two plumes and part of the lower half of the front
plume still preserved. A smaller area beneath the god’s front knee and another above the
rear ankle are missing and filled with restoration cement. Amun-Re’s eye, nose and lips
have been pecked out by the chisels of iconoclasts. Flakes of blue paint are visible in the
god’s rear arm at the level of the bicep, yellow paint in the ribbon hanging from his
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modius crown and traces of a light-colored paint in his chest. The front edge of Mut’s
double crown is missing in a larger damaged area extending above and in front of her
crown, filled with modern restoration cement. The lower half of her uraeus is missing in a
break filled with restoration cement. Despite the damage resulting from the vertical break
along the block joint cutting through the middle of her face, Mut’s features are intact and
have escaped the ire of iconoclasts. Smaller damaged areas are found throughout her
body, filled with restoration cement, one in her front shoulder, another above the carved
edge of her forward fist and wrist, a small area above the bottom of her dress, and the
front half of her forward foot. A slanted vertical break cuts through the goddess’s chest
and down into the back of her rear thigh, while another horizontal break traverses her
upper thighs. The palimpsest traces of the original 18th Dynasty decoration and its
reconstruction have been discussed in detail by the Epigraphic Survey, who also recorded
the later votive decoration added to the wall reliefs, cf. Epigraphic Survey, The. Reliefs
and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals, Upper Register
Scenes, Columns, Marginalia, and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With Translations of
Texts, Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP. Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the
University of Chicago, 1998, pls. 130, 131, 132.

Translation:
Label: Presenting Maata to (his) father Amu[n]-Reb, Lord of the Thrones of the Two
Lands, Pre-eminent in Karnakc, Lord of Heavend, Pre-eminent in his sanctuarye, by the
kingf, the Lord of the Two Lands, Usermaat[re]g Setepenre, the Son of Re, Ramesses
Meramunh, he knowsi that hej is content because of it.
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By Amun-Re: [Words spoken by Amun-Re]k Lo[rd] of the Thrones of the Two Landsl,
Pre-eminentm in his sanctuary: [Son of my bod]yn (my) beloved, The Lord of the Two
Lands, Usermaatre Setepenreo, my heartp is gladdenedq of your lover, I rejoices [of]
seeingt your beauty. (I) have given to youu my lifetime asv kingw, my yearsx upon the
throne of Horus, just as [you] builty (my) sanctuaryz anewaa resemblingab the horizon.
Before Amun-Re: (I) have given to youac the victoriesad of my strength, my power (and)
my mightae.
By Mut: Words spoken byaf Mutag, Lady of Isheruah: Come i[n pe]aceai (oh) good god,
Hor[us], Belowed of Maataj, your father Amunal receivesak you, he gives to youam
mil[lions of] jubilee(s)an, he unites your [body?] with […]ao forever and everap.
Before Mut: Words spoken by Mut, Lady of Isheru: I am your motheraq, (I) created youar
(and) your beauty, (I) have nursed you as a weaned child, I gave your lifetimeas in order
that heaven may existat, forever and everau.
By Khonsu: Words spoken by Khonsu in Thebes Neferh[ot]epav in Karnakaw: Behold,
you are surroundedax with protectionay, your body making your protectionaz because of
(me) giving to you myriads ofba years, you appearing likebb Re.
By King: The King of [Upper] and Lower Egyptbc, Usermaatre Setep[en]rebd, the Son of
R[e]be, Ramess[es] Meramunbf, given life like Rebg, the image of R[e]bh, great of
monu[me]ntsbi in Karnakbj.

Notes to Translation:
a: The edges of both

on the head of the

and

glyphs are damaged by erosion, as is the feather

sign.
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b: A horizontal break formed along the block joint cuts through this group of signs, with
the entire

glyph missing in the break, along with the bottom edge of the

the top edge of the

sign and the middle of the

c: A small break extends from the rear edge of the
corner of the

,

glyph.
sign’s mid-section into the right

and extends underneath the carved edge of its bottom right half. The

right most sign of the

group is missing its right edge and part of its bottom in a break

filled with modern cement, while the rest of this sign, along with the middle

have their

carved edge damaged by erosion.
d: The left corner of the

sign is obscured by what seem like mud or plaster, while

the right corner is missing in a vertical break, filled with modern cement, that extends
into the

and the right end of the

edge of the

glyph. Only the bottom left corner and left

glyph are still preserved, while the edge of the

sign’s right end is

visible next to the break line.
e: The vertical break affecting the previous group of signs continues, cutting through the

right side of the column of text. The right most jar of the

glyph has its right half

missing in the break, with the carved edge of the jar rack still visible. The right end of the
is similarly missing in the break, along with the right half of the

sign below

it, although both signs have their right most edges visible next to the break line. Of the
glyphs belonging to Ip.t, the

is completely lost with only traces of its bottom right

edge visible in the break line. The right corner of

is missing by the same break, while

the left half of its bottom carved edge is damaged by small eroded break that extends into
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the top right edge of the

sign. The latter has a second narrow vertical break cutting

across its left half. Note the unusual arrangement of the signs in

. The neck of the

is severed by the continuation of the vertical break filled with restoration cement,
while the middle of its body is cut through by two narrow break lines.

f: The bottom of the

and the lower half of the

are both damaged by erosion

formed along the bedding planes of the sandstone. The erosion extends into the head and

face of the

glyph.

g: A horizontal break along the block joint cuts through the middle of the

of the

and the top

glyph’s feather.

h: The tied end of the nomen cartouche is missing in a horizontal break formed along the
block joint, filled with modern restoration cement. The bottom left edge of the

sign is damaged by erosion, while surface erosion is visible in the middle of the
glyph.

i: A small break is visible along the carved edge of the

glyph’s lower body, just

above its legs.
j: The carved edge of the

sign’s top, except for its tail and head, is damaged in a

horizontal break formed along the block joint.
k: The top of this column of text with the beginning of the inscription is now completely
missing in a large loss in the sandstone, filled with modern rectangular sandstone blocks
as a means of restoration. The missing section is large enough to accommodate two
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groups of signs, the first of which was most likely a

group, albeit no traces of the

original inscription are preserved.

This is followed by the name of Amun-Re,

, of which only the

glyph is still

preserved.
l: A vertical break extends down from the larger damaged area at the top of the column,
cutting through the middle of the signs forming this group. Only the right end of the
glyph is still preserved next to the break line, followed by the

group, of

which the middle sign is completely lost in the break, while the carved edges of the sign
on the left of the group is damaged by erosion. The vertical break line also cuts through
the right half of the

m: The

glyphs.

glyph is damaged by the same vertical break line that affects the signs

above it. The right half of the lid belonging to the vase at the right end of the group is lost
in the break, along with the carved outline of the vase rack at this end of the sign.
Another horizontal break formed along the block joint, now filled with restoration
cement, led to the loss of the base of the entire sign.
n: The top of this column of text is missing in a large break, the same as the one affecting
the column of text preceding it. The loss comprises an area that once contained at least
two groups of glyphs, with the top of the column most likely repeating the signs for

, as is the case of the rest of the columns forming the speech of Amun-Re. Beneath
the break, the traces still preserved consist of the very right end of a
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glyph,

followed by a narrow break and the

the ending of

group. The latter was most likely originally

, X.t=i, “my body”. The signs forming

sign’s carved edge missing in the break,

preserved, with only the top left half of the

along with the carved edge of the

are relatively well

glyph’s forehead, while the

glyph is

entirely lost in a narrow horizontal break formed along the block joint. With the help of
the traces still available, the context of the inscription and using parallels from the
Karnak Hypostyle Hall, the missing section can be restored as “sA / sA=i n X.t=i,” “son /
my son of my body”3, even though no traces remain of what was once either

or

.
o: A horizontal break, formed along the block joint and filled with restoration cement,
cuts though the middle of the king’s prenomen cartouche. Only the top half of the

still visible above the break line, next to the ankh, head and shoulders of the

is

glyph.

Faint traces of the latter’s bottom carved edge are detectable just beneath the break line.
The bottom left half of the cartouche outline is missing in a secondary vertical break,
formed along the block joint and filled with restoration cement. The left half of the
sign is slightly damaged by erosion, which is more apparent at the middle and left end of
the

glyph beneath.

3

For parallels with almost identical or identical wording and glyphs, cf. H. Nelson, GHHK I.1., pls. 38:2-3;
48:15; 74:5; 76:22; 77:2-4; 169:2; 178:3; 200:1-2; 226:1-7; 257:6.
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p: The head of the

sign is missing in a diagonal break, which also cuts into the top

of the glyph. A narrow horizontal break along the block joint cuts though the lower half

of the sign, the top of the

, the knee and torso of

, and the tail of the

glyph.

q: A horizontal break formed along the block joint cuts though the lower half of the

vertebrae of the

glyph. The

sign has a small break at the middle of its right

carved edge.
r: This section of text is badly damaged by a surface break in the sandstone. The bottom
edge of the

sign’s right end is missing due to the erosion surrounding the break.

The left side of the

glyph is still visible at the edge of the break, with two thirds

of the top handle and one third of the bottom part preserved. The vertical cord of the sign
is missing in a small vertical crack in the stone. Beneath this sign only the left end of a
sign remains. The very tops of the three signs in the

group are also damaged

by the break and missing.

s: The middle of the

and the torso of the

formed along the block joint. The

glyph are missing in a vertical break

here is most likely the abbreviated form of the

stative ending .kwi, for parallels cf. GHHK I.2, Glossary, p. 390.
t: The glyphs at the top of the column are damaged by a break in the sandstone filled with

restoration cement surrounded by surface erosion. The vertical tail of the

sign is

missing in the break, while the carved edge at the bottom of the front of its body is
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damaged by erosion. The middle of the

is missing in an area of exfoliated sandstone, of

the upper remaining parts of the sign, the top and left carved edge are preserved, while
only a small part of the bottom of the sign is visible below the break line. The following
sign is badly damaged and barely recognizable due to the large break obscuring it. Below

the break the bottom of what was once a

glyph is visible, while the only other trace

of the sign is found at the top left edge of the break where a curled end of the crown’s

tongue is still visible. The

group is damage by a horizontal break formed along

the block joint. The top half of the

sign is badly damaged, with only the very

edge of the top carved outline visible. The same break obscured the wide horizontal

section of the

glyph’s blade.

u: The left half of both the

glyph and the

below it are missing due to the

exfoliation of the sandstone.

v: A large break, filled with restoration cement, obscures of the bottom half of the
sign’s yard beams. The top of the

glyph’s knee along with its beard and neck are

damaged by the same break (no trace of a carved uraeus on the figure’s forehead is
present). A diagonal narrow break cuts through the middle of the

sign whose

edge show damage due to small scale pitting in the sandstone.

w: The

group is repeated at the top of the text column, with the middle of the
glyph’s tail is lost due to erosion. Both

sign missing in a break while the tip of the
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top leaves and mid-section of the

reaches into the

sign’s stem are damaged by erosion, which also

glyph’s knee and the flail interior, the carved edge of the figure’s

back and the top and rear of his headdress.

x: Light iconoclastic hacking is visible in the

y: The bottom of the

sign’s face and beard.

glyph’s jar is missing in a horizontal break formed along the

block joint which also cuts into the base of the wall and feet of the
break the traces of a

sing. Below the

are still preserved, although the curved stick in its fist is

missing in the break above the sign, while the bottom carved edge of its forearm is
damaged by a large circular break, filled with what looks like expanded ancient plaster.
This large break led to the loss of the entire

sign with the exception of a small

section of its top left corner.

z: A horizontal break formed along the block joint curs through the lower half of the

sign and above the tail end of the

glyph. The carved line at the base of the

missing in the same break along with the top and right corner of the
aa: The top left end of the
the

is

below it.

is damaged by a small gauge in the sandstone, while

is missing its right end in a diagonal break filled with restoration cement.

ab: The

is damaged by a diagonal break which cuts across it body from the middle

of its back down into its rear leg and feet. The same break line extends down cutting
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though the middle of the

group and between the two signs forming

, with

only the outer edges of the sings preserved at either side of the break. Beneath these signs
the break widens and merges with a second horizontal break, the damaged area now filled
with restoration cement, leading to the loss of what was once a

glyph, of which

only the top right corner is preserved, followed by traces of the bottom carved edge and
right half of a
ac: The

sign. For this construction cf. Wb. III, p. 457.
sign is damaged by a diagonal break that extends front the top edge of

the glyph’s upper arm down into the middle of the forearm, with expanded ancient plaster
visible in the recessed of the conical bread loaf. The

group beneath it is damaged

by another diagonal break that extends from the middle of the top sign into the right end
of the bottom glyph, while ancient plaster fills the very left ends of both signs. A narrow
break formed along the block joint led to the loss of the top carved edge of the

,

with the edge of the sign’s left end damaged by erosion as a result of another vertical
break found close to the glyphs edge. The left half of the basket’s interior is filled with
restoration cement.
ad: A large piece of ancient expanded plaster and crack paired with surface erosion have
led to the loss of the left half of the

sign, along with its fist and curved stick. The

narrow surface cracks in the sandstone also reach into the very top of the left most
ae: The bottom carved edge of the

along the block joint, as is the head of the

sign.

sign is missing in a horizontal break formed

glyph beneath it, although the beard of the

figure is visible beneath the break. A smaller surface break in the sandstone extends from
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the middle of the figure’s back into the text column dividing line, while two smaller
cracks cut into the figure’s knee and foot respectively.

af: The top half of the

sign is missing in a vertical break while the lower half of the

glyph’s tail is missing in a larger break filled with restoration cement. The
is entirely lost in a horizontal break formed along the block joint, with only its bottom left
end still visible.
glyph’s tail and the left edge of her flail’s bottom half is missing in a

ag: The

vertical break filled with restoration cement.
ah: A vertical break formed along the block joint cuts through the right corner of the
, the right ends of

the top of the

and

, and the rear of the

glyph. Only

sign’s head and left edge of its body are still preserved, the rest of the

sign missing in a rectangular break filled with restoration cement.

ai: The entire body of the

is missing in a circular break filled with restoration

cement, while what remains of its head above the break had its facial features attacked by
iconoclasts. The same break led to the loss of the

sign, with only its two ends and

bottom carved edge visible below the break line.

aj: The bottom right carved edge of the

is broken away as a result of erosion, as is

the carved edge at the bottom and top right half of the

glyph. A circular break filled

with restoration cement and surrounded by surface erosion led to the loss of the body and
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legs of the

sign, with only the top half of the chest and head of the falcon

preserved. Beneath this sign, the erosion surrounding the break damaged the top of the
glyph’s head and the right side of her ankh, along with the top half of the

her. The

next to

sign’s base is missing in a horizontal break formed along the block joint and

filled with modern restoration cement.
ak: The top left edge of the

glyph is missing in a horizontal break formed along

the block joint and filled with restoration cement.
al: The bottom carved edge of the

sign is missing, broken away most likely

because it was carved close to the horizontal block joint. The top half of the

sign is lost

due to surface erosion which also affects the carved edge of the bottom left side of the
glyph. The game pieces of the

sign are broken away due to surface erosion

formed at the edge of the block joint. The

glyph is missing the carved edge of its

bottom right half due to the exfoliation of the sandstone.

am: The top half of the

sign is badly damaged by exfoliation of the sandstone, with its

interior raised surface now lost surrounded only by the faint traces of the sunk relief
outline of the sign. The very left end of the

is similarly damaged by erosion

which also affects the bottom left carved edge of the

sign, while the bottom half

of the basket handle is lost in a large diagonal break filled with restoration cement.

an: A large break filled with restoration cement led to the loss of almost the entire
glyph, with the exception of the figure’s head and left raised arm, although the outer
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carved edge of its arm is damaged by erosion. The same break affects the top half of the
which is missing its top right half.
ao: A vertical break formed along the block joint cuts though the right edge of the
sign and into the middle of the

below it, whose tail is now lost, with the missing

area filled with restoration cement, while what remains of the bottom edge of the glyph
next to the break is damaged by erosion. These signs are followed by a narrow horizontal
break formed along the block joint, beneath which a

sign remains, with both top

corners and basket handle missing. The horizontal break completely obscures the sign or
signs that once preceded the

, although a small diagonal carved line found just

below the break and above the middle of the
glyph, the middle sign of a

could be interpreted as a trace of a

group. Restoring Ha, “body” in the lacuna is also

supported by parallels in other temple inscriptions where its frequently the object of the
verb Xnm, “to unite”. Cf. GHHK I.2, Glossary, pp. 390, 396.
ap: The faint traces of a

are still visible above the large cement filled break,

although badly obscured by the raised exfoliated surface of the sandstone. No traces
remain of the signs below the preposition, although these most likely were only
comprised of one group of glyphs, based on the space available between the top of the
break line and the top of Mut’s crown. The exfoliated sandstone surface and break also

reach into the next column of text, where the faint traces of the body of a

glyph

remain, its head now lost. Beneath this sign the interior surface and top right edge of a
is visible. The

sign is entirely missing in a horizontal break formed along the
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sign’s tail is detectable underneath the break

block joint, although the tip of the
line. The

group is better preserved, with only the carved edge of the

sign

missing between eight and twelve o’clock on the clock dial, and the very bottom edge of
the

glyphs.

aq: A horizontal break formed along the block joint cuts thought the bottom carved edge

of the

sign. A vertical gauge is visible close to the left end of the

sign, whose

left end corner is damaged by erosion, while its basket handle displays damage from
surface exfoliation at its upper half.
ar: The two looped ends of the

glyph is damaged by a break in the surface of the

sandstone which reached up into the tip of the
as: Only the top and left edge of the

sign.

sign of aHaw is preserved, the rest of the sign

missing due to a break in the surface of the sandstone which extends into the top of the
glyph’s handle.
at: The middle of the

sign’s bottom carved edge in missing in the narrow block

joint of the sandstone. A small vertical break extends from the block joint into the rear
top edge of the

glyph. A seconds narrow diagonal crack in the sandstone’s

surface cuts though the right end of the
, and traverses the middle of the

, glances the right bottom edge of the
,

and

subjunctive, cf. Allen, Middle Egyptian, §19.13.
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signs. Reading wn here as a

au: The exfoliation of the sandstone’s surface led to the loss of the tip of the

sign’s

tail and the bottom corner at the curve section of its body just above its tail. The same
type of damage affects the bottom right carved edge of the
entirety of the sign at the right of the

and almost the

group, with only the carved edge of its left side

still clearly visible. Note the close placement of the signs in this group.
av: A horizontal break, formed along the block joint, cuts though the bottom half of the
bread loaf belonging to the

glyph, the carved edges of the reed mat’s top half are

damaged by the erosion adjacent to the break line while the right end of the reed mat is
entirely missing in a second vertical break formed along the block joint.

aw: The bottom half of the

sign’s body is missing in an oval break extending

above the block joint and filled with modern restoration cement, although the carved edge
of the bottom half of the owl’s wing is still preserved. Note that the

group is

repeated at the top of each column of text forming Khonsu’s speech. The tops of the

and

,

glyphs are missing in the same horizontal break, while the left corner of the

is damaged by a secondary vertical break formed along the block joint that spans the
entire length of the text column.
ax: Exfoliation of the sandstone surface formed above the block joint break in this
section of text has damaged the glyphs next to it. As a result, the bottom left edge of the

sign and the entire bottom half of the
the loss of the top carved edge of the

glyph. The same type of damage led to
sign, the bottom half of its handle still
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visible below the break line, while the interior surface of its right corner missing due to
erosion.

ay: The head of the

glyph is badly damaged and missing by a gauge in the

sandstone that extends beyond the sign’s carved outline, reaching into the middle of the
sign’s top left edge. Pitting and surface erosion also affects the lower half of the owl’s
body, legs and feet reaching beyond the block joint below the sign and into the top carved
edge of the

glyph.

az: A vertical block joint break cuts though the back of the

sign’s head and neck,

with the erosion formed at the edges of the break resulting in the loss of the rear carved
edge of the snake’s neck and head, while another horizontal break along the block joint
cuts across the end of the sign’s tail. The vertical break also traversed the front of the face

and chest of the

glyph, erosion at the break’s edge reaching deep into the body of

the owl, with a diagonal deep gauge visible where its wing once was, while the second
horizontal break cuts into the glyph’s tail and feet.
ba: The signs at the top of the text column are all damaged by a horizontal break formed

along the block joint in this section of the wall. The break crosses the tail of the

the tail and legs of the

visible around the

and the bottom half of the

,

sign. Shallow chisel tracks are

sign’s head, while more pronounced pitting can be seen in the
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‘s head and back as well as its feet, in addition to the hacks

left carved edge of the

of iconoclasts that damaged its face.
bb: The flacking of the sandstone’s surface had resulted in the loss of the carved edge at

the right side of the

glyph’s stem.

bc: The entirety of the

sign, with the exception of the very base of its stem, is

missing due to a large break at the top of the scene, whose diagonal break cuts though

this sign and also into the antennae and front wing of the

glyph.

bd: Erosion of the sandstone surface has led to the loss of the top right corner of the

cartouches carved outline, the carved right edge of the

glyph, and the head of the

sign, while also slightly damaging the top half of the ankh held by the Maat figure. The
very bottom of the cartouche and the

above it are missing in a horizontal break

formed along the block joint, filled with restoration cement, with only the carved edge of
the top right half of the

still visible above the break line.

be: A larger break in the sandstone just above this group of signs and the adjacent
flacking of the sandstone have badly damaged both glyphs. The top half of the

sign’s

carved edge is missing in the break, filled with restoration cement, although the interior

surface of the glyph is still preserved. The neck and carved edge of the

sign’s back

is similarly lost due to flacking of the sandstone, although the head and the rest of the
glyph’s body are well preserved.
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bf: The

at the bottom of the cartouche is entirely missing is a break formed along

the block joint which also led to the loss of the interior surface of the base of the
cartouche, with the exception of its exterior carved edge and knot.
bg: Written beneath both cartouches.
bh: The top half of the
of the

is lost in a break filled with restoration cement. The left half

glyph’s curled end is similarly damaged by a vertical break formed along

the block joint.
bi: The vertical break formed along the block joint cuts through the tail of the
and the left end of the

below it, whose right corner is also affected by a second

vertical crack in the sandstone surface. The damage from this break reaches into the body
of the

, with the affected area now filled with restoration cement, while a

secondary horizontal break traverses the bottom edge of the sign’s body just above its
legs. The vertical break formed along the block joint continues further down in the text
column, cutting through the right half of the
secondary vertical crack. The

, whose right end is traversed by the

is similarly affected by the two breaks, its left half

missing in a circular break filled with restoration cement, with the left most peak at the
end of the sign still visible above the break line. The right end of the

is cut

though by the secondary vertical surface crack, its right end detectable next to the break
line. The top halves of all three signs in the

group are lost in a horizontal break

formed along the block joint, the loss in the left most sign being filled with modern
restoration cement as part of the circular break affecting the
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above it.

bj: Flacking of the sandstone surface affects the top left carved edge of the
carved edge along the top half and bottom left corner of the

the base of both

and

and the

sign. The carved edges at

are missing in a horizontal break formed along the block joint

which also affects the top edges of the

and

glyphs, with the right most

missing its top half due to the erosion adjacent to the break.
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LA79: Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses II.

Fig. 122: Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses II.

Scene ID number: LA79
Location: South interior wall, east half, beneath the large middle register on the eastern
half of the wall.
Description: A long horizontal bandeau spans the length of this wall section, starting
from the eastern side of the torus molding, found at roughly the middle of the east half of
the south wall, all the way to the corner of the wall, the text itself continuing on the
southern half of the east wall. It separates the large second register from the smaller
bottom third register showing the procession of personified mineral regions. The vertical
torus molding marked the junction between the original pylon style entrance of the
collonade hall and the sandstone wall extensions built during the reign of Ramesses II,
when the collonade entrance was incorporated into the southern wall of the forecourt.4

4

Colonnade Hall, pp. XVIII-XIX.
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Bibliography: PM II2 XXX (27) III; H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA79; KRI II, p. 607,
§230D; RITA II, p. 402, §230D; RITANC II, p. 407-409, §230D; M. Abd el Razik, “The
Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple I: The Texts” JEA 60,
1974, §3B; M. Abd el Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in
Luxor Temple II: Interpretation.” JEA 61, 1975, pp. 127-128.
Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, p. 607, §230D; RITA II, p. 402, §230D; RITANC II,
p. 407-409, §230D; M. Abd el Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses
II in Luxor Temple I: The Texts” JEA 60, 1974, §3B; M. Abd el Razik, “The Dedicatory
and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple II: Interpretation.” JEA 61, 1975, pp.
127-128.
Observations: (see fig. 122) The begging of the text is now lost in large damaged area
filled with restoration cement, the lacuna comprising roughly half of the entire length of
text at this section of the wall. The missing text most likely contained the titulary of the
king, such as his Horus name, Golden Horus name and Nebty name, followed by his two
cartouches, of which only the nomen survives.5 The remaining portion of the text is
relatively well preserved, with the exception of the damaged caused by the five postantique beam holes found spaced out at the top half of the bandeau, now filled with
restoration cement. The part of the text before the corner of the wall is badly damaged by
surface erosion and loss in the sandstone, the affected area being filled with restoration
cement. For the translation of the continuation of this text found on the south half of the
east wall, see the discussion of LA94, pp. 457-468.

That the lacuna contained the titulary of the king has also been suggested by M. Abd el Razik in “The
Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple II: Interpretation.” JEA 61, 1975, pp. 127128.
5
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Translation:
[…]a Ramesses Meramun, givenb life, [belov]edg of Amun-Rec, King of the Godsd, Lord
of Heavene, Ruler of Thebesf, he madeh as his monument fori (his) father, Amun-Rej,
Lo[rd] of the Thrones of the Two Landsk, Lo[rd of Heaven, his father…]l.

Notes to Translation:
a: The missing text is equivalent in size to the inscription still preserved on the wall. No
traces remain of the inscription, the area being covered in restoration cement. The lacuna
probably contained the extended titulary of Ramesses II, including his Horus name,
Golden Horus name and Nebty, with the Prenomen cartouche preceding the nomen
cartouche still preserved.

b: A small gauge in the surface of the sandstone is visible in the middle of the

left edge found within the cartouche. The bottom right corner of the

sign’s

is similarly

affected by a longer diagonal gauge, extending from the lover part of its right carved edge
into the edge of its base.
c: A narrow diagonal break in the sandstone cuts though the right side of the
close to the

edge of the
d: The

,

sign’s end, into the very right end edge of the , reaching into the left
glyph’s stem.
glyph is well preserved, with detailed features modeled and carved into the

sandstone, the only damage being apparent in the baboon’s muzzle, the interior surface of
which was sheared off due to erosion. This cryptographic sign derives its consonantal
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value by visually alluding to the myth of Thoth returning the solar eye after she fled to
Nubia.6 As a result the two elements of the sign acquire the reading of “in-si”, “he who
brings it” which is reduced to “n-s” via the reduction of the semi-vowels, a mechanism of
the consonantal principle,7 which allows for this sign to take the place of

nsw, “king.”8 The

,

glyphs are used as logograms for nTr.w, substituting

the more commonly encountered

group.9 A vertical break, formed along the

block joint and filled with restoration cements, cuts though the flail and tail of the first

sign and into the horizontal element of the standard belonging to the second glyph.

The flail of the third

sign is lost in a rectangular post-antique beam hole. The

damage to the first two

glyphs was not recorded is in KRI II, p. 607:9, and M. Abd

el Razik, JEA 60, 1974, §3B.

6

Cf. LÄ I, pp. 562-67; V, pp. 102-107.

7

For the consonantal principle and thematic cryptography, cf. Roberson, Cryptic Lexicon, §6.2 ,6.6.

Cf. J. Roberson, Cryptic Lexicon, E36, C284; É. Drioton, “Recueil de Cryptographie Monumentale.”
ASAE 40 (1940), p. 362; Ch. Kuentz, La Face Sud Du Massif Est Du Pylone de Ramses II à Louxor. Vol.
29. Collection Scientifique. Le Caire: Centre de documentation et d’études sur l’ancienne Égypte, 1971, pl.
XXIII.
8

9

For the use of G7 as a substitute for R8, cf. A. Gardiner, EG3, G7; Wb II, p. 358; Roberson, Cryptic
Lexicon, G7; A. D. Espinel, “Play and Display in Egyptian High Culture: The Cryptographic Texts of
Djehuty (TT 11) and Their Sociocultural Contexts,” in J. Galán, B. Bryan, and P. Dorman, eds., Creativity
and Innovation in the Reign of Hatshepsut, SAOC 69 (Chicago: University Press) 2010, pp.318 (ac), 332; J.
Roberson, The Awakening of Osiris and the Transit of the Solar Barques: Royal Apotheosis in a Most
Concise Book of the Underworld and Sky, Orbis Biblicus et Orientalis 262 (Fribourg and Göttingen:
Academic Press and Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht) 2013, 61, c, n. 308.
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e: The right end of the

sign is completely lost in a rectangular post-antique beam

hole, which also reached into the top right corner of the
bottom right edge of the

glyph. A small section of the

is damaged by a surface gauge in the sandstone.

f: A vertical break, formed along the block joint and filled with restoration cements,

damaged the left carved edge of the curved top and lower half of the
The same break also cuts into the bottom right corner of the

top edge of the

glyph’s handle.

. The curved neck and

sign’s snout is damaged by surface flacking and erosion. Note that the

was not recorded in either KRI II, p. 607:9, or M. Abd el Razik, JEA 60, 1974, §3B.

g: Almost the entire

sigh is missing in the loss caused by a rectangular post-antique

beam hole, with only the right outer edge of the hoe blades lower half preserved below
the damaged area, its left edge damaged by erosion and filled with restoration cement.

The top half of the

is similarly missing in the beam hole, the right edge of the leaf

below the break going damaged by the adjacent erosion. The second

has only

sustained minor damage, the middle section of its leaf’s outer right edge missing due to
erosion. This damage was recorded in M. Abd el Razik, JEA 60, 1974, §3B, but not in
KRI II, p. 607:9.
h: A narrow vertical block joint break cuts through all three signs in this section of text,
traversing the
both

and

glyph, close to the left outer edge of the pupil, and the middle of
. The very right end of the

is missing in an area of

surface flacking of the sandstone, while an expanded blob of ancient plaster is visible in
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its left half right next to the break line. The front horn of the

is similarly damaged

by the same area of flacking that affects the right end of the sign above it.

i: The top half of the

sign’s back carved edge, just below the owl’s head, is missing

due to a rectangular post-antique beam hole cut into the sandstone and filled with
restoration cement. The same beam hole also led to the loss of the right carved edge of
the

sign, with only traces of its bottom right corner still visible below the break.

Another rectangular beam hole filled with restoration cement damaged the left end of the
, with shallow pitting in the sandstone visible in the mid-section of the glyph.
This damage was not recorded in KRI II, p. 607:10, or M. Abd el Razik, JEA 60, 1974,
§3B.

j: The top half of the

sign’s leaf is lost in a rectangular beam hole filled with

restoration cement, with a smaller exfoliated area of the sandstone damaged part of the
lower half of its leaf’s right edge. The same beam hole cuts into the right edge of the
sign, erosion damaging the sign’s left half. These elements of damage are not
recorded in KRI II, p. 607:10, or M. Abd el Razik, JEA 60, 1974, §3B.
k: The left half of the

is badly damaged by surface cracks, erosion and

exfoliation of the sandstone. A vertical break formed along the block joint affects the left
edge of the middle sign of the

group and the right edge of the left-most sign.

The same break severs the middle left half of the

group. These elements of

damage are not recorded in KRI II, p. 607:10, or M. Abd el Razik, JEA 60, 1974, §3B.
l: A large loss of text begins at this section of the inscription, comprising about seven
groups of glyphs. The damaged and exfoliated area is separated from the preserved
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inscription by a sharp vertical break in the sandstone, although enough traces remain to
restore the first two groups of signs next to this break. The interior surface and top edge
of the left half of a

sign is still preserved in the eroded area. Beneath this the

detailed interior surface of the

glyph’s left half remains, its right edge having become

part of the vertical break, while only eroded traces of its bottom and left edge remain. The
faint traces of the curved top edge of a
slightly raised silhouette of the

is detectable in the erosion, beneath which the
sign’s interior surface survives, its sunk relief

edges missing with the exception of the edge of its right end, now part of the vertical
break’s edge. These traces have also been recorded in KRI II, p. 607:10, and M. Abd el
Razik, JEA 60, 1974, §3B. Further down the wall, at a distance spanning approximately
two groups of signs, a few more traces are visible of glyphs that belonged to the
horizontal bandeau. These consist of a

below which a slanted small ankh is visible,

possibly once held by figure. Above and to the right of the
sunk relief lines are noticeable, giving the impression that the

of the top half of a

a horizontal and a vertical
and the lines were part

sign, although if the vertical line is the right edge of the

it

would not leave room for a figure holding the ankh. Restoring the Hw.t glyph in this
section of text would also fit the context of the inscription, since the preserved section of
text on the south half of the east wall continues with the second half of the name given to
the forecourt, [Hw.t nTr] Ra-ms-s/sw mr Imn Xnm.t nHH m pr Imn, “The Temple of
Ramesses belowed of Amun United-with-Eternity in the estate of Amun”, with the
additional space between the traces of the Hw.t sign and the wall corner possibly
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containing a fuller writing of nTr.10 With no additional traces detectable, this restoration
can only be considered as tentative.

10

These traces were not recorded in KRI II, p. 607:10, and M. Abd el Razik, JEA 60, 1974, §3B.
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LA69: Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses II.

Fig. 123: Horizontal bandeau of Ramesses II.

Scene ID number: LA69.
Location: South interior wall, east half, beneath the large middle register on the western
half of the wall.
Description: The horizontal bandeau is found beneath the large middle register of the
original 18th Dynasty Collonade façade, between the gateway and the torus molding, and
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contains the titulary of Ramesses II and the forecourt’s name, ending with an aspiration
that the building may last for millions of years and be provided with daily offerings.
Bibliography: PM II2 XXX (27) III; H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA69; KRI II, p. 607,
§230C3A; RITA II, p. 402, §230C3A; RITANC II, p. 407-409, §230C3A; M. Abd el
Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple I: The
Texts” JEA 60, 1974, §3A; M. Abd el Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of
Ramesses II in Luxor Temple II: Interpretation.” JEA 61, 1975, p. 127; Epigraphic
Survey, The. Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 2: The Facade, Portals,
Upper Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia, and Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With
Translations of Texts, Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 116. OIP. Chicago: The Oriental
Institute of the University of Chicago, 1998, pls. 130-132.
Publications of inscriptions: KRI II, p. 607, §230C3A; RITA II, p. 402, §230C3A;
RITANC II, p. 407-409, §230C3A; M. Abd el Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts
of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple I: The Texts” JEA 60, 1974, §3A; M. Abd el Razik,
“The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple II: Interpretation.”
JEA 61, 1975, p. 127; Epigraphic Survey, The. Reliefs and Inscriptions at Luxor Temple,
Volume 2: The Facade, Portals, Upper Register Scenes, Columns, Marginalia, and
Statuary in the Colonnade Hall: With Translations of Texts, Commentary, and Glossary.
Vol. 116. OIP. Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1998, pls.
130-132.
Observations: The inscription is relatively well preserved, with sporadic areas of
damage along its length, with more extensive damage found the end of the text, next to
the torus molding.
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Translation:
(Long) Li[ve] the Good Goda, Lord of the Two Landsb, Master of the Ritu[al]c, King of
Upper and Lower Egyptd, Usermaatre Setepenree, the son of Re, Ramesses Meramunf,
given live, bellowedg of Amun-Re, Ki[ng] of the God[s]h, resid[ing in] the Temple of
Ramesses [Mer]amun United-with-Eternity in the est[ate] of Amuni, may it endurej for a
million of a million (years)k abundant wi[th] pro[visions] da[ily]l.

Notes to Translation:

a: The right arm of the

is damaged by surface erosion while its entire shaft is entirely

lost in a large rectangular break in the sandstone. Its loop and left arm are well preserved,
although the outer edge of the loop’s left side is slightly eroded. The vertical block joint

separation reaches into the top of the

glyph’s flag, while a different vertical break

descends from the middle of the flag’s bottom edge. The lower half of the sign’s flag pole

is lost large break which also cuts into the lower left edge of the

glyph’s heart element,

while its bottom carved edge is missing in a large break, filled that alto affects the bases
of the following signs. The damage to the three signs at the beginning of the text is not
recorded in KRI II, p. 607:4, 3A, and M. Abd el Razik, JEA 60, 1974, §3A.
b: A horizontal break in the sandstone, filled with restoration cement, had led to the loss
of both

glyph at the bottom of this group of signs. The top carved edge of the sign at

the right end of the group is still preserved and shows the

glyph slanting from top

left to bottom right (shown with the reversed slant in both KRI II, p. 607:4, 3A, and M.
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Abd el Razik, JEA 60, 1974, §3A). The

to the left is entirely missing, with the

erosion above the break line reaching into the lower edge of the

sign’s left end.

c: A slanted break filled with restoration cement traverses the left end of the
damaging the top left edge of the

sign,

below it. This break merges with a larger horizontal

break filled with restoration cement that damages all three signs below the
At the bottom left corner the traces of a

glyph.

are preserved, consisting of its top and

bottom carved edge, the middle of the sign missing in a horizontal break filled with
restoration cement. This same break led to the loss of the interior surface and bottom
edge of the central

sign, along with most of the

at the bottom right corner of the

group, with only a faint traces of its badly eroded top curved edge remaining. This curved
trace is much lower than the top edge of the

at the other end of the group, further

indicating the arrangement of the signs was originally

compared to the usual

, an unusual arrangement

as seen in this text’s counterpart on the west half of the

south wall (cf. fig. 49, pp. 170-71, LA54). In any case, the traces we incorrectly recorded

as

in KRI II, p. 607:4, 3A, M. Abd el Razik, JEA 60, 1974, §3A.

d: A diagonal break traverses the top curved section of the

sign’s stem, although the

down curved tip of stem is preserved. The lower half of the

glyph’s body is badly

damaged by the flacking of the sandstone, its legs completely lost along with the bottom
carved edge of the bee’s torso and abdomen. The traces of the interior surface of the
abdomen and torso are still visible. The head is damaged by a small gauge in the
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sandstone. In contrast to the damage to the bee’s body, its wings are very well preserved,
with the carved interior detail of the veining visible. The only damage to the wings is the
erosion of the left carved edge of the rear wing, although it does not affect the top quarter
of the wing’s edge. Both

signs at the bottom of the nsw bity group are entirely

missing in a horizontal break filled with restoration cement. Only the top three flowers of

what was once a

glyph survive (cf. fig. 49, pp. 170-71, LA54), the rest of the sign

missing in a large area of flacking and erosion of the sandstone. The same type of

damage also affects the bottom half of the

sign, whose bottom right pendant bud is

missing its lower half, while the horizontal break in the sandstone cuts through the
bottom half of the

at the base of the sign. This last detail is not recorded in KRI II, p.

607:4, 3A, M. Abd el Razik, JEA 60, 1974, §3A.
e: A narrow diagonal break traverses the top right corner of the cartouche outline, while

small area of erosion damaged the very bottom of the

. Additionally, a vertical break

in the sandstone, filled with modern restoration cement, led to the loss of the entire
sign’s back and the top curved end of its plume, along with the bottom half of the
glyph’s blade, the right half of its block of wood and the right end of the

.A

second vertical break, filled with restoration cement, cuts though the end of the
cartouche, just before its vertical knot, and then merging with the horizontal break that
led to the loss of the left half of the cartouche’s bottom edge. The left half of the

at

the end of the cartouche is missing in the vertical break and the adjacent erosion, along
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sign’s handle. The entire

with the end of the

is missing in the horizontal

break, with only one small section preserved in the sandstone that still remains
glyph’s wood block.

underneath the left end of the

f: Erosion along the bedding planes of the sandstone slightly damaged the neck and head

of the

sign, while its feet are missing in a narrow horizontal break. The bottom

carved edge of the nomen cartouche is missing in the same horizontal break, which also

damages the bottom edges of the

g: The base of the

,

,

, the bottom half of the

and

glyphs.

sign’s shaft and the bottom of the

glyph’s long end are missing in a horizontal break filled with restoration cement.
Additionally, a vertical break cuts into the end of the ankh’s right arm, with the erosion
adjacent to the break line damaging the top half of its loop’s right edge.
h: The horizontal break that damaged the preceding sign also cuts though the bases of the

glyphs in both these groups. The break traversed the middle of the bottom half of the
sign’s stem and the middle of the

, causing several small breaks in the glyph’s

interior surface. The left end of the

is missing in a vertical break filled with

restoration cement, which widens as it reaches into the left end of the
the bottom left edge of the

of the

, with the

and then

now completely lost. Only the top and bottom

sign’s stem are preserved, the middle section of the stem being damaged by

erosion while the leaves are entirely missing in a horizontal break filled with restoration
cement. The same horizontal break has cut off the top half of the
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group, traversing

the bottom half of the

glyph’s flag pole, the base of which is still detectable below

the break. A vertical break, filled with restoration cement, cuts through the middle of the
sign’s flag, widening as it merges with the previously described horizontal break.
i: The level of carved detail in the face of the
showing surface damage. The

is quite remarkable, only its nose

is completely lost in a horizontal beak filled with

restoration cement. The entire length of the large

that encloses the name of the

forecourt is traversed by a horizontal break in the sandstone, affecting the bases of its
glyphs, with larger damaged areas filled with restoration cement visible in both bottom

corners of the

pole, the

and the

. The break led to the loss of the bottom half of the

glyph’s flag

sign’s stem, with only the top left half of the stem’s carved edge still visible,

, leaving behind its top carved edge. The bottoms of both

and

are

damaged to a lesser extent by the horizontal break, which widens as it reaches into the

and

signs, whose bases are missing and filled with restoration cement. The bottoms

of the two

signs of

are also traversed by the horizontal break, although their

bases are preserved beneath the break. A secondary vertical break cuts into the left edge

of the

sign, merging with the horizontal break below it. The middle of the

glyph’s

stem is traversed by the same horizontal break, which continues into the top carved edge
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of the

, widening towards this sign’s left end, which is now missing, and reaching
glyph’s bottom carved edge, the

into the left half of the

missing completely in

the cement filled break.
j: The right half and entire bottom edge of the second

is missing in the horizontal

break filled with restoration cement which affected the previous glyphs. The right half of
the

sign below is lost in the same break.

k: A narrow horizontal break traverses the bottom half of the

waist of the

and the top half of the

next to it. The second

, the raised shin and

has suffered

extensive damage due to the two vertical breaks cutting through the crown’s top, one
damaging the top half of the crown’s vertical back while the other intersects its curved
tongue. The lower section of the crown is missing in the horizontal break filled with

restoration cement, except for its very bottom. The following

also displays

widespread loss, with one diagonal crack traversing its right hand, damaging the outer
edge of its raised knee before merging with the horizontal break, while a second diagonal
crack cuts though the face and chest of the figure, obliterating its facial features, then
merging with the same horizontal break that damages the figure’s shin and waist. No
trace remains of the

, its place taken by a wider break filled with restoration cement.

l: The heron of

is well preserved, although its perch is missing its right half, while

a horizontal break crosses the middle of the perch’s taller central pole. The rounded base

of the

is similarly missing in a break filled with restoration cement. Of the
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only

the right end of the sign and the eroded traces of its top carved edge remain, the rest

missing in a large cement filled break which descends into the

and front half of the

below it. The beak

glyph’s head, the front of its chest and the interior surface of

its wing are still preserved, with only the bend in its legs visible below the same

horizontal break that damaged the

in front of this sign. The

by surface erosion, with the carved edge of the

group is damaged

missing in a large break filled with -

restoration cement, from two o’clock to eight o’clock on a clock dial, along with the
bottom edge of the

, The same damaged area led to the loss of the entire

below

the group. This area of extensive damage was not recorded in KRI II, p. 607:6, 3A, M.
Abd el Razik, JEA 60, 1974, §3A.
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Fig. 124: Procession of personified mineral regions.
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Bottom register

LA80: Procession of personified mineral regions (continued on the east wall south half)
Scene ID number: LA80
Location: South interior wall, east half, bottom register.
Description: The procession of personified mineral regions begins approximately
midway between the torus molding and the corner connecting the east half of the south
wall with the south half of the east wall (see fig. 124). The procession is introduced by a
speech of Thoth, whose figure is now lost, followed by 6 personified mineral regions in
various degrees of preservation, the 7th now completely lost in damaged area next to the
wall corner. The procession continues on the south half of the east wall, where an
additional 24 figures are represented, making the total number of 31 personified mineral
regions (see figs. 103-110, pp. 468-518, LA95). The figures on the east half of the south
wall are oriented towards the west and towards the entrance of 18th Dynasty section of the
temple, while the speech of Thoth is facing the opposite direction. To the west of Thoth’s
speech a significant section of wall is damaged that once contained additional scenes,
now lost.
Bibliography: PM II2, XXX (27) III; H. Nelson, Key Plans XXIA80; G. Daressy,
“Litanies d’Amon du Temple de Louxor.” Recueil de Travaux Relatifs à La Philologie et
à l’archéologie Égyptiennes et Assyriennes 32 1910, pp. 62–69; M. Legrand, “La liste
dite « des regions minières » du temple de Louxor.” Abgadiyat 11, 2016, pp. 60-85. KRI
II, §234A-B, pp.617-618; RITA II §234A-B, pp. 408-409; RITANC II, §234A-B, pp. 415418.
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Publications of inscriptions: G. Daressy, “Litanies d’Amon du Temple de Louxor.”
Recueil de Travaux Relatifs à La Philologie et à l’archéologie Égyptiennes et
Assyriennes 32 1910, pp. 62–69; M. Legrand, “La liste dite « des regions minières » du
temple de Louxor.” Abgadiyat 11, 2016, pp. 60-85. KRI II, §234A-B, pp.617-618; RITA
II §234A-B, pp. 408-409; RITANC II, §234A-B, pp. 415-418.
Observations: (see fig. 124) All the personified mineral regions are male with the same
general features, except for the first figure that is shown with pronounced breasts and
stomach resembling a Hapy figure11. All figures have a

glyph above their heads

resting on a flat plinth with two ribbons hanging down at the back of each figure’s head.
Between the peaks of the

sign the name of each region is inscribed which is also

repeated in the text introduced by “Dd mdw in” in front of them. The figures wear a
tripartite wig, curved beard, plain kilt and a bull’s tail. Each figure is shown bearing a
tray with a small carved mound, which most likely represent piles of mineral ore,

surmounted by a bouquet of flowers. Three strings of

and

symbols hang from the

hands of each figure. A short text above the tray with offerings gives describes the
quantity of provisions being brought. To the west of Thoth speech up to the torus
molding of the original collonade hall gateway, a large area of relief is completely lost
and covered by restoration cement with only a few traces of the original decoration. The
traces are located mid-way between the torus and Thoth’s speech, and consist of the lap
of a seated figure, facing west, whose belt and kilt, extending to almost front of the
thighs, are still visible, along with the raised back of a throne. To the east of these traces,
11

For these tipes of figures in general see J. Baines, Fecundity Figures: Egyptian Personification and the
Iconology of a Genre. Warminster; Chicago: Aris & Phillips; Bolchazy Carducci, 1985.
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separated by a lacuna, are the remains of a standing figure holding a staff. The forward
arm of the figure holding the staff is preserved, along with both his legs from below the
level of the knee, albeit damaged by erosion, and the bottom of a bull’s tail. While the top
of the staff is missing, the forked end indicates it was likely a was scepter. Behind this
figure the foot and lower leg of another is visible, most likely belonging to a seated
figure, based on the fact that the leg is vertical compared to the angled lower leg of a
standing figure. While all these traces are oriented towards the west, it is unclear if these
traces belonged to a row of deities that preceded Thoth’s speech or if they were part of an
unrelated offering scene. The top half of the speech of Thoth and the first four personified
mineral regions are relatively well preserved, although the last three figures have suffered
extensive damage. For each personified mineral region detailed observations are provided
separately.
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Fig. 125: Detail with speech of Thoth.

Speech of Thoth:
Observations: A long horizontal break formed along the block joints cuts across the tops
of the preserved columns of text, just beneath the first group of signs at the top of each
column. The first column of text is preserved approximately half way, with each
subsequent column of text being progressively shorter, the 7th column of text only
preserving the left half of its first group of glyphs. The lacuna in the wall is now covered
with modern restoration cement.
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Translation:
Words spoken b[y]a Thoth, lord of hieroglyphs, [Vizier who determines right, who
judges…]b chief of the courtc, true scribe of the Ennead […]d (of?) the two horizonse,
those that are in the two desertsf, the creation(s) (of) […]g of Amauh, the ones begotten
(by) […]i (of) the god’s land, wi[th] it[s] products […]j aromaticsk, fayence […]l together
[…]m.

Notes to Translation:
a: The

is entirely lost in the horizontal break formed along the block joint.

b: It is not entirely certain that the trace K. Kitchen read as the top carve line of a
belong to that glyph, or if in fact the trace is merely a break line with no relation to the
sign. This trace is followed by a short lacuna that once contained a group of signs
including the trace preceding it. Beneath the lacuna the remains of three signs at the left
side of the text column remain. This includes the left edge and bottom corner of what was
most likely a

, followed by a

and the left end of a

missing its right corner, the hand of a

glyph

sign. Beyond this point no further traces remain, the missing

section of text probably comprising between three and four groups of signs.
c: A horizontal break formed along the block joint cuts through the lower half of the
glyph’s body, although its feet and the bottom edge of its tail are preserved beneath
the break line. The same break led to the loss of the third

, with only faint traces of its

top curved edge visible above the break line. For this title of Thoth, cf. Leitz Lexikon VII,
p. 389.
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d: The damage to the inscription starts just beneath the second

group. Erosion

adjacent to the break affecting the previous column of text led to the loss of part of the
sandstone surface around the edge of the

the leftmost

alongside the edge of the flag and mast of
glyph’s mast and base is

sign just below it. The left edge of this

entirely missing as a result of the erosion and the break in the sandstone just underneath

it. For this title cf. Leitz Lexikon VI, pp. 600-601. Below the break line a third
, psD.t

group can be restored, completing the writing of

“Ennead”. The missing section of text, including the missing third nTrw group, most
likely comprised approximately five sign groups.

e: Just below the

group a horizontal break formed along the block joint interrupts

the text, damaging the determinatives for Ax.ty, “the two horizons”. Below the break line
the traces of a very short and elongated

is visible, the middle of its top edge

preserved close beneath the break, while its bottom right corner is damaged by a small
gauge in the sandstone. K. Kitchen proposed the restoration of the sign missing within the
break as another

, which would fit with the dual form of the noun (cf. KRI II, p.

617:12, n.12a). Since Ax.t is usually written with the
possible that the use of

or

determinatives, it’s

is a result of scribble error, or that the sun disk element was

merely rendered in paint and overlooked by the sculptors.

f: The top edge of the middle sign in the

at the top right corner of the

is damaged by a small gauge that began in the
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group

glyph above. The outer edges of the

sign’s tail are worn down by erosion. The bottom glyph of the

group is

missing its bottom right corner in the large break that also affects the signs below it. Of
note is the use of

instead of

as a determinative for smi.t, “desert” (Wb. III,

pp. 444-445), a result of class substitution due to both signs being in the same semantic
category.12
g: The carved edge of the handle and horizontal blade section of the

glyph is

missing in the large cement filled lacuna. The break line also cuts into the right end of the

below. This group is followed by two

glyphs are preserved. The one on the

left side missing its stem and lower carved edge of its leaf, while only the top of the

second

is still preserved. The signs missing to the right of

restored as

could possibly be

if one compares the ending of qmA.y here with the perfective passive

participle ending of mss.y in the following column of text, cf. J. Allen, Middle, §23.5.3;
A. Gardiner, EG3, §360-361. Beneath these glyphs the rest of the text column is missing
in the lacuna, the lost section most likely comprising five sign groups.

h: A horizontal break formed along the block joint caused the loss of the

bottom half. For

group’s

, amAw “Amau” cf. Gauthier DG I, p. 143.

Roberson, Cryptic Lexicon, N26; A. D. Espinel, “Play and Display in Egyptian High Culture: The
Cryptographic Texts of Djehuty (TT 11) and Their Sociocultural Contexts,” in J. Galán, B. Bryan, and P.
Dorman, eds., Creativity and Innovation in the Reign of Hatshepsut, Studies in Ancient Oriental
Civilization 69 (Chicago: University Press) 2010, p.333; É. Drioton, “Recueil de Cryptographie
Monumentale.” ASAE 40 (1940), p.100, No 118;
12
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i: All the signs in the ending

The two

are partially lost in the large cement filled lacuna.

glyphs are missing the bottom halves of their stems, the

its lower section, while the entire third

sign has also lost

is now completely broken away. The rest of the

column inscription is missing in the break, the lost section likely comprising seven
groups of glyphs.
j: For the use of “the god’s land” as a designation for Punt, see Gauthier DG VI, p. 24.
glyph’s head is severed from its body by a horizontal break line

The top half of the

formed along the block joint, its lower body with the owl’s legs, feet and tail, still
preserved beneath the break line. The carved edge of the

sign is lost as a result of

erosion, although the interior outline of the glyph is detectable. A long narrow chisel
gauge cuts through the blade tip of the
below it. The left half of the

and into the left end of the

glyph’s top edge is damaged by a smaller gauge in
sign’s carved edge is missing in the

the sandstone. The bottom right half of the

large lacuna. Beneath this only the left most and left half of the middle
followed by the head of a

sign

glyph remain,

, its body lost is the large break. The missing section of

text below the break probably comprised approximately seven groups of glyphs.
k: The only translation provided for iSS is as a designation of “a product of the land of
Punt”, cf. Wb. I, p. 135.
l: A horizontal break which merges with the larger lacuna led to the loss of the top and
right end of the first sign of this group. Although K. Kitchen tentatively restored the
traces here as

, close examination of the wall reveals that this is not the case.
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Beneath the break, in the left half of the text column, two vertical lines are visible with
slightly flaring bottom ends, that of the middle one resembling two flower petals. The
edge of the vertical break, to the right of the two vertical lines, could be part of what
remains of a third vertical line. Considering that its spacing coincides with the spot where
one would expect a third sign, as well as the straight edge of the break line here in
contrast with the jagged edge of the rest of the break’s edge, it is very likely that a third
vertical line resembling its two counterparts was once present. Above the point where the
vertical break just describes begins, separated by the horizontal break, a short line with a
rectangular top end remains. With these traces in mind, and taking into account the
context of the inscription, which lists an assortment of products being brought from
deferent regions, along with the fact that this broken up sign is followed by a
group, implying a connotation of yet another type of product, the traces described could
belong to a variant of a

glyph. Thus THn.t “fayence”, is most likely the product

listed here. Contra KRI II, p. 617:12; RITA II, p. 408. In the vertical break to the right of
the

group there is enough room for an additional narrow sign, although no traces

remain. Beneath the
part the hand of a

another rounded trace is visible, which could very well be
as K. Kitchen suggested, although the small size of the traces

makes this restoration relatively uncertain. A further trace below this rounded outline was
read by K. Kitchen as the left end of a

glyph. However, on close examination the

latter trace is merely a scratch in the sandstone. No other traces remain, the rest of the
column inscription missing in the lacuna with the lost section of text comprising
approximately seven to eight groups of glyphs. Cf. KRI II, p. 617:14.
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m: A vertical break cuts off the right side of the glyphs in this group. What remains of

the left side of all three signs in

is clearly readable. The inscription of the speech

of Thoth ends at this point and it is unclear how much of the text is missing due to the
large loss in this area of the wall.
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Procession of Personified Mineral Regions:

Fig. 126: First personified mineral region leading the procession.
Figure No. 1:
Observations: (fig. 126) The procession of personified mineral regions is introduced by
the figure of Nwy, the Water-flood, shown with sagging breast and protruding belly
similar to the features associated with the Nile god Hapy13. The top of the scene is
traversed by a horizontal break formed along the block joint, with a second similar
horizontal break crossing the scene just above the level of figure’s knees. Beneath this
break a significant portion of the relief is missing, including the lower section of the
13

Cf. LÄ VI, p. 868.
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vertical column of text in front of the figure. The lower part and hem of his kilt is lost in
the horizontal break. His rear leg is missing in a slightly curved vertical break filled with
restoration cement, beginning at the left end of the lower horizontal break and reaching
below the scene. Of the figure’s rear leg, only the right side of the knee and the ball of the
foot remain. His forward leg is in a better state of preservation, with only the front of the
foot lost. A smaller break filled with restoration cement is visible in the bottom half of
the bouquet’s main flower, reaching into the top carved edge of the mineral mound.
Another similar break damaged the carved edge on the right side of the figure’s rear hand
and extends into the bottom carved edge of the left end of his front forearm. Of note is
the detailed carving of the personified Water-flood’s facial features, the belt and pleats of
his kilt, and the fact that this is the only figure in this procession who does not have the
emblematic

glyph above his head due to his close association with the waters of

creation and the Nile flood. The name above the figure’s head has been recarved from
Nnw, the name of the god Nun, to that of Nwy, the Water-flood, which is also repeated in
the vertical column of introductory text.

Translations:
In front of figure: Words spoken b[y]a Nwy/ The Water-floodb to the King of Upper and
Lower Egypt, Usermaatre Setepenrec, (I) have co[me, (I) have brought to you…]d in
heapse.
Above figure: Nwy / The Water-flood (carved over Nnw / Nun)f.
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Notes to translation:

a: The head of the

is damaged by surface erosion, while the tip of its tail is missing

in a horizontal break formed along the block joint. The same break also led to the loss of
sign’s stem, the lower part of the

the

and the entire

b: A very faint vertical crack damages the right half of the
the downslopping handle of the

middle of the

glyph benerath.
sign and runs along

. A small gauge in the sandstone is vibile in the

glyph’s back edge, while another affects the edge of the chick’s rear

heel. The bottom left corner of the left-most

is also damaged by a small area of surface

erosion. For Nwy as the personification of the Water-flood cf. LÄ VI, p. 868.

c: A diagonal break in the sandstone cuts across the rear wing of the

front of its torso, extending all the way into the right half of the

The head of the

and into the

underneath the

.

has suffered from surface erosion, while a circular gauge affects

the tip of its rear antenna. This diagonal berak merges with the large lacuna damaging the
columns of inscriptions containing the speech of Thoth. As a result, the lower part of the

with its leaves is missing in the triangular break produced, with only the top left leaf
preserved, while the erosion above the break affects the stem of the plant. The right half

of the

beneath the

is missing in the same break. The

at the top of the

cartouche is missing the middle section of its left carved edge in an oval shaped gauge
that extends towards the left side of the cartouche. A deep scratch, resembling a chisel
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cut, reaches through the carved edge beneath the

holds. The head of the

figure’s chin towards the ankh she

, with the exception of its ears, is missing in a circular gauge.

d: The bottom half of the

and the entire

sign are missing in the large break that

led to the loss of the rest of this column of text. No trace remains of the legs of the

,

with the exception of a small knotch in the middle of the reed leaf’s slopping bottom
edge. The restoration of the begging of the lost section of text is bases on the parallels
provided by the inscriptions accompanying the subsequesnt figures.
e: The scattered gauges of chiself tracks, resembling quarry damage, are visible

throughout the signs forming this section of text. The feet of the

are missing in the

horizontal break formed along the block joint that crosses below the rest of the sign

groups of the inscription. The middle of the

glyph’s right carved edge is damaged by

erosion of the sandstone. Two chisel tracks cuts though the hand and wrist of the
, the chisel track affecting the writst of the latter also traversing the middle of the
sign, from its top to its bottom carved edge. The right-most
chisel track, while the bottom lalf of the

sign is entirely missing in a

at the left end of the group is damaged by

erosion.
f: The inscription above the figure’s head giving his name has been recarved. While the
signs of the superimposed groups are relatively discernable with ease, the order in which
they were carved is more of a conundrum. The bottom section of the inscription is
missing in a horizontal break formed along the block joint, starting at the level of the
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middle

of the Nnw group which corresponds to the stems of the two

the legs and tail of the

glyph and

of Nwy. The break reaches down to just above the top carved

edge of the plinth sypported by the figure’s head. Of the

group, the top

remains mostly intact, the bottom of its left end missing in the break which also destroyed
the entire left half of the middle

and part of its right bottom edge. The bottom

is almost entire lost, save for the glyph’s right end, still visible below the break
line. The signs belonging to Nwy are slightly less visible as a result of the glyphs being
somewhat narrower, although seemgly having the same depth as the signs of Nnw. The
handle and top horizontal section of

is evident between the right and middle

-jars and below the middle jar extending into the top right edge of the
to the top left of

, arranged thus

gives the impression of a break in the sandstone. This
visible to the top left edge of the middle

of the

the

. The

, is eroded and at first glance
sign’s right end is clearly

-jar, while the badly eroded middle section

is preserved between the cetral and left

glyphs. The two

next to them are fairly visible, with only the tail and legs of the

signs and

and the

two stems of the reed leaves lost in the break. The silhouette of the carved edge
belonging to the top of all three signs are still visible within the interior surface of the
large

glyph that overlais them. Below the break the faint bottom carved edge of a
is detectable, its left end better preserved than the right which is missing in two

diagonal gauges in the sandstone that also damaged the plinth underneath. Based on the
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traces present, the spelling of Nwy, the personified Water-flood’s name, can be

reconstructed as

(contra KRI II, p. 618:3), which parallel the spelling of the same

word in the vertical column of text in front of the figure, albeit in that case a
is added just above the

group

. K. Kitchen argued that the glyphs pertaining to Nnw are

deeper and were the first to be carved, only to be re-cut to spell Nwy, although he does
not explain his reasoning in detail (cf. RITA II, p. 416, §785). However, the traces
overlapping the interior surface of the

sign show that both sets of glyphs have the

same depth. Additionally, the fact that the vertical incsirption repeating the name of the
figure does not show any palimpsest traces further complicates the question of the
sequence in which the glyphs above the figures head were carved. No traces remain of
the plaster used to cover up the original inscription. The only exception would be the thin
layer of surface plaster visible inside the left

sign, which is inconclusive since it

could also have been part of the original plaster wash covering the wall surface, or part of
the attempt of covering up the gauges left by quarry damage, visible especially in the top
section of the relief to the left of this inscription. A thin horizontal line of what resembles
silt traverses the text at about mid-level, continuing along the entire length of the wall
where the original sandstone relief is preserved. This silt has filled in the waves at the
middle of the top

glyph, part of the spelling of Nwn, although one might easily

mistake this as ancient plaster at first glance. If one looks at the spacing and aragement of

the two sets of glyphs, it becomes apparent that the signs in
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have a narrower

spacing when compared to those in

, which spread out beyond both sides of the

group they superimpose. The paleography of the signs in

also stands out and does

not match those found throught the inscriptions of the personified mineral region
procession. For instance, the

jars of Nwn have a wider rim with a more pronounced

down and inward slant at the neck of the jar than the examples in the name of Nnw,
Ninive (see out discussion of LA95 Figure 28, fig. 109, pp. 505-511). Furthemore, the top
in the name of Nwn, still well discernable despite the damage, has peaks and
valleys that are more widely placed and larger, with the entire glyph having a wider cut
than its counterparts throughout this register and that of the south half of the east wall (cf.
the

signs in the name of PHww of LA95 Figure 31, fig. 110, pp. 511-518). With

all these features in mind, K. Kitchen’s theory that

to

was carved first and then recut

seems less likely. In fact, it appears more plausible that the reverse happened,

that the name of Nwy was recut to Nwn, which the original name in the vertical
inscription in front of the figure overlooked by the sculpturs, a type of omission not
uncommon.14 The chainging of the name of the personified waterflood might have been
motivated by the close resemblece between this fecundity figure and the way the god

14

For an example of original decorative elements overlooked when the inscription is recut see the example
of the reliefs on the Karnak Hypostyle Hall’s west wall’s south wing, GHHK I.2, pp. 42-87.
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Hapy is often portrayed, although this is mere speculation since there is no way to tell
what the motivations of this change were.

Fig. 127: Mineral regions numbers 2 (right) 3 (middle) and 4 (left).

Figure No. 2:
Observations: (see fig. 127) The relief has sustained damage mostly due to the erosion
of the block edges along the block joints and a couple of larger areas of loss, all now
filled with restoration cement. One of these is a vertical break that affects the top left side
of the vertical column of text and merges with a long horizontal break that traverses the
entire length of the scene, from the top carved edge of the offering pile continuing
through the figure’s chin and tripartite wig. A larger area of erosion and quarry damage
affects the right end of the flower bouquet. A larger rectangular break starts beneath the
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left bottom carved edge of the flower bouquet and descends up to the lower half of the
offering pile’s left side. A narrow vertical break runs down from this rectangular feature
into a large owal area of damage. The latter starts beneath the left ankh that hangs from
the figure’s arm holding the tray and at the middle of the kilt’s front, and reaches down
up to just below the figure’s forward knee and the middle of the left was at the very
bottom of the string of four embles hanging from the figure’s arm. The right edge of the
figure’s kilt and forward thigh has been tentavly restored in the restoration cement. The
oval damage area is connected though a horizontal break formed along the block joint
with a larger area of loss affecting the bottom left half of the vertical column of text and
extending in a downward slope up to the toes of the figure’s rear foot. The horizontal
break just described also cuts through the second middle and righ ankh hanging from the
figure’s arm. The forward foot of the figure is entirely lost in this damaged area. Another
horizontal break traverses the personified mineral region’s rear knee, becoming wider at
the area behind the forward knee. Erosion extends from the now missing toes of the
figure’s rear foot up to the middle of the rear edge of the forward leg’s shin. The chisel
traks associated with quarry damage are especially noticeable in the bottom half of the
scene. A larger gauge in the sandstone is located close to the center of the figure’s kilt.
No paint is preserved of any signs of iconoclastic attack.

Translation:
In front of figure: Wo[rds] spo[ken by the Mount] ofa the Thrones of the Two Landsb to
the son of Rec Ramesses Meramun: (I) have comed, (I) have brought [to] y[ou]e go[ld]
and ge[ms]f [i]n many bagfullsg.
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Above figure: The Thrones of the Two Lands.

Notes to translation:
a: The glyphs at the beggingin of the inscription are badly damaged by erosion and loss
in the sandstone. Only the badly eroded carved edge of head, neck and bogy belonging to

the

are visible, its tail missing in the cement filled break. The

is descernable,

although its carved edge are similarly badly damaged by erosion. The very faint trace of

the right edge of the

sign’s leaf is still noticeable, the rest of the sign now lost in

erosion and the cement filled break. The

beneath is almost entirely missing, save
glyph’s bottom right corner and part of

for the top carved edge of its right half. The

its left end’s bottom edge are preserved bellow a horizontal cement filled break that led to
the loss of the rest of the sign, including the middle of its bottom carved edge. The
is mostly preserved, having suffered some minor erosion, with part of its middle
top edge and left end missing in a cement filled break.
b: The left ends of the signs that form part of this group are missing in a vertical break
filled with restoration cement. This includes the left half of the left-most
of the
the central

glyphs and the left end of the left

, the left end

beneath them. The carved edges of

are damaged by what resembles two chisel tracks, which both of these

reaching into the middle of the top

glyph. A small circular damage affects the top

carved edge of the middle of the second

sign’s toped carved edge. A similar

circular break led to the loss of the right

glyph’s right end. For Ns.wt tA.wy being a
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designation for the Egyptian settlement at Napata next to Gebel Barkal, cf. RITANC II,
p.416, §786; T, Säve-Söderbergh, Ägypten und Nubien, Lund, 1941, p. 154.
c: A small break in the sandstone damages the left end of the
the top carved edge of the

right edge of the

and reaching into

beneath. Another small break descends from the bottom

glyph’s back. A larger break starts

into the middle of the

sign’s tail, extending into the duck’s legs

just below the top carved edge of the

and feel, from the rear carved edge of the rear leg into the front carved edge of the front
leg and foot. The rear foot and the negative space between the bird’s legs are both
entirely lost.
d: A diagonal break in the sandstone had led to the damage of three of the signs in this
group. The break cuts through the top of the left

and into the bottom of the right

glyph. The same break traverses the middle of the

glyph. A secondary narrow

diagonal break crossed the top left edge of the

, whose rear heel is missing in a

quarry damage chisel trak. Both ends of the

are damaged by chisel traks

associated with quarry damage.

e: The bottom half of the

and the entire

sigh at the bottom of the group are

damaged by a large break filled with restoration cement. This same break has also led to
the loss of the
f: The right end of the

glyph, with the exception of its right corner.
glyph with its tie and rightmost teardrop bead, albeit badly

eroded, is still preserved next to the vertical edge of the large cement filled break.
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Beneath this the right most sign of what was originally

is similarly preserved (for

parallels cf. LA80 Figure No. 3, pp. 648-652; LA95 Figure No. 24, fig. 108, pp. 498505). These are followed by the right end of a

below which a

is preserved,

both part of aA.t “gemstone” (for paralles cf. LA95 Figure No. 12, 14, 17, 19, 23, figs.
104-108, pp. 473-505).

g: The

is badly damaged due to a vertical break in the sandstone and the erosion

formed along its side. The carved edge of the

sign’s left side, that of its head, back

and entire tail are still visible as well as the silhouette of its two legs and feet. Scattered
pitting superficially affects the lower half of the

glyph’s body and legs.

Figure No. 3:
Observations: (see fig. 127) The scene has suffered some loss due to breaks forming
along the block joints and some scattered areas of erosion and pitting. A larger horizontal
break cuts through the shoulders of the personified mineral region, the upper half of the
mound of minerals he carries and into the vertical column of text found in front of the
figure. This horizontal beak merges with two narrower vertical breaks that extend into the
horizontal bandeau above the scene, one found behind the figure’s head and the other
next to the left side of the vertical column of text, damaging the right end of the flower
bouquet and the glyph at the top of the scene. Another narrow vertical break traverses the
top quarter of the scene, damaging the glyph of the horizontal text at the top of the scene,
accompanied by prominent vertical erosion lines formed along the sandstone’s bedding
planes. An extenside area of loss is found in the chest and torso of the figure, from about
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the level of his wig-papit to the top edge of his kilt demarcated by the bottom outline of
his rear arm. This same break stretches into the mineral pile, on the tray the figure is
holding, following a diagonal break line up to the tip of the forward arm’s fingers. A very
concentrated area of tiny pitting marks is visible in the figure’s kilt, a small part of which
extends into the area in front of the kilt, while similar pitting and erosion are also present
behind the kilt. A second horizontal break line filled with restoration cement traversed the
bottom quarter of the scene, from just behing the personified mineral region’s rear calf,
crossing all three was emblems haing from below the tray, and into the vertical column of
inscriptions. This horizontal break merges with a narrower vertical break that extends
into the scene from below, just in front of the figure’s forward foot. A rectangular beam
hole damages the area just behind the figure’s forward calf. Note that the shape of the
flower bouquet is noticeably different from those found in the rest of the scenes of this
register. No traces of paint or iconoclasm are present.

Translation:
In front of figure: Words spokena by the Mount of Amaub to the King of Upper and
Lower Egypt, User[maat]re [Se]tepenrec: (I) have comed, (I) have brought to youe gold inf
millionsg.
Above figure: Amau.
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Notes to translation:

a: Traces of plaster are present in the head and neck of the

to the bottom right corner of the neck reaching into the top of the
b: The hand and thumb of the

, with a gauge right next

next to it.

glyph are faint, with the thumb barely visible, a

result of the carving process most likely since there is no other obvious trace of damage

or erosion. The lower half of the

group is missing in a horizontal break formed

along the block joint, with the lower half of the

sign’s legs and feet still

distinguishable beneath the break. Two narrow diagonal breaks damage the

at the

end of the group, one slicing though its left peak while another descends from the beneath
the middle peak of the glyph. For an in-depth discussion of the possible location of
Amau, cf. RITANC II, p.416, §786, who locates it in the eastern Sudan, to the west of the
coastal mountain, north of Ras Shagara and south of Suakin. See also Gauthier DG I, p.
143.
c: A diagonal break traverses the left half of the
sign’s rear wing. The two leaves at the

by a gauge in the sandstone. The

beneath the

and reaches into the tip of the
glyph’s bottom right side are damaged

is damaged by yet another

diagonal break that cuts across its right edge and into the top right carved edge of the
prenomen cartouche below. The signs withing the cartouche are damaged by several
intersecting breaks and cracks in the sandstone. One such narrow horizontal crack cuts
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across the top half of the

at the top of the cartouche. The

figure is almost

entirely lost in a damaged area filled with restoration cement, with only the left top half
of her feather, the right half of her ankh’s loop remaining alongside the bottom left corner

of her back. The

is missing the bottom of its staff in a slanted break that also led to the

loss of the top and chisel of the

adze and almost its entire woodblock, save for its

right edge. The right end of the

is lost in the same slanted break which also

affects the right half of the cartcouhes flat knot, while the bottom edge of the
glyph’s mid-section is damaged by erosion.

d: The top half of the

is damaged by erosion, its very top missing as a result. Erosion

also affects its entire rear leg and foot and the lower half of its leaf’s left edge. The

erosion affecting the lower half of the

reaches into the bottom right carved edge of the

glyph’s leaf. The top of the latter is also demaged by erosion as is a small section of

the

sign’s bottom left edge. Note that the

e: The left half of the top
lower

was omiited in KRI II, p. 618:6.

is damaged by erosion. The entire bottom edge of the

is missing in a horizontal break formed along the block joints that also

crossed both legs of the

, although the sign’s feet are preserved beneath the break.

The top half and basket handle of the

is missing in the same horizontal break line,

its rounder bottom half still visible.
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f: The

is relatively well preserved, showing only damage by erosion at its left tie

while the gauges of chisel traks intersect part of its top left edge and the area to either
side of its grouped pendant teardrop beads. The middle sign of the

group is

missing due to a chisel gauge and adjacent erosion, with only its top carved edge
detectable, while the erosion extends into the bottom edge of the
of the group and into top left carved edge of the
and right side of the

glyph at the left end

beneath. The bottom right corner

is also damaged by erosion.

g: A vertical cement filled break cuts trough the middle of the first

, his two arms

preserved to either side of the break, along with the carved edge of his back, both knees

and the toes that extends beneath his back. The second

in his right hand. The third

displays only minor erosion

is damaged in a similar fashion to the first figure, a

vertical break descending from the top of the scene into the upper carved edge of both his
shoulders. Both his arms are intact and traces of the top half of his facial profile are still
detectable within the break. The rest of his body is relatively well preserved with the
exception of the foot below his back that is lost in the break.

Figure No. 4:
Observations: (see fig. 127) The most prominent elements of damage affecting the scene
are two horizontal break lines formed along the block joints filled with restoration
cement. One is located at the top of the scene traversing it at the level of the personified
mineral region’s shoulders and crossing the top half of the mineral mound into the
vertical column of text in front of the scene. The second break is located close to the base
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of the scene, at the mid-level of the figure’s shins, cutting through the three was emblems
hanging from the figure’s arms and ending and reaching into the vertical inscription. A
rectangular beam hole led to the loss of the right carved edge of the figure’s rear shin
along with the rear foot. A narrower vertical break runs down the top right side of the
vertical inscription, merging with the top horizontal break line. Scattered quarry damage
is visible throughout the scene. Erosion and cracking of the sandstone surface affects the
flower bouquet above the offering mineral pile, the top of which is damaged by several
prominent fissures. A deep gauge in the sandstone in the face of the personified mineral
region has led to the loss of the corner of his mounth, while his curved beard and the top
half of his wig lapit is missing in the horizontal break. No traces of paint or iconoclastic
hacking are present.

Translation:
In front of figure: [Words s]poken by the Mount ofa Kush [to]b the son of Re, Ramesses
Meramunc: (I) have comed, (I) have [brought to you] gold ine nuggetsf.
Above figure: Kushg.

Notes to translation:

a: The head and neck of the

, along with the entire

are missing in the narrow

vertical break that affects this section of the inscription. The same break also damaged
the right carved edge of the
genitival

and that of the

that follows remains intact.
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sign beneath, although the

b: The

is badly damaged by erosion, with part of its interior surface missing as a

result. The glyph’s top carved edge and top half of the basket handle are partially lost due
to the affects of the erosion, while its right end is missing in the vertical break. The
glyph’s right end is similarly missing in the cement filled vertical break, its top
edge damaged by erosion while its bottom left corner is scarred by a diagonal crack that
reaches into the signs below. As a result of this diagonal crack the top edge of the left
lost, while the top half of the right

is

is more badly affected, although its top edge is still

detectable. The entire bottom edge of the

is missing in the large horizontal break

formed along the block joint, that damages the whole width of the scene, with the right
half of the glyph’s right peak lost in the narrower vertical break. The

preposition

that followes is completely lost in the horizontal break.
c: The large horizontal break and the exfoliation adjacent to its edge have led to the loss

of the

sign’s top left carved edge. The carved edge of the

glyph’s back edge

shows mild erosion, while circular pitting in the sandstone is visible around the duck’s
tail and both legs, a small break cutting across the rear leg. The damage to the nomen
cartouche is mostly due to pitting in the sandstone surface. The flacking of the sandstone
caused the loss of the top left edge of the
the bottom carved edge of the

through the top of the

left edge of the

, with the exfoliation extending up to

above it. A small diagonal surface break cuts

, from its top left edge to a bit below its top right corner. The top

sign’s solar disc is scarred by light surface erosion which also reaches

into the top half of the

. A concentrated band of small surface pitting marks traversed
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the bottom of the vertical cartouche, affecting the bottom carved edge of the

,

while a deeper gauge affects the right end of the cartouche’s flat knot.

d: The front foot of the

is damaged by a small gauge in the sandstone, while minor
glyph’s carved edge. Note that the

flacking affects the top left corner of the

was

omitted in KRI II, p. 618:8.

e: The

glyph is completely missing in the horizontal break filled with restoration

cement. The

to the top left of the

is relatively well preserved, with only its

left end missing in a larger gauge affecting the sandstone. Only faint traces of the second
sign’s top peaks are detectable just above the break line, while the
entirely missing in the horizontal break. Interestingly, below the
signs forming the

is

glyph, the three

group are misaligned, with the sign at the left end of the group

positioned higher than its counterparts. A small diagonal break damages the bottom
carved edge of the right-most

, and reaches into the middle of the

glyph’s top

edge

f: Erosion of the sandstone affects the carved edge in the middle of the

glyph’s

back and chest.
g: The middle of the

sign’s top edge and the bottom of its basket handle is

damaged by erosion. Of note is the use of the

determinative, in contrast to the

used in the vertical inscription in front of the figure. For this variant writting of Kush cf.
Gauthier DG V, pp. 193-94.
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Fig. 128: Mineral regions numbers 5 (right) 6 (middle) and 7 (left).

Figure No. 5:
Observations: (see fig. 128) The scene has suffered extensive loss, with large areas now
filled with restoration cement. The vertical inscription in front of the figure is relatively
intact as is the top quarter of the scene. The head of the personified mineral regions along
with the top half of his rear shin are the only part of its body that remain. His facial
features are obscured by several breaks in the sandstone surface, the most prominent of
which obscures the figure’s mouth, although his chin and part of his beard are still
preserved below the break line. These same breaks and the adjacent erosion also affect
the flower bouquet and the top of the offering mineral pile. Nothing remains of the lower
half of the offering pile, ita tray or the embles handing underneath it, with the exception
of the bottom half of a was at the bottom right corner of the scene.
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Translation:
In front of figure: Words spoken bya the Foreign landb of &A-%tic to the King of Upper and
Lower Egypt, Usermaatre Se[tepen]red: (I) have comee, (I) have brought to youf [mines]g
of gold togheter in myriads.
Above figure: &A-%tih

Notes to translation:

a: Two adjacent chisel traks cross diagonally from the middle of the

into the bottom right edge of the

sign’s left edge

glyph’s leaf.

, Dw n, “the mount of”, which introduces the names of the

b: Instead of

personified mineral regions, the sculpters carved
most likely a result of scrible error. The right end of the

, xAs.t n, “the foreign land of”,
is scarred by a chisel

trak, part of several visible in this part of the relief as a result of quarry damage.

c: The top of the

and the middle of its right edge are affected by the chisel traks of

quarry damage. A horizontal crack cuts though the bottom of the
it. The

and the

next to

is badly affected by cracks and erosion, with two cracks damaging its left

end while a wider gauge cuts into the right half of its top edge. For a discussion on the
association of &A-%ti with Wawat, Lower Nubia, cf. RITANC II, p.416-417, §786.
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d: A horizontal break formed along the block joint led to the loss of the

half and top half of the

sign’s top

glyph’s wings and antennae. The left edge of the

glyph’s abdomen along with the right corner of the

are missing in a larger are of

damage, now filled with restoration cement. The top left edge of the prenomen cartouche

is affected by the same break. A diagonal crack traverses the

sign’s feather and the

top of her ankh loop, cutting though the head and snout of the

. A second crack crossed

the middle of the

glyph’s back and knee and the middle of the

sign’s staff, ending

with a circular gauge at the latter’s right side. The bottom of the cartouche is scarred by
another horizontal break filled with restoration cement, affecting the bottom left edge of
the cartouche especially. The bottom and right carved edge of the
break, along with most of the
adze blade, and the entire

, save for the short horizontal section above the
sign below it.

e: Quarry damage is visible in and around the

sign’s top and left carved edge. The

group, reaching down to the

was omitted in KRI II, p. 618:10.

f: A line of light pitting in the sandstone crosses the two legs of the
continuing between the lower
edge of the

is missing in this

and

at mid level,

glyphs. As a result, the bottom carved

and the top edge of the

are both damaged.

g: The glyph at the top of the group is damaged by a horizontal break formed along the
block joint and now filled with restoration cement. K. Kitchen read the traces that remain
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(K1) , and thus to be read as in.wt, “valleys”, or

as belonging to a

a glyph

(K4), part of XA.wt, “mines” (cf. KRI II, p. 618:10, n. 10a). Recent examination of the
wall could not confirm the traces on which Kitchen based his reading of the text. While
the bottom edge of the break indeed has a rounded profile, it’s unclear if this was part of
the original glyph or is an artifact of the break created. As there are no other parallels
within the other inscriptions accompanying the personified mineral regions, and keeping
in mind that the missing word is followed by the specification that it’s made “of gold”, it
remains unclear what else the missing glyph could have been, since the remaining traces
and accomanyig signs cannot lend themselves to a firm identification. Below the break, a
curved diagonal crack cuts through the left half of the

lower half of the

, the left edge of the

and

sign’s body. A seccobdary narrow cract traverses the top edge of

all three signs in the

group.

h: An eroded gauge damaged the carved edge on both sides of the
end. The right most tear-drop shaped dot beneath the
gauge in the sandstone. The

sign’s right

is damaged by a smaller

determinative used in the vertical inscription was

omitted here, most likely because its role is taken over by the

sign enclosing the

mineral region’s name.

Figure No. 6:
Observations: (see fig. 128) The scene is badly damaged due to the extensive loss of the
sandstone, with large portion of the missing area now filled with restoration cement.
Nothing remains of the figure, the offerings he carried and the name that was inscrived
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above his head. The vertical inscription at the right end of the scene is also very
fragmentary, with the section containing the personified mineral region’s name now
missing. The nomen cartouche within the vertical inscription is situated at a lower
position on the wall compared to its counterparts, most likely an indication that it was
repositioned as part of a restauration attempt.

Translation:
In front of figure: Words [sp]oken [b]y the Mou[nta of #n.t-Hn-nfrb to the son of Re]
Rames[ses] Mera[mun]c: [(I) have come]d, (I) have brought to you gold ine […].f
Above figure: Lost.

Notes to translation:
a: A wide vertical break traverses what remains of the top section of the inscription. The

break severs the front of the

glyph’s body, although traces of the neck and head are

still visible to the right of the break. The right edge of the
vertical break along with the right half of the

sign’s leaf is lost in the

beneath it, although traces of the

sign’s right end remain at the edge of the break. The

sign’s right peak is

lost in the vertical break, its right edge still visible at the side of the break. The entire
bottom edge of this glyph is missing in the large damaged area that begging at this
section of the inscription.
b: Nothing remains of the section of the inscription that once contained the name of the
personified mineral region. Any traces that might have survived are now covered in
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restoration cement. At the beginning of the 20th century, G. Daressy recorded what traces
, #nty-Hn-nfr, Nubia. 15 In K. Kitchen’s transcription of the

remained as
same text he restored a

determinative at the end of the group, but otherwise

followed Daressy’s rendering (cf. KRI II, p. 618:12, n. 12a). For a discussion of this
designation for Nubia see RITANC II, p.416-417, §786 , and also cf. Gauthier, Dict. Geo.
IV, p. 182.
c: In the badly eroded sandstone surface the silhouette of a

is still preserved, next to

the traces of the neck, upper body and forward foot of what was once a

. The

carved outline of the nomen cartouche is also damage by erosion, with only its right

carved edge remaining. The middle of the
and

right side of the

is damages, as are the left sides of both

. The top edge of the

is scarred by erosion, along with the

glyph’s figure. Only the top edge of the

at the bottom of the

cartouche is still visible.
d: Entirely lost.

e: The forward foot of the

and the bottom edge and handle of the

are

glyph’s collar and the beads are

damaged by erosion. The outline of the

preserved, its ties missing in the cement filled break. Beneath this the top edge and the
upper half of the slooping right end of the

are still descernable.

G. Daressy, “Litanies d’Amon du Temple de Louxor.” Recueil de Travaux Relatifs à La Philologie et à
l’archéologie Égyptiennes et Assyriennes 32 1910, p. 69.
15
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f: At the right end of the horizontal inscription that continues the vertical text preceding

it, a

glyph is visible, although the lids of all of its jars are damaged by erosion

while the left edge of its left-most jar is missing in a vertical break filled with restoration
cement. Next to this sign a rectangular are of exfoliated sandstone remains, which has

been taken by K. Kitchen as the traces of a

, which led him to restore the ending of

the text as “…gold from #nty-Hn-nfr“. Based on the repetitive format of the inscriptions
found accompanying the other personified mineral regions in this register, one would
expect for the text in this section to describe the quantity of gold offered (ex: “in heaps”,
“in millions”, “in bags” etc.). In none of the other inscriptions is the name of the
personified mineral region repeated twice in the inscription preciding the figure itself, in
addition to the figure’s name inscribed above his head. Furthermore, the trace that

remains is too wide for it to belong to a

space as the three jars of the

, its width taking up the same amount of

next to it. At the right end of the exfoliated surface,

the raised silhouette of what resembles the interior of a

glyph. The curved edge at the

bottom of the rectangular break could have been a result of the possible loss of the outline

of a

, with the exfoliated surfaces of both signs merging into one. However, the

presence of the later is mere supposition in trying to explain the traces visible, since its
sctual presence is not confimed by any other trace. With these considerations in mind, the

word beginning with

in this section of the text was meant most likely to describe
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the gold itself, wheather it was from “the south” or “foremost”. However, with no other
traces or parallels, it is impossible to reconstruct the text with any certainty.

Figure No. 7:
Entirely lost, see fig. 128.

LA70: Partially erased bandeau of Merneptah and later votive inscriptions.
Scene ID number: LA70
Location: South interior wall, east half, beneath the large scene of the second register.
Description: The bandeau of king Merneptah once spanned the entire length of this wall
section (see pl. 36, fig. 123). The bandeau was later erased, with only the glyphs
introducing the king’s Horus name left intact. A later scene was added showing the vizier
Pinedjem and his daughters censing and libating to Amun, Amun-Min, Mut and Khnosu.
Traces of other votive images of deities are still visible in this section of the wall.
Bibliography: H. Nelson, Key Plans, XXIA70; PM II2, XXX (26)III; P. J. Brand,
“Usurped Cartouches of Merenptah at Karnak and Luxor.” In Causing His Name to Live:
Studies in Egyptian Epigraphy and History in Memory of William J. Murnane, edited by
Peter J. Brand and Louise Cooper, 28–48. Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2009.
Publications of inscriptions: unpublished.
Observations: (see pl. 36, fig. 123) This section of the wall has suffered extensive
damage as a result of erosion and loss of the sandstone. Despite the erasure of the
Merneptah bandeau, a majority of the glyphs that once belonged to it can still be
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desciphered based on the traces present. Traces of the king’s nomen cartouche are
especially visible to the right of the unfinished torus molding of the collonade façade.
The scene showing the vizier Pinedjem is similarly affected by widespread loss. In
contrast to the well preserved image of the vizier, the figures of his daughters, with the
exception of Maatkare shown as a child, are almost entirely lost. Only the sistrum held by
Henuttawy behind the vizier remains, along with the top of the head and crown of
Nedjemmut. The inscription above the four figures is relatively well preserved. The
figures of the deities are also badly damaged, with the image of the enthroned Amun
completely lost, followed by the remains of the crown and upraised arm of Amun-Min,
the scarred upper half of Mut’s body, and Khonsu. To the right of Khonsu a smaller
unrelated votive representation of Mut remains. To the left of the Pinedjem offering
scene, the traces of another representation of Amun are visible. The top of the god’s
plumed crown is still intact, overlapping the Merneptah bandeau, the rest of the figure
now missing in an area filled with restoration cement. To the left of the deity, just in front
of the top of his was scepter, the shoulders and bald head of a male figure is present,
possibly originally depicted as sitting in the deity’s lap based on his position relative to
the god’s figure.

LA81: The vizier Pinedjem and his brothers Hekanefer, Heka-aa and Ankhefenmut
adoring Amun and Nedjemet.
Scene ID number: LA81
Location: South interior wall, east half, beneath the 3rd and 4th figures of the procession
of personified mineral regions
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Description: The vizier Pinedjem followed by his brothers Hakenefer, the second
prophet, Heka-aa, sem-priest in the palace, and Ankhefenmut, the great steward of Amun
and prophet of Mut, are all shown adoring Amun followed by Nedjemet, the chief of the
harim, wife of Herihor and grandmother of Pinedjem.
Bibliography: H. Nelson, Key Plans, XXIA81; PM II2, XXX (26)III;
Observations: (see pl. 36, fig. 127) A significant portion of this raised relief scene is still
intact. The missing areas include the entire bottom section and part of the middle of the
scene, the figure of Amun, with only the god’s plumed crown and upraised arm balancing
a flail still visible, and the figure of Nedjemet. No traces of other votive scenes or
bandeaus are preserved as the base of the wall has suffered widespread loss with large
portions of the wall covered with modern restoration cement.
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Conclusions

The forecourt at Luxor temple represents one of the earliest cultic structures built
by Ramesses II, completed by the king’s third regnal year. As such, this temple structure
offers one of the earliest glimpses of the innovative mode of self-presentation, new trends
in royal ideology and monumental ambition that will characterize the rule of Ramesses II
throughout his reign.1
The forecourt was commissioned early in the king’s reign, around the same time
as the Ramesseum, Ramesses II’s mansion of millions of years in western Thebes, and
his temple at Abydos.2 The forecourt’s creation can be understood as part of the
restoration program initiated during the reign of Sety I as a response to the defacement
and abandonment of traditional temple establishments during the Amarna period.3 Both
the restoration of earlier monuments as well as the new religious construction projects
served the legitimation of the early Nineteenth Dynasty. In this sense, the forecourt at
Luxor is part of the same initiative that led to the construction of the Hypostyle Hall at
Karnak Temple the construction of which was commissioned by Sety I about a decade
earlier.

R. Gundlach, “Sethos I. Und Ramses II.: Tradition Und Entwicklungsbruch in Der Frühramessidischen
Königsideologie.” In Das Königtum Der Ramessidenzeit: Voraussetzungen - Verwirklichung Vermächtnis. Akten Des 3. Symposions Zur Ägyptischen Königsideologie in Bonn 7. - 9.6.2001, edited by
Rolf Gundlach and Ursula Rößler-Köhler, pp. 17–53. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2003.
1

Work on the Ramesseum and Ramesses II’s temple at Abydos can be dated to his first regnal year. In the
case of the Ramesseum the early date is based on the presence of foundation deposits with early cartouches.
See also the discussion above, pp. 34-40
2

For Sety I’s restoration of monuments see P. J. Brand, The Monuments of Seti I: Epigraphic, Historical
and Art Historical Analysis. Vol. 16. Probleme Der Ägyptologie. Leiden: Brill, 2000, pp. 45-116.
3
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Cultic function:
A careful analysis of the ritual episodes depicted on the interior walls of the
forecourt has revealed that it served primarily as a venue for the processional rites of the
Opet festival, the Min festival and the Decade festival (the latter two celebrating the
ithyphallic form of Amun-Re). For this purpose, both the forecourt and the triple barque
shrine within it were meant to house the sacred barks and other processional icons of the
Theban Triad. The dedicatory inscriptions describe the building as a “festival court”
(wsx.t Hby.t), “a court of appearances” (wsx.t xa.t),4 and “a mansion of millions of years”
(Hw.t nTr HHw n rnp.wt).5

Organization of the decorative program
A close examination of the interior wall reliefs of the forecourt has led to a better
understanding of the organization of its decorative program. This can be summarized as
follows:
1) The tripartite arrangement of the wall registers. The interior wall reliefs of the
Luxor forecourt consist of ritual scenes arranged into three registers of varying
heights.
2) Bilateral division of the forecourt’s decorative program. The cultic themes
present in these ritual scenes follow a bilateral division along the main south-

Cf. M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The
Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), §§10, 13B; JEA 61 (1975), §§10, 13B, p. 136.
4

5

KRI II, §235.1, p.623:6; See the detailed discussion of this text above, pp. 309-311.
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north axis of the forecourt. The scenes on the western side of the forecourt
consisting of ritual episodes pertain to the Opet festival procession, while those in
the forecourt’s eastern half center on rituals dedicated to the ithyphallic Amun-Re
Kamutef and the Min festival.
3) Subdivision of the decorative program into four quadrants. The ritual scenes
in the four corners of the forecourt form subunits in the form of quadrants,
especially marked by the way the processions depicted in the bottom register
continue from one wall to the other.
4) Cultic themes on the forecourt’s western half. The forecourt’s western half has
a decorative program dedicated to the Opet festival due to its proximity to the
Nile, with the western gate used as a point of access. This is also the reason for
the positioning of the triple barque shrine, oriented to face south, towards the
western gate.
5) Cultic themes on the forecourt’s eastern half. The forecourt’s eastern half has
reliefs primarily devoted to the ithyphallic Amun-Re Kamutef and Amun-Min,
the Min-Festival procession, the god’s creative role and the many manifestations
of Amun-Re found throughout ancient Egypt.
6) Cultic link between the forecourt and the triple barque shrine. The triple
barque shrine received the processional cult statues of both the anthropomorphic
and ithyphallic Amun-Re during their respective major festivals. The shrine’s
decorative program follows the same bilateral and thematic division as the
forecourt.
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1) The tripartite arrangement of the wall registers
The ritual scenes of the forecourt’s interior walls are arranged into three
horizontal registers. The tallest and visually most prominent is the middle register. The
top register is approximately half the height of the middle register, while the bottom
register is the shortest, roughly one third of the height of the middle register.
The rites pertaining to the major festivals celebrated within the forecourt are
depicted in the large middle register of the interior walls.6 The bottom register shows
complementary scenes in the form of the processions of festival participants such as the
royal children and courtiers. The ritual episodes of the top register present rites from the
daily cult ritual meant to fulfill the everyday cultic needs of the divine.7 In these scenes
the king makes offerings to a series of different deities, shown enthroned inside shrines.
The possible reasons behind why particular deities are present in these ritual scenes at the
top of the walls can be manifold, based on their associations with particular rituals of the
daily cult, the beneficial qualities or mythological associations of these gods, or the
presence of their cults in the Theban area.8 These daily cult ritual scenes with various
divine recipients reiterated the fact that the forecourt was considered a temple in its own

See also J. Revez, P. J. Brand. “The Notion of Prime Space in the Layout of the Column Decoration in the
Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak.” Cahiers de Karnak 15 (2015), pp. 253–310.
6

7

For the rites of the daily temple ritual in general, cf. K. Eaton, Ancient Egyptian Temple Ritual:
Performance, Pattern, and Practice. Vol. 1. Routledge Studies in Egyptology. New York; Abingdon:
Routledge, 2013.
Cf. C. Traunecker, “Observations Sur le Décor des Temples Égyptiens.” In L’image et La Production Du
Sacré: Actes Du Colloque de Strasbourg, 20-21 Janvier 1988, edited by Françoise Dunand, Jean-Michel
Spieser, and Jean Wirth, pp. 77–92. Paris: Méridiens Klincksieck, 1991.
8
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right, as is the case of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall,9 where Amun-Re and a number of
different gods would have been worshiped.
The only exceptions to this arrangement of scenes into three registers are part of
the western pylon’s south face, to which the rear wall of the triple barque shrine is
adjoined, and the sections of the original façade of the colonnade hall, incorporated into
the forecourt’s south wall, which only show two registers.

2) Bilateral division of the forecourt’s decorative program

The content of the ritual scenes and the deities depicted on the main large middle
register of the interior walls indicates that the decorative program features a bilateral
division of the forecourt, with two distinct cultic themes dominating its western and
eastern halves. The western side, only partially preserved, depicts rites pertaining to the
Opet Festival, in which Amun-Re of Karnak, alongside Mut and Khonsu, visit Luxor
Temple. The emphasis on the Opet festival is highlighted by the representation of the
sacred processional barques of the Theban Triad on the surviving lower half of the south
wall’s west wing, accompanied by a procession of royal sons, courtiers, and fattened
bulls.10
By contrast, in the large middle registers on the walls forming the forecourt’s
eastern half, the ithyphallic form of Amun-Re, known variously as Amun-Kamutef and

9

V. Rondot, La Grande Salle Hypostyle de Karnak: Les Architraves. Tome 1: Texte. Paris: Ministère des
Affaires Étrangères. Éditions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1997, pp. 140-141; P. Spencer, The Egyptian
Temple: A Lexicographical Study. London: Kegan Paul International, 1984; p. 50.
10

For the discussions of these scenes on the west wall interior and south wall west wing interior see pp.
146-255 above.
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Min-Amun, is paramount. Here the anthropomorphic form of Amun is largely absent,
except for the recarved scene on the colonnade façade and possibly the fragmentary scene
preceding it.

3) Subdivision of the decorative program into four quadrants

Another peculiarity noticeable in the layout of the scenes on the forecourts
interior walls is how the processions of offering bearers and those of royal children
shown in the bottom registers continue from one wall on to the other in the four corners
of the court. It is unclear if this continuity was also intended for the scenes on the middle
and top register, where the rites seem more episodic in nature. By contrast, the gateways
at the center of each wall mark division points between the two halves of a particular
wall, although the overarching cultic themes present are in keeping with the bilateral
division already discussed.

4) Cultic themes on the forecourt’s western half
The interior walls forming the western half of the building show scenes
predominantly centered around rites pertaining to the Opet festival. This side of the
forecourt is closest to the river, used for the conveyance of the icons of the Theban Triad
on the Amen-Userhet barge of Amun-Re during the Opet festival.11 What remains of the

See the Opet festival scenes of the Luxor Temple’s Colonnade Hall, The Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs and
Inscriptions at Luxor Temple, Volume 1: The Festival Procession of Opet in the Colonnade Hall: With
Translations of Texts, Commentary, and Glossary. Vol. 112. OIP. Chicago, IL: The Oriental Institute of the
University of Chicago, 1994; the Ramesses III reliefs on the west exterior wall of his temple in the First
Court at Karnak, The Epigraphic Survey, Reliefs and Inscriptions at Karnak, Volume 2: Ramses III’s
Temple within the Great Inclosure of Amon, Part 2, and Ramses III’s Temple in the Precinct of Mut. Vol.
35. OIP. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1936, pls. 84-93; and the discussion above, pp. 27-34.
11
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middle register of the south-west quadrant indicates that the scenes here showed
depictions of the sacred processional barques of the Theban Triad. In the bottom register
a procession of royal sons and courtiers are depicted as festival participants, leading
fattened bulls as offerings. The forecourt’s west gate would have been used as a point of
access during the Opet festival, as indicated by a stela erected by Ramesses III who
commemorates the construction of a chapel outside of the forecourt’s west gate to
function as a rest-stop for the god during the Opet procession.12 This function of the west
gate would also explain why the triple barque shrine, located in the north-west quadrant
of the building, is oriented to face south, providing ease of access for the sacred
processional barques entering the forecourt via the west gate.13
In the north-west quadrant of the building the ritual scenes of the middle register
show episodes of the daily cult ritual where the principal deities worshiped are the
anthropomorphic and ithyphallic forms of Amun-Re, alternating from scene to scene.
These scenes are oriented in a manner as to give primacy to the triple shrine instead of
the main temple sanctuary, underlining the fact that the triple shrine could service both
forms of Amun-Re during the Opet, Min and Decade festivals. It is in these wall scenes
where the decorative program of the forecourt comes closest to resembling those found
on the walls of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall or that of the Gurnah temple of Sety I.14

For this stela of Ramesses III see E. Otto, “Eine Bauinschrift Ramses’ III. in Luxor.” Zeitschrift Für
Ägyptische Sprache Und Altertumskunde 90 (1963), pp. 93–97; KRI V, §108, pp. 291-292.
12

Cf. L. Bell “Les Parcours Processionnels.” In Louqsor: Temple Du Ka Royal, edited by Anonymous, pp.
27–28. Dijon: Faton, 1992; L. Bell,“The New Kingdom ‘Divine’ Temple: The Example of Luxor.” In
Temples of Ancient Egypt, edited by Byron E. Shafer, pp. 162-163. Ithaca NY; London: Cornell University
Press; I.B. Tauris, 1997; See also the discussion above, pp. 27-34
13

14

See above pp. 146-198.
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In the bottom register of this same quadrant a procession of royal sons and
daughters is depicted, headed by Queen Nefertary. The queen is preceded by an
inscription which, although fragmentary, alludes to Nefertary participating in the Opet
festival by describing her as playing the sistra “for her father Amun-Re, lord of the
thrones of the Two Lands, to Mut the great, lady of Isheru, and Khonsu Neferhotep.”15

5) Cultic themes on the forecourt’s eastern half
In the north-east quadrant, the south face of the eastern pylon shows episodes of
the Min festival procession and the raising of the sHn.t tent shrine.16 While the presence
of the mosque of Abu el-Haggag largely prevents us from knowing what the larger
decorative sequence of the main register of the east wall’s north wing was,17 visible
traces indicate that at least part of the these were foundation ritual scenes. Their presence
on this wall is possibly the result of the symbolism of the foundation scenes, in which the
king, by building the temple, repeats the actions of the creator god as architect of the

15

Cf. KRI II, §302:1-2; see also the discussion above, pp. 188-198.

16

See pp. 256-318 for the discussion of the reliefs of the east pylon south face.

17

The ritual scenes visible on this wall section are discussed above, pp. 318-356.
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cosmos.18 This symbolism is references in the bandeau text on these walls which describe
Thebes as a mound of creation.19
In the south-east quadrant, the east wall’s south wing is predominantly dedicated
to the text of the Litany of Amun-Re listing his many local avatars and cult places. The
litany itself is an original creation in form and layout, inspired by and reiterating
theological concepts prevalent during the Ramesside period regarding the nature of
Amun-Re as a universal god.20 This text is an extended invocation ritual of the many
forms of Amun-Re throughout Egypt, to be recited during festival occasions held inside
the forecourt, in order that all these forms of the deity may assemble to partake of the
offerings presented.21 Similar texts created around the same time can be found in the
Ramesseum, such as the litanies of Re-Horakhty and Ptah,22 but neither are as elaborate
and extensive as the one inside the Luxor forecourt.

18

For this interpretation of the symbolism behind foundation ritual scenes, at least in the case of Ptolemaic
temple reliefs, cf. R. B. Finnestad, Image of the World and Symbol of the Creator: On the Cosmological
and Iconological Values of the Temple of Edfu. Vol. 10. Studies in Oriental Religions. Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz, 1985, pp. 56-64; D. Arnold, “Foundation Ritual.” In Encyclopedia of Ancient Egyptian
Architecture. Trans. by S. Gardiner and H. Strudwick. Edited by N. Strudwick, p. 93. Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2003; A. J. Shilling, Constructing the Cosmos: the Role of the Egyptian King in the
Foundation Ceremony, Master’s Thesis, 2012, University of Memphis, ETD Repository; See discussion
above, pp. 343-352.
Cf. M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple. I: The
Texts.” JEA 60 (1974), §1B; M. Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in
Luxor Temple. II: Interpretation.” JEA 61 (1975): 125–36; See discussion above, pp. 308-311.
19

20

For Ramesside Amun-Re theology see J. Assmann, Egyptian Solar Religion in the New Kingdom: Re,
Amun and the Crisis of Polytheism. Translated by Anthony Alcock. London and New York: Kegan Paul
International, 1995, pp. 133-190.
21

See translation and commentary of the Litany of Amu-Re above, pp. 421-451, and for the reliefs of the
east wall south wing in general cf. pp. 394-519.
22

For these two texts in the Ramesseum, see J.-Cl. Goyon and H. el-Achirie. Le Ramesseum VI: La Salle
Des Litanies (R). Vol. 32. Collection Scientifique. Le Caire: CEDAE, 1974, pp. 23-24, 28-29, pls. VIII,
XIII. A similar litany for Sokar can be found in the Temple of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu, cf. The
Epigraphic Survey, Medinet Habu, Volume 4: Festival Scenes of Ramses III. Vol. 51. OIP. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1940, pls. 221-222.
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The scenes with the litany are followed in the middle register on the south wall’s
east wing by scenes in which the king is led into the presence of the Theban Triad
enthroned inside a large shrine, now badly damaged. The bottom register of the south
wall’s east wing shows a procession of personified mining regions bringing various
offerings which continues onto the east wall’s south wing spanning the entire length of
the wall.

6) Cultic link between the forecourt and the triple barque shrine
The triple barque shrine was not merely an independent structure built within the
forecourt, but an integral part of the forecourt itself necessary for the latter to fulfill its
cultic function as a festival space and a “Mansion of Millions of Years” temple serving
the cult of Amun-Re and the deified king. The triple barque shrine was used not only to
house the sacred processional barques of the Theban Triad during the Opet festival, but
also the processional statue of the ithyphallic Amun during his Decade festival and
presumably the Min festival (although not explicitly stated in the surviving Amun chapel
inscriptions).
The cultic function of the triple shrine during these festivals is highlighted by its
wall reliefs, which follow the same thematic division as the overall decorative program of
the forecourt. This is best illustrated by the wall scenes of the Amun-Re chapel, where
the god’s sacred barque is shown on the western wall, while the ithyphallic processional
statue of Amun-Re Kamutef is depicted on the eastern wall. Similarly, the western walls
of the chapels of Mut and Khonsu are also dedicated to representations of their respective
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sacred processional barques, while on the eastern walls each god is shown in the
company of their own personalized enneads.23
Within the chapel of Amun-Re two statue niches contain reliefs depicting the
statues of the deified Ramesses II, that would have been housed in them, being offered to
by Thoth and a Iunmutef priest. The iconography used in these statue niches and the
presence of these two symbolic cult officiants closely resemble those present in royal
temples on the Theban west bank dedicated to the cult of the deified king.24

Innovative features and royal ideology
The forecourt displays a series of innovative features in temple relief decoration
that will recur in subsequent temples built by Ramesses II. These reconceptualized
decorative elements, although based on traditional models, go hand in hand with the new
royal ideology of the early 19th Dynasty kings emphasizing their divine nature and close
link to Amun-Re.25
These new features include a presentation of ritual scenes employing a new
layout of wall spaces divided into registers of differing height with the middle registers

23

See also the discussion of these aspects on pp. 40-88.

24

For a discussion of these, see above, p. 71.

For changes in Ramesside royal ideology in general see W. J. Murnane, “The Kingship of the Nineteenth
Dynasty: A Study in the Resilience of an Institution.” In Ancient Egyptian Kingship, edited by David
O’Connor and David P. Silverman, pp. 185–217. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1995; P. J. Brand, “Ideology and
Politics of the Early Ramesside Kings (13th Century BC): A Historical Approach.” In Prozesse Des
Wandels in Historischen Spannungsfeldern Nordostafrikas/Westasiens: Akten Zum 2. Symposium Des SFB
295. Mainz, 15.10. - 17.10.2001, edited by Ursula Verhoeven, Detlev Kreikenbom, Walter Bisang, and
Thomas Bierschenk, pp. 23–38. Würzburg: Ergon, 2005.
25
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being the tallest and most iconographically complex.26 The bilateral cultic division of the
building, for both the anthropomorphic and ithyphallic forms of Amun, is yet another
innovation based on the traditional decorative program of Theban temples, where both
forms of the god would be equally represented in temple wall scenes.27
In the representations of both the Opet festival and Min festival processions
members of the royal family are represented as having a visibly active role.28 Queen
Nefertary is prominently shown at the side of her husband in the festival scenes
associated with the ithyphallic Amun-Re on the west pylon’s south face. These depictions
of Nefertary as an active participant in depictions of religious festivals will be elaborated
upon even further in temple decorations created later such as the Ramesseum, Amara
West and Abu Simbel. For instance, at the Ramesseum, the scenes showing the Min
festival are even more detailed in depicting the elaborate rites carried out during this

26

For comparison, in the Karnak Hypostyle this larger register is the bottom one. This is the result of the
change from the original plan to have a much smaller frieze of Nile gods as the bottom register which were
only carved inside the north gateway before the project was abandoned. See P. Brand, The Monuments of
Seti I, §3.70.
27

This alternation between the two forms of Amun-Re as a recurring feature in temple relief decoration has
already been recognized and discussed in J. Osing, Der Tempel Sethos’ I. in Gurna. Band 1: Die Reliefs
Und Inschriften. Vol. 20. Archäologische Veröffentlichungen, Deutsches Archäologisches Institut,
Abteilung Kairo. Mainz: Zabern, 1977, pp. 26-7, n. 64; J. Osing, “Zum Kultbildritual in Abydos.” In Gold
of Praise: Studies on Ancient Egypt in Honor of Edward F. Wente, edited by John A. Larson and Emily
Teeter, 317–34. Chicago: Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1999, pp. 321, 324; Osing,
Jürgen. “Zur Struktur von Ritualszenen in Ägyptischen Tempeln.” GM 44 (1981), p. 44; A. Egberts, In
Quest of Meaning: A Study of the Ancient Egyptian Rites of Consecrating the Merit-Chests and Driving the
Calves. Vol. 8. I, Text. Egyptologische Uitgaven. Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije Oosten,
1995, p. 67, n. 124; W. Helck, “Die Systematik Der Ausschmückung Der Hypostylen Halle von Karnak.”
Mitteilungen Des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 32 (1976), pp. 57–65; B. Lurson,
“La Conception Du Décor d’un Temple Au Début Du Règne de Ramsès II: Analyse Du Deuxième Register
de La Moitié Sud Du Mur Ouest de a Grande Salle Hypostyle de Karnak.” JEA 91 (2005), pp. 107–24; B.
Lurson, A Perfect King: Aspects of Ancient Egyptian Royal Ideology of the New Kingdom. Paris: Geuthner,
2016, pp. 25-26.
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Cf. M. M. Fisher, The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 53. 2 vols. Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz, 2001; G. Xekalaki, Symbolism in the Representation of Royal Children during the New
Kingdom. Vol. 2314. BAR International Series. Oxford: Archaeopress, 2011.
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specific occasion, with Nefertary given a prominent role as in the scenes of the Luxor
forecourt.29 Nefertary’s prominence in the forecourt reliefs reflects the renewed emphasis
on queenship as part of Ramesses II’s royal ideology to a degree not seen since the
Amarna period.30
Additionally, the ritual scenes of the forecourt are the locus clasicus of the
elaborate depictions of the royal sons and daughters as participants in festival processions
on temple walls created during the reign of Ramesses II. Whereas previous kings would
rarely show their children in royal monumental art, favoring representations of daughters
usually born of the great royal wife, Ramesses II chose to present all his daughters and
especially sons, with their names and titles, regardless of the rank of their mothers.31
The forecourt reliefs are the earliest datable representations of Ramesses II’s royal
children in procession, as the dedicatory inscription of the forecourt marks the
completion of the building as taking place during the 3rd year of the king’s reign. Such
depictions of princess and princesses in procession in subsidiary wall scenes will become
one of the hallmarks of the decorative program specific to temples Ramesses

29

For these scenes see pp. 288-314.

See also C. Leblanc, Nefertari, “l’aimée-de-Mout”: Épouses, Filles et Fils de Ramsès II. Champollion.
Monaco: Rocher, 1999; G. Xekalaki, R. Khodary. “Aspects of the Cultic Role of Queen Nefertari and the
Royal Children during the Reign of Ramesses II.” In Ramesside Studies in Honour of K. A. Kitchen, edited
by Mark Collier and Steven Snape, pp. 561–71. Bolton: Rutherford, 2011.
30
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Representations of royal children are rare prior to the 19 th Dynasty, especially those of sons who are
rarely shown in earlier royal reliefs. Earlier representations of daughters like Hatshepsut’s daughter
Neferure, the daughters of Amenhotep III and Queen Tiy, and the six daughters of Akhenaten and Nefertiti
emphasize the daughters of the Great Royal Wife. See the discussion of the processions of Ramesses II’s
royal children in the forecourt reliefs above, pp. 188-198, 249-255, 314-318; and M. M. Fisher, The Sons of
Ramesses II. Vol. 53. 2 vols. Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2001; Brand, Peter
J. “Reconstructing the Royal Family of Ramesses II and Its Hierarchical Structure.” Journal of Ancient
Civilizations 31 (2016), pp. 7–44; G. Xekalaki, Symbolism in the Representation of Royal Children during
the New Kingdom. Vol. 2314. BAR International Series. Oxford: Archaeopress, 2011.
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commissioned, and will be a recurring element in temples whose decoration was
completed later on, such as the Ramesseum in western Thebes, Ramesses II’s temple at
Abydos, Wadi es-Sebua, and his great temple at Abu Simbel.32 Such prominent
representations of the members of the royal family are one of the aspects marking
changes in royal ideology during the early 19th Dynasty, reinforcing the king’s divine
nature by championing his virility and by extension guaranteeing dynastic stability. They
emphasize the king’s procreative powers which in turn ensure the fecundity of Egypt
itself,33 and mirror the personified mineral regions and fecundity figures brining their
offering to the temple on the other walls of the forecourt.
In accordance with the emphasis on the king’s divinity in the royal ideology of
Ramesses II’s reign, the forecourt, as a temple of the type the Egyptians called a
“Mansion of Millions of Years,” was also dedicated to the cult of the divine king. This
function of the forecourt is most prominently marked by the presence of the numerous
colossal statues of Ramesses II linked to the cult of the royal ka.34 Additionally, the
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Cf. M. M. Fisher, The Sons of Ramesses II. Vol. 53. 2 vols. Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz, 2001, pp. 33-43.
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Ramesses II Egypt’s Ultimate Pharaoh, forthcoming, chapter 7: “The Royal Children and their Ideological
Role;” G. Xekalaki, Symbolism in the Representation of Royal Children during the New Kingdom. Vol.
2314. BAR International Series. Oxford: Archaeopress, 2011, chs. 3-4; G. Xekalaki, R. Khodary, “Aspects
of the Cultic Role of Queen Nefertari and the Royal Children during the Reign of Ramesses II.” In
Ramesside Studies in Honour of K. A. Kitchen, edited by Mark Collier and Steven Snape, pp. 561–71.
Bolton: Rutherford, 2011.
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king, see L. Bell, “Luxor Temple and the Cult of the Royal Ka.” Journal of Near Eastern Studies 44, no. 4
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Kingdom ‘Mortuary Temples’ and ‘Mansions of Millions of Years’.” In Temples of Ancient Egypt, edited
by Byron E. Shafer, pp. 86–126. Ithaca NY; London: Cornell University Press; I.B. Tauris, 1997; M.
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intimate link between the divine Ramesses and Amun-Re is perhaps best illustrated by
depictions of cult statues of the king in the statue niches inside the chapel of Amun-Re
within the triple barque shine. Both on the colossi pedestals and within the statue niches
the image of the king (in one of the chapels shown with curved ram’s horns) is offered to
by a Iunmutef priest and Thoth, all pertaining to the iconography of the royal cult.35
The role the forecourt played as a temple of millions of years dedicated to both
the cult of Amun-Re and the deified king is also illustrated in the name of the forecourt,
the Temple of Ramesses United-with-Eternity, Hw.t nTr Ra-ms-s Xnm.t-nHH. This name
closely resembles that of the Ramesseum, the Temple of Ramesses United-with-Thebes,
Hw.t nTr Ra-ms-s Xnm.t-WAs.t, the link between the two structures also being hinted at by
their geographical alignment.36 This phenomenon is also observable in the case of Sety
I’s Karnak Hypostyle Hall and his Gurnah temple on the Theban west bank, and can best
be seen as yet another expression of the close bond between Amun-Re and the king.37

Ullmann, Die Häuser Der Millionen von Jahren: Eine Untersuchung Zu Königskult Und Tempeltypologie
in Ägypten. Vol. 51. Ägypten Und Altes Testament. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2002.
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Final summation and suggestions for future study
The aim of this dissertation is to present a general overview of the ritual scenes
decorating the interior walls of the Luxor forecourt, as this monument’s cultic relief
program is largely unpublished and has been neglected by previous scholarship. Special
attention was given to the scenes and texts on the south-east quadrant, as these are best
preserved, mostly unpublished, and contain the Litany of Amun-Re which can not only
help better understand the cultic function of the forecourt, but is also illustrative of the
theological concepts regarding Amun-Re, seen as a transcendentally supreme god, that
were prevalent during the Ramesside period.38
The primary source material presented in this dissertation, as well as my
interpretations based on them, are the first ever extensive analysis of the cultic reliefs on
the forecourt’s interior walls. At the same time, these are merely a starting point for
further study and analysis. I intend to continue this research by creating a complete
translation of all the interior wall scenes for a final published version of this dissertation.
I also aim to expand my analysis to include other decorative elements, such as the
columns, abaci, the architraves, the statuary, the cryptographic elements of the
inscriptions alongside the unusual writings of Ramesses II’s cartouches.39
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Cf. J. Assmann, Egyptian Solar Religion in the New Kingdom: Re, Amun and the Crisis of Polytheism.
Translated by Anthony Alcock. London and New York: Kegan Paul International, 1995.
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Both the cryptographic text of the architraves as well as the cryptographic sign scattered throughout the
bandeau inscriptions within the forecourt merit further extensive study. A. Spalinger (personal
communication) wonders if the impetus for these exotic writings stems from the appointment of
Nebwenenef as the High Priest of Amun in Ramesses II’s first regnal year. Under Sety I, Nebwenenef was
high priest of Abydos and would have overseen the work on Sety I’s temple, where there are several
cryptographic texts and exotic/obscure iconographic elements in the relief decoration. Presumably,
Nebwenenef would have overseen the work on the forecourt, especially its decoration, in Ramesses II’s
earliest years.
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As the first new Theban monument Ramesses II completed early in his reign, the
decorative program of the Luxor forecourt marks a dramatic shift in temple design and
expressions of the king’s ideological program. These changes in royal self-presentation,
highlighting the king’s role as a source of Egypt’s fecundity, are emphasized by the
abundance of representations of the royal children actively participating in religious
festivals. Nefertary as the principle wife of the king is also prominently depicted,
alongside her children and those by other anonymous wives.
My study, long overdue for this unique and under-appreciated monument, reveals
valuable new insights into cultic ritual, royal ideology, and the design of temple
decorative programs at a transformative period in the early 19th Dynasty. The Luxor
forecourt is both a hallmark and a harbinger of the innovative Ramesside style of temple
decoration.
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Appendix:

The Interior Wall Reliefs of the Triple Barque Shrine Inside the Forecourt of
Ramesses II at Luxor Temple
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Plate TS 1: Triple barque shrine, Mut chapel, west wall east face.
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Plate TS 2: Triple barque shrine, Mut chapel, north wall south face.
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Plate TS 3: Triple barque shrine, Mut chapel, east wall west face.
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Plate TS 4: Triple barque shrine, Amun-Re chapel, west wall east face. For the statue niche, see plate TS 7.
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Plate TS 5: Triple barque shrine, Amun-Re chapel, north wall south face.
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Plate TS 6: Triple barque shrine, Amun-Re chapel, east wall west face. For the statue niche, see plate TS 8.
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Plate TS 7: Triple barque shrine, western statue niche in the Amun-Re chapel,
south wall (left), west wall (middle), and north wall (right).
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Plate TS 8: Triple barque shrine, eastern statue niche in the Amun-Re chapel,
north wall (left), east wall (middle), and south wall (right).
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Plate TS 9: Triple barque shrine, Khonsu chapel, west wall east face.
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Plate TS 10: Triple barque shrine, Khonsu chapel, north wall south face.
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Plate TS 11: Triple barque shrine, Khonsu chapel, west wall east face.
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